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Industry, construction and transport are the three sectors that traditionally lead to the highest
energy requirements. This is why, over the past few years, all the involved stakeholders have widely
expressed the necessity to introduce a new approach to the analysis and management of those energy
processes characterizing the aforementioned sectors. The objective is to guide production and energy
processes to an approach aimed at energy savings and a decrease in environmental impact. Indeed,
all of the ecosystems are stressed by obsolete production schemes deriving from an unsustainable
paradigm of constant growth and related to the hypothesis of an environment able to absorb and
accept all of the anthropogenic changes.
Leading the production processes of industry, construction and transport to a revision of
their energy requirements is necessary and the research activity is called to carry out its natural
innovative function.
The industrial sector is in full transition and transformation towards its version 4.0 and is
therefore called to review its management and the supply costs of energy and raw materials to limit
its environmental impact. Research activity must support best practices in energy management and
encourage a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. The construction sector should apply future
retrofit solutions, able to increase energy efficiency and taking into account environment and climate
change at the same time. The transport sector is moving towards new mobility with respect to the
past, thanks to the transition from fossil fuels to the electrification and the use of artificial intelligence,
thus increasing the level of automation. In the context of great attention towards the sustainable and
respectful future of the planet, this study and the diffusion of the results provided by the scientific
community concerning the most recent signs of progress in energy optimization are expected to play a
key role.
With the aim of proposing the next generation of energy processes and leading to positive
implications for the environment, climate and sustainability, this Special Issue, “Advances in Theoretical
and Computational Energy Optimization Processes” has aimed to collect sophisticated contributions
on all these aspects, highlighting current state-of-the-art research with respect to the results of the
main research groups. Studies on energy processes, production methods and innovative mechanisms
related to research based on computational optimization methods are part of this scientific collection.
This Special Issue has also aimed to encourage a debate on future scenarios in each of those sectors
currently characterized by significant energy requirements.
In this Special Issue, numerous articles have found a home and they have been proposed by
researchers from countries belonging to geographical areas over the world. In particular, the affiliation
of the authors sees nations represented according to the following percentages: China, 69%; Pakistan,
9%; Malaysia, 5%; Mexico, 3%; USA, 3%; Spain, 2%; Iran, Taiwan and Vietnam, 1.5%; Norway and
UK, 1%; Chile, Denmark, Ghana, Oman and South Africa, 0.5%. The topics covered range across all
energy sectors. Starting from the production of energy up to its final consumption, the authors discuss
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and propose ideas and opportunities to optimize processes, methods, equipment and machinery to
minimize energy needs from non-renewable sources and the environmental pollution derived from it.
The authors, in presenting their scientific works, have shown that it is possible to intervene in
multiple sectors to try and optimize numerous energy processes. This is proof that the scientific
community is active in producing ideas that will allow a transition to a low-carbon future and apply
new theories and models based on innovative algorithms.
In particular, in the field of studies concerning energy optimization in the civil construction sector,
the following publications have found space in this collection of scientific works:
− Smart Community Energy Cost Optimization Taking User Comfort Level and Renewable Energy
Consumption Rate into Consideration (Keywords: smart communities; user comfort levels;
renewable energy consumption rate) [1].
− Cogeneration Process Technical Viability for an Apartment Building: Case Study in Mexico
(Keywords: cogeneration; technical viability; apartment building) [2].
− Efficient Energy Management in Offices Using Bio-Inspired Energy Optimization Algorithms
(Keywords: appliance scheduling techniques; bacterial foraging algorithm (BFA); energy
management; system; energy optimization algorithms; grasshopper optimization algorithm
(GOA); smart grid) [3].
− Multi-Objective Optimal Scheduling Method for a Grid-Connected Redundant Residential
Microgrid (Keywords: redundant residential microgrid (RR-microgrid); optimal scheduling;
virtual energy storage system (VESS); non-dominant sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II);
analytic hierarchy process (AHP)) [4].
− Optimized Energy Management Strategies for Campus Hybrid PV–Diesel Systems During
Utility Load Shedding Events (Keywords: hybrid PV–diesel generator systems; digital resource
management; energy management) [5].
− A Modular Framework for Optimal Load Scheduling Under Price-Based Demand Response
Scheme in Smart Grid (Keywords: smart grid; demand response; load scheduling; home energy
management; enhanced differential evolution; hybrid gray wolf-modified enhanced differential
evolutionary algorithm) [6].
The application of innovative methodologies to encourage more efficient transport has led to the
production of the following scientific works:
− Hybrid Energy Feature Extraction Approach for Ship-Radiated Noise Based on CEEMDAN
Combined with Energy Difference and Energy Entropy Complete Ensemble Empirical Mode
Decomposition with Adaptive Noise (CEEMDAN) (Keywords: energy difference (ED); energy
entropy (EE); hybrid energy feature extraction; ship-radiated noise (S-RN)) [7].
− Energy-Efficient Train Driving Strategy with Considering the Steep Downhill Segment (Keywords:
rail transit; train control; energy-efficient driving strategy; steep downhill segment; local
optimization) [8].
− Numerical Investigation of SCR Mixer Design Optimization for Improved Performance (Keywords:
selective catalyst reduction system; emission control; marine diesel engine; urea; ammonia) [9].
− A Rotor-Sync Signal-Based Control System of a Doubly-Fed Induction Generator in the Shaft
Generation of a Ship (Keywords: shaft generator; DFIG; shipboard; power; control) [10].
− Intelligent Energy Management for Plug-In Hybrid Electric Bus with Limited State Space
(Keywords: plug-in hybrid electric bus; energy management; Q-learning; limited state space;
Hardware-in-Loop (HIL) simulation) [11].
The research sector that operates in the production, transport and dispatching of energy has been
enriched by the considerations contained in the following articles:
− Integrated Delphi-AHP and Fuzzy TOPSIS Approach Toward Ranking and Selection of Renewable
Energy Resources in Pakistan (Keywords: Delphi; analytical hierarchy process; fuzzy technique
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for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution techniques; renewable energy (RE) resources;
sustainable energy planning) [12].
− Flexible Responsive Load Economic Model for Industrial Demands (Keywords: demand-side
management; economic demand response model; consumer utility function; electricity market
restructuring) [13].
− Implementation of Maximum Power Point Tracking Based on Variable Speed Forecasting for
Wind Energy Systems (Keywords: maximum power tracking (MPT); wind speed forecasting;
wind energy system (WES); state feedback controller) [14].
− Numerical Investigation of Influence of Reservoir Heterogeneity on Electricity Generation
Performance of Enhanced Geothermal System (Keywords: reservoir heterogeneity; enhanced
geothermal system; electricity generation; performance; influence) [15].
− Modeling of Future Electricity Generation and Emissions Assessment for Pakistan (Keywords:
electricity demand; emissions; LEAP model; fossil fuels; renewable energy) [16].
− Power Transmission Congestion Management Based on Quasi-Dynamic Thermal Rating
(Keywords: transmission line; meteorological parameter; quasi-dynamic thermal rating (QDR);
transmission congestion) [17].
− Control Strategy of Electric Heating Loads for Reducing Power Shortage in Power Grid (Keywords:
power shortage; electric heating load; electric water heater; demand response; virtual energy
storage (VES), virtual state of charge (VSOC)) [18].
− Productivity Models of Infill Complex Structural Wells in Mixed Well Patterns (Keywords:
complex structural well; mixed well pattern; productivity evaluation; semi-analytical model; well
location optimization) [19].
− Influence and Optimization of Geometrical Parameters on Coast-Down Characteristics of Nuclear
Reactor Coolant Pumps (Keywords: reactor coolant pump; coast-down characteristics; geometrical
parameters; multiple linear regression; transition process) [20].
− Model for Optimizing Location Selection for Biomass Energy Power Plants (Keywords: biomass
energy; site selection; optimization; MCDM; FMCDM; FAHP; TOPSIS) [21].
− Wind Energy Generation Assessment at Specific Sites in a Peninsula in Malaysia Based on
Reliability Indices (Keywords: reliability indices; wind farms; sequential Monte Carlo simulation;
Malaysia) [22].
− Temporal Feature Selection for Multi-Step Ahead Reheater Temperature Prediction (Keywords:
reheat steam temperature; temporal feature selection; delay order prediction; deep neural network;
genetic algorithm) [23].
− Investigating the Dynamic Impact of CO2 Emissions and Economic Growth on Renewable Energy
Production: Evidence from FMOLS and DOLS Tests (Keywords: carbon emissions; economic
growth; energy; renewable energy; fully modified ordinary least square (FMOLS); dynamic panel
cointegration model) [24].
− Mathematical Modeling and Simulation on the Stimulation Interactions in Coalbed Methane
Thermal Recovery (Keywords: coalbed methane thermal recovery; thermal stimulation interaction;
heat–gas–coal model; modeling and simulation) [25].
− Economic Dispatch of Multi-Energy System Considering Load Replaceability (Keywords:
multi-energy system; economic dispatch; load replaceability; multi-energy conversion) [26].
− Using Pso Algorithm to Compensate Power Loss Due to the Aeroelastic Effect of the Wind
Turbine Blade (Keywords: Aeroelastic effect; Optimization model; Power loss; Pre-twist angle;
Pre-twisting method) [27].
− Energy Model for Long-Term Scenarios in Power Sector under Energy Transition Laws (Keywords:
electricity model; power plants prospective; Mexican prospective) [28].
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− Multi-Agent Consensus Algorithm-Based Optimal Power Dispatch for Islanded Multi-Microgrids
(Keywords: islanded multi-microgrids; real-time power dispatch; multi-agent; consensus
algorithm) [29].
− Simulation-Based Design and Economic Evaluation of a Novel Internally Circulating Fluidized
Bed Reactor for Power Production with Integrated CO2 Capture (Keywords: chemical
looping combustion; power production; carbon capture; internally circulating reactor; reactor
design; fluidization; techno-economics; computational fluid dynamics; filtered two-fluid model;
coarse-grid simulations) [30].
− A Time-Sequence Simulation Method for Power Units’ Monthly Energy-Trade Scheduling with
Multiple Energy Sources (Keywords: monthly energy-trade scheduling; time-sequence simulation
method; feasibility; fairness; consumption of renewable energy) [31].
− Reliability Evaluation Method Considering Demand Response (DR) of Household Electrical
Equipment in Distribution Networks (Keywords: demand response; household electrical
equipment; real-time electricity price; incentive mechanism; capacity constraint; reliability
evaluation) [32].
− A Dispatching Optimization Model for Park Power Supply Systems Considering Power-To-Gas
and Peak Regulation Compensation (Keywords: park power supply system; power-to-gas; peak
regulation compensation; ancillary service; wind/photovoltaic generation consumption) [33].
− Salp Swarm Optimization Algorithm-Based Controller for Dynamic Response and Power Quality
Enhancement of an Islanded Microgrid (Keywords: microgrid; optimization; voltage and
frequency regulation; dynamic response enhancement; salp swarm optimization algorithm; power
quality) [34].
− Off-Grid Solar PV Power Generation System in Sindh, Pakistan: A Techno-Economic Feasibility
Analysis (Keywords: off-grid Solar PV power generation; remote rural regions; economic
feasibility; CO2 mitigation; Pakistan) [35].
Research in the industrial production sector and its associated processes have found space in the
following works:
− A Novel Robust Method for Solving CMB Receptor Model Based on Enhanced Sampling Monte
Carlo Simulation (Keywords: CMB receptor model; effective variance weighted least squares
algorithm; enhanced sampling Monte Carlo simulation) [36].
− Mold Level Predictor of Continuous Casting Using Hybrid EMD-SVR-GA Algorithm (Keywords:
empirical mode decomposition; support vector regression; genetic algorithm; mold level;
continuous cast) [37].
− Artificial Neural Networks Approach for a Multi-Objective Cavitation Optimization Design in
a Double-Suction Centrifugal Pump (Keywords: multi-objective optimization; artificial neural
network; NPSHr prediction; cavitation optimization; CFD) [38].
− Determination of Acidity of Waste Cooking Oils by Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (Keywords: free
acidity; NIRS; partial least squares; waste cooking oil) [39].
− Extended State Observer-Based Predictive Speed Control for Permanent Magnet Linear
Synchronous Motor (Keywords: permanent magnet linear synchronous motor (PMLSM); extended
state observer (ESO); predictive function control (PFC); composite control; robustness) [40].
− Direct Speed Control of Pmsm Based on Terminal Sliding Mode and Finite Time Observer
(Keywords: non-singular terminal sliding mode control (NTSMC); finite-time observer
(FTO); mismatched/matched disturbance/uncertainties; permanent magnet synchronous motor
(PMSM)) [41].
− Numerical and Experimental Study of a Vortex Structure and Energy Loss in a Novel Self-Priming
Pump (Keywords: vortex structure; energy loss; entropy production; self-priming pump) [42].
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These studies, and the researchers who participated in them are the cornerstone for human
well-being of tomorrow, supporting economic development and reducing fuel poverty. The future will
be sustainable because it can only be such. The sustainable future is closer than we can imagine.
I must congratulate the authors and reviewers for their outstanding work, and thank the editors,
assistants, and all the staff of MDPI for the quality of their work.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflicts of interest.
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Abstract: The islanded mode of the microgrid (MG) operation faces more power quality challenges
as compared to grid-tied mode. Unlike the grid-tied MG operation, where the voltage magnitude
and frequency of the power system are regulated by the utility grid, islanded mode does not share
any connection with the utility grid. Hence, a proper control architecture of islanded MG is essential
to control the voltage and frequency, including the power quality and optimal transient response
during different operating conditions. Therefore, this study proposes an intelligent and robust
controller for islanded MG, which can accomplish the above-mentioned tasks with the optimal
transient response and power quality. The proposed controller utilizes the droop control in addition
to the back to back proportional plus integral (PI) regulator-based voltage and current controllers in
order to accomplish the mentioned control objectives efficiently. Furthermore, the intelligence of the
one of the most modern soft computational optimization algorithms called salp swarm optimization
algorithm (SSA) is utilized to select the best combination of the PI gains (kp and ki) and dc side
capacitance (C), which in turn ensures optimal transient response during the distributed generator
(DG) insertion and load change conditions. Finally, to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
control approach, its outcomes are compared with that of the previous approaches used in recent
literature on basis of transient response measures, quality of solution and power quality. The results
prove the superiority of the proposed control scheme over that of the particle swarm optimization
(PSO) and grasshopper optimization algorithm (GOA) based MG controllers for the same operating
conditions and system configuration.
Keywords: microgrid; optimization; voltage and frequency regulation; dynamic response
enhancement; salp swarm optimization algorithm; power quality
1. Introduction
Due to the recent developments in power electronics and artificial intelligence technology, the
flexible deployment and performance of distributed generators (DGs) have been improved significantly.
This is necessary in order to cope up with the increasing power demand along with improvement in
power quality and reliability of the power system. Furthermore, these DGs combine together with
a group of loads to form a small entity of an electrical network called Microgrid (MG) [1]. MG can
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be interconnected with the utility grid through a static switch at point of common coupling (PCC)
or operated isolated. In the grid-tied mode, the power can be imported or exported between the
MG and main grid as needed while in the islanded mode the MG operates to support the load at its
own without any external support from the utility grid. Furthermore, in grid-tied mode, the voltage
magnitude and frequency are dictated by the giant power system, while power flow between DGs and
the main grid is the major control concern. Contrary to that, one of the very basic tasks of any control
architecture in islanded mode is to regulate the voltage magnitude and frequency at their rated values.
A general structure of the MG is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. A basic structure of Microgrid [2].
Figure 1 portrays a very general structure of an MG where the DGs (wind and solar in this
case), battery banks and loads are connected to the point of common coupling through three-phase
circuit breakers. To inject a controlled amount of power at rated voltage and frequency, generally,
a controlled non-linear power electronic device is utilized. These devices are non-linear in nature
and hence need to be properly controlled in order to achieve a higher power quality along with the
proper accomplishment of control objectives such as voltage, frequency and power flow regulation.
In grid-connected mode, the sole objective of the MG controller is to ensure proper sharing of power
among DGs and between MG and utility grid while in islanded mode the prime control objective is to
regulate voltage and frequency at their rated values along with controlled power-sharing among DGs
and power quality. Since MG faces more challenges in the islanded mode as compared to that of the
grid-connected mode, this research is purely dedicated to the islanded mode of MG operation.
The study aims to improve the transient response of an islanded MG under different operating
conditions. The mentioned task is accomplished by using the intelligence of the salp swarm optimization
algorithm (SSA) to obtain the optimal combination of Proportional plus Integral (PI) controller
parameters and dc-link side capacitance value provides the least settling time and overshoot during
DG injection and load switching conditions. SSA is one of the most intelligent optimization algorithms
introduced by Mirjalili et al. [3]. As compared to Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO), SSA is a more evolved algorithm for solving the different optimization problems [3].
It has been applied and found better than its competitor algorithms in solving many engineering
problems like parameter identification of Photo-Voltaic (PV) modules [4], optimal allocation and capacity
of DGs [5], extracting optimal parameters of fuel cells [6], training ANN for pattern recognition [7]
and load-frequency control [8]. The mentioned studies have duly verified the effectiveness of SSA in
solving the studied optimization problems better than conventional optimization techniques. This
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research work utilizes the intelligence of SSA for obtaining the optimal combination of PI gains and
dc-link capacitance value to improve the dynamic response of studied islanded MG and regulating
voltage and frequency under the DG insertion and load change conditions. The controller utilizes the
droop control in the control structure as a power-sharing controller along with the voltage and current
control loops. To authenticate the effectiveness of the proposed control technique, its performance is
compared with that of the PSO and GOA based controllers for the identical operating conditions.
The subsequent sections are described as follows; Section 2 discusses the modern MG control
architectures and a brief literature review of the available techniques used to tackle the presented
problem. Section 3 describes the considered islanded MG along with its complete mathematical model
and control architecture. In Section 4 the proposed methodology for obtaining an optimal transient
response of studied MG system and basics of SSA along with the justification for considered fitness
function has been provided. Finally, in Section 5, the obtained results are presented.
2. Modern Microgrid Control Architectures
Recently, several control architectures have been developed for the islanded MGs using
proportional plus integral (PI) regulator-based power, voltage and current control loops. The
generalized control architecture of the MG based on the above-mentioned control loops is shown in
Figure 2.
Figure 2. A generalized control structure for MGs.
For the grid-tied mode, there is no requirement of the voltage controller as it is dictated by the
main grid while the power controller may be replaced by a voltage controller in case of the autonomous
mode. Due to the robust structure and simple control action, PI controllers are found to be the most
widely used regulators in these control loops. The main drawback of using PI regulators in modern
MG control architectures is that their performance is dictated by their proportional and integral gains
(kp and ki). Hence, selection of these gains decides the overall performance of the controller and
consequently, the studied system. Over the last years, these gains were selected by using the “trial
and error” or Ziegler-Nicolas (Z-N) method. These conventional methods of PI tuning suffer from
many disadvantages, such as excessive time consumption, uncertainty in gain selection and complex
calculations which restricted PI controller application in the latest MG control architectures up to a
large extent. Most recently, with the development in the area of artificial intelligence (AI) and its
applications in optimization field, several AI methods such as fuzzy logic (FL), genetic algorithm
(GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) were explored to optimize PI controller parameters for
dynamic response enhancement of islanded ac MGs. The results presented in the mentioned research
9
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papers clearly show the importance of the AI techniques in obtaining optimal PI parameters, which led
to the enhanced transient response of the studied MG systems.
Many researchers around the world have worked on solving the mentioned optimization problem
using different AI techniques. Al-Saedi et al. [9] developed an MG controller for controlling voltage
and frequency of an autonomous MG. The PSO was utilized to optimize the system parameters and
hence dynamic response. The developed controller successfully regulated the voltage magnitude and
managed to keep it within standard limits (±5% of the rated value). However, the frequency level was
not up to the standard (±1% of the rated value) during transient conditions. An attempt was made
to solve the mentioned problem in reference [10] where the PSO based controller was developed for
regulating voltage and frequency of an islanded MG. The designed controller successfully regulated
the frequency and kept in well within the standard limits despite the huge load and source variations.
However, the study did not consider the voltage profile, which is one of the very important parameters
in the islanded mode of MG. Authors in the references [11,12] developed an AI-based controller for
the voltage regulation of an islanded MG using Pareto based BB-BC and hybrid big-bang big-crunch
(BB-BC) algorithms, respectively. In both case studies, the frequency declined to 59.7 Hz from its
rated value (60 Hz) during DG insertion and load change conditions. Most recently, Qazi et al. [13]
used the whale optimization algorithm (WOA) for regulating frequency and voltage independently
by formulating two different fitness functions in an islanded MG. However, it may be noted that the
voltage and frequency are two interrelated parameters [12], and therefore, it is not practically possible
to independently optimize these two inter-dependent parameters. Most recently, in November 2018,
the authors in reference [14] explored the grasshopper optimization algorithm (GOA) in order to
regulate voltage and frequency along with the optimal transient response of an islanded MG. The
authors achieved a better dynamic response as compared to previous quoted literature; however, as
compared to WOA and PSO, no significant improvement was observed in overshoot and settling
time during load change conditions. To address the stated limitation, for the very first time as per the
best of authors’ knowledge, an additional parameter that is dc side capacitance has been adopted as
optimization variable along with four gains of two PI regulators in islanded MG controls. In almost all
previous MG control architectures the dc side capacitance value has been adopted based on “trial and
error” method whose disadvantages are already discussed earlier.
3. Proposed Islanded MG Architecture
In this section, a detailed insight of the islanded MG model along with the proposed SSA based
voltage-frequency (v-f) controller is provided. A comprehensive block diagram of the power and
control circuit of the studied islanded infinite bus MG system is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Studied islanded MG with power and control architecture.
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The power circuit contains two solar photovoltaic (PV) modules, a three-phase voltage source
inverter (VSI), RLC filter, coupling inductor and two RL loads. Since the studied MG is operated in an
islanded mode, the utility grid disconnected from the rest of the network using a three-phase circuit
breaker. In order to control the voltage and frequency of the studied MG system, the voltage and
current signals are converted from abc to dq reference frame by using well-known Park’s transformation











































































The basic aim of this transformation is to achieve an equivalent two-phase orthogonal stationary
reference frame from three-phase rotating signals. This conversion is necessary because the PI
controllers do not work properly on sinusoidal reference signals. A more detailed version of the
proposed control architecture is depicted in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Detailed diagram of the salp swarm optimization algorithm based controller for islanded MG.
After obtaining the voltage and current signals in dq reference frame, the active and reactive
power is measured using Equations (3) and (4), respectively:
p = vdid + vdiq (3)
q = vdiq − vqiq (4)
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In order to remove the harmonic contents from the fundamental active and reactive power curves,













It may be noted that in conventional synchronous generator-based power systems, the voltage
and frequency of the system are regulated by an auto-voltage regulator (AVR) and governor system
respectively. However, these methods do not work for DGs such as solar PV, where the output power
from panels is dc and fluctuating in nature due to unpredictable weather conditions and continuous
load switching. Hence, in this case, a droop controller is utilized to compensate for the voltage and
frequency sags and swells during any source and load change conditions. Droop control can instantly
compensate for the voltage and frequency drop without any communication link with the central MG
controller. It does so by continuously measuring the power output and accordingly changing the
reference signals (v* and f *) for the voltage controller. The dynamics for the droop control are given in
Equations (7) and (8):
f ∗ = fn − kwP (7)
v∗ = vn − kvQ (8)
The values for the vn and fn are taken as 220 V and 50 Hz, respectively. The two output signals
of the droop controller, i.e., which v* and f*, are then compared with their respective nominal values
using a comparator and errors (ev and ef) are fed to two PI controllers whose gains are optimized by
SSA optimizer. The sole aim of optimizing PI gains is to achieve an optimal dynamic response of the
studied MG system with minimum overshoot and settling time in voltage and frequency curves. In
order to precisely track the current reference signals (i∗d and i
∗
q), two more PI controllers are used in the
current controller block of the proposed controller. Since the gains for the PI controller used in voltage
controller block were optimized using SSA, optimizing gains for PI regulators in the current controller
block will increase the complexity and duration of the overall optimization process and may result
in un-optimal results at the end due to the excessive number of optimization variables. The transfer
function equations for the current controller as derived from Figure 4 are as in Equations (9) and (10):




idre f − iod
)
− w ∗ L f ∗ ioq + vd (9)




idre f − iod
)
+ w ∗ L f ∗ iod + vq (10)
Finally, the space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) technique is used to generate the
firing pulses for VSI so that a regulated quantity of power with high power quality can be injected to
feed the connected load.
4. Proposed Methodology
This section is further divided into two subsections. The first section discusses the mathematical
formulation of SSA for optimizing MG control parameters, while the fitness function to be minimized
by the SSA is presented in the second section.
4.1. Salp Swarm Algorithm and Its Implementation
In this section, the motivation behind the proposed optimization algorithm along with its complete
mathematical model is discussed in detail. Salps are the family member of the Salpidae group.
They possess the translucent barrel-shaped figure and move similar to that of jellyfish. To model
12
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their movement mathematically, their initial positions are initialized randomly as portrayed in
Equation (11) [3]:
K1:n1 = rand (. . .) ∗ (ubj − lbj) + lbj, ∀ j ∈ no. o f variables (11)
where K1:n1 shows the initial positions of the salps, ubj and lbj represents the upper and lower limit,
respectively, and rand ( . . . ) is the command for generating random numbers between 0–1.
Afterward, two groups are formed: leader and followers. All the salps except those at the rear are
labeled as followers while the front ones are called leaders. The leader salps guide the whole swarm
while the followers follow them continuously in order to search for a food source labeled as M in this
case. Similar to other metaheuristic optimization techniques, the location of each salp is defined in
a defined search space having n number of dimensions that are equal to the number of controlled
parameters in an optimization problem. Furthermore, the location of the entire number of salps is kept
in a matrix K, which is defined in Equation (12) [3]:
K1j =















where the symbol K1j symbolizes the position of leader salp in the jth dimension, Mi shows the
location of the food source in the jth dimension and c1, c2 and c3 denote the random numbers. It
is significant to note that, unlike conventional optimization methods such as GA and PSO, the SSA
effectively manages to avoid trapping into local minimum due to its adaptive optimization mechanism.
SSA updates the position of follower salps with respect to each other and allows them to move
gradually towards the leading salp, which prevents the algorithm from stagnating into the local optima.
Thus, the algorithm produces an optimal or near-optimal solution precisely during an optimization
process [3]. Furthermore, SSA has better exploration versus exploitation balancing capability, which is
the fundamental requirement for reaching the best available solution for an optimization problem. As
can be seen from Equation (12), the leader salp upgrades its location with reference to the food source
only. The coefficient c1 in Equation (12) is one of the very important parameters in SSA since it helps in






where l represents the current number of iteration, while L denotes the number of maximum iterations.
The symbols c2 and c3 used in Equation (12) represents the random numbers between 0 and 1. In order





at2 + v0 t (14)
where i ≥ 2 and Kij is the positions of ith follower salp in jth dimension, t denotes the time and v0 is the
symbol used for the velocity at the start of the optimization process, which is generally taken as 0. As
the time in the optimization procedure can be replaced by the iterations and the variance between two
successive iterations cannot be in a fractional number, hence by assuming v0 = 0, the Equation (14) can







where i ≥ 2 and Kij denotes the position of ith follower salp in jth dimension. It is important to note that
the salp chain possesses the potential of moving towards the continuously changing global optimum
(food source) in order to find a better solution by exploring and exploiting the defined search space.
Some of the very important features of SSA which make it different from the conventional optimization
algorithms are listed as follows [3];
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1. The algorithm keeps the best-obtained solution after each iteration and assigns it to the
global optimum (food source) variable. Hence, it can never be wiped out even if the whole
population deteriorates.
2. SSA updates the position of the leading salp with respect to the food source only, which is the
best solution obtained thus far; therefore, the leader salp always explores and exploits the space
around it for a better solution.
3. SSA updates the position of follower salps with respect to each other in order to let them move
towards the leading salp gradually.
4. Gradual movements of follower salps prevent the SSA from being easily stagnating into
local optima.
5. Parameter c1 is decreased adaptively over the course of iterations, which helps the algorithm to
explore the search space at starting and exploits it at the ending phase.
6. SSA has only one main controlling parameter (c1), which reduces the complexity and makes it
easy to implement.
The above-mentioned merits of SSA make it potentially able to solve the optimization problems
better than conventional optimization methods and hence became the motivation for the current
research work. In addition, the adaptive mechanism of SSA allows this algorithm to find an accurate
estimation of the best solution by continuously avoiding the trapping into local solutions.
Further details of SSA along with its pseudo-code and benchmarking against the conventional
optimization methods can be found in reference [3]. It may be noted that for tuning the characteristics
of the SSA for solving a specific problem, two parameters may be adjusted, namely the number of
searching salps and the total iterations’ number. The complete methodology of obtaining optimal PI
parameters and dc-link capacitance for enhancing the dynamic response of the grid-tied MG system
using SSA is depicted in the flow-chart shown in Figure 5.
Similar to other metaheuristic optimization methods, SSA spread a specified number of random
search agents within searching space in the first stage. Based on the operating mechanism of SSA as
given in Figure 5, these search agents are permitted to change their position in the restricted search
space to minimize the stated Fitness Function (FF) subjected to a defined set of constraints. It is
important to note that the mathematical model for simulating salp chains cannot be directly employed
to solve optimization problems. In other words, there is a need to tweak the model according to the
studied system configuration in order to make it applicable to solve the specific optimization problem.
The ultimate goal of any optimization algorithm is to determine the global optimum which is generally
carried out by minimization or maximization process of a defined FF. In SSA, the mentioned objective is
accomplished by making the leading salp to move towards the food source and the follower salps follow
the leading salp as per the governing equations of the algorithm. In the context of the optimization
process, the food source is treated as the global optimum; therefore, the salp chain automatically moves
towards it. It is assumed that the best solution obtained so-far is the global optimum and the food
source to be chased by the salp chain until the termination criterion is reached. In the current case
study, the completion of the maximum number of iterations is set as the termination criteria of the
optimization process. Hence, once the pre-decided maximum number of iterations is reached, the
obtained optimized PI gains and capacitance value are collected from the MATLAB workspace and are
exported to the PI controller and dc side capacitor block in MG Simulink model. After that, the MG
Simulink model is executed for 0.5 s to obtain the optimized power, voltage and current curves.
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Figure 5. Proposed SSA based optimal plus integral (PI) parameter selection in studied islanded MG.
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4.2. Fitness Function Formulation
The operating point of the power system fluctuates continuously and abruptly due to continuous
and sudden load variations. Furthermore, in grid-connected MG power systems, the sudden insertion
and desertion of DGs into the power system may push it into an unstable region of operation due
to large power fluctuations and overshoots. One of the solutions to avoid such a situation is to
use optimized controller parameters that can provide an optimum transient response of the system.
Keeping in view the mentioned issues in the power system, the two gains of each PI controller (Kpv, Kiv,
Kpf, Kif) placed in the first control loop of the studied MG controller along with the dc link capacitance
(C) are optimized by SSA. In fact, for all metaheuristic and evolutionary optimization methods, the
presence of the FF is a compulsory requirement that evaluates the fitness of each and every search
agent and selects the best one for further comparison during the next iteration. In the context of the
current study, where the optimal tuning of PI controller is required, four FF criterions that are generally
considered in the literature are Integral Square Error (ISE), Integral Absolute Error (IAE), Integral
Time Square Error (ITSE) and Integral Time Absolute Error (ITAE). However, ITAE is the most widely
used FF criterion than its compilators due to the easy implementation, realistic error indexing and
better outcomes [15,16]. The ITSE and ISE used to square the error which produces large perturbation
in results even for a very small change in error signal, and hence generates impractical results. In
addition, due to the continuous-time multiplication with the absolute value of error, the ITAE produces
more realistic error indexing as compared to IAE. Hence looking at the prominent features of the ITAE
criterion, it is adopted as the FF to be minimized in this study. Mathematically, the ITAE is expressed









∣∣∣e f ∣∣∣ dt (17)
where t refers to the total time of simulation, |ev| and
∣∣∣e f ∣∣∣ are the absolute values errors in active and
reactive power measurement, respectively, which are figured out by arithmetically deducting the
measured power values from the setpoint power values. The overall FF is formed by mathematically








∣∣∣e f ∣∣∣dt } (18)
It is important to understand that the magnitude of the FF in Equation (18) needs to be minimized
by SSA in order to acquire the optimal PI parameter values that provide an optimum transient response
of the MG system. The islanded MG modeling along with its controller and formulation of FF is
carried out in MATLAB/SIMULINK version 2018a, while the coding of SSA along with its parameters
like the total number of salps, iterations and optimization variables are depicted in the MATLAB
editor window. Furthermore, the Simulink model is made to run for the pre-set maximum number
of iterations using the “sim ( )” command from the editor window. Finally, once the simulation is
finished, the optimized PI gains are placed into the corresponding PI block in MATLAB/SIMULINK
model to achieve the optimal dynamic behavior of the designed MG power system.
5. Results and Discussion
The evaluation of the dynamic response for the developed islanded MG system is studied by
using MATLAB/SIMULINK version 2018a. In order to make a justified evaluation of PSO, GOA and
SSA the identical system parameters are used for both simulations and are depicted in Table 1.
16
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Table 1. Studied MG system parameters.
Parameter Symbol Value
Solar PV rating Ps 150 kW
Filter capacitance Cf 2.5 mF
Filter inductance Lf 95 mH
Switching frequency fsw 10 kHz
Sampling frequency fs 500 kHz
Load 1 Pl, Q1 50 kW, 30 kVAR
Load 2 P2, Q2 40 kW, 20 kVAR
Load 3 P3, Q3 40 kW, 20 kVAR
The optimized parameters obtained at the end of the optimization process are provided in Table 2.
Table 2. The optimized parameters obtained at the end of the simulation.
Optimization Kpv Kiv Kpf Kif C (mF)
PSO 0.2571093 25.6392019 0.9374905 9.3847852 23.817
GOA 0.9441557 12.8365850 26.768654 1.2474575 17.458
SSA 1.5485963 0.87302975 2.1385992 15.583932 19.954
The considered MG is purely operated in islanded mode, and hence, no grid-connection is made
throughout its operation. Furthermore, the voltage magnitude and frequency curves are measured
at the load connection point. In addition, since the operating conditions, the number of iterations
and simulation time is pre-defined for studied islanded MG model, the optimized variables obtained
through PSO, GOA and SSA at the end of the simulation ensure optimal dynamic response of the
studied MG system for its complete operation. The obtained optimized parameters are inserted into
the islanded MG SIMULINK model and the developed model is then evaluated for the three cases
which are thoroughly discussed in the subsequent subsection.
5.1. Voltage and Frequency Regulation during DG Insertion and Load Change
As discussed earlier, the regulation of voltage and frequency is one of the major control concerns
in any islanded MG due to the absence of support from the main grid. Achieving a stable rated voltage
and frequency after the DG insertion and abrupt load changes with minimum overshoot and settling
time needs fine-tuning of the system parameters. Hence, three different metaheuristic techniques,
i.e., PSO, GOA and SSA, were utilized separately to obtain the optimal set of PI parameters and
dc-link capacitance in order to minimize the overshoot and settling time after a disturbance in the
MG system. Once the simulation started from the MATLAB editor, the SSA initiated its searching
process for the most suitable PI gains and capacitance combination that delivers the least value of
FF in order to achieve optimal dynamic response with least possible overshoot and settling time. It
simulates the developed SIMULINK MG model for the pre-set number of iterations. Finally, at the
end of the simulation, optimal values of four PI gains along with the capacitance value were obtained
that provided minimum error integrating the FF value, which in turn guarantees the optimal dynamic
behavior of the developed MG model. At exactly 0.05 s, the solar PV modules were switched on
through a three-phase CB. Once the DGs were injected into the power system, they caused overshoots
in the system voltage, as depicted in Figure 6.
It may be noted from Figure 6 that the system voltage observed an overshoot during the DG
insertion at 0.05 s of simulation. The magnitude of the overshoot depended on the DG rating as well as
the selection of controller parameters. In order to have a fair comparison between the three optimal
parameter selection methods, i.e., PSO, GOA and SSA, the DG rating and other system parameters
were taken identical for all three cases. At 0.25 s of the simulation, a load of 40 kW, 20 kVAR was added
to the system, and as a result of that, the system voltage observed a dip in voltage. Similarly, at 0.55 s,
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the load-3 was disconnected from the system. The corresponding response shows a swell in voltage at
the mentioned simulation time. A zoomed version of Figure 6 during DG injection, load injection and
load detachment is shown in Figure 7a–c, respectively.
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(c) 
Figure 7. Voltage profile at (a) DG insertion (b) abrupt Load increment (c) abrupt load decrement.
It is obvious from Figure 7a–c that the optimal parameters obtained by the SSA optimization
method provide better results compared to PSO and GOA in terms of overshoot and settling time for
all three studied conditions. Another parameter that needs to be regulated during the islanded mode
of MG operation is the frequency of the system. The frequency response of the system for PSO, GOA
and SSA based MG system is shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8. The frequency response of the MG system for the studied optimization methods.
Figure 8 shows the frequency response of the MG system for all three optimization methods. The
result shows that all the metaheuristic methods provide a stable system frequency response within the
allowable deviation range (±1%). However, the SSA based MG provides a better dynamic response as
compared to its compotators. Table 3 shows a comparative analysis of all the studied methods for the
voltage and frequency regulation of the studied islanded MG.
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PSO 5.86 27.2 37.7
GOA 4.68 36.3 64.5
SSA 1.45 26.2 26.36
Load injection
PSO 16.45 4.00 94.21
GOA 16.00 4.70 94.20
SSA 15.04 3.90 94.19
Load
detachment
PSO 16.41 7.70 73.50
GOA 15.59 7.50 78.50
SSA 14.77 7.80 77.40
Frequency
MG injection
PSO 0.44 2.05 -
GOA 0.54 5.58 -
SSA 0.46 2.30 -
Load injection
PSO 0.66 35.2 -
GOA 0.50 34.8 -
SSA 0.46 35.0 -
Load
detachment
PSO 0.50 36.4 -
GOA 0.48 36.7 -
SSA 0.46 36.8 -
It may be noted from Table 3 that the SSA based controller provided better results for the most
important dynamic response indicators as compared to PSO and GOA based controllers for the same
operating conditions. Furthermore, it provided the most stable operation of the studied MG system
and maintained the voltage within ±5% and frequency within ±1% of their nominal values, and hence,
satisfied the IEEE standards. It is important to note that the settling time for the frequency is not
provided. This is due to the reason that the frequency curve did not cross the ±2% of the rated value,
and hence, settling time calculation is not applicable in this case.
5.2. Performance Evaluation of Studied Optimization Algorithms
In this section, the results obtained from the performance evaluation of the studied optimization
algorithms are presented. Three different optimization algorithms, namely PSO, GOA and SSA,
were tested to minimize the stated fitness function under identical operating conditions and system
parameters. Furthermore, in order to carry out a fair comparison among the mentioned algorithms,
all algorithms were tested for an identical number of iterations, i.e., 50 iterations, and number of
search agents, i.e., 50 number of search agents. Since all the metaheuristic algorithms were initiated by
spreading the search agents randomly in the bounded search area, the current study was tested for
20 simulation runs for each algorithm and the best (minimum) fitness function values were adopted
for comparison. The convergence curve for the tested algorithms is shown in Figure 9.
It can be seen from Figure 9 that the SSA achieves the least value of fitness function (0.5840618)
in the 17th iteration, whereas for the PSO and GOA the least magnitude obtained was recorded as
0.9211586 and 0.8748774 in the 21st and 25th iteration, respectively. Hence, the SSA converges faster
and provides a higher quality of solution as compared to its competitors.
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Figure 9. Convergence profile for PSO, GOA and SSA.
5.3. Power Quality Analysis
Due to the presence of non-linear power electronic devices like VSI and absence of the utility grid,
maintaining the power quality and hence sinusoidality of the supply voltage and current is a very
challenging task. A proper control architecture with optimal parameters can ensure pure sinusoidal
voltage and current waveforms along with the high-power quality in such cases. The three-phase
output current waveform for the studied system during all studied conditions is shown in Figure 10a,
while its zoomed version from 0.1 to 0.22 s of simulation run is given in Figure 10b.
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 10. Three-phase sinusoidal current waveform (a) complete operation (b) zoomed version from
0.1–0.22 s.
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It can be seen from Figure 10 that the solar PV dc output current is inverted into almost pure
sinusoidal waveform by the proposed controller with the least possible distortion. Furthermore, to
analyze the harmonic contents present in the obtained current waveform, the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) analysis has been carried out for all three operating conditions of the system and the results are
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(c) 
Figure 11. FFT analysis of studied MG system during (a) DG injection, (b) load injection and (c)
load detachment.
It is clear from the FFT analysis of the studied power system that the SSA based controller duly
satisfies the power quality standards set by IEEE 1547–2003 [17]. The results from Figure 11 are
explained in tabular form in Table 4.
Table 4. FFT analysis understudied operating conditions.




It is obvious from Figure 11 and Table 4 that the proposed controller provides a high quality of
power supply under all studied operating conditions and provides pure sinusoidal waveform, which
shows the effectiveness of the proposed controller in maintaining optimal transient response with high
power quality.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, an optimal controller for islanded MG has been successfully developed using the
intelligence of SSA. The developed controller has successfully maintained the voltage and frequency at
their nominal values with minimum possible overshoot and settling time during MG injection and
load change conditions. The convergence behavior of the studied optimization algorithms proved
that the SSA offers a higher quality of solution and faster optimization capabilities as compared to its
counterpart optimization algorithms. Furthermore, the results from the power quality analysis show
that the developed controller achieves high power quality and maintained almost perfect sinusoidal
waveform of the voltage and current. The outcomes of the proposed controller were compared with
that of the PSO and GOA based controller for the same operating conditions and system configuration.
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The results show that the SSA based parameter selection provides an optimal dynamic response during
all studied conditions and has superior performance as compared to its competitors.
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List of Symbols
Symbol Name
C f Low pass filter capacitance
K1:n1 initial positions of the salps
K1j Position of leader salp
L f Low pass filter inductance
Mi Location of the food source in the jth dimension
R f Low pass filter resistance
Vg Grid voltage
e f Frequency error
ev Voltage error
f ∗ Reactive frequency
fn Nominal frequency
iabc Three-phase current
i∗d Direct reference current
i∗q Quadrature reference current
kv Droop constant for voltage
kw Droop constant for frequency
lbj Lower bound of search boundary
ubj Upper bound of search boundary
v∗ Reference voltage
vabc Three-phase voltage
v∗d Direct reference voltage
vn Nominal or rated voltage
v∗q Quadrature reference voltage
vα, vβ Reference voltage in αβ frame
a Acceleration of the leading salp
i Salp number
C dc-link capacitance
c1, c2, c3 Random numbers
Kpf, Kif Gains for the lower arm PI controller
Kpv, Kiv Gains for the upper arm PI controller
l Number of iterations
L Number of maximum iterations





t Total simulation time
ω Angular frequency
ωc Filter cut-off frequency
v0 Initial velocity of leading salp
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Abstract: To ensure the stability of park power supply systems and to promote the consumption of
wind/photovoltaic generation, this paper proposes a dispatching optimization model for the park
power supply system with power-to-gas (P2G) and peak regulation via gas-fired generators. Firstly,
the structure of a park power system with P2G was built. Secondly, a dispatching optimization model
for the park power supply system was constructed with a peak regulation compensation mechanism.
Finally, the effectiveness of the model was verified by a case study. The case results show that with
the integration of P2G and the marketized peak regulation compensation mechanism, preferential
power energy storage followed by gas storage had the best effect on the park power supply system,
which minimized the clean energy curtailment to 11.18% and the total cost by approximately $120.190
and maximized the net profit by approximately $152.005.
Keywords: park power supply system; power-to-gas; peak regulation compensation; ancillary
service; wind/photovoltaic generation consumption
1. Introduction
Due to the fluctuation and randomness of wind/photovoltaic power generation, the issue of energy
curtailment in China is still serious [1]. According to data from the National Energy Administration
of China, the amount of wind power curtailment reached 10.5 billion kW·h in the first half of the
year 2019 [2]. Wind/photovoltaic power curtailment is an obstacle to the development of clean
energy in China and may cause greater economic losses. Therefore, research on the consumption of
wind/photovoltaic power generation is still of great practical significance.
Power-to-gas (P2G) technology can, to a great extent, reduce wind/photovoltaic curtailment.
Unconsumed electricity can be converted into natural gas via P2G and then into electricity in reverse
through gas-fired generators (GFG), which plays a positive role in the consumption of clean energy
generation [3]. Therefore, P2G can change the coupling modes of different energies [4]. In the previous
studies on P2G, Gholizadeh et al. [5] evaluated and enhanced the security of P2G in networked energy
hubs. Yang et al. [6] and Ye et al. [7] proposed optimal dispatching models for the multi-energy
systems, which provided a new optimization method for the flexible operation of integrated energy
systems. P2G technology can promote the level of renewable energy consumption in a hybrid system,
as demonstrated by Marco et al. [8] and Hassan et al. [9]. Fischer al. [10] looked into the use of on-site
Processes 2019, 7, 813; doi:10.3390/pr7110813 www.mdpi.com/journal/processes27
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storage and a model predictive controller and came up with possible solutions for P2G in a smart
city context. All of the studies highlighted that P2G is an effective tool to promote the coupling of
electricity and gas as well as clean energy consumption. Miguel et al. [11] analyzed the prospect of
P2G in Portugal, while Garcia et al. [12] expanded the scope of research and extended it to Europe.
Although the P2G is promising, it is still in the early stage of development [13]; thus, it is necessary to
continue to study in this field.
Gas-fired power generation is the key for P2G to participate in the power-gas-power cycle.
GFGs are quick to start/stop, have an easily adjustable output, and operate flexibly, which are suitable
for peak regulation. Ghasemi et al. [14] looked into the importance of the gas-fired power plant location
in a power-gas system with respect to peak regulation. Zhao et al. [15] studied the economy of peak
regulation only via GFG, while Zhong et al. [16] analyzed the economy of peak regulation via GFG
and electric vehicles under the battery-to-gas mode.
Peak regulation compensation is a method that is used to encourage the GFG to participate in
peak regulation [17]. The importance of peak regulation compensation and its optimization have been
discussed in the studies of Li et al. [18], Yang et al. [19], and Na et al. [20]. However, the above studies
did not take P2G into consideration in their models.
In terms of the peak regulation of GFG, fuzzy clustering [21], mixed integer programming [22],
and cooperative game models [16] were adopted to study its technological economy. With regard
to P2G, Gil et al. [23] used the two-stage optimal power flow method to evaluate the impact of P2G
technology on power and natural gas networks; the operational risks and costs of electrical systems
due to wind power uncertainty were analyzed with the Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) theory by
Xu et al. [24], while Tan et al. [25] improved the CVaR theory to study the integrated energy system
along with robust optimization. Weiler et al. [26] used three dimensional (3D) urban modeling tools in
heat pump and co-generation systems.
Although previous research referred to integrated energy systems with P2G for energy coupling
and power curtailment reduction, the role that the P2G plays in peak regulation to promote
wind/photovoltaic consumption is absent, since peak regulation is so important in the current
situation where China is trying to construct an electricity spot market and the production of clean
energy is being encouraged to replace conventional fossil energy for sustainable development. Also,
the economy of peak regulation via GFGs with the compensation mechanism was studied without
the consideration of P2G’s effect in prior literature. Hence, the research questions of this paper focus
on three aspects. First, is the combination of P2G and peak regulation via GFG with compensation
better for wind/photovoltaic consumption? Second, does this combination help with making more
profit for industrial parks? Third, does the use of the energy storage device and P2G lead to different
results? To answer the research questions, this study contributes in the following way, compared with
the previously published papers:
First, more attention is paid to the optimization effect of the P2G on the park power supply
system. In that case, whether the P2G, as an incentive, is conducive to clean energy utilization and
the reduction of GFG’s costs is found out. Second, the marketized peak regulation compensation
mechanism, as another incentive, is introduced to better encourage GFG to cooperate with clean energy
units for more clean energy consumption. Finally, with the integration of P2G and peak regulation
compensation, scenarios, including different use orders of the energy storage device and the gas storage
tank with the P2G, are designed in order to analyze which order is better for making the maximum
profit for the system. The analysis result could serve as a reference for the practical application of these
two devices.
2. Dispatching Optimization Model for the Park Power Supply System
To mitigate the clean energy curtailment without profit loss, a dispatching optimization model for
the park power supply system needs to be constructed. In this section, the structure of the park power
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supply system is described, followed by the output model construction of different types of equipment.
Finally, objective functions are established with constraints.
2.1. Structure of the Park Power Supply System with the P2G
The power supply system includes a wind turbine (WT), photovoltaic unit (PVU), energy storage
device (ESD), P2G, gas storage tank, and GFG (see Figure 1). Priority is given to wind/photovoltaic
power supply in the park, and the surplus power is input into the P2G or stored in the ESD. P2G is set
to convert the surplus power into CH4, and CH4 is only used for power generation. The surplus CH4
will be stored in the gas storage tank. Also, the WT, PVU, P2G, and gas storage tank (P2G and gas
storage tank are defined as PGST in this paper) only participate in the internal transactions, and the
GFG participates in the ancillary service market. When the wind/photovoltaic power generation cannot
meet the power load of users in the park, the GFG provides the peak regulation service.
Figure 1. Park power supply system structure.
2.2. Output Models of Equipment
The available equipment in the constructed park power supply system includes clean energy units
(WT and PVU), GFG, PGST, and ESD. Before building the dispatching optimization model, the output
models of different kinds of equipment are given below.
The WT output is affected by the wind speed. When wind speed is within the acceptable range for
the unit, the power output of the unit increases as the wind speed increases. However, if it exceeds the
acceptable range, that is, the wind speed is too slow or too fast, the WT will not start in order to avoid
damage to the body. The specific output model is detailed in [27]. The PVU output model generally
coincides with the β distribution, which is detailed in [28].
The generation efficiency of GFG is greatly affected by its output, which decreases as the output
decreases. The third-order efficiency model is adopted in this paper, which can better analyze the
impact of output fluctuations on the system. The specific model [29] is
gi,g(t) = FGT(t) · ηG(t) (1)
where FGT(t) is the natural gas consumption of the GFG at time t (kW·h); gi,g(t) is the output of the
GFG at time t (kW·h); and ηG(t) is the generation efficiency of the GFG at time t (%).
P2G is one of the key conditions for realizing bidirectional energy coupling in the power-gas
system. The reaction processes are detailed in [30]. The comprehensive energy conversion efficiency
of power-to-CH4 is about 45–60%. The power-to-CH4 model and the state of gas storage [25] are
illustrated as
QP2G(t) = EP2G(t)ϕP2G/HCV (2)
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where QP2G(t) is the CH4 production of the P2G at time t (m3); EP2G(t) is the power consumption of
P2G at time t (kW·h); ϕP2G is the P2G conversion efficiency (%); HCV is the high calorific value of
natural gas (39 MJ/m3) [31]; Sg(t) is the gas volume in the gas storage tank at time t (m3); Sg(T0) is
the initial gas volume (m3); and Qo(t) is the gas volume from the gas storage tank to the GFG at time
t (m3).
2.3. Peak Regulation Compensation Mechanism
Due to China’s complicated electricity market, which is still developing, the peak regulation
service (belonging to the ancillary service market) is an effective way to promote the consumption of
clean energy generation. According to the “Market Regulation Measures for Power Peak Regulation
Service” in a certain area of China, the peak regulation service is divided into basic (unpaid) and
paid peak regulation based on a load rate of 52% (i.e., a peak regulation rate of 48%). The basic peak
regulation service is provided when the peak regulation rate of a unit is less than 48%; the paid peak
regulation service is provided when the peak regulation rate is more than 48% or a unit is started up or
shut down for peak regulation.
The compensation mechanism involves units submitting the day-ahead quotations for peak
regulation, and then the peak regulation service is provided according to the order from low to high.
The current clearing price is taken as a settlement price, that is, the maximum quotation for the peak
regulation compensation occurring in the unit in the statistical period of the same day. The peak
regulation service follows the principle of “basic peak regulation taking precedence over paid peak
regulation, and low-priced peak regulation taking precedence over high-priced peak regulation,




P1, 45% < Rload ≤ 52%
P2, 40% < Rload ≤ 45%






where Pa(t) is the compensation price at time t ($/kW·h); P1, P2, and P3 are the current clearing prices
under different peak regulation rates ($/kW·h); Rload is the load rate of unit w at time t (%); C(t) is the
capacity of unit w (kW); and g(t) is the available output of unit w at time t (kW·h).
2.4. Objective Functions
As illustrated above, to reduce clean energy wastage by GFG actively participating in peak
regulation and gain more profit at the same time, the dispatching optimization model (including the
objective functions and constraints) based on the system net profit, the wind/photovoltaic curtailment
rate, and the GFG cost is constructed.
The economic benefit is the most important focus of the park power supply system; therefore,








[gj,w(t) × (p park(t) − cw) + gm,pv(t) × (p park(t) − c pv)] (6)
where Zwpv is the net profit of the WT and PVU ($); gj,w(t) and gm,pv(t) are the outputs of the WT and
the PVU at time t, respectively (kW·h); p park(t) is the internal power price in the park ($/kW·h); and cw
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and c pv are the unit costs of the WT and the PVU ($). The unit cost covers unit power generation,
operation, and maintenance costs.
The GFG costs mainly cover power generation, operation, and maintenance costs, and the income







[gi,g(t) × (p park(t) − cg) + Gi,g × Pa(t)] (7)
cg = FGT(t) × ρg + c∗g × gi,g(t) (8)
where Zg is the net profit of the GFG ($); Pa(t) is the peak regulation compensation price of the GFG at
time t ($/kW·h); Gi,g is the compensable electricity at time t (kW·h); cg is the power generation cost of
the GFG ($); ρ is the natural gas price ($/m3); and c∗g is the unit operation and maintenance cost ($).
Therefore, the net profit of the park is given by
f1 = maxR = max
(




cPGST = gPGST(t) × c∗PGST (10)
cESD = gESD(t) × c∗ESD (11)
where R is the system’s net profit ($); cPGST and cESD stand for the costs of the PGST and the ESD
respectively, both of which only refer to the operation and maintenance costs ($); c∗PGST and c
∗
ESD are
the unit operation and maintenance costs of the PGST and the ESD ($); and gESD(t) and gPGST(t) are
the storage capacity (kW).
Following the concern on net profits in the park, the clean energy consumption is also what this
paper mainly focuses on; therefore, the objective of clean energy curtailment rate is given by






where I is the clean energy curtailment rate (%); Uc is the actual clean energy curtailment (kW·h); and
Ut is the total clean energy power generation (kW·h).
To ensure more electricity from clean energy units can be consumed, the GFG acts as a bridge
between clean energy units and P2G; therefore, its cost is one of this paper’s focuses. The objective of
the minimum GFG costs is analyzed to motivate more willing cooperation with clean energy units.
The corresponding objective is given by
f3 = mincg. (13)
2.5. Constraints
The constraints used in this paper include the supply and load balance, the running constraints of
different types of equipment, and the reserve capacity of the system.









gm,pv = D (14)
where gi,g, gj,w, and gm,pv are the available outputs of GFG, WT, and PVU respectively (kW·h); and D is
the load demand (kW·h).
The running constraints of GFG, WT, and PVU are detailed in [32].
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The constraint of the system’s reserve capacity is
G∑
g=1
[gmax(t)(1− θ)](1− l) ≥ D(t) + R(t) (15)
where D(t) is the load demand at time t (kW·h); R(t) is the system reserve demand at time t (kW); l is
the line loss rate (%); θ is the unit self-use rate (%); and gmax(t) is the maximum output at time t (kW·h).
Since the objective functions with the above constraints are mixed integer programming problems,
the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) software is a good solution tool. The mixed-integer
programming models and the GAMS are detailed in [33].
3. Case Study
3.1. Scenario Settings
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed model, four scenarios based on different types of
storage equipment and the different use priorities were set up (see Table 1).
The different types of storage equipment were as follows:
• In Scenario 1 (S1), the park power supply system employed an energy storage device (ESD) to
store the unconsumed wind/photovoltaic power generated to be sold in the next period;
• In Scenario 2 (S2), the park power supply system employed a P2G and a gas storage tank (PGST)
to convert the unconsumed wind/photovoltaic power generated into natural gas to be stored in
the gas storage tank as the fuel for power generation.
The different storage equipment use priorities were as follows:
• In Scenario 3 (S3), the park power supply system employed a PGST and an ESD. The unconsumed
wind/photovoltaic power generated was preferentially converted into natural gas via the P2G and
stored in the gas storage tank as the fuel for power generation, and then the surplus was stored in
the ESD.
• In Scenario 4 (S4), the park power supply system employed a PGST and an ESD. The unconsumed
wind/photovoltaic power generated was preferentially stored in the ESD, and then the surplus
was converted into natural gas via the P2G and stored in the gas storage tank as the fuel for
power generation.
Table 1. Four scenarios based on different types of storage equipment and their use priorities.














A park power supply system used in an area of China was selected for the case study. In this
park, clean energy units, gas-fired generators (GFGs), an ESD, and a PGST were employed. The clean
energy units contained a wind turbine (WT) and a photovoltaic unit (PVU), and the PGST included a
P2G and a gas storage tank. Besides, there were four GFGs in the park (the specific parameters are
shown in Tables 2 and 3). The capacity of the ESD was 1000 kW, the maximum charging/discharging
power was 200 kW, the charging/discharging loss was 0.4, and the initial energy storage was set to be 0;
the unit cost of operation and maintenance was 0.071 $/kW·h.
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Table 2. Equipment parameters of the wind turbine (WT), the photovoltaic unit (PVU), and the P2G











Wind turbine (WT) 10 (MW) 0.049 / / /
Photovoltaic unit (PVU) 500 (kW) 0.085 / / /
P2G 400 (kW) / / 60%
0.078Gas store tank 50 (km3) / 20~50 /
Table 3. Equipment parameters of the gas-fired generators (GFGs)
GFG a b c d
Capacity(kW) 1000 500 500 500
Generation efficiency 60% 60% 60% 60%
Unit operation and maintenance cost ($/kW·h) 0.098 0.098 0.098 0.098
The power load demand and the output of clean energy units in this park are illustrated in Figure 2.
Given the uncertainty of wind and photovoltaic power generation, the output data of the clean energy
units on a typical day were selected for this research. GFGs satisfied the load demand that WT and
PVU could not cope with.
 
Figure 2. Power load demand of the park and output of clean energy units.
Based on the load demand in the park, a day was divided into three periods: 8:00–15:00 and
19:00–22:00 were the peak periods, 23:00–4:00 was the valley period, and 5:00–7:00 and 16:00–18:00 were
the flat periods. For the given periods, the power price data are presented in Table 4, according to the
actual prices of a province in China. In addition to power prices, the natural gas price was 0.488 $/m3
(for convenient calculation, it was converted into the unit calorific value price, 0.049 $/kW·h).
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Table 4. Price data.









Besides selling electricity, GFGs participate in peak regulation to gain profit, which increases clean
energy consumption. In the light of peak regulation compensation mechanism, GFGs propose their
quotations the day before operation. The quotation standards under different peak regulation rates are
shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Quotation intervals for peak regulation.
Peak Regulation Rate (PRR) Lower Limit ($/kW) Upper Limit ($/kW·h)
48% < PRR ≤ 55% 0.042 0.071
55% < PRR ≤ 60% 0.071 0.113
PRR > 60% 0.113 0.141
According to the load demand and peak regulation rate of each unit, the day-ahead peak regulation
quotations of all GFGs during each period were generated randomly, and these are displayed in Table 6.
Table 6. gas-fired generators’ (GFGs’) day-ahead quotations for peak regulation (Unit: $/kW·h).
Times
Unit
GFG a GFG b GFG c GFG d
1 0.061 0.056 0.062 0.069
2 0.066 0.055 0.063 0.069
3 0.065 0.054 0.060 0.058
4 0.060 0.062 0.059 0.066
5 0.082 0.094 0.085 0.097
6 0.108 0.107 0.078 0.113
7 0.091 0.078 0.109 0.110
8 0.139 0.126 0.135 0.132
9 0.113 0.131 0.118 0.121
10 0.125 0.113 0.114 0.139
11 0.138 0.140 0.137 0.124
12 0.131 0.123 0.140 0.117
13 0.121 0.132 0.123 0.129
14 0.123 0.124 0.115 0.122
15 0.130 0.117 0.135 0.132
16 0.089 0.103 0.107 0.092
17 0.106 0.105 0.085 0.098
18 0.096 0.082 0.097 0.084
19 0.124 0.130 0.129 0.139
20 0.126 0.119 0.130 0.132
21 0.123 0.136 0.137 0.130
22 0.135 0.117 0.138 0.122
23 0.062 0.055 0.066 0.058
24 0.054 0.063 0.066 0.065
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3.3. Results Analysis
3.3.1. Wind/Photovoltaic Curtailment
WT, PVU, GFG, and ESD were the units providing power. The power output of PGST was in
the form of gas-fired power generation. Figure 3 shows the output of different types of equipment in
each scenario, and Table 7 shows the clean energy curtailment rates of different scenarios. The results
indicate that the available outputs of the WT and PVU were basically the same in different scenarios,
but the wind/photovoltaic curtailment differed accordingly. The curtailment rate in the S1 was the
highest, reaching 16.70%, whereas when the PGST was employed, the curtailment rate decreased
(12.37% in S2), as did the GFG output. Moreover, in the scenario where both the PGST and ESD were
employed, because of the different priorities of using the two devices, different results occurred for the
wind/photovoltaic curtailment and the GFG output. The curtailment rate in S3 decreased to 11.59%
compared with that in S2, but that in S4 decreased more—11.18%. Thus, the method of ‘energy storage
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(d) 
Figure 3. Unit output and wind/photovoltaic curtailment in different scenarios. (a) Unit output and
wind/photovoltaic curtailment in S1. (b) Unit output and wind/photovoltaic curtailment in S2. (c) Unit
output and wind/photovoltaic curtailment in S3. (d) Unit output and wind/photovoltaic curtailment
in S4.
Table 7. Clean energy curtailment rates in different scenarios.
Scenario 1 2 3 4
Clean energy curtailment rate 16.70% 12.37% 11.59% 11.18%
3.3.2. GFG Costs
For different scenarios, the GFG costs during different periods are shown in Table 8.
Table 8. GFG costs during different periods (Unit: $).
Scenario S1 S2 S3 S4
Period
Valley period 26.442 25.593 25.593 25.593
Flat period 66.458 4.666 4.666 0
Peak period 1651.693 1494.174 1452.744 1426.302
Total 1744.593 1524.433 1483.003 1451.754
Table 8 indicates that, with the participation of the PGST, the GFG costs decreased significantly,
especially in flat and peak periods. Compared with S1, the GFG costs in S2 decreased by $220.160,
because the GFG used gas from the P2G instead of purchasing it from the outside; thus, its generation
cost decreased. The GFG costs in S3 and S4 were both lower than that of S2 by $41.430 and $72.680,
respectively, which indicates that with the combination of the ESD and the GPST, the costs were
further reduced. Additionally, compared with S3, the costs in S4 decreased by $31.249, so the different
priorities of using the PGST and the ESD affect the GFG costs, and the method of ‘energy storage
preferentially, then gas storage’ has a better effort.
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3.3.3. System Economic Benefits
In view of the above four scenarios, taking the transactions in the electric energy market and
ancillary service market into account, the results of system economic benefits in different scenarios are
shown in Table 9.
Table 9. System total costs and net profit in different scenarios (Unit: $).
Scenario S1 S2 S3 S4
Total costs 3728.577 3662.543 3641.050 3608.387
Net profit 2203.436 2319.526 2336.069 2355.441
As presented in Table 9, the scenario with PGST (namely, S2) earned $116.090 more and cost
$66.034 less than S1 where the PGST was not considered. This demonstrates that the P2G can effectively
reduce the total cost and increase the net profit. Under the joint operation of the PGST and the ESD,
the method of ‘energy storage preferentially, then gas storage’ (namely, S4) minimized the total cost of
the system and maximized its net profit.
4. Conclusions
To promote clean energy consumption to mitigate resource wastage and encourage gas-fired
generators to collaborate with clean energy units, the construction of a dispatching optimization
model with P2G and the peak regulation compensation mechanism for GFG was carried out in this
paper. The model tends to pursue the maximum net profit of the park power supply system and the
minimum clean energy curtailment rate and GFG costs. After conducting a case study, it was found
out that systems with P2G can effectively promote clean energy consumption in comparison with
ones involving no P2G. Additionally, with the joint operation of the PGST and the ESD, the method of
‘energy storage preferentially, then gas storage’ can maximize benefits.
Due to the high installation capacity of clean energy units but insufficient peak regulation
sources and immature market mechanism development in China, marketized compensation is still
an important means to encourage conventional generators to participate in peak regulation for clean
energy consumption, and P2G not only increases the consumption but also reduces GFG costs, being
a novel means in the power industry. As P2G technology develops (lower investment and higher
conversion efficiency), it will be more practical and popular in the future.
In future research, the effect of P2G on CO2 emission reduction (environmentally) will be taken
into account and how much it can gain for the park power supply system in terms of green certificate
trading and carbon trading (economically) will be investigated. Also, more marketized peak regulation
compensation means and more types of peak regulation units based on local resource advantages will
be discussed, respectively.
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Abstract: The load characteristic of typical household electrical equipment is elaborately analyzed.
Considering the electric vehicles’ (EVs’) charging behavior and air conditioning’s thermodynamic
property, an electricity price-based demand response (DR) model and an incentive-based DR model for
two kinds of typical high-power electrical equipment are proposed to obtain the load curve considering
two different kinds of DR mechanisms. Afterwards, a load shedding strategy is introduced to improve
the traditional reliability evaluation method for distribution networks, with the capacity constraints
of tie lines taken into account. Subsequently, a reliability calculation method of distribution networks
considering the shortage of power supply capacity and outages is presented. Finally, the Monte
Carlo method is employed to calculate the reliability index of distribution networks with different
load levels, and the impacts of different DR strategies on the reliability of distribution networks are
analyzed. The results show that both DR strategies can improve the distribution system reliability.
Keywords: demand response; household electrical equipment; real-time electricity price; incentive
mechanism; capacity constraint; reliability evaluation
1. Introduction
China’s electricity generation and demands have been growing rapidly in recent years, but
the annual utilization hours of power generation equipment are decreasing year-by-year, and the
peak-valley difference of power system loads is gradually expanding. Statistically, China’s total
electricity consumption in 2018 was 6840 billion kW h, up 8.5% year-on-year, which is the highest
growth rate since 2012. The maximum cooling loads in summer have reached 260 million kW, with a
year-on-year growth of 10.5%, accounting for 27.8% of the maximum loads. However, the average
utilization hours of power generation equipment in power plants of 6000 kW or above in China in 2019
were only 3862 h. In general, increasing generation capacity to meet peak load electricity demands will
lead to an increase in investment cost and a decrease in equipment utilization hours, which cannot
meet the requirements of economic operation of power grid and optimal allocation of resources.
As a prospective solution to the above issues, demand response (DR) has been widely proposed
in many researches [1,2], where DR is regarded as an important measure to facilitate the penetration
of renewable energy [3], realize friendly source-load interaction, balance the fluctuations of load
profile, and consequently improve the system reliability and operation economy [4,5]. With the
rapid development and application practice of ubiquitous power Internet of Things (IOT) technology,
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bi-directional communication and intelligent control between power grid and user side can be
supported [6]. DR, normally including electricity price-based DR and incentive-based DR [7,8],
could regulate consumers’ electricity behaviors to reduce peak loads and improve load curve [9–12].
Real-time electricity price can reflect the relationship between power supply and demand, and thus a
reasonable electricity price mechanism could efficiently guide users to participate in peak shaving
and valley filling [13,14]. For incentive-based DR, users can be encouraged to adjust load demands by
signing an agreement on condition of certain economic compensation [15,16].
Residential loads can be regarded as a resource that can be flexibly dispatched in the distribution
network, which can be divided into temperature-controlled equipment, non-temperature-controlled
equipment, and uncontrollable equipment according to the operation characteristics of household
power loads [17]. Temperature-controlled equipment, such as air conditioning, can participate in DR
by adjusting comfort interval [18]. Non-temperature-controlled equipment, such as electric vehicles
(EVs), can change electricity consumption behavior by responding to real-time electricity price [19].
In [20], an optimal scheduling model, which considers the reliability of microgrid and the customers’
electricity cost, is established to regulate the electricity consumption of home appliances and EVs.
In [21], a home energy management system is proposed and an energy consumption optimization
model is presented to minimize the electricity cost, and dynamic programming is employed to solve the
real-time rescheduling model for determining the on/off status of home appliances. In [22], a customer
utility function is defined and a novel economic model is presented to determine the customers’
reaction to electricity price change. Reference [23] points out that the implementation of DR is limited
by the accurate forecast of demand and price elasticity, and therefore presents a novel DR model based
on consumers’ information while avoiding predicting these two items. Both air conditioning loads and
EV loads account for a large proportion in the daily load, and therefore enjoy a large potential for DR.
The reliability of distribution systems changes nonlinearly with the increase or decrease of the
loads. By far, this issue has been studied by many researchers. A time-of-use electricity price-based
DR model is established in [24,25] to identify the influence of electricity price-based DR on distribution
network reliability. In [26], the incentive-based DR mechanism is systematically investigated to design
the DR contract based on load transfer and load reduction, respectively, and then a bidding decision
optimization model is presented to maximize the benefits of load aggregators. The influence of
incentive-based DR on distribution network reliability is analyzed. However, the aforementioned
works evaluate the reliability of distribution networks under a single DR mechanism. Actually, it is
necessary to consider the comprehensive effects of two kinds of DR mechanism. In order to evaluate
the performance of the implementation of DR, the customer baseline load is introduced in [27] with two
different calculating methods, the day matching method and regression analysis. In [28], the concept of
a virtual power plant is introduced, and the cost models considering the incentive- and electricity-based
DR are respectively proposed to quantitatively analyze the influence of the uncertainty of DR on the
expected losses of energy in distribution networks. It should be mentioned that the tie line capacity is
generally assumed to be infinity when distribution network reliability is analyzed, which means the
loads in non-fault areas could be entirely transferred after fault isolation, leading to overoptimistic
reliability results. The line capacity constraint is considered in [29] when the outage is caused by a
failure, assuming the power supply is sufficient. Nevertheless, the quantity of power users is rapidly
increasing and the network structure is gradually becoming complex. The equipment in distribution
networks that has not been upgraded, in time, may lead to electricity supply shortage in distribution
systems. Therefore, these models may not perform well for calculation accuracy.
In this paper, two typical items of household equipment, EV and air conditioning, are taken into
account. The DR models are presented based on different DR mechanisms, while considering load
characteristic, charging behavior, and thermodynamic property. Also, it is necessary to present an
improved distribution network reliability evaluation method considering tie line capacity constraint
and power supply capacity shortage constraint, and therefore the accuracy of distribution network
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reliability index can be improved. Given the aforementioned reviewed literature, the contributions can
be summarized as:
• The load characteristic of two typical items of household electrical equipment is
elaborately analyzed.
• An electricity price-based DR model and an incentive-based DR model are proposed for
two typical items of high-power electrical equipment, considering charging behavior and
thermodynamic property.
• A load shedding strategy is introduced to improve the traditional reliability evaluation method
for distribution networks, while taking into account the capacity constraints.
• A reliability calculation method of distribution networks with shortage of power supply capacity
and faults taken into consideration is presented.
The remainder of this paper is given as follows. Section 2 present an electricity price-based DR
model and an incentive-based DR model for two kinds of typical high-power electrical equipment.
A load shedding strategy is proposed in Section 3, and the reliability index is detailed in Section 4.
Section 5 proposes an improved reliability evaluation method of distribution networks, with shortage
of power supply capacity and faults taken into account. The numerical results of the developed model
are discussed in Section 6. The final section of the paper outlines conclusions based on this study.
2. DR Modeling
DR can be categorized into two types: Electricity price-based DR and incentive-based DR. The
former guides users’ electricity behavior by varying electricity price, while the latter adjusts electricity
loads by contracts and compensation terms signed by customers. In this paper, two kinds of household
electrical equipment, i.e., EVs and air conditioners, are chosen to establish DR models.
2.1. DR Modeling of EVs Based on Electricity Price
The charging loads of EVs depend on the user’s habits, driving distance, status of the battery
charge, the time when EVs plug in and out of distribution systems. Generally, EV owners use their
cars during the day and charge them at night for the next day’s trip. Real-time electricity price can
reflect the relationship between power supply and demand, and therefore, real-time electricity price
could be employed to guide users to adjust charging behavior of EVs. Given the development of
communication technology, intelligent switch technology, and Internet of Things industry, the DR
strategy for EV proposed in this paper can be realized in the near future.
2.1.1. Optimization Objective
When EVs plug into the grid, the owners are required to set the time of departure and the expected
state of charge (SOC). The DR strategy is presented to minimize the charging cost of the owners by
optimizing the charging power of EVs at each time interval according to the real-time electricity price.
It should be mentioned that the owners are willing to participate in the DR because the cost of EV
charging can be reduced while the owners’ demands for the next day’s travel are met. For a single EV,





The objective Function (1) is devoted to minimize the charging cost of a single EV. PEVt and Ct
represent the charging power of EV and time-of-use electricity price at time t, Δt is the length of one
time interval, and T is the number of time intervals within the scheduling time.
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2.1.2. Constraints
(1) SOC constraint
Considering the charging efficiency of the battery in an EV, the recursive formula of the SOC can
be described as:




Socmin ≤ Soct ≤ Socmax (3)
where Soct+1 and Soct denote the SOC of the battery at time t + 1 and t, respectively; εch represents the
charging efficiency of the battery; EB is the energy capacity of battery, and the unit is kW·h; Socmax and
Socmin represent the upper and lower limit of SOC, respectively.
(2) Travel demand constraint
The SOC of the battery in an EV when it plugs out of the grid should be restricted to meet the
owner’s demand for travel.
Soctd ≥ Socexp (4)
where Soctd and Socexp respectively represent the actual and expected SOC of the battery at td; td
denotes the time when EV plugs out, which is with strong uncertainty and can be approximately
estimated according to the historical data of EVs.
(3) Battery safety constraint
SOC of the battery and the charging power in the charging process are described as:
0 ≤ PEVt ≤ PEVmax (5)
where PmaxEV represents the maximum of charging power of EV.
(4) Undispatched time constraint
PEVt = 0 t  [ts, td] (6)
where ts represents the time when an EV plugs into the grid.
2.2. DR Modeling of Air Conditioners Based on Incentive
Air conditioning is chosen as the temperature-controlled load to participate in DR due to the
widespread utilization of air conditioning and the large proportion of air conditioning loads in summer
peak loads. Air conditioning could satisfy users’ demands for temperature through cooling or heating
equipment. The acceptable temperature range for a human body is relatively wide. Therefore, air
conditioning can be regarded as a DR resource with great potential and flexibility.
2.2.1. Optimization Objective
The air conditioning load could be adjusted within the time period declared by consumers to
smooth the load curve and realize peak load shifting. The air conditioning loads are controlled by
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The objective Function (7) aims to minimize the load variance, where PDt represents the base load
of time t; ΔPairk,t denotes the load reduction of the kth air conditioner in time t; P
D
is the mean value of the
total load in the dispatching period; N represents the total number of air conditioners; T is the number
of time intervals within the scheduling time; xk,t is the binary decision variable indicating whether
the kth air conditioner participates in load reduction at time t; xk,t is equal to 1 if the air conditioner k
participates in scheduling at time t, and 0 otherwise.
2.2.2. Constraints
(1) Electrical constraints of air conditioners
The energy efficiency ratio of air conditioners can be defined as the ratio of power and capacity of
refrigerating. It should be noted that the energy efficiency ratio of inverter air conditioning cannot be
simply modeled as a constant. The mathematical relationship among power, refrigerating capacity,
and frequency in actual operation can be formulated as follows:
PA = a fA + b (9)
QA = m fA2 + n fA + q (10)
Equation (9) describes the relationship between the power and frequency of air conditioners,
where PA and fA represent the operating power and frequency of air conditioners, respectively. a and b
are constants. Equation (10) denotes the relationship between refrigerating capacity and frequency
of air conditioners, where QA represents the refrigerating capacity of air conditioners. m, n, and q
are coefficients.
(2) Thermodynamic model of air conditioners
The indoor temperature is generally chosen as the control variable, which is affected by many
factors, such as the indoor and outdoor heat exchange, outdoor temperature, the heat transfer between
the air conditioner and the indoor air, the air heat capacity, and the air conditioning refrigerating
capacity. It should be mentioned that there are many other affecting factors; therefore, precisely
modeling air conditioning thermodynamic characteristics can be quite complex. The thermodynamic
model of air conditioning can be approximately described as follows:
θin,t+1 = θout,t+1 −QtR(1− e−	t/RC) − (θout,t − θin,t)e−	t/RC (11)
where θin,t+1 and θin,t represent the indoor temperature at time t + 1 and t, respectively; θout,t+1 denotes
the outdoor temperature at time t + 1; Qt is the air conditioning refrigerating capacity at time t; R and
C are the equivalent heat resistance and heat capacity of air conditioning, with the units of ◦C/kW kW
h/◦C, respectively.
(3) Inverter air conditioning operating frequency constraint
The frequency of the inverter air conditioning can be adjusted by the compressor, and the operating
frequency should meet the following constraint:
fmin,k ≤ fk ≤ fmax,k (12)
where fk represents the operating frequency of the kth air conditioner; fmax,k and fmin,k denote the
maximum and minimum operating frequency of the kth air conditioner, respectively.
(4) Maximum dispatchable time constraints
The maximum dispatchable number of air conditioners in the scheduling period should be
restricted in order to meet the users’ comfort requirements.
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T∑
t=1
xk,t ≤ tc,k (13)
where tc,k is the maximum dispatchable number of the kth air conditioner.
2.2.3. Control Method
The control methods of inverter air conditioning [30] can be divided into temperature control and
frequency control. The changing curve of indoor temperature and frequency under the two control
methods is shown in Figure 1. In the temperature control mode, it can be found that the frequency
rapidly decreases to the lowest value if the set temperature of the inverter air conditioner raises. As
the room temperature gradually increases, the frequency rises with fluctuations and tends to be stable.
For the frequency control mode, the frequency is also rapidly reduced to the lowest value when the set
temperature raises. The frequency continues to run at the lowest value until the temperature rises
to the set temperature, and meanwhile, the frequency rises to a stable value. It can be found from
Figure 1 that the temperature control method is simple but it is difficult to obtain an analytical solution
of frequency deviation and control period, and therefore, the frequency control method is employed to
control air conditioning loads; namely, when the user sets the comfort temperature range, i.e., from θ1
to θ2, the air conditioning would operate with the lowest frequency at the first time, and then the air













Figure 1. Schematic diagram of different control methods.
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It is assumed that the indoor temperature at time t + 1 is equal to the indoor temperature at time t
in stable operation. When the air conditioning runs stably, its operation power can be calculated by
Equations (9)–(11).
Pairt =
−n + √n2 − 4m[q− (θout,t − θ1)/R]
2m
a + b (14)
Therefore, load reduction of air conditioning can be described as:
ΔPairk,t = P
air
k,t − a fmin,k − b (15)
where Pairk,t denotes the power demand of the kth air conditioner in stable operation at time t.
3. Reliability Evaluation of Distribution Networks Considering DR
3.1. Model of Load Transfer Capacity
When a failure occurs, non-fault areas can be supplied through tie lines after fault areas are
isolated. Considering the maximum transmission capacity limit of the tie line, the transfer capacity of
the tie line l can be calculated as follows [31]:
Plz =
Plmax − Pl(1 + βl)
1 + βl
(16)
where Plz represents the power supplied by the tie line; Pl is the load of a line itself; Plmax is the
maximum transmission power of the line l; βl is the line loss ratio of the line l.
If the tie line has already supplied heavy loads, the transfer power will not be enough to meet the
power supply of all the loads in the downstream area of the fault. In this situation, the load shedding
strategy described in Section 3.2 should be applied in order to meet the power supply requirements of
important loads in the downstream area of the fault.
3.2. Load Shedding Strategy
The over-load operation of the feeder may occur during in the peak load period if the maximum
transmission capacity limit of the feeder in the distribution network is taken into consideration. It is
necessary to reduce the load amount of the feeder by cutting parts of the loads to ensure the secure
and stable operation of the distribution networks. Therefore, the load shedding model is proposed and









Ui,min ≤ Ui ≤ Ui,max
(18)
The objective Function (17) should be maximized so as to supply as much load as possible, while
taking the weight of the load points into consideration. ωi is the importance coefficient of load point i for
reliability requirement; S represents the collection set of all load points on the feeder; Pi(t) is the power
demand of load point i at time t. Equation (18) describes the power supply capacity constraint and
node voltage constraint, where PSmax represents the upper limit of the power transmitted by the feeder
and Ui, Ui,max, and Ui,min are the voltage of node i and its maximum and minimum values, respectively.
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4. Analysis of the Influence of DR on Distribution Network Reliability
The key of reliability evaluation is the selection and calculation of reliability index. In order to
systematically study the influence of load changes caused by DR on the reliability of the distribution
network, the reliability index influenced by load changes need to be firstly analyzed.
4.1. Load Point Reliability Index
(1) Load point average failure frequency index
The load point average failure frequency index is defined as the number of outages at load points
in the statistical period. Long time overload operation of transformers will accelerate its aging, and
then affect the average failure rate of the load point. DR can improve the load curve and reduce peak
loads, thus reducing the failure frequency of load points.
(2) Load point average interruption frequency index
When the distribution transformer fails or the power supply is insufficient, load interruption
occurs. The average interruption frequency index of load point i can be defined as:




where Poutage,i denotes the outage probability of load point i; X(I, t) is a binary decision variable for
operation state of load point i at time t, which is equal to 1 in normally operating state, and 0 otherwise.
4.2. System Reliability Index
Three system reliability indexes are introduced in this paper as follows:
(1) Frequency index
Frequency index mainly refers to system average interruption frequency index (SAIFI).
(2) Time index
Time indexes mainly include customer average interruption duration index (CAIDI) and system
average interruption duration index (SAIDI).
(3) Energy index
Energy not supplied (ENS) index mainly depends on the annual power outage time and load
power of the system.
5. Improved Reliability Evaluation Method Based on Load Clustering
5.1. Improved Reliability Evaluation Method
According to the location of faults and their influence on other loads, the loads can be categorized
into four types: (1) Type A: The loads in the fault area and their outage time depend on the time of
fault isolation and repair; (2) Type B: The loads in the downstream of the fault area and their outage
time depend on the load transfer time; (3) Type C: The loads in the upstream of the fault area, which
can be supplied by the main transformer after fault isolation, and their outage time depend on the
fault isolation time. It should be mentioned that if the supply capacity of the tie line is insufficient, the
reliability indexes of Type B loads can be modified by applying the transferring capacity model and
load shedding model described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, and then the reliability index with and without
DR implementation can be calculated, respectively.
The sequential Monte Carlo simulation method is applied to evaluate the reliability of distribution
networks, and there are two situations that should be considered:
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(1) When power supply capacity is insufficient in normal operation state, the load shedding
strategy in Section 3.2 should be applied to supply power as much as possible with the feeder
maximum capacity constraint respected. Calculate the system reliability indexes with and without
DR, respectively.
(2) When a failure occurs in the distribution network, parts of the loads of Type B cannot get power
supply due to restricted transfer capacity if the maximum capacity limit of feeders are considered.
5.2. Reliability Calculation Method of Distribution Networks Considering Load Clustering
The annual load peak is generally utilized to calculate the horizontal annual system reliability
index in the traditional evaluation method. This method reflects the system reliability under the most
severe situations, but ignores the impact of the load change on the system reliability. Calculating the
reliability index only by the load peak value will greatly reduce the accuracy of evaluation results,
since the annual load curve is composed of 8760 load points. However, the reliability calculation will
be very time-consuming if each load point is substituted into the reliability evaluation. Therefore, it
is necessary to cluster the annual load, then the reliability index can be calculated by employing the
reliability calculation method in Section 5.1 based on the clustering results. The final system reliability
index can be obtained according to the calculation results and weighted values of each cluster. In this
way, the computational burden can be reduced under the premise of satisfying the accuracy.
6. Case Study
6.1. Case 1
A smart residential community in Suzhou is employed to illustrate the effectiveness of the
proposed models. Residents’ electricity consumption data at different time periods are collected by
smart meters, and the residents’ electricity consumption behavior is analyzed by the non-intrusive
load monitoring, which could obtain the operation condition and loads of different types of electrical
equipment by feature extraction and power decomposition technology.
6.1.1. Residential Electricity Load Analysis
The electricity consumption of a user in the smart community from 5–11 August in 2019 is shown
in Figure 2, and the electricity consumption of each household equipment is depicted in Figure 3.
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the electricity consumption of this user remained basically stable
in a week, and the electricity consumption at the weekend increased compared to the working day.
The maximum daily electricity consumption reached 23.44 kW h, since the residential community
is mainly composed of villas. It can be concluded from Figure 3 that the electricity consumption of
air conditioning accounts for up to 47% of the total electricity consumption, indicating that the air
conditioning load has great potential for DR. Besides, there is little EV in this community, so only air
conditioning is considered in this part.
6.1.2. Analysis on DR of Residential Load
In order to further analyze the DR potential of air conditioning load, the air conditioning load
of 40 users in this smart community is selected for analysis. The air conditioning load curve can be
roughly categorized into three classes, as depicted in Figure 4, and its daily load rate is shown in Table 1.
Combined with Figure 4 and Table 1, it can be found that the air conditioning load characteristics
of the three types of users are different from each other. The load curve of class A users have two
peaks and two valleys, the peak of electricity consumption occurs at 14:00 and 22:00, and the daily load
rate is relatively low, and therefore they have a great potential for DR. The power consumption of air
conditioner of class B load in one day is almost zero, which has no potential of load control. Class C
users are similar to class A, both of which show two peaks and two valleys, but the load rate of former
one is relatively high, and they have a certain staggered peak response capability.
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Figure 4. Air conditioning load curve of different classes.
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Table 1. Daily load rate.




Among the 40 users in the smart community, the daily load curves of class A and class C users
before and after participating in DR are shown in Figure 5. Both load peaks are reduced to a certain
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A modified RBTS-BUS 6 system is employed as the test system, in which the maximum power
provided by the feeder F4 is 12 MW, and the transfer capacity of the tie line is 6 MW. As shown in
Figure 6, the network frame includes 30 lines, 23 load points, 4 circuit breakers, and 21 load switches.
The feeder length and load point data can be found in [32]. The circuit breakers, load switches, and
fuses are assumed to be 100% reliable. The fault isolation time is 0.5 h, and the sum of fault isolation
and load transfer time is 1 h. According to the current design requirements of distribution network
capacity in residential areas, the capacity of each household is 8 kW, and the simultaneous factor
is set at 0.5. The maximum power provided by the feeder F4 is 12 MW; therefore, there are about
3000 households in this area. The average EV inventory per household is set to 0.1, and all participate
in DR. The air conditioning inventory per household is set to 2 and the proportion of air conditioning
participating in DR is 0.2 considering the user’s demand for comfort. The charging power and battery
capacity of EVs is 5 kW and 40 kW·h, respectively. The energy consumption of EVs for traveling
100 km is 18 kW·h, and the battery charging efficiency is set to 0.9. It is assumed that the access time,
departure time, and SOC of EVs are normally distributed, and could be obtained by employing Monte
Carlo sampling. The highest and lowest running frequency of inverter air conditioning is 100 Hz
and 20 Hz, respectively. R and C are specified as 5.56 ◦C/kW and 0.18 (kW h)/◦C, respectively. The
air conditioning power coefficient and the refrigerating capacity coefficient can be found in [33]. It is
assumed that air conditioning cools in summer and heats in winter, and the comfort air conditioning
interval is set to [22 ◦C, 28 ◦C]. The daily maximum dispatchable number is limited to 2 during the
peak load period. The load data is shown in Appendix A, Table A1, and it is assumed that the load at
each load point varies proportionally with the implementation of DR. The real-time electricity price
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curve is displayed in Appendix A, Figure A1. AMPL/CPLEX, an efficient commercial solver, is adopted
to solve the proposed DR model, then the daily load curve considering DR of household equipment is
obtained. Subsequently, the annual load curve considering DR could be determined according to the
annual–weekly load curve and the weekly–daily load curve. Afterwards, the annual load curve is















































Figure 6. Topology of the test network.
6.2.2. Load Profile Considering DR
The daily load curve with and without EVs participating in DR is shown in Figure 7. It can be
found that EV owners transfer the charging loads from the period of high electricity price to the period
of low electricity price under the guidance of real-time electricity price, achieving peak load shaving
and valley filling. The daily load curve with and without the air conditioning participating in DR is
depicted in Figure 8. It can be found that the peak load is reduced and the load curve can be smoothed
through the frequency reduction of air conditioning in the peak load period.
The daily load curve considering DR of EVs based on electricity price and air conditioning based
on incentives is shown in Figure 9. It can be found that the load considering DR decreases during the
peak period, and increases during the valley period compared to the base load, thus achieving peak
load shaving and valley filling. Besides, the daily load peak without DR appears at 22:15, and the peak
load is 12.27 MW. Considering the limitation of feeder capacity, part of the loads should be cut off. The
daily load peak with DR appears at 22:30, and the maximum load is 11.57 MW, which satisfies the
supply capacity constraints of feeders.
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Figure 9. Comparison of load profile between base loads and loads with DR taken into account.
6.2.3. Influence of Real-Time Electricity Price on DR
The real-time electricity price, which has a certain randomness, is formulated according to the
day-ahead load prediction, and plays the role of guiding electricity consumption. Considering the load
uncertainty, a certain deviation between the actual electricity load and the predicted load may occur.
Given this situation, applying the real-time electricity price shown in Appendix A, Figure A2, the daily
load curve with and without EVs participating in the DR is shown in Figure 10. It can be found that
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the daily load peak appears at 21:00, because the real-time electricity in this period is relatively lower
than others. Also, the daily load curve during the period of 17:00 to 18:45 is reduced, which is not
the actual peak period needing to be clipped. Therefore, DR based on electricity price has a certain
randomness and is greatly affected by real-time electricity price. Unreasonable real-time electricity













system load with EVs
base load
Figure 10. Comparison of load profile between base loads and loads with EVs taken into account.
6.2.4. Reliability Evaluation Considering DR
In this paper, four cases are conducted to evaluate the reliability of the distribution network
considering DR. The annual load curve is composed of 8760 load points, which can be divided into
712 clusters, for there are 712 different points. The final system reliability evaluation indexes can be
determined with the calculation results and weighted values of each cluster.
Case 1: DR is not taken into consideration.
Case 2: DR based on electricity price and incentive is considered.
Case 3: Case 1 with sufficient spare capacity of tie lines.
Case 4: Case 2 with sufficient spare capacity of tie lines.
The reliability index of the four cases is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. System reliability index (SAIFI, system average interruption frequency index; SAIDI, system
average interruption duration index; CAIDI, customer average interruption duration index; ENS,
energy not supplied).
Case SAIFI/(times/a) SAIDI/(h/a) CAIDI/(h/times) ENS/(MW h/a)
1 2.253 5.67 2.517 67.93
2 2.2052 5.2483 2.3798 59.31
3 2.2052 3.519 1.596 43.22
4 2.2052 3.519 1.596 40.76
By comparing the reliability indexes of cases 1 and 2, it can be concluded that DR can effectively
improve the system reliability indexes. With DR, the peak load decreases 5.7%, the indexes of SAIDI,
CAIDI, and ENS decrease 7.4%, 5.5%, and 12.7%, respectively. The main reason is that DR based on
electricity price can transfer the loads from peak period to valley period to reduce the peak load of
the system, and DR based on incentive can directly reduce part of the loads at the peak period, thus
reducing the probability of power supply shortage of the distribution system. On the other hand, if
a fault occurs during the peak period, the reduced loads considering DR can increase the transfer
probability of the loads after fault isolation, thus reducing the average interruption frequency and
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interruption duration at the load point. Therefore the SAIFI, SAIDI, and ENS indexes are improved.
By comparing cases 3 and 4, it can be found that when the capacity of the tie line is infinite, DR has
no impact on the SAIFI and SAIDI indexes, and only the ENS index is improved due to the reduced
peak load.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, two kinds of typical household electrical equipment are considered to participate
in DR. DR models based on electricity price and incentive are proposed to obtain load curves with
different DR mechanisms taken into account. Considering the transmission capacity limit of tie lines,
a reliability evaluation method is proposed considering power supply capacity shortage. The following
conclusions can be drawn from the simulation results:
(1) DR can improve the load curve and reduce the peak loads. DR based on electricity price has a
certain randomness and is greatly affected by real-time electricity price. Unreasonable real-time
electricity price may lead to “peak-on-peak” or unnecessary load reduction.
(2) Both DR based on electricity price and DR based on incentive can improve the reliability index of
distribution networks. Compared with the reliability results attained by employing a single DR
strategy, comprehensive DRs can improve reliability
(3) DR has no influence on the distribution network reliability index if transmission capacity of tie
lines is assumed to be infinite. Under the premise of considering the tie line capacity limit, DR
reduces the peak loads of the systems and decreases the probability of insufficient power supply
capacity in normal operation, and meanwhile increases the possibility of the load point being
transferred when a failure occurs.
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LP1(II) 165.9 LP7(I) 210.1 LP13(III) 250.1 LP19(III) 155.4
LP2(III) 180.8 LP8(III) 155.4 LP14(III) 155.4 LP20(II) 186.1
LP3(III) 250.1 LP9(I) 283.1 LP15(II) 186.1 LP21(I) 283.1
LP4(III) 243.1 LP10(II) 158.5 LP16(II) 158.5 LP22(II) 158.5
LP5(I) 207.0 LP11(III) 155.4 LP17(III) 250.1 LP23(I) 210.1
LP6(II) 165.9 LP12(II) 158.5 LP18(III) 243.1
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Figure A2. Real-time electricity price curve.
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Abstract: The uncertainty of new energy output from wind power is rarely considered in the monthly
energy-trade scheduling. This causes many problems since the new energy penetration level increases.
The fairness of the scheduled energy for the power suppliers is difficult to guarantee. Because
the actual power system operation is far away from scheduling when the monthly energy-trade
schedule is carried out, unnecessary wind curtailment might occur, and even the feasibility of
monthly energy-trade schedule might not be guaranteed. This affects the security and reliability
of the power system operation. In this paper, a new time-sequence simulation method for the
monthly energy-trade scheduling is proposed, which considers the new energy power forecasting
characteristic and the computational load problem of hourly energy-trade simulation in the remaining
months. The proposed method is based on a segment modelling strategy. The power generation in
the scheduling month is optimized hourly, and the energy generation is optimized in the subsequent
months on a monthly basis. For the scheduling month, accurate cost function is applied in the objective
function, and detailed short-term operation constraints and the new energy forecasting results are
considered, which can guarantee the feasibility of the new monthly energy-trade scheduling and
lay a solid foundation for daily dispatching. For the subsequent months, since the load forecast
accuracy is lower and no wind power forecasting results could be used, the rough cost function
is applied, and only monthly constraints are considered. To ensure a balance in the execution
progress of each power generating entity, the simulation time-scale is set as the remainder of the
months in the study year. The new approach ensures the fairness of power execution progress and
improves the new energy consumption level. A case study was used to verify the feasibility and
effectiveness of the proposed method, which provides a theoretical reference for the monthly electrical
energy-trade scheduling.
Keywords: monthly energy-trade scheduling; time-sequence simulation method; feasibility; fairness;
consumption of renewable energy
1. Introduction
Among the generation scheduling processes in China, the annual contract energy planning is
carried out according to the contract energy of the generating companies and the national scheduled
energy. Then, the monthly energy-trade scheduling and daily generation dispatching are performed
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by shortening the time scale [1]. Monthly energy-trade scheduling is the intermediate link between the
annual contract planning and daily dispatching. If the monthly energy-trade scheduling is improper,
the annual contract energy may become difficult to complete. Therefore, the daily dispatching feasibility,
operation economy, and security is impacted.
At present, most of the provincial power trading centers in China apply the average decomposition
method for monthly energy-trade scheduling. In past decades, the average decomposition method was
sufficient to solve the principal contradiction of the power balance. However, this method may be very
simple and easy to be implement, but its predominant factors such as the operation condition are not
comprehensive enough [2]. Moreover, since the end of the 20th century, with the increasing energy gap
and deteriorating ecology, the other drawbacks of the average decomposition method, i.e., lack of energy
conservation and emission reduction techniques, have become increasingly prominent. Realizing these
drawbacks, some studies [3,4] optimized the formulation of monthly energy-trade scheduling with
respect to energy-saving power generation. For instance, a study [3] proposed the combination scheme
and calculation method for the non-heating thermal power units of monthly energy-trade scheduling
with regard to coal consumption and pollutant emission. Another study [4] expanded the optimization
space of energy savings and emission reduction benefits from the time dimension, by optimizing the
monthly unit commitment and the current electrical energy distribution. Some improved methods of
the conventional units based on the average decomposition method can be found in Reference [5–7].
In the monthly trade scheduling method proposed in Reference [5], the deviation of the load ratio
was adjusted moderately, according to the comprehensive cost ranking results of the generation unit
cost. A comprehensive consumption cost optimization method is proposed in Reference [6], which
considers the impact of the monthly electric energy nonlinear fluctuation on the relational consumption
cost. On the basis of the unit electric energy integrative cost diversity of different generation units,
a new monthly energy-trade scheduling method is proposed in Reference [7], in which the unit
electric energy integrative cost of the generation unit was weight-modified. The balance between the
economic benefits, energy conservation, and emission reduction can be achieved using the method
in Reference [7]. These research works considered the interests of generation units and power grid
companies, as well as the social environment. As a result, the benefits of energy saving and emission
reduction could be obtained, to some extent, in monthly energy-trade scheduling. However, these
research works did not consider the environmental benefits of integrating renewable energy resources
into the monthly power trade scheduling process.
In the existing research, the renewable energy units and the conventional units were mostly
considered respectively and serially in the monthly energy-trade scheduling. In other words,
the remaining load power was reserved for the traditional units in the monthly energy-trade scheduling
once the renewable energy power generation is deducted, according to the total load power. This method
is feasible when the penetration level of renewable energy is low. However, with the increasing
penetration of renewable energy, generation scheduling of thermal power units is influenced by
the high volatility, randomness, and intermittence of the renewable energy. A study [8] proposed
a market clearing model for energy and reserve products, in coordinated power and gas networks
with the integration of compressed air energy storage and wind energy sources (WES), based on
two-stage stochastic network-constrained unit commitment. In Reference [9], a sustainable day-ahead
scheduling of the grid-connected home-type micro-grids with the integration of distributed energy
resources and responsive load demand was co-investigated, and an efficient energy management
system optimization algorithm was studied. A novel control algorithm for joint demand response
management and thermal comfort optimization in micro-grids equipped with renewable energy
sources and energy storage units was presented in Reference [10]. In Reference [11], a simulation-based
optimization approach for the design of an EMS in grid-connected photovoltaic-equipped micro-grids
with a heterogeneous occupancy schedule was presented. The research studies above could effectively
cope with the energy-optimizing problems with large-scale integration of renewable energy into
the grid. However, these research studies were all for the micro-grids, which were very different
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from the regional power grid studied in this paper, and the optimizing time scale is also different
from this paper. For the monthly energy-trade scheduling problem with the large-scale integration
of renewable energy studied in this paper, the risk of the thermal power units not completing the
annual contract energy planning is much higher. The fairness requirement of the deviation from the
annual base power completion rate is also difficult to meet. At the same time, because the previous
methods of monthly energy-trade scheduling focus on the economics of electricity decomposition,
and do not consider the difficulty in implementing the subsequent daily dispatching, it might result in
unnecessary water and wind curtailment when the clean energy output fluctuation is large. What
is more, the operation feasibility might be difficult to guarantee, which may affect the security and
reliability of the operation [12–15]. Therefore, with the large-scale integration of renewable energy
into the grid, the following new formulating principles of monthly energy-trade scheduling should
be followed.
• The feasibility of power generation scheduling should be ensured [16].
• Impartial and open dispatching requirements should be met [17].
• The benefits of energy conservation and emission reduction should be considered, which means
priority should be given to renewable energy units [18–20].
As mentioned above, existing methods such as the average decomposition method, the deviation
of load ratio method, etc. cannot meet all the above principles. Therefore, a new method tailored
around three principles is needed. The time-sequence simulation method is an effective method to
solve optimizing problems with multiple variables. With this method, the various complex constraints,
including fairness and operation, can be comprehensively considered and higher resolutions can be
achieved. In recent years, the time-sequence simulation method has been widely used in the power
system area, such as in the modelling of the annual wind power trade scheduling and the low-carbon
benefit evaluation [21,22]. A previous study [23] applied the time-sequence simulation method to the
daily dispatching and ultra-short-term scheduling including wind power. Another study [24] optimized
the monthly unit commitment model, including wind turbines with the time-sequence simulation
method. The literature [25] attempted to apply the time-sequence simulation method to model monthly
energy-trade scheduling. However, Reference [25] focused on optimizing the distribution of electricity
during the scheduling month, whereas the economics and fairness of electricity distribution in other
months of the year were not considered.
Based on the above research, this paper proposes a new time-sequence simulation method
for monthly energy-trade scheduling, based on the segment-formulating strategy. The simulation
time-scale is set as the remaining months of the year, so as to ensure a balance in the execution
progress of each power generation entity. Optimizing convergence and efficiency can be ensured,
by applying the strategy of optimizing the generation power hourly in the scheduling month and
optimizing the generation energy monthly in subsequent months. The proposed method considers the
power generation characteristics of various energy units and improve the consumption capability of
renewable energy. Thus, it enhances the efficiency of energy conservation and emission reduction of
the power grid by considering several operational constraints in the scheduling month (the following
month). It can maintain the balance of the annual base electrical energy completion rate of each thermal
power unit more efficiently. Thus, the fairness of execution of the generation schedule is realized.
The comprehensive consideration of the system operation constraints significantly improves the
feasibility of the generation schedule and provides a good foundation for subsequent daily dispatching.
2. Modelling Concept and Method
As stated previously, methods such as average decomposition and the deviation of the load ratio
cannot effectively solve the problem of formulating the monthly energy-trade scheduling, when the
renewable energy is absorbed by the power grid on a large scale. However, the time-sequence simulation
method is a dynamic optimization method simulated by setting up an objective function and the
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relevant constraints. It is characterized by both long-time and short-time scales. In the long-time scale,
the optimal values at each time point can be accumulated and the sum can be macroscopically restricted
by the fairness constraints. In the short time scale, the optimal solutions can be obtained considering
the detailed operation constraints at each time interval. The time-sequence simulation method matches
with the modelling demand of monthly energy-trade scheduling. Therefore, the time-sequence
simulation method is very suitable for the modelling of the monthly energy-trade scheduling.
To improve the operation economy and utilization rate of renewable energy, the objective function
of the model is to minimize the combined costs including the coal consumption cost, peaking cost,
start-up and shutdown cost, hydropower abandoning cost, wind power curtailment cost, and nuclear
power peak shaving cost in the remaining months. To better consider multiple factors during the
actual power operation, the annual constraints, monthly constraints, and short-term constraints are all
considered. In the annual constraints, the energy completion rate deviation constraints are introduced
to meet the power generation fairness requirement. The monthly power energy balance constraints for
each generation unit are considered in the monthly constraints, to ensure reasonable allocation of the
monthly scheduling energy. Operation constraints including the generator characteristic constraints,
power balance constraints, and spinning reserve constraints are considered in the hourly short-term
constraints, to reduce the deviation between monthly scheduling and daily dispatching, and improve
the schedule feasibility. According to the typical time-sequence simulation method, the monthly
energy-trade scheduling problem is modelled and simulated on an hourly basis, from the beginning of
the decision point to the end of the whole year. The detailed process is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The monthly energy-trade scheduling model according to the typical time-sequence simulation.
However, some problems are faced when using the typical time-sequence simulation method
mentioned above in the modelling of monthly energy-trade scheduling.
• During the optimizing months, the method is optimized on an hourly basis. A system operation
with up to 8760 time intervals must be simulated. For large-scale power systems with hundreds of
generation units, such a demand presents a massive scale optimization problem, which is difficult
to solve.
• Considering the low accuracy of long-term forecasting of wind power, water inflow, and the load,
the simulation results in the months farther from the decision point might be vastly different from
the actual operation, which may increase the wind and water curtailment level.
Therefore, it is neither necessary nor feasible to simulate the system operation in the whole period
on an hourly basis. Some works in the literature proposed preliminary solutions to this problem.
For example, Reference [26] proposed a segmented idea to simplify the calculation, but adopted the
method of average segmentation throughout the process, which is too simplistic and does not conform
to the physical characteristics of the accuracy of the predicted value decay with time. In another
example, Reference [27] divided each day into three sections—peak, flat, and valley—which did
not meet the law of change in prediction. Based on these ideas, a segment modelling strategy for
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the monthly energy-trade scheduling is presented. The system simulation is former-accurate and
after-rough. The remaining months are decomposed into the scheduling month and the subsequent
months. The scheduling month is the next month after the decision point, and the subsequent months
include the months after the scheduling month to the end of the year. For the scheduling month,
since the load forecast accuracy is higher and wind power forecasting data could be used, the system
operation is still simulated hourly, and, thus, the cost function (defined as the accurate cost function),
the monthly constraints, and the short-term constraints are the same as in the typical method introduced
above. In addition, for the subsequent months, since the load forecast accuracy is lower and no wind
power forecasting results could be used, the system operation is simulated monthly, and the cost
function (defined as the rough cost function) only contains the coal consumption cost of thermal
power units, to ensure the economy of the model, and only the monthly constraints are considered.
The short-term constraints, which require the prediction data with high accuracy and large-scale
calculation, are abandoned in the subsequent months. The electric energy completion situation in
the completed month involves the formulation for the next month as an input. Additionally, it is
constrained by the annual constraints with the electrical energy of the scheduling month and the
subsequent months. The process is shown in Figure 2.
 
Figure 2. The monthly energy-trade scheduling model according to the improved time series simulation.
In the actual application, the monthly electrical energy-trade scheduling is rolling when scheduled
from the start of the year to November of that year. During each decision period, the completed energy
of each generation unit is applied to correct the energy target of the remaining months.
3. Mathematical Model
3.1. Objective Function
The objective function of the monthly energy-trade scheduling model is to minimize the sum of
total costs for the remaining months. As mentioned above, to improve the feasibility of the model and
the solving efficiency, the accurate cost function F1 is used in the scheduling month, and the rough cost
function F2 is used in subsequent months.
minF = min(F1 + F2) (1)
3.1.1. Accurate Cost Function for the Scheduling Month
The accurate cost function for the scheduling month is the total costs of all the different types of
units in the scheduling month, which consist of the operational costs of the condensing thermal power
units and operational cost, the steam extraction thermal power units, the curtailment cost of the wind
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The nomenclature of variables can be found in Appendix A.
The operation costs of the condensing thermal power units are composed of the coal consumption
cost, deep-peak-regulation cost, and start-up and shut-down costs.
fCN(i, t) = ai(PtCNi)
2
+ bi(PtCNi) + ci + M× ΔPtCNi + SCNi uti(1− uti) (3)
The operation costs of the steam extraction thermal power units include the coal consumption
cost, deep peak-regulation cost, and the start-up and shut-down costs.
fCQ(k, t) = ak(PtCQk + Cv1 ×HtCQk)
2
+ bk(PtCQk + Cv1 ×HtCQk) + ck
+M× ΔPtCQk + SCQk utk(1− utk)
(4)
The wind power curtailment cost is:
fw(l, t) = Cw(Ptwl −
∼
Ptwl) (5)
The hydropower abandoning cost is:
fm(s, t) = CmPtm,g (6)
The nuclear power peak-regulation cost is:
fn(v, t) = Cn(
_
Pnv − Ptnv) (7)
3.1.2. Rough Cost Function for Subsequent Months
The rough cost function is reduced to the sum costs of thermal units in the sequence months,













To ensure the feasibility of the monthly energy-trade scheduling, the short-term constraints limit
the operation status of the units in each time interval of the scheduling month. The operation constraints
of various units, and the power balance constraint and spinning reserve constraints are considered.
The short-term constraints of the condensing thermal power units include the maximum
and minimum output constraints, ramp rate constraints, and minimum start-off time constraints.
The constraints considered are as follows.
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
utiPCNi,min ≤ PtCNi ≤ utiPCNi,max
−ΔPCNi,down ≤ PtCNi − Pt−1CNi ≤ ΔPCNi,up
(uti − ut−1i )(Xt−1CNi,on − TCNi,on) ≤ 0
(ut−1i − uti)(Xt−1CNi,o f f − TCNi,o f f ) ≤ 0
(9)
The short-term constraints of the steam extraction thermal power units include the maximum and
minimum output constraints, ramp rate constraints, minimum start-off time constraints, thermoelectric
relationship constraint, reserve capacity constraint, and thermal balance constraint. The constraints
considered are below.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩




− Pt−1CQk ≤ ΔPCQk,up
(ut−1k − utk)(Xt−1CQk,o f f − TCQk,o f f ) ≤ 0
(utk − ut−1k )(Xt−1CQk,on − TCQk,on) ≤ 0
max(Cmk ×HtCQk + Kk, PCQk,min −Cv2k ×HtCQk) ≤ PtCQk ≤ PCQk,max −Cv1k ×HtCQk







In the short-term constraints of wind turbines, the wind power output should be equal to or less
than the forecasted wind power. The constraints considered are below.
0 ≤ Ptwl ≤
_
Ptwl (11)
The short-term constraints of the hydropower units are composed of the upper and lower limits
of the reserve capacity, the upper limit constraint of the water flow for generating power, and the
maximum output constraint. The constraints considered are below.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩




Vminm ≤ Vtms ≤ Vmaxm













The nuclear power units perform the 15-1-7-1 power generation mode, which means that the
nuclear power units maintain the state of full power generation for 15 h, and then decrease to the state
of low power generation within 1 h. Then the nuclear power units maintain the low power generation




Ptnv,y1 = Pnv,max × utnv,y1
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Ptnv,min ≤ 0.95PtL − 0.8Ptw − 0.5βPtw (16)
3.2.2. Monthly Constraints
The monthly constraints limit the monthly scheduled energy in the scheduling month and the
subsequent months, to ensure that the energy allocated in each month can be used to reasonably
formulate the daily dispatching. The constraints include the upper and lower limits of the monthly
power generation energy of various units and the monthly electricity balance constraint.
The monthly operation rate of the units in the monthly constraints of the condensing thermal




Twwc × PCNi,max × η






Then, the upper and lower limit constraints of electrical energy of the condensing power units are
as follows:
PCNi,min × te × δeCNi ≤ WeCNi,RE ≤ PCNi,max × η× te × δeCNi (18)









PCQk,min × te × δeCQk ≤ WeCQk,RE ≤ PCQk,max × η× te × δeCQk
(19)
The monthly electrical energy constraints of the wind turbine, hydropower unit, and nuclear
power unit are:
0 ≤ Wewl,RE ≤ Wewl,F (20)
0 ≤ Wems,RE ≤ Wems,F (21)
0 ≤ Wenv,RE ≤ Wenv,F (22)



















The energy generated in the completed months, the scheduled energy in the scheduling month,














where the electrical energy of the completed month is the input, and the amount of electricity in the
scheduling month and the subsequent months is constrained by the annual fairness constraints as the
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optimization value. The deviation of electrical energy in the completed month can be corrected when
formulating the monthly energy-trade scheduling.
The total annual energy of the thermal power units is composed of the annual base electrical
energy and the annual transaction energy.
WTi,A = WTi,B + WTi,D (25)
The annual transaction energy is composed of the tie-line energy, the generation right transfer
trading energy, and the trading energy of large consumers.
WTi,D = WTi,N + WTi,O + WTi,Y (26)
The completion rate of the annual base electrical energy of the total thermal power units, ρT is
defined as the ratio of the optimized annual base electrical energy of all thermal power units and the









According to the National Development and Reform Committee of China’s guide on strengthening
and improving the regulation of power generation operation, the deviation threshold of the completion
rate of the annual base electrical energy of each thermal unit is defined as λ%. The allocated fairness




≤ (1 + λ%)ρT (28)
4. Simulation and Analysis
4.1. Simulation Condition
For the solving methods in this paper, since it is actually a large-scale mixed integer quadratic
programming model, the Branch Bound (BB) methods, for instance, could be applied. In the case
studies, we used the IBM CPLEX Business optimization software to solve the monthly energy-trade
scheduling problem in the test system.
The test system consists of four condensing thermal power units, two steam-extraction thermal
power units, one 600 MW hydropower station, one 250 MW wind farm, and one 60 MW nuclear power
station. The simulation process of monthly energy-trade scheduling is shown in Figure 3.
April is assumed to be the scheduling month. The electrical energy and operation parameters
and the operation cost coefficient of the thermal power units are shown in Tables 1–3, respectively.
The thermoelectric relationship coefficient data of the thermoelectric units are shown in Table 4.
The characteristic parameters of the hydropower station and the reservoir are shown in Tables 5
and 6, respectively. The monthly predicted hydropower electrical energy (PHEQ) is shown in Table 7.
The characteristic parameters of the reservoir are shown in Table 6. The cost for deep-peak regulation
is 500 ¥/MWh.
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Figure 3. Simulation process of the monthly energy-trade scheduling.














1 3,139,000 2,511,200 627,800 876,740.1
2 1,569,500 1,255,600 313,900 452,014.1
3 1,307,900 1,046,320 261,580 322,918.3
4 784,800 627,840 156,960 197,038.9
5 (CHP) 1,689,800 1,351,840 337,960 441,868.7
6 (CHP) 1,109,100 887,280 221,820 325,208.2
Table 2. The operation parameters of thermal power units.
Units Pmax (MW) Pmin (MW) Ton, min/Toff, min (h) Pup (MW/h) Pdown (MW/h)
1 600 280 8 168 168
2 350 140 5 80 80
3 250 100 5 80 80
4 150 70 6 42 42
5 (CHP) 323 150 6 90 90
6 (CHP) 212 100 6 60 60
Table 3. The operation cost coefficient of the thermal power units.
Units S (¥/MWh) A (¥/MW2h) B (¥/MWh) C (¥/h) Average Coal Consumption Cost (¥/h)
1 1,200,000 0.06 157.8 6300 203.0
2 650,000 0.048 112.8 13,440 174.6
3 500,000 0.045 130.8 8640 182.8
4 260,000 0.04 164.4 3240 195.8
5 (CHP) 600,000 0.046 163.0 11,293 218.5
6 (CHP) 500,000 0.103 162.3 6922 221.4
Table 4. The thermoelectric relationship coefficient of thermoelectric units.
Units Cv1 Cv2 Cm K
5 (CHP) 0.23 0.23 0.45 80.7
6 (CHP) 0.21 0.21 0.45 45.4
Table 5. The characteristic parameters of the hydropower station.
Unit Pmax (MW) qmax (m3/s) a Annual Contract Electricity Quantity (MWh)
1 600 705.9 8.5 2,607,169
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Table 6. The characteristic parameters of the reservoir.
Reservoir Vmax (m3) Vmin (m3) V0 (m
3) h (m)
1 90.18 × 108 40.09 × 108 60 × 108 100
Table 7. The monthly predicted hydropower electrical energy.
Month 1 2 3 4 5 6
PHEQ (MWh) 44,847 81,109 102,817 138,739 174,379 300,159
Month 7 8 9 10 11 12
PHEQ (MWh) 359,829 429,932 350,262 307,388 161,367 156,341
Load and wind power prediction methods have always been research interests in recent decades.
A lot of research results have been obtained and many methods have been proposed. The widely used
prediction methods include the Depth Ridgelet Neural Network method, support vector machine, etc.
This paper focuses on the formulation of monthly energy-trade scheduling. Before it is formulated,
the load and wind power forecasting results have been obtained by using existing prediction methods.
Therefore, the load and wind power prediction methods are not the research contents of this paper.
In the case studies, the predicted wind power electrical energy (PWEE) is randomly generated based
on the historical wind power data. As shown in Table 8, the error range of monthly wind electricity
energy prediction in Reference [28,29] was adopted for the calculation. The actual wind generation
energy in April was 61,654 MWh, which was 6.04% deviation from the predicted wind power electric
energy. The actual wind power generation curve is shown in Figure 4.
Table 8. The monthly predicted wind-power electrical energy.
Month 1 2 3 4 5 6
PWEQ (MWh) 20,772 20,772 34,620 58,162 50,546 46,391
Month 7 8 9 10 11 12
PWEQ (MWh) 29,842 26,721 39,744 48,884 51,792 49,720
Figure 4. The actual wind power generation curve.
The annual load electrical energy is assumed to be 13.123323 × 106 MWh and the monthly load
coefficients are shown in Table 9. The load curve in April (the scheduling month) is shown in Figure 5.
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Table 9. The monthly load coefficients.
Month 1 2 3 4 5 6
Load coefficients 0.0949 0.0682 0.0702 0.0732 0.0752 0.0772
Month 7 8 9 10 11 12
Load coefficients 0.0992 0.0972 0.0912 0.0832 0.0722 0.0982
Figure 5. The load curve in April.
4.2. Simulation Results
4.2.1. Simulation Results of April (the Scheduling Month)
1. Computational Performance Analysis
To verify the computational performance of the proposed approach, a simplified test system only
including the thermal power units was simulated with simple constraints. The running time of the
simplified traditional model on an hourly simulation was 1024.92 s. The optimization of the traditional
model did not converge because the calculation amount was excessive. However, the computational
time using the proposed approach and model was 28.15 s. The computational speed was increased by
97.25%, and the computational volume was reduced effectively. The convergence of optimizing could
be ensured when applying the proposed method and model.
2. Economy, Energy Conservation, and Emission Reduction Effect Analysis
The monthly scheduled energy of the thermal power units from April to December, according to
the proposed method, are shown in Table 10. For comparison, the monthly scheduled energy values of
the thermal power units, according to the load rate deviation method, are shown in Table 11.
Table 10. The scheduled energy of thermal power units using the proposed method.
Units
Month
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 206,840.2 204,913.7 143,514.6 148,298.4 357,120.0 345,600.0 344,914.7 187,073.0 316,955.0
2 102,170.2 63,372.9 182,371.2 208,320.0 63,372.9 67,450.3 63,372.9 201,600.0 172,327.0
3 87,763.6 55,116.8 139,164.2 148,800.0 55,116.8 144,000.0 55,116.8 144,000.0 148,800.0
4 63,404.6 89,280.0 37,705.2 60,493.8 89,280.0 86,400.0 38,962.1 37,705.2 89,280.0
5 (CHP) 177,520.1 185,531.3 77,667.0 192,249.6 165,640.7 77,667.0 80,255.9 77,667.0 192,249.6
6 (CHP) 88,819.6 126,182.4 49,856.7 117,176.2 51,518.6 49,856.7 115,656.6 49,856.7 126,182.4
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Table 11. The scheduled energy of thermal power units using the load rate deviation method.
Units
Month
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 235,580.1 243,661.8 205,164.9 294,433.0 263,053.9 250,963.2 234,876.6 227,177.2 351,768.5
2 120,967.0 120,210.3 101,217.9 145,258.2 129,777.4 123,812.4 115,876.1 112,077.6 173,544.6
3 105,224.8 104,566.5 88,045.8 126,354.8 112,888.6 107,699.9 100,796.4 97,492.2 150,960.1
4 67,181.1 63,367.4 53,355.8 76,571.2 68,410.6 65,266.3 61,082.7 59,080.4 91,482.0
5 (CHP) 128,855.4 133,275.8 112,219.2 161,046.2 143,882.7 137,269.5 128,470.6 124,259.3 192,407.0
6 (CHP) 81,473.6 84,268.5 70,954.7 101,827.4 90,975.1 86,793.7 81,230.2 78,567.5 121,656.4
The thermal power generation cost was calculated according to the average coal consumption
cost coefficient in Table 3. During the period from April to December, the thermal power generation
costs, according to the proposed method and the load rate deviation method, were ¥ 1,388,520,214.3
(¥ 1.388 billion) ¥ and ¥ 1,397,646,068.9 (¥ 1.397 billion), respectively. Compared with the load rate
deviation method, the proposed method could save ¥ 9,125,854.6 (¥9.126 million).
The total scheduled energy values of thermal power units in the scheduling month were
61,654.1 MWh when the presented time-sequence simulation method was applied in the simulation
and 58,162.0 MWh when the load rate deviation method was applied. The energy of renewable energy
units generated by the time-sequence simulation method and the benefits of energy conservation and
emission reduction were verified.
If the operating cost of various types of units, the deep peak-regulation cost, and the start-up cost of
thermal power units were considered in the scheduling month, then the total comprehensive generation
cost from April to December with the time-sequence simulation method was ¥ 1,389,168,214.3 (or
¥ 1.389 billion).
3. Feasibility Analysis
The hourly power output curve of each thermal power unit in April (the scheduling month),
according to the presented method is shown in Figure 6. The hourly output of each power unit in the
scheduling month with the time-sequence simulation method can be obtained under the premise that
the reliability of the generator and system operation is guaranteed. With the time-sequence simulation
method, all the constraints together could ensure that the power output of each power unit is close to
the actual operating conditions, which means a higher feasibility could be ensured.
Figure 6. The hourly power output curve of each thermal power unit in April.
4. Fairness Analysis
The monthly energy-trade scheduling is simulated, according to the presented method, when
considering the completed rate thresholds (CRTs) for different annual base electrical energies. The total
costs based on different CRTs are shown in Table 12.
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Table 12. Total cost based on different CRTs.






From Table 12, it can be seen that the relationship between the total cost and CRT are negatively
correlated. With the increase in CRT, the relative optimization space of the monthly energy-trade
scheduling became larger, so that there could be a more economical way to revise the monthly
energy-trade scheduling. However, due to the increase in CRT, the fairness of generation scheduling
was weaker. Therefore, the contradiction between the power generation units and the dispatching
department was sharper. According to the current national regulations in China, the CRT was
set to 3%. With the gradual improvement of market mechanism for electricity, the CRT could be
adjusted more reasonably, according to the proportion of fairness and economy of the monthly
energy-trade scheduling.
4.2.2. Rolling Correction Results during the Whole Year
The scheduling month was moved from January to December. The monthly energy-trade
scheduling results for the whole year after the rolling correction are shown in Table 13.
Table 13. The monthly energy-trade scheduling results for the whole year.
Units
Month




1 387,134.0 242,411.3 247,194.7 206,840.2 232,986.9 202,367.6
2 198,550.9 131,918.9 121,544.3 102,170.2 140,135.5 101,553.7
3 148,287.9 90,969.3 83,661.1 87,763.6 92,291.6 74,537.9
4 80,500.3 58,160.3 58,378.4 63,404.6 56,976.4 57,423.3
5 (CHP) 198,032.3 122,431.6 121,404.8 177,520.1 122,722.2 112,861.3
6 (CHP) 118,291.4 100,518.6 106,398.2 88,819.6 78,201.0 75,727.2
Wind unit 36,659.6 32,809.7 46,058.9 61,654.1 56,428.5 54,982.0
Hydropower station 44,847.0 81,109.0 102,817.0 138,739.0 174,379.0 300,159.0
Nuclear plant 37,200.0 33,600.0 37,200.0 36,000.0 37,200.0 36,000.0
Units
Month




1 280,140.4 248,503.1 232,828.2 217,412.6 248,327.6 357,120.0
2 151,354.0 117,253.8 108,857.5 114,130.4 73,712.6 205,244.2
3 109,850.7 85,535.5 95,751.3 113,900.4 122,991.0 148,800.0
4 71,886.7 64,416.1 57,709.4 53,655.8 64,151.3 89,280.0
5 (CHP) 150,314.1 154,141.0 163,445.3 122,121.1 108,187.5 163,484.7
6 (CHP) 102,852.1 104,726.4 107,678.0 76,745.4 79,663.5 81,865.1
Wind unit 42,685.4 40,271.0 48,806.3 52,327.0 57,692.1 49,720.0
Hydropower station 359,829.0 429,932.0 350,262.0 307,388.0 161,367.0 156,341.0
Nuclear plant 37,200.0 37,200.0 36,000.0 37,200.0 36,000.0 37,200.0
5. Conclusions
A new time-sequence simulation method for monthly energy-trade scheduling is presented in this
paper. The feasibility of the presented method is validated at the theoretical level using a case study.
The segment modeling strategy is applied to simulate on an hourly basis for the scheduling month and
for the sequence months on a monthly basis. In the power systems integrated with large-scale new
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energy power, multiple factors such as the generation coordinate among various types of power units,
equitable distribution of electrical energy, and system operation reliability could be comprehensively
considered in the monthly energy-trade scheduling process.
The results of the case study verified the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed approach.
• The characteristics of wind power, nuclear power, hydropower, thermal power, and combined
heat and power (CHP) generators were comprehensively considered. Therefore, the consumption
capability of renewable energy power can be improved, according to the presented monthly
energy-trade scheduling method. Thus, the energy saving and emission reduction benefits can
be improved.
• By efficiently managing the balance of the annual base electrical energy completion rate of each
thermal power unit, the monthly energy trade scheduling fairness can be ensured in a better way.
• Because the necessary operating constraints in the short-term time-scale could be easily introduced
into the mathematical model for the scheduling month, the feasibility of the monthly energy-trade
scheduling could be improved significantly. This improvement can lay a good foundation for
daily dispatching.
The limitation of this study is that it does not involve an experimental study. Therefore, in
future studies, this method might need to be modified according to the actual operating conditions.
These conditions may be the number of power plants in a regional power grid, calculation time limit,
etc., which may improve the practicality of the proposed method.
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Appendix A NOMENCLATURE
Table A1. Variable comparison table.
F1 Precise objective function for the scheduling month
F2 Rough objective function for the subsequent months
T Time intervals in the scheduling month
i, k, l, s, v
Sequence numbers of pure condensing thermal power units, extraction
steam thermal power units, wind units, hydropower stations, and nuclear
plants
NCN , NCQ, Nw, Nm, Nn
The numbers of pure condensing thermal power units, extraction steam
thermal power units, wind units, hydropower stations, and nuclear plants
fCN(i, t) Operating cost of pure condensing thermal power unit i at time t
fCQ(k, t) Operating cost of extraction steam thermal power unit k at time t
fw(l, t) Operating cost of wind unit l at time t
fm(s, t) Operating cost of hydropower station s at time t
fn(v, t) Operating cost of nuclear plant v at time t
ai, bi, ci Fuel cost coefficients of pure condensing thermal power unit i
PtCNi Power by the pure condensing thermal power unit i at time t
M Average cost of deep peak regulation of thermal power units
ΔPtCNi
Power for deep peak regulation by pure condensing thermal power unit I
at time t
SCNi Start-up cost of pure condensing thermal power unit i
uti States of the pure condensing thermal power unit I at time t
ak, bk, ck Fuel cost coefficients of extraction steam thermal power unit k
PtCQk Power by extraction steam thermal power unit k at time t
HtCQk Thermal power by extraction-steam thermal power unit k at time t
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Table A1. Cont.
ΔPtCQk
Power for deep peak regulation of extraction-steam thermal power unit k
at time t
SCQk Start-up cost of extraction steam thermal power unit k
utk States of extraction steam thermal power unit k at time t
Cw Average cost of wind power curtailment
Ptwl Consumptive power of wind unit l at time t_
Ptwl Prediction power of wind unit l at time t
Cm Average cost of hydropower curtailment
Ptm,g Theoretical power generated by curtail water at time t
Cn Average cost of peak regulation by nuclear plants_
Pnv Rated power of nuclear plant v
Ptnv Power by nuclear plant v at time t
m Serial number of the scheduling month
e Serial numbers of the subsequent months
CCNi Average fuel cost coefficient of pure condensing thermal power unit i
WeCNi,RE
Planned generation energy of pure condensing thermal power unit i in
month e
CCQk Average fuel cost coefficient of extraction steam thermal power unit k
WeCQk,RE
Planned generation energy of the extraction steam thermal power unit k
in month e
PCNi,min The maximum output power of the pure condensing thermal power unit i
PCNi,max The minimum output power of the pure condensing thermal power unit i
ΔPCNi,down, ΔPCNi,up
The maximum rate of downward ramping / upward ramping of the pure




The continuous starting time / downtime of the pure condensing thermal
power unit I until time t-1
TCNi,on, TCNi,o f f
The minimum starting time/downtime of the pure condensing thermal
power unit i
Cmk , Kk. Cv2k , Cv1k The heat-electric coefficients of the extraction-steam thermal power unit k
HCQk ,max
The upper output thermal power limit of the extraction steam thermal
power unit k
HtL The thermal load at time t
Pwl,max The rated power of wind unit l
Vtm Volume of water in reservoir at time t
f tm Volume of water entering the reservoir at time t
qtms Volume of water for power generation of hydropower station s at time t
gtm Volume of abandoned water at time t
Vminm The minimum volume for saving reservoir water
Vmaxm The maximum volume for saving reservoir water
qms,max The acceptable maximum water flow of hydropower unit s
a The power coefficient of the hydropower unit
h The head of the reservoir
Pms,max The rated power of the hydropower unit s
utnv,y1 , u
t
nv,y2 The states of nuclear plant v at time t
Pnv,max The rated power of nuclear plant v
Ptnv,y1 The power of nuclear plant v at time t corresponding to ‘u
t
nv,y1 ’
Ptnv,y2 Power of nuclear plant v at time t corresponding to ‘u
t
nv,y2 ’
α The ratio of ‘Ptnv,y2 ’ to ‘Pnv,max’
PtL Load at time t
β The confidence coefficient
δeCNi The operating rate of the pure condensing thermal power unit i in month e
WyearCNi
The annual contract electricity energy of the pure condensing thermal
power unit i
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WywcCNi
The generation energy that the pure condensing thermal power unit i has
generated until decision time
Twwc
The sum of scheduling month’s number of hours and the subsequent
months’ number of hours
η
The empirical value from the annual operating rate of the thermal
power unit
te The number of hours in month e
Wewl,RE The generation energy of wind unit l in month e
Wewl,F The maximum generation energy of wind unit l in month e
Wems,RE The generation energy of hydropower station s in month e
Wems,F The maximum generation energy of the hydropower station s in month e
Wenv,RE The generation energy of the nuclear plant v in month e
Wenv,F The maximum generation energy of the nuclear plant v in month e
WeL,RE The power load energy in month e
WTi,A The annual planned generation energy of the thermal power unit i
WeTi ,H
Before the scheduling month, the generation energy that the thermal
power unit i generated in month e
PtTi In the scheduling month, the power of thermal power unit i at time t
We
Ti ,RE
In the subsequent month, the generation energy that the thermal power
unit i generates in month e
WTi,B The annual basic generation energy of thermal power unit i
WTi,D The annual transactional generation energy of thermal power unit i
ρT
The completion rate of all thermal power units’ annual basic
generation energy
WTi,BF The specified annual basic generation energy of the thermal power unit i
λ
The percentage of the annual base generation energy completion rate
deviation threshold
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Abstract: Limiting global temperature rise to well below 2 ◦C according to the Paris climate accord will
require accelerated development, scale-up, and commercialization of innovative and environmentally
friendly reactor concepts. Simulation-based design can play a central role in achieving this goal by
decreasing the number of costly and time-consuming experimental scale-up steps. To illustrate this
approach, a multiscale computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach was utilized in this study
to simulate a novel internally circulating fluidized bed reactor (ICR) for power production with
integrated CO2 capture on an industrial scale. These simulations were made computationally feasible
by using closures in a filtered two-fluid model (fTFM) to model the effects of important subgrid
multiphase structures. The CFD simulations provided valuable insight regarding ICR behavior,
predicting that CO2 capture efficiencies and purities above 95% can be achieved, and proposing
a reasonable reactor size. The results from the reactor simulations were then used as input for
an economic evaluation of an ICR-based natural gas combined cycle power plant. The economic
performance results showed that the ICR plant can achieve a CO2 avoidance cost as low as $58/ton.
Future work will investigate additional firing after the ICR to reach the high inlet temperatures of
modern gas turbines.
Keywords: chemical looping combustion; power production; carbon capture; internally circulating
reactor; reactor design; fluidization; techno-economics; computational fluid dynamics; filtered
two-fluid model; coarse-grid simulations
1. Introduction
Several high-profile studies have shown that carbon capture and storage must play a central role
in the future energy mix to reach the goal of limiting the global temperature increase to well below
2 C above preindustrial limits at a reasonable cost [1–3]. A low-cost pathway to limiting global CO2
emissions will be essential to prevent the negative consequences of climate change, while allowing for
continued development in developing nations where billions of people still live in poverty.
Many different technologies have been proposed to capture CO2 from fossil-fuel power plants,
after which the CO2 can either be stored or utilized in other industrial processes. However, a major
challenge of such processes is the energy penalty associated with CO2 capture. An increased energy
penalty requires more fuel to be used to achieve the same power output, increasing operating and
capital costs, but also increasing the amount of CO2 that must be dealt with.
A promising group of technologies for capturing CO2 are those based on chemical looping
combustion (CLC) [4], as they can essentially eliminate the energy penalty of CO2 and potentially even
Processes 2019, 7, 723; doi:10.3390/pr7100723 www.mdpi.com/journal/processes77
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offer efficiency improvements in comparison to unabated plants [5]. Traditionally, the CLC process is
performed in a dual circulating fluidized bed (CFB) configuration. In the oxidation reactor, a metallic
oxygen carrier is oxidized, providing large amounts of heat. The thermal energy in the gas phase is
used for power production, whereas the hot particles are transported to the fuel reactor where the
oxidized particles are reduced by a fuel, producing CO2 and steam. The CLC process therefore keeps
the CO2 stream separate from the nitrogen-containing air stream, allowing an almost pure CO2 stream
for storage to be obtained simply by knocking out the water.
A drawback of the dual circulating fluidized bed CLC approach is that efficient power production
with CO2 storage requires high pressure operation. However, progress on the scale-up of pressurized
CLC systems has been limited [6] due to the complexity of pressurizing the two reactors, loop seals, and
cyclones, and in maintaining the required solids circulation between the reactors. Consequently, several
alternative CLC configurations have been proposed to overcome the challenges of the pressurized
dual CFB CLC system. These include gas switching technologies [7,8], rotating bed reactors [9,10],
packed bed chemical looping [11,12], and internally circulating reactors (ICRs) [13–15], which will be
the focus of the present study.
The internally circulating reactor concept replaces the loop seals and cyclones that separate
reactors in the dual CFB with simple ports connecting two sections of a reactor vessel, allowing the
oxygen carrier to circulate between the reducing and oxidizing sections. This allows the CLC process to
take place within a single unit, significantly simplifying pressurization and scale-up. The disadvantage
is that gas will leak through the ports along with the circulating solids, reducing the CO2 capture
efficiency and the purity of the captured CO2. However, it has been shown that the detrimental effect
of gas leakage can be limited by controlling the fluidization velocity ratio of the two sections and the
bed loading [13], achieving CO2 capture efficiencies greater than 95% and purities greater than 92%.
Academia has been prolific in proposing novel processes and reactors for CO2 capture.
Unfortunately, implementation of new technologies in the process and energy industry has traditionally
been slow, requiring several decades from process conception to commercial reality. The urgency
of climate change will require very rapid scale-up and industrialization of these novel CO2 capture
technologies, starting once governments start imposing strong policies to reduce carbon emissions
(the IEA Sustainable Development Scenario assumes CO2 prices of $63/ton and $140/ton in 2025 and
2040, respectively [16]). This is also valid for other industries—rapid innovation and implementation
of new process technologies will be necessary in a world that is increasingly environmentally
and resource-constrained.
Simulation-based engineering will be an essential tool in enabling such rapid innovation by
decreasing the number of costly and time-consuming experimental scale-up steps, and computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) is the most suitable tool for investigating the chemical reactors common in
the process and energy industries. However, although CFD has proven extremely useful in better
understanding flow processes on the lab-scale, a common challenge to industrial simulation is the fact
that important phenomena may occur on time- and length-scales that are several orders of magnitude
smaller than those associated with the industrial processes [17]. This is especially relevant in multiphase
processes and for the fluidized beds used in the ICR reactor studied here, where gas bubbles and
particle clusters of length-scales in the order of ten particle diameters play an important role on the
overall fluidized bed behavior. Using small enough grid cells and time steps to resolve these small-scale
phenomena remains impossible for parametric studies of industrial-scale devices, even with large,
modern computational clusters.
Multiscale methods are necessary to overcome this challenge—allowing the use of coarse
computational grids to achieve reasonable computational times by using closures for unresolved
subgrid effects to maintain acceptable accuracy. The filtered two-fluid model (fTFM) [18] is a common
approach for multiscale modeling of fluidized beds. In the fTFM, the governing equations of the
two-fluid model (TFM) closed by the kinetic theory of granular flow, where the solids phase is assumed
to behave as a continuum and closures capture the effects of random particle collisions and translation,
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is spatially averaged, revealing subgrid terms that require closure. Several groups have strived to
develop such closures. Most of the work has focused on the subgrid correction to the drag [19–26],
which substantially reduces the drag compared to the drag law evaluated at the resolved quantities,
although several other closures are necessary for fluidized bed hydrodynamics [27]. Research on
closures for reactive flow has been limited. Most studies have investigated the influence of subgrid
effects on the effective reaction rate of first-order solids-catalyzed reactions [28–30], where mass-transfer
limitations imposed by the bubbles and clusters drastically reduce the effective reaction rates. Closures
are also required for the dispersion of scalars (such as species and enthalpy) due to subgrid velocity
fluctuations and for the effective interphase heat transfer rate [31,32].
The present study aimed to demonstrate how multiscale CFD simulations can be used to assist
the evaluation of novel reactor concepts on an industrial scale, focusing on an internally circulating
fluidized bed reactor for power production with CO2 capture. Firstly, some improvements were
proposed for existing fTFM closures, improving the accuracy and simplicity of existing hydrodynamics
closures [27,33] and, most importantly, proposing a generalized reactive fTFM closure. The latter is
important, since existing closures [28–30] are only valid for simple first-order solids-catalyzed reaction
equations. Next, an fTFM accounting for all important subgrid effects in reactive flows was used
to evaluate the effect of several design and operating parameters on the ICR behavior. It can be
noted that, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the most complete implementation—in terms
of the number of subgrid effects accounted for—of a reactive fTFM to date. Then, results from the
reactor simulations were combined with previously published power plant simulations by the same
authors [34] to conduct an economic assessment of the ICR concept for low carbon power production
from natural gas. Finally, the results are used to discuss the future of virtual prototyping of novel
reactors using multiscale CFD simulations, as well as the potential of the ICR to combat climate change.
2. Materials and Methods
The present study utilizes both multiscale CFD reactor modeling and process modeling to inform
the economic evaluation of power production with CO2 capture using the ICR concept. Figure 1 shows
how information flows between these three parts of the study, and the subsequent sections describe
each part in detail.
Figure 1. Information flow between different parts of the present study.
2.1. Reactor Modeling
2.1.1. The Filtered Two-Fluid Model (fTFM)
The fTFM solves the spatially-averaged (or filtered) form of the governing equations for the
two-fluid model closed by the kinetic theory of granular flow [35,36]. This section briefly presents the
filtered governing equations, as well as the closures that are used for the subgrid terms. The interested
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reader may find a more complete discussion of the derivation of the filtered equations in earlier
studies [33,37].
The filtered continuity equations are given below. SR is a source term due to the mass transfer
during the reduction and oxidation of the oxygen carrier. Closures for the filtered reaction rates, which
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In both filtered momentum equations, the second term on the right-hand side represents the
stresses due to subgrid velocity fluctuations (arising from gas bubbles and solids clusters), which
add to the diffusive momentum transport. The gas-phase subgrid stress is usually relatively small
compared to the solids stresses due to the large difference in the phase densities [38] and can safely
be neglected. However, the solids subgrid stresses are accounted for by means of an anisotropic
stress closure [39], which has been shown to offer significant improvements compared to Boussinesq
approximation-based closures using isotropic independent variables [39,40]. In the filtered solids
momentum equation, the filtered kinetic theory stresses (third and fourth terms on the right-hand side)
are small at the grid sizes that are relevant for industrial-scale fluidized beds [39], which was used
in the present study. Therefore, the filtered kinetic theory stresses were estimated on the basis of the
unfiltered granular temperature equation, as it was previously shown to be sufficient [41].
The second-to-last term on the right-hand side of both momentum equations represents the
filtered drag force, where subgrid effects generally reduce the drag compared to that in a homogenous
suspension. This is due to the tendency of fluidized particles to form solids clusters and gas bubbles,
which are not resolved on a coarse grid. These meso-scale structures vary in size and shape due to
local flow conditions. Gas will tend to pass through dilute regions, reducing the effective drag on
the solids clusters, the effect of which must be accounted for in a closure. A modified version of a
3-marker anisotropic closure published previously [27] was used to close the filtered drag force. It was
found that the 3-marker closure could be simplified significantly, while maintaining similar accuracy,
by eliminating the filtered slip velocity as a marker. More information about the development and
verification of this new closure can be found in the Supplementary Material.
Finally, the last term on the right-hand side of both momentum equations is due to subgrid pressure
gradient fluctuations and is referred to here as the meso-scale interphase force. This contribution arises
from the redistribution of the pressure gradient over subgrid gas bubbles and solids clusters [42] and
tends to add to the effective drag force [33]. For the present study, an older anisotropic closure [33] was
improved on by drawing an analogy to the closure for the meso-scale solids stresses [39], where it was
found that a filtered co-variance term can be accurately closed as a function of the relevant gradients.
The Supplementary Material also details the development and verification of this new closure.
Next, Equation (5) gives the filtered species transport equation for reactant A, which is consumed
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The species dispersion due to the filtered microscopic diffusion (the first term on the right-hand
side) was expected to be small relative to meso-scale dispersion, as well as convective transport.
Therefore, in line with previous work regarding scalar dispersion in fTFMs [31], it was simply




in the present study. The subgrid species dispersion rate (the second
term on the right-hand side) tends to disperse the species due to sub-grid velocities arising from
unresolved gas bubbles and solids clusters. This effect was accounted for using the closures of Agrawal
et al. [31] but has been shown to only have a minor effect on the overall reaction rate [28]. The filtered
reaction rate (third term on the right-hand side) is typically substantially reduced by subgrid bubbles
and clusters and is essential to model [28]. This is because, for gas-solid reactions, the reactant will
be consumed faster inside dense regions, creating a mass transfer limitation due to the finite rate at
which reactants are transported to these dense regions. A limited number of studies have investigated
reactive fTFM closures [28,30,41], but they have all focused on reactions that are solids catalyzed and
first-order with respect to the gaseous reactant. The next section of the present study therefore proposes
a novel, simplified approach for accounting for different reaction orders and for reactions where the
solids phase participate in the reaction. Finally, it can be noted that the filtered solids species equations
are similar to those of the gas-phase species and are thus treated in a similar way. Consequently, they
are not discussed separately.



























Here, as with the species diffusion, the filtered microscopic conductivity (first term on the
right-hand side) is small compared to the enthalpy dispersion from sub-grid velocity fluctuations
and is simply approximated as κgαg∇T̃g. The subgrid enthalpy dispersion rate (second term on the
right-hand side) and the filtered heat transfer rate (third term on the right-hand side) were modeled
using the closures of Agrawal et al. [31]. The physical behavior of these contributions is analogous
to that of the species dispersion rate and filtered reaction rate, due to the similarity of mass and heat
transfer. The enthalpy source term due to reaction (fourth term on the right-hand side) was evaluated
at the filtered reaction rate modeled in Equation (5), assuming that the heat of reaction is uniform for
each cell in the coarse-grid simulations. This is a reasonable assumption based on the good mixing
and fast heat transfer in fluidized beds. Finally, it can be noted that the solids-phase filtered enthalpy
equation was treated in a similar way, and it is therefore not discussed here separately.
2.1.2. Reaction Modeling
In the present study, Ni/NiO (supported on Al2O3) was used as oxygen carrier due to its high
reactivity [43] and its ability to tolerate high operating temperatures [44]. In the fuel section, the oxygen
carrier was reduced by the fuel according to:
4NiO(s) + CH4(g)→ 4Ni(s) + 2H2O(g) + CO2(g). (7)
In the air side of the ICR, the oxygen carrier re-oxidizes as:
2Ni(s) + O2(g)→ 2NiO(s). (8)
The reactions are implemented in the filtered species conservation equations, as follows, for
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was calculated as shown in Equation (10),













The solid particles are porous, and the reaction can be considered to be kinetically controlled
following the shrinking core model applied to microscopic grains inside the porous particle [45].
Application of the shrinking core model with reaction rate control [46] is evident in the final factor of
Equation (10). The reaction rate constant, ks, is expressed as follows, where the detrimental effect of







The kinetic parameters for the reduction and oxidation reactions, as well as the oxygen carrier
properties, were obtained from the experimental work of Abad et al. [45]. It can be noted that the
aforementioned study found no intraparticle mass transfer limitations, as may be expected for such
small, porous particles.
In the fTFM, the subgrid bubbles and clusters impose an additional mass transfer limitation on
the reactions, since the gaseous reactants have to be transported into the dense solid clusters for the
reactions to occur. This effect is modeled in Equation (10) by means of an effectiveness factor, η. In the
present study, η was first modeled for a reference first-order solids catalyzed reaction with a fixed
reaction rate constant, as in previous studies [28,41]. It was then found that the reference closure can
be effectively scaled to different reaction rate constants and reaction orders by drawing an analogy











Here, L is the average ratio of the cluster diameter to the particle diameter, which requires closure,
and φ is the Thiele modulus [47]. The effective reaction rate constant, k′, was obtained by re-writing
the reaction equation as first-order with respect to the gaseous reactant and the solids volume fraction.
This approach has previously been shown to be useful to extend effectiveness factors from intraparticle
mass transfer theory to various reaction orders [48]. For the example of Equation (10), the effective
























This relation is exact for a first-order reaction in a porous particle with no convective transport.
Relatively small discrepancies arise for reactions of different order, but the largest uncertainty in this
application is the constant deformation of the clusters in the fluidized bed, as well as the convective
species transport taking place inside the cluster.
The basic premise of the approach proposed in the present study is that the effectiveness factor
in Equation (14) is analogous to the effectiveness factor of a particle cluster at the largest achievable
mass transfer resistance (smallest effectiveness factor). This will typically occur at intermediate filtered
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solids volume fractions when maximum phase segregation is achieved and clusters are relatively
large. As the filtered solids volume fraction tends to the limits of zero or maximum packing, clustering
disappears, and the mass transfer resistance tends to zero (η = 1).
A hypothesis can then be formulated that, for different cluster-scale Thiele moduli, the minimum
effectiveness factor (ηmin) can be scaled by using Equation (15) when a filtered effectiveness factor
closure (ηre f ) is derived from resolved simulation data for a reference Thiele modulus (φre f ).















Then, the new effectiveness factor (ηnew) can be calculated as follows, assuming that the tendency





1− ηre f ,min
) . (16)
It was found that the suggested hypothesis holds well and that this approach is essential
to accurately model reactions that are not simple first-order solids catalyzed reactions in the
fTFM. Consequently, the proposed approach was used to model the reactions in the present study.
The complete development and verification of the generalized reactive fTFM closure is presented in
the Appendix A.
Finally, it can be noted that the effectiveness factor closure presented here does not account for the
Stefan flow (one mole of methane produces three moles of gas products) occurring in the fuel section of
the ICR and investigation of this topic is recommended for future work. However, considering that the
reduction reactions are extremely fast (see Section 3.1.1) and occur only near the inlet, it is not expected
to have a large impact on the overall reactor behavior.
2.1.3. Simulation Geometry and Mesh
Figure 2 shows the reactor geometry that was considered for the ICR. In the base case, the reactor
consists of a cylinder with a height of 6.92 m and a diameter of 3.46 m. These sizes were selected to
yield a fluidization velocity of roughly 1 m/s in the freeboard, which is a typical value for vigorous
bubbling fluidization. An aspect ratio of 2, typical of fluidized beds, was chosen. A thin wall separates
the reactor into the reduction and oxidation sections, consisting of a 2 m high vertical section at the
center of the bed and a section sloping at an angle of 30◦ with the vertical axis to the reactor wall to
ensure that solids will not deposit on this surface. Two ports allow the oxygen carrier to circulate
between the sections. Reduced oxygen carrier travels through the bottom port (height of 0.6 m) to the
air section, whereas oxidized oxygen carrier is carried through the top port (terminating 0.7 m above
the bottom of the reactor) to the reduction section. In the base geometry, the width of the square ports
(see Figure 2b) is 20 cm. The gas outlet from each section was sized to yield a velocity of roughly 50 m/s,
accounting for the much larger flow rate in the air section, which is a typical value for gas transport.
A cut-cell mesh was used to mesh the complex ICR geometry. Long simulations, in the order of
2500 simulated seconds, were necessary to achieve steady reactor behavior; therefore, the average grid
size was chosen to yield a coarse mesh of approximately 50,000 cells. A minimum of five cells across
the gaps in the ports and the outlets were specified to resolve the most important flow gradients.
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Figure 2. Simulated geometry for the internally circulating reactor (ICR): (a) isometric view; (b) details
of the ports connecting the reactor sections, where x is the port width; (c) front view; (d) side view.
2.1.4. Reactor Operating Conditions
NiO particles supported on Al2O3 were used as oxygen carrier. The oxygen carrier particles
were considered to have a diameter of 150 μm, a typical value for bubbling fluidization, a density of
3446 kg/m3, and an active mass fraction of 0.4 [45]. It can be noted that the reactor model assumes
monodisperse particles, due to the complexity of accounting for particle size distributions in fTFMs
and due to the limited state of development of subgrid closures accounting for polydispersity [50].
Additionally, the simulations assume the particle density to be constant during the reactor operation,
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since the density changes will be small (mostly less than 5%) due to the high inert content of the
oxygen carrier. The loading of the bed corresponds to an initial bed height of 1 m at a solids volume
fraction of 0.6.
Fluidization gas was added uniformly at the bottom of the reactor to the two reactor sections,
assuming a perfect gas distributor. Additionally, the effect of the inlet conditions on the subgrid
behavior were not accounted for in the fTFM closures. These simplifications are necessary, since
none of the state-of-the-art fTFMs have thus far included these effects in their closures. However,
considering the large dimensions of the reactors considered, inlet effects are expected to have a
relatively small influence on the overall reactor behavior, thereby minimizing the error associated
with these simplifications. The other inlet boundary conditions are listed in Table 1 (note that the
natural gas used in the process simulations was replaced with an equivalent amount of methane in the
reactor simulations).
Table 1. Summary of the conditions for the inlets of the two reactor sections.
Inlet Oxidation Reduction
Mass flow rate (kg/s) 41.15 0.698
Temperature (◦C) 422 434
Composition Air Methane
Uniform pressure outlet boundary conditions were considered for the fuel and air section outlets.
For the air section outlet, a pressure of 18 bar (absolute) was considered, which results from the air
compressor pressure ratio of 18 [51] employed in the process simulations, which is a typical value for
standard, large-scale, F-class gas turbines [52]. For the fuel section outlet, a relatively small overpressure
relative to the air section outlet was employed to achieve a target flow rate. This is discussed in more
detail in Section 3.1.2.
A no-slip boundary condition was specified for the gas at the walls, whereas partial slip boundary
conditions with a specularity coefficient of 0.1 was employed at the walls, based on the model of
Johnson and Jackson [53]. It can be noted that, technically, a subgrid closure is required for the
particle–wall interaction. However, such closures have not yet been developed in the fTFM community
and were therefore neglected in the present study. The effect of the particle–wall boundary condition
is expected to be small for the large reactor dimensions considered in the present study; therefore,
neglecting the sub-grid effects is a reasonable assumption.
2.1.5. Solver
The reactor simulations were performed in the commercial CFD solver, ANSYS FLUENT 19.2,
using user defined functions to implement the subgrid closures of the fTFM. The phase-coupled SIMPLE
algorithm [54] was used for pressure-velocity coupling, and all other equations were discretized based
on the QUICK scheme [55].
2.2. Process Modeling
This study conducted an economic assessment of the ICR integrated into a natural gas combined
cycle (NGCC) power plant, as recently evaluated for CO2 capture using CLC [34]. The interested
reader is referred to that study for details about the process modeling methodology. One important
change from this previous work was the inclusion of the gas leakage between reactor sections in the
ICR. The mixing between the outlet streams of the oxidation and reduction reactors was adjusted to
yield 95% CO2 capture and purity (molar percentage and dry basis), based on the reactor simulations
(see Section 3.1.3) for the conditions considered.
The layout of the simulated plant is shown in Figure 3, where 20 parallel ICR reactors were needed
to accommodate the required air throughput. Natural gas is pre-heated and fed to the fuel section of
the ICR reactors where it is converted to CO2 and H2O, which is expanded to generate some power.
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After H2O is condensed out, the remaining CO2 is compressed and pumped to 110 bar for transport
and storage. The air section of the ICR replaces the combustor for the main gas turbine. Air from
the main compressor reacts with the reduced oxygen carrier in a highly exothermic reaction and is
heated to 1150 ◦C in the base case. This temperature was selected based on material limitations, and a
sensitivity analysis of this value was performed in the economic evaluation in Section 3.2. The hot
depleted air stream is then expanded in the main gas turbine before being sent to a heat recovery steam
generator for extra power production using a steam cycle. The results of this plant were compared to
the reference NGCC plant detailed in Khan et al. [34].
Figure 3. Process flowsheet of the ICR integrated into a combined cycle. It can be noted that the reactor
in the flowsheet represents a cluster of ICR reactors and that the outputs from these reactors were
combined in stream 3.
2.3. Economic Assessment
Capital costs: The total cost of the combined power cycle was obtained directly from the PEACE
component in Thermoflex. This includes direct component costs and several additional cost components
accounting for construction, engineering, contingencies, and other cost components.
Costs related to the CO2 compressors and intercoolers were estimated using installed cost data from
Aspen Plus. This cost was increased by approximately 74% to account for engineering, contingencies,
and owner’s costs, based on the methodology of Gerdes et al. [56].
The ICR capital costs were estimated based on cost correlations for process vessels from Turton
et al. [57]. Each ICR was composed of two process vessels: (1) an inner vessel to carry the temperature,
attrition, and corrosive loads constructed from an expensive Ni-alloy, and (2) a thick pressure shell
carrying the pressure load constructed from carbon steel. An insulation layer of 0.4 m thickness was
inserted between these two vessels. To account for the relatively complex ICR geometry, the cost of
the inner vessel was increased by a factor of three. This was a somewhat arbitrary adjustment, and a
sensitivity of total plant economics to ICR cost is therefore presented later. Costs for auxiliaries and
contingencies were subsequently added according to Turton et al. [57] to yield the total reactor cost.
A breakdown of the different components of the cost of the 20 ICR units required for the base case is
shown in Figure 4. It can be noted that the capital cost associated with the oxygen carrier was only for
the initial loading (replacement of the oxygen carrier was considered under operating and maintenance
costs). Further, the number of ICR reactors selected to deliver the required process throughput at the
reactor operating conditions is specified in Section 2.1.4.
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Figure 4. Breakdown of the cost of 20 ICR units.
The total costs of these three main components were then added together to yield the total plant
cost. All costs are reported in 2019 US dollars using the chemical engineering plant cost index (CEPCI).
Operating and maintenance (O&M) costs: Fixed O&M labor costs were calculated assuming
11 personnel per shift for the NGCC reference plant and 13 personnel per shift for the ICR plant using
the methodology of Peters and Timmerhaus [58]. A $45/hour rate was used with appropriate increases
for benefits, maintenance labor, and overheads. In addition, 1.5% of total plant costs per year was
added for insurance and property taxes. The key assumptions for variable O&M costs are summarized
in Table 2. Costs for the oxygen carrier [59] and water [60] were taken from the literature, whereas
the oxygen carrier lifetime was specified based on discussions with catalyst suppliers. CO2 transport
and storage costs can vary widely based on the transport distance and the type of transport and
storage, but a reasonable average value was selected based on costs provided in two IEA reports [61,62].
Natural gas prices are known to vary widely, and a value representative of Europe was assumed for
this study.
Table 2. Variable O&M cost assumptions.
Natural Gas 8 $/GJ
Oxygen carrier (OC) 15 $/kg
OC replacement period 2 years
Process water 2 $/m3
Cooling water 0.35 $/m3
CO2 transport and storage costs 12 $/ton CO2
Capital and O&M costs were then used to calculate the levelized cost of electricity (Equation (17))
and the CO2 avoidance costs (Equation (18)) using a discount rate of 8%, a plant economic lifetime of
30 years, and a construction period of 2 years for NGCC and 3 years for the ICR plants (investment is
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Here, the summations are done for each year during construction and operation (t) up to the end
of the plant economic lifetime (m). I is the investment expenditures, M is the O&M expenditures, F is
the fuel expenditure, E is the electricity generation, r is the discount rate, and e is the plant-specific
emissions (ton/MWh).
3. Results
This section outlines how the fTFM described in Section 2.1 was first used to optimize and size
an industrial-scale ICR reactor for power production with integrated CO2 capture. Subsequently, the
ICR process was then evaluated economically using the reactor size and performance suggested by
the simulations.
3.1. Reactor Optimization
3.1.1. Characteristics of ICR Operation
In this study, plots and animations from the reactor simulations were used to introduce important
characteristics of ICR operation for a typical case. Firstly, Figure 5 (as well as the associated Video S1
in the Supplementary Material) demonstrates the circulation of the oxygen carrier between the two
reactor sections. In the reduction section, the relatively low fluidization velocity from the fuel feed
results in a dense bubbling bed. Due to the very fast reaction of the oxygen carrier with the methane,
most of the conversion takes place near the inlet, leading to a highly reduced oxygen carrier. However,
the mixing is very fast in the fluidized bed and a relatively uniform distribution of the oxygen carrier
is rapidly attained in the rest of the bed on the fuel side. Oxygen carrier particles, reduced by the
fuel, pass through the bottom port to the air (oxidation) section, where they are rapidly oxidized and
mixed into the rest of the particles. Owing to the much larger molar flow rate on the air side, a more
vigorous fluidization occurs, lifting the particles to the freeboard, including a diameter expansion
(which helps to reduce particle elutriation), and allowing them to pass back to the fuel section through
the top port. Again, the oxidized particles mix rapidly into the reduction side bed, where they are
reduced by the fuel.
 
Figure 5. Particle plot of the instantaneous NiO mass fraction. A corresponding animation is provided
in Video S1. Note that the particles pictured are tracers following the continuous solids flow for
visualization purposes and do not influence the simulation solution.
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Some further comments can be made about the nature of the solids flow through the ports. In the
bottom port, the flow is quite dense, with a time-average solids volume fraction of about 0.5. The flow
through the top port is more dilute, with a time-averaged solids volume fraction between 0.3 and
0.4. The animations show some transient fluctuations of solids in both ports; therefore, the flow in
not completely steady and there is a risk of backflow, which might reduce the reactor performance.
It may be noted that no problems with blockage of the ports have been experienced during extensive
experimental evaluations of the ICR concept [14,15].
Figure 6 (and Video S2) shows that the solids circulation between the reactor sections is associated
with undesired gas leakage—CO2 leaks from the fuel section to the air section, reducing the CO2
capture efficiency of the reactor, and N2 leaks from the air section to the fuel section, reducing the
purity of the CO2. One of the most important criteria for designing and operating the ICR is therefore
to minimize the amount of gas leakage between the reactor sections, while maintaining sufficient
oxygen carrier circulation to ensure that the fuel is completely converted in the reduction sector.
 
Figure 6. Contour plot of the instantaneous CO2 and N2 mole fractions at the outer wall of the ICR
showing the undesired gas leakage between the two sections of the reactor. A corresponding animation
is provided in Video S2.
Many design and operating parameters can influence the ICR performance. These include, but are
not limited to, the solids loading, the particle size and distribution, the gas flow rates to the reactor
sections, the operating pressure and temperature, and several dimensions of the reactor and internals.
Due to the complexity of simultaneously optimizing these parameters, the scope of the present study
was limited to three important factors that will be investigated in the subsequent sections:
• The pressure difference between the two reactor outlets, which can be used to control the solids
distribution between the reactor sections, as well as the solids circulation.
• The size of the ports connecting the reactor sections, which can be sized to allow sufficient solids
circulation while limiting undesired gas leakage.
• The overall reactor size, which primarily determines the amount of solids elutriation from
the reactor.
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3.1.2. Reduction Section Overpressure
During ICR operation, the most practical way to control the reactor behavior would be to tune
the pressure difference between the reduction and oxidation section outlets. For example, applying
an overpressure at the reduction side outlet will lead to more gas exiting the reactor on the oxidation
side. To satisfy the mass balance of the reactor, this means that relatively more gas must pass through
the bottom port to reach the oxidation section. As is shown in this section, this gas flow influences
the solids circulation between the sections, as well as the distribution of solids in the two sections.
Both these factors have a critical effect on the reactor performance.
To better understand this behavior, ICR simulations were performed at different overpressures
applied at the reduction section outlet. Specifically, reduction outlet flow ratios (ROFR) from 0.96 to 1
were investigated. The ROFR is defined as the ratio of the reduction outlet molar flow rate to the ideal
outlet molar flow rate that would occur in case of no gas leakage between the reactor sections and
complete fuel conversion. A lower ROFR implies a higher overpressure in the fuel section, with the
ROFR = 0.96 case corresponding to an overpressure of 0.34 bar. It can also be noted that the figures
and animations presented in the previous section are for the case of ROFR = 0.98.
Figure 7 (and Video S3) shows the effect of the reduction section outlet overpressure on the ICR
behavior. Firstly, it is interesting to note from the solids volume fraction values that, despite the large
grid sizes employed, a substantial amount of phase segregation is still resolved in the more vigorously
fluidized air section. In the slowly fluidized fuel section, the resolved solids distribution is nearly
homogenous, and the effects of particle clusters and bubbles are therefore nearly completely accounted
for in the subgrid closures of the fTFM.
Increasing the overpressure (corresponding to lower ROFR values), more gas will pass through
the bottom port to the air section, which also increases the solids flow rate through the bottom port.
This causes the bed loading on the oxidation side to increase, which creates the hydrostatic pressure
buildup required to achieve solids flow through the top port against the overpressure imposed in the
fuel section.
Therefore, cases with a lower ROFR will reach a pseudo-steady state (where the time-averaged
solids flow rates through the top and bottom ports are equal) with a larger fraction of the oxygen
carrier on the oxidation side, as shown in Figure 8b. The solids elutriation rate (Figure 8a), which
occurs almost entirely from the oxidation side, is therefore greatest at lower ROFR values.
Furthermore, Figure 8a shows that a maximum solids circulation rate occurs at an ROFR of 0.98.
At first, when decreasing the ROFR from 1, the solids circulation rate increases due to more gas flow
through the bottom port, thereby entraining more solids, as well as more solids flowing through the top
port as a result of the higher bed loading on the air side. However, as the ROFR further decreases, the
bed on the fuel side becomes so low that the solids barely reach the top of the bottom port, thus limiting
the achievable circulation rate through the bottom port. Regular backflow through the bottom port also
starts to happen during these cases, since the low bed height on the fuel side does not provide sufficient
hydrostatic pressure to maintain a steady flow through the bottom port. If the solids circulation rate
becomes too low, significant fuel slip, that is, incomplete fuel conversion, starts to occur (Figure 8c),
since not enough oxygen is available in the fuel section to convert all of the fuel and the low bed height
reduces the gas residence time in the bed.
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Figure 7. Instantaneous particle plot of the cases with varying reduction outlet flow ratios, where the
particles are colored by the particle volume fraction. A corresponding animation is provided in Video
S3. Note that the particles pictured are tracers following the continuous solids flow for visualization
purposes and do not influence the simulation solution.
Figure 8c also shows that the CO2 capture percentage decreases as the ROFR decreases, due to the
increased gas flow through the bottom port, allowing more CO2 to exit with the depleted air at the
oxidation section outlet. The CO2 purity behavior is more complex—it remains relatively constant
when lowering the ROFR from 1 to 0.98, despite the increasing solids flow rate through the top port.
This indicates that the gas-to-solids leakage ratio through the top port increases at high ROFR values,
resulting in more gas leakage per unit of solids circulation. The purity increases in the ROFR = 0.97
case due to the lowering solids flow rate but decreases in the ROFR = 0.96 case due to backflow through
the bottom port.
Based on the results in this section, the ROFR = 0.98 case (corresponding to a reduction outlet
overpressure of 0.26 bar) was chosen for further investigation, primarily due to the high solids
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circulation rate that was obtained. Furthermore, this case showed a good compromise between





Figure 8. Summary of important time-averaged properties of the ICR as a function of the reduction
outlet flow ratio: (a) solids circulation and elutriation rates; (b) fraction of solids and NiO mass fraction
in the reduction side; (c) CO2 capture, CO2 purity (molar percentage on a dry basis), and fuel conversion.
3.1.3. Port Size
The previous section revealed that the primary criterion for achieving complete fuel conversion is
a sufficient solids circulation rate to transport enough oxygen to the fuel reactor to oxidize the methane.
However, since the ROFR = 0.98 case from the previous section had a much higher than necessary
solids circulation rate, there is the potential to further increase the reactor performance by decreasing
the size of the ports (dimension x in Figure 2). This will decrease the solids circulation rate between the
reactor sections, but also decrease the associated undesired gas leakage.
Simulations were therefore performed at an ROFR of 0.98 while decreasing the port size dimensions,
as shown in Figure 9. As expected, the results showed a decreasing solids circulation rate with decreasing
port size. Consequently, the average NiO mass fraction in the fuel section was also reduced. In the
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case with a port size of 16 cm, not enough NiO was present in the reduction section to fully oxidize the
fuel, leading to a large fuel slip, which would be unacceptable in practice.
Figure 9. Plot of the solids circulation rate and the NiO mass fraction in the fuel section with changing
port size.
The case with ROFR = 0.98 and a port size of 18 cm was consequently chosen as the best ICR case.
Compared to the case with ROFR = 0.98 and a port size of 20 cm, the CO2 capture efficiency increased
from 95.0% to 95.7%, and the CO2 purity increased from 93.1% to 95.2% while still preserving complete
fuel conversion. Consequently, CO2 capture efficiencies and purities of 95% are assumed as reasonable
for the economic assessment in Section 3.2.
3.1.4. Reactor Size
One of the main criteria for reactor sizing is usually to ensure complete reactant conversion,
with the increasing reactor diameter and height both serving to increase the gas residence time (the latter
by decreasing the superficial velocity of a fixed mass flow rate of gas) for complete conversion. However,
as previously noted, the oxidation reaction of methane with NiO is very fast for the temperatures
considered for ICR operation. Additionally, the height of the bed on the fuel side is limited to a
minimum due to the height of the bottom port. Consequently, the solids circulation rate between the
reactor sections is primarily responsible for ensuring complete fuel conversion, and the overall reactor
size is of lesser importance.
Nonetheless, the overall reactor size has an important effect on the particle elutriation. In the best
case investigated so far (ROFR = 0.98 and a port size of 18 cm), the predicted solids elutriation rate
was 11 kg/s, corresponding to 2.0% of the total solids loading per hour. Consequently, a rather large
amount of elutriated solids will have to be separated using cyclones and filters downstream of the
reactor. The amount of solids elutriation can be reduced by increasing the reactor height (more space
for solids to fall back down) and diameter (lower superficial gas velocities).
To investigate the effect of increasing the reactor size, all the reactor dimensions were multiplied
by a scaling factor (SF) from 1 to 1.2 (compared to the base case geometry discussed in Section 2.1.3.
with a port size of 18 cm). Figure 10 (and Video S4) visualize the change in reactor behavior with
increasing scaling factor, showing clearly that a larger reactor leads to a slower fluidization and less
solids elutriation on the air side.
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Figure 10. Instantaneous particle plot of the cases with reactor scaling factors ranging from 1 to 1.2,
where the particles are colored by the particle volume fraction. A corresponding animation is provided
in Video S4. Note that the particles pictured are tracers following the continuous solids flow for
visualization purposes and do not influence the simulation solution.
The decreasing elutriation rate is quantified in Figure 11a, with the solids elutriation (in percentage
of solids loading per hour) decreasing from 2.0% to 0.49% at a scaling factor of 1.1, and 0.20% at a
scaling factor of 1.2. However, it was also found that the CO2 capture and purity decreases with
increasing scaling factor (Figure 11c). This is because the port sizes were also scaled along with the
other reactor dimensions, leading to an increase in the solids circulation rate (Figure 11a) and the
associated gas leakage. However, the results also showed an increase in the average NiO fraction
in the fuel section (Figure 11b), indicating higher than necessary solids circulation rate. As a result,
it is expected that CO2 capture efficiencies and purities of more than 95% can be obtained by again
decreasing the port size to achieve a solids circulation rate close to the minimum required for complete
fuel conversion, as was done in Section 3.1.3.
In summary, the preferred ICR reactor size will in practice be determined by the trade-off in
increasing capital cost of the reactor and the decreasing cost of handling elutriated solids with increasing
reactor size. The cost of the former is quantified in the subsequent economic assessment, whereas
quantification of the latter is left for a future study.
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Figure 11. Summary of important time-averaged properties of the ICR as a function of the reactor size
scaling factor: (a) solids circulation and elutriation rates; (b) fraction of solids and NiO mass fraction in
the reduction side; (c) CO2 capture, CO2 purity, and fuel conversion.
3.2. Economic Evaluation
In this section, an ICR-based NGCC plant is evaluated economically based on the CO2 capture
and purity estimated in the reactor simulations, as well as the size of reactor that was found to be
adequate (SF = 1). In addition, an unabated NGCC plant is assessed as a reference.
Three ICR cases were investigated with different assumptions about the maximum reactor
temperature. In combined cycles, it is crucial to maximize the turbine inlet temperature to maximize
net electric efficiency and minimize the required air flow rate through the system. However, the reactor,
oxygen carrier, and downstream filters will impose constraints on the maximum allowable temperature.
The oxygen carrier material may be the most important constraint. To date, the highest successfully
demonstrated operating temperature has been a NiO-based oxygen carrier successfully operated at
1185 ◦C [44]. However, modern gas turbines can operate with combustor outlet temperatures well
over 1600 ◦C, implying that this is a very important constraint. The economic impact of this constraint
will be illustrated in this work.
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To this end, the cases listed in Table 3 were evaluated in this study. It can be noted that the reactor
simulations were performed only for the ICR-1150 case, since it was expected that the gas leakage
would not vary much between the cases at different temperatures.
It is immediately evident from the results in Table 3 that the achieved plant efficiency is strongly
dependent on the ICR outlet temperature. When the temperature can reach up to 1300 ◦C, an attractively
low energy penalty of 3.6% points is attained, but this increases to an unacceptable 12.3% points in the
case with an ICR outlet temperature of 1000 ◦C. Since fuel costs are typically the major cost component
in a natural gas fired plant, this is expected to have a major impact on the economic performance.
Table 3. Performance of the different plants evaluated in this study.
Plant NGCC ICR-1000 ICR-1150 ICR-1300
Combustor/reactor outlet temperature (◦C) 1416 1000 1150 1300
Thermal input (MW) 765.0 697.5 697.5 697.5
Gas turbine (MW) 292.5 220.9 223.0 235.5
Steam turbine (MW) 161.6 84.3 106.9 121.5
CO2 expander (MW) 36.3 41.4 46.4
CO2 compressors (MW) −15.9 −15.7 −15.5
Auxiliaries (MW) −8.5 −4.6 −6.0 −6.6
Net power (MW) 445.6 321.0 349.7 381.3
Net electric efficiency (%) 58.3 46.0 50.1 54.7
CO2 intensity (kg/MWh) 352.2 22.3 20.5 18.8
The levelized cost of electricity and CO2 avoidance cost for the different cases are shown in
Figure 12. Clearly, the ICR outlet temperature has a large impact on the economic performance of the
plant. Interestingly, the relative increase in capital costs from the ICR-1300 case to the ICR-1000 case
(50%) is greater than the relative increase in fuel costs (25%). This is due to the large increase in air
flowrate required by the cases with lower ICR outlet temperatures. The larger air flowrate increases
the costs of ICR reactors, gas turbines, and heat recovery steam generators, adding to the increase in
specific capital costs caused by a reduction in net electric efficiency.
 
Figure 12. Levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) and CO2 avoidance costs (CAC).
CO2 avoidance costs range from $58/ton to $141/ton. For comparison, a thorough review by
Rubin et al. [63] found the representative CO2 avoidance cost for NGCC plants with post-combustion
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capture to be $107/ton (after adjusting to 2019 currency and adding CO2 transport and storage costs).
The ICR-1300 case, if it is technically possible, therefore appears attractive relative to this benchmark,
whereas the $91/ton CO2 avoidance cost of the more realistic ICR-1150 case offers marginal benefits.
As outlined earlier, all the reactor sizes investigated performed well in terms of fuel conversion,
and the primary difference was the amount of particle elutriation. Preventing particle elutriation
will require the addition of a cyclone (possibly an internal cyclone placed in the ICR freeboard),
including smaller reactor sizes needing cyclones with a higher separation efficiency to keep escaped
fines constant. Inclusion of such a cyclone was not studied here, but the effect of the change in reactor
size was investigated.
Figure 13 shows that higher reactor costs have a relatively small impact on overall economic
performance of the plant. An increase in reactor costs from 108 to 233 M$ only increased the levelized
cost of electricity by $5.5/MWh and the CO2 avoidance cost by $16.5/ton. The uncertainty in the reactor
cost estimation was also highlighted in the methodology description, particularly the factor 3 that
was used to account for the cost increase of including the ICR internal structure in a Ni-alloy process
vessel. For perspective, the range of reactor costs shown in Figure 13 is equivalent to a wide range in
this tuning factor of 1.7–6.4, indicating that the overall plant performance is not overly sensitive to
uncertainties in the ICR cost assessment.
 
Figure 13. The effect of reactor scale factor (reactor diameter and height relative to the base case) on
economic performance indicators.
4. Discussion
The energy and process industry is in a state of flux due to climate change concerns, increasingly
stringent environmental regulations, and constraints on raw material availability. However, a swift
response to this changing market environment is challenging due to the multidecade scale-up and
demonstration timeframes typical in the industry. This study applied a simulation-based approach
that could alleviate this challenge to the design and economic evaluation of a novel reactor concept for
clean power production from natural gas.
Specifically, filtered two-fluid model (fTFM) simulations were used to design and further
investigate a relatively complex internally circulating reactor (ICR) at an industrial scale. Naturally,
there are many uncertainties with modeling such a complex multiphase reactor at industrial scales and
operating conditions, but the simulation results served to increase confidence in the ICR technology
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and offered several insights on the practical operation of a large-scale ICR. Such insights would be
very expensive and time-consuming to gain via gradual experimental scale-up and demonstration.
The ICR has many different design and operating parameters that can be adjusted to optimize
performance. Simulations can allow for cost-effective completion of the very large number of design
iterations that will be required to successfully optimize within this large parameter space. Model
accuracy is the main uncertainty in this strategy, making validation against large-scale experimental
data a high priority. Unfortunately, such data is scarce, often not publicly available, and generally
not detailed enough for proper model validation. Given the large fundamental benefits of such a
simulation-based design approach, efforts to collect such data from large-scale reactors for further
fTFM development and validation is highly recommended. Furthermore, there is substantial scope for
further development of fTFM closures for improved accuracy and generality, which would reduce
the uncertainty of simulation-based investigations of industrial-scale fluidized beds. Accounting
for polydispersity in fTFMs is an especially rich area for research, considering the importance of
polydispersity to many industrial applications, the complexity of its subgrid modeling, and the limited
amount of research on the topic to date.
Sizing of the ICR via simulations allowed for an economic assessment of the ICR integrated into
a natural gas combined cycle (NGCC) power plant for clean power production using the chemical
looping combustion (CLC) principle. The primary challenge of using CLC in combined cycles is the
maximum temperature achievable in the reactor, which limits the turbine inlet temperature and, hence,
the power cycle efficiency. Results from the economic assessment illustrated this with a decrease in
CO2 avoidance costs from $141/ton to $58/ton if the ICR operating temperature could be increased from
1000 to 1300 ◦C. These results emphasize that one of the main focusses of oxygen carrier development
effort should be the high temperature durability of the materials.
Since it is doubtful that ICR operating temperatures can increase far beyond 1200 ◦C and gas
turbine technology keeps progressing beyond 1600 ◦C to allow for higher efficiencies, the maximum
reactor temperature is a serious limitation. One potential solution is to combust additional fuel after
the ICR to further increase the gas temperature, as outlined in Khan et al. [34]. The use of such a
combustor can eliminate most of the energy penalty, although this is at the expense of increased CO2
emissions if natural gas is used for the extra firing, or at the expense of added costs if hydrogen is
used. The economic implications of this trade-offwill be explored in future work involving detailed
modeling of a modern gas turbine with a combustor outlet temperature exceeding 1600 ◦C.
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Nomenclature
Acronym Definitions
CCS Carbon capture and storage IEA International Energy Agency
CEPCI Chemical engineering plant cost index LCOE Levelized cost of electricity
CFB Circulating fluidized bed NGCC Natural gas combined cycle
CFD Computation fluid dynamics OC Oxygen carrier
CLC Chemical looping combustion O&M Operating and maintenance
CAC CO2 avoidance cost ROFR Reduction outlet flow ratio
fTFM Filtered two-fluid model T&S Transport and storage
GPM Gradient product marker TFM Two-fluid model
ICR Internally circulating reactor
Main Symbol Definitions
a0 Specific surface area (m2/kg) q Pressure exponent
C Molar concentration (mol/m3) R Universal gas constant (J/(mol. K))
D Diffusion coefficient (m2/s) RH
Heterogenous reaction rate
(mol/(m3.s))
dp Particle diameter (m) SR
Mass transfer source term
(kg/(m3.s))
Ea Activation energy (J/mol) r Discount rate
e Plant specific emissions (ton/MWh) T Temperature (K)
F Fuel expenditure ($/year) t Time (s)
→
g Gravitational acceleration (m/s2) v Stoichiometric constant
h Specific enthalpy (J/kg) X Species mass fraction




γ Heat transfer coefficient (W/(m3.K))
k0 Pre-exponential factor ΔHr Heat of reaction (J/kg)
k Reaction rate constant (m3n−3/moln−1s) Δ f Filter size (m)
ks Reaction rate constant (m3n−2/moln−1s) η Effectiveness factor
k′ Effective reaction rate constant (1/s) κ Thermal conductivity (W/(m.K))
M Molecular weight (kg/mol) ρ Density (kg/m3)
M O&M expenditures ($/year) =τ Stress tensor (Pa)
m Plant economic lifetime (years) υ Velocity (m/s)
n Reaction order φ Thiele modulus
p Pressure (Pa) L Dimensionless cluster length-scale
Sub- and Superscript Definitions
f Filter min Minimum
g Gas p Particle
i Species index r Reaction
k Reaction index re f Reference
max Maximum s Solids
Sub- and Superscript Definitions
x Algebraic volume average x̃ Phase-weighted volume average
x′ Fluctuation from mean (algebraic) x∗ Scaled value
x′′ Fluctuation from mean (phase-weighted) →x Vector quantity
x̂ Dimensionless value
Appendix A. Reactive Closure Development
Appendix A.1. Resolved Two-Fluid Model (TFM) Simulations
The subgrid reactive closure was developed from resolved TFM simulations using a similar setup,
material properties, and methodology to what has been done in previous work [41]; therefore, the
detailed description of the simulation setup and statistical analysis of the data is not repeated here.
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However, new resolved simulations were performed with some changes in place compared to the
aforementioned study in order to collect better data for reaction modeling. Firstly, the height of the
periodic simulation domain was doubled to 1.28 m to increase the region for collecting data. Secondly,
the species boundary conditions for the reactants were set to a fixed value at the bottom boundary.
This ensured that the reactants were never depleted in the periodic simulations, allowing data to be
collected continuously. However, imposing this fixed boundary condition influenced the effectiveness
factors predicted near the boundary. Therefore, data was only collected from heights between 0.4
and 0.88 m, where the effectiveness factor was found to be independent of the domain height. Four
simulations were performed with domain-averaged solids volume fractions of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 to
provide continuous data over the entire range of filtered solids volume fractions.
In the present study, isothermal conditions were assumed, and five solids-catalyzed reactions
were considered. In each of the reactions, a single product gas phase species was converted to another
product species. All reactions were independent from each other and each species only took part in
one reaction. Three first-order reactions were considered with different rate constants, as well as a 0.5th
order and a 2nd order reaction. The different reactions are summarized in Table A1. Consequently, the



































Table A1. Summary of the reactions that were considered.
Abbreviation i—Reactant i—Product ki (m3n−3/moln−1s) n
1 slow A B 15.8 1
1 mid C D 63.0 1
1 fast E F 252 1
0.5 mid G H 63.0 0.5
2 mid I J 63.0 2
Appendix A.2. Closure Development
It was previously established that a simple effectiveness factor closure is sufficient for use in
reactive fTFMs [41]. Therefore, a simple one-marker closure, similar to the one described previously [41],
was developed for the reference reaction, 1 mid. It was found that the following expression can
accurately predict the effectiveness factor for the reference reaction as a function of the filter size and




















An excellent fit (R2 = 0.991) was obtained against the binned (conditionally-averaged) data from
the resolved TFM simulations, using the following model coefficient values: x1 = 2.162, x2 = 0.3204,
x3 = 5.504, x4 = 1.163, x5 = 1.281, and αs,max = 0.5621.
Next, it was found that the length factor, L, in Equation (12) can be closed as a function of the
filter size. This is understandable, as the average size of the subgrid clusters will increase as the grid
size increases in the coarse-grid simulations. Using the methodology described in Section 2.1.2, the
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A reasonably good fit of R2 = 0.864 was obtained over all the reaction data with the coefficients
x1 = 0.08768 and x2 = 71.24, and when evaluating the minimum effectiveness factor of the reference
closure (used in Equations (15) and (16)) at a filtered solids volume fraction of 0.3403.
The good fit against the binned data for such a large variety of reactions implies that applying an
analogy to intraparticle mass transfer works sufficiently well for generalizing the reactive fTFM closure.
This is further shown in Figure A1, which compares the binned reactions rates from the resolved
simulations to the model predictions as a function of the reactant concentration. Both axes are shown
on a base-10 log scale to show the entire range of data collected. It is clearly seen from Figure A1a that
the importance of the effectiveness factor due to sub-grid effects increases as the reaction rate increases.
Furthermore, the generalized effectiveness factor closure performs well in capturing this effect.
Next, Figure A1b shows the importance of accounting for the reaction rate order in the effectiveness
factor closure, especially for the 0.5 order reaction. Although some deviations exist in the 0.5 order
case, the intraparticle mass transfer analogy generally captures the effect of changing reaction order
well. Furthermore, the generalized closure clearly presents a substantial improvement over simply
using the closure for a first order reaction, noting that all previous fTFM closures for the reaction
effectiveness factor only considered first order reactions.
(a) (b) 
Figure A1. The reaction rate plotted against the concentration, comparing the binned data from
resolved simulations (symbols) to model predictions (solid lines) for (a) first order and (b) other order
reactions. The dashed lines show the predictions when using the effectiveness factor from the reference
reaction (1 mid) and the dotted line the predictions without an effectiveness factor. Data is shown for
the largest filter size considered (Δ̂ f = 10.4) and for an intermediate filtered solids volume fraction
(αs = 0.30 ).
Appendix A.3. Closure Verification
The generalized reactive effectiveness factor closure was verified by comparing coarse-grid
simulation predictions to that of resolved simulations for the fast bubbling case discussed in the
Supplementary Material. Figure A2a shows the importance of subgrid modeling for the reactions,
showcasing large overpredictions of the scaled conversion occurring when a closure is neglected,
especially for large grid sizes and for the case with large subgrid corrections (fast reaction rate and/or
low reaction order). Figure A2b shows that even though both the reference and generalized effectiveness
factor closures offer a significant improvement over the case with no closure, the generalized closure
consistently outperforms the reference closure for all reactions (except for the reference reaction, C,
where the closures are identical and the performance is the same). It is interesting to note that an excellent
prediction of the conversion could be obtained despite larger inaccuracies in the hydrodynamics
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Figure A2. Evaluation of different approaches to modeling the filtered reaction rate in coarse-grid
simulations of fast bubbling flow: neglecting subgrid effects on the filtered reaction rate (None),
using an effectiveness factor for a reference first-order reaction (Reference), and using the generalized
effectiveness factor closure described in this paper (General). Three different grid sizes were considered
in the coarse-grid simulations. (a) Comparison of the scaled conversion for the different cases;
(b) comparison of the percentage error of the generalized and reference closure predictions when
compared to the benchmark resolved simulations.
The generalized closure is reasonably accurate in predicting the scaled conversion for all reactions,
although some discrepancies occur, especially at large grid sizes. However, it is likely that these
discrepancies are mainly due to the grid size being too coarse to resolve important macro-scale
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hydrodynamic flow structures [27], and may therefore not be primarily due to shortcomings of the
reactive closure. Future studies will focus on a more detailed verification of reactive fTFM closures.
The results of this section emphasize the benefit of the generalized effectiveness factor closure;
therefore, such a closure is highly recommended for future studies of industrial-scale fluidized bed
reactors using reactive fTFM simulations.
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Abstract: The self-priming pump as an essential energy conversion equipment is widely used in
hydropower and thermal power plants. The energy losses in the internal flow passage of the pump
directly affect its work efficiency. Therefore, it is important to improve the internal flow characteristic
of the pump. In the present work, a novel self-priming pump which starts without water is proposed;
this pump can reduce the energy consumption as well as the time needed to start its operation.
The spatial structure of the vortices in the pump is investigated by employing the Q criterion with the
numerical solution of the vorticity transport equation. Based on the morphology, the vortices can be
separated into three categories: Trailing Edge Vortex (TEV), Leading Edge Vortex (LEV) and Gap
Leakage Vortex (GLV). Generally, the morphology of the TEV is more disorderly than that of LEV and
GLV, and the intensity of TEV is significantly higher than that of the other two vortices. To determine
the magnitude and distribution of energy loss in the pump, entropy production analysis is employed
to study the influence of blade thickness on energy characteristics of the pump. It is found that with
an increase in the flow rate, the location of energy loss transfers from the trailing edge to the leading
edge of the blade, and viscous entropy production (VEP) and turbulence entropy production (TEP)
are the dominant factors which influence the energy conversion in the pump. More importantly,
employing the blade with a thin leading edge and a thick trailing edge can not only significantly
reduce the impact of incoming flow under over-load condition (flow rate higher than the design
condition) but can also increase the efficiency of the pump. Thus, an increase in thickness of the
blade from the leading edge to the trailing edge is beneficial for improving the pump performance.
The results of this paper can be helpful in providing guidelines for reducing the energy loss and in
improving the performance of a self-priming pump.
Keywords: vortex structure; energy loss; entropy production; self-priming pump
1. Introduction
The self-priming pump as an essential form of energy conversion equipment is widely used in
hydropower and thermal power plants. The energy loss in the internal flow passage of the pump
directly affects its work efficiency. Therefore, it is important to improve its internal flow characteristics
by improving the design of its blades [1]. In recent years, considerable research has been conducted
on improving the energy characteristics of the pump by modifying its blade profile. Wang et al. [2]
proposed an innovative impeller with forward-curving blade by numerically and experimentally
investigating the relationship between the energy loss in the impeller and the blade inlet angle, and
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obtained an optimal range for the inlet angles. Elyamin et al. [3] investigated the influence of the
number of blades on the energy performance by using numerical simulations and concluded that the
increase in number of blades can weaken the secondary flow, resulting in a reduction in the energy loss
of the impeller. Shao et al. [4] used high-speed photography to study the internal characteristics of
the pump with an impeller with different geometrical structures; they found that the complex vortex
structures at low flow rates (partial-load conditions) can be eliminated by decreasing the outlet angle
and width of the blade. Nejad and Riasi [5] conducted an experimental test to analyze the relationship
between the blade profile and the energy performance; the blades were manufactured from straight to
curved profiles with uniform inlet and outlet angles. They showed that reducing the blade angle is
beneficial for improving the pump efficiency. Han et al. [6] selected the blade wrap angle and blade
exit angle as an analysis variable in their numerical and experimental investigation to optimize the
pump performance; they considered the effect of blade parameters on the distribution of turbulent
kinetic energy, which affects the performance of the pump. Jeon et al. [7] designed a novel S-shape
blade by employing the design of experiment (DOE) and the response surface method (RSM), and
showed that the blade’s efficiency was enhanced by 3% compared to under the original model. Nejad
at el. [8] modified the blade profile into a bucket shape and studied the influence of blade angle, chord,
and other parameters on the hydraulic performance; they concluded that the maximum efficiency
of the pump can be improved by employing an optimal combination of these parameters. Wang et
al. [9–11] pointed out the factors influencing the energy loss in a multistage centrifugal pump and
analyzed the hydraulic loss caused by surface roughness of the impeller shroud experimentally.
However, while most of the investigations noted above studied the effect of varying the number
of blades, inlet angle, outlet width, wrap angle, and riding position on the energy efficiency of a
pump; on the effect of modification of blade thickness on pump performance has hardly been studied.
Furthermore, the influence of unstable vortex structures on the internal flow passage of the pump and
their contribution to energy loss has not been studied. In addition, the overall energy loss analysis
has only been conducted using the conventional approach by determining the hydraulic efficiency or
turbulent kinetic energy, which does not provide the main details of energy loss, namely its location,
sources, and type. In the present work, entropy production analysis is introduced to identify the
sources, locations, and reasons for energy loss/dissipation. Wang [12] investigated the cavitation
performance of the LNG cryogenic pump; they showed that the evolution and degradation that occur
due to cavitation can be determined by applying the entropy production model, and then verified
the results of their analysis through an experiment. Hou et al. [13] combined the orthogonal design
with entropy production analysis to optimize the geometric parameters of the pump; the optimal
design was obtained which improved the energy performance of the pump. Gu et al. [14] analyzed the
influence of the clocking positions on the hydraulic loss and obtained the energy loss distribution in the
pump by employing entropy production analysis. Li et al. [15] introduced the concept of wall entropy
production in their investigation; they pointed out that a large deviation in energy loss occurs with
respect to experiments without considering the losses that occur due to the wall effect. Thus, entropy
production analysis is used in this paper to accurately evaluate the energy loss that occurs in the pump.
In this paper, a novel self-priming pump start without water has been proposed and studied by
using the Q criterion with vorticity transport equation and employing the entropy production analysis
for quantification of energy losses. The vortex structures inside and energy characteristics of the
pump with different blade thicknesses are systematically investigated by using numerical simulations.
Numerical simulations are validated for one of the most promising blade thickness distribution in
terms of pump head and efficiency by conducting an experiment. Finally, guidelines for obtaining
a good thickness distribution for the blades are provided for improving the flow characteristics and
performance of the pump.
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2. Structure of Novel Self-Priming Pump
Traditional centrifugal pumps must fill the pump with water before starting, which takes lot
of time and results in energy loss. Therefore, a novel self-priming pump is proposed in this paper
which can start without water. Figure 1 shows the structure of the proposed novel self-priming
pump; it shows the inlet, self-priming system, compressor, pump, outlet and outlet valve of the novel
self-priming pump. The specifications of the pump are listed in Table 1.
 
Figure 1. The structure and components of the pump.
Table 1. Specifications of the pump.
Parameter Symbol Value
Head H 45 m
Design flow condition Qd 500 m3/h
Rotation speed n 2200 r/min
Specific speed ns 172
Impeller inlet diameter D1 200 mm
Impeller outlet diameter D2 280 mm
Blade numbers Z 6
Blade wrap angles φ 120◦
Volute inlet width b1 80 mm
Volute outlet diameter D4 200 mm
As shown in Figure 1, the self-priming system is installed immediately after the inlet and consists of
an induction chamber, filter screen, valve seat, ball valve, plate, valve chamber, intake tube, nozzle 1, joint,
and nozzle 2, as shown in Figure 2. The inlet tube extends into the water before the pump starts, and then
the compressor starts running with the operation of the pump. The jet-stream created in the compressor
is discharged into nozzle 1 through the intake tube. The inner structure of nozzle 1 first shrinks and then
smoothly expands, which results in a high-velocity jet-stream being created through nozzle 1.
A joint is installed between the nozzle 1 and nozzle 2 and is connected with the valve chamber.
Hence, the high-velocity jet-stream passes through the joint and nozzle 2 exhausts directly into the
atmosphere. At the same time, the internal pressure of the joint is continuously decreasing which
leads to pushing the air in the valve box into the joint and eventually discharging it from nozzle 2.
Accordingly, the pressure in the valve box gradually reduces. When the gravity of the ball valve is
less than the pressure difference experienced by it, the ball valve is lifted from the valve seat and
the air in the induction chamber flows into the valve box and eventually drains into the atmosphere.
Furthermore, since the induction chamber is installed at the inlet, the air in the pump exhausts into the
atmosphere. Ultimately, water flows into the pump along the inlet tube and the pump is filled with
water, which achieves the pump start without water. When the process of self-priming is finished, the
ball valve is merged in the water. Under the effect of gravity, it returns to the valve seat and closes the
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connection between the induction chamber and the valve box, avoiding the energy loss resulting from
the water discharging into the atmosphere.
 
Figure 2. Structure of the self-priming system.
The outlet valve is installed on the outlet and is connected to the atmosphere in order to prevent the
air flow into the pump. A rubber plate is pressed against the inclined exit of the outlet tube. When the
air inside the pump is drained, the pump is filled with water and under the effect of pressure, the rubber
plate separates from the exit of the outlet tube, and thus the self-priming of the pump is completed.
The pump thus accomplishes the waterless start and can deliver water normally. The structure of the
outlet valve as shown in the Figure 3.
 
Figure 3. Structure of the outlet valve.
The geometric parameters of the blade cannot only decide the work capability of the pump, but
can also affect the internal flow characteristic In line with our previous investigation, four different
blade thickness distributions are proposed [16]; these are shown in Table 2. The 3D models of four
blade thickness distribution schemes is shown in the Figure 4. Scheme 1 and scheme 2 employ the
uniform thin and thick blade respectively, while the scheme 3 and scheme 4 employ the non-uniform
increasing and decreasing blade thickness distribution respectively.
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1 3 3 3
2 6 6 6
3 3 6 6
4 6 6 3
   
Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 
Figure 4. The 3D models based on four blade thickness distribution schemes given in Table 2.
3. Computational Model and Numerical Method
3.1. Computational Domain
Figure 5 shows the computational domains of s novel self-priming pump including the outlet,
volute, impeller, self-priming system, and inlet. In addition, the stable inflow and outflow can be
obtained by extending the inlet and outlet, respectively.
 
Figure 5. The computational domains.
3.2. Grid Generation
The computational domains of the self-priming pump are discretized into a hexahedral structure
by employing the ICEM-CFD (The Integrated Computer Engineering and Manufacturing code for
Computational Fluid Dynamics). The leading edge of the blade and tongue of the volute are refined to
capture the details of the internal flow characters, as shown in Figures 6 and 7.
Since the grid resolution can significantly affect the accuracy of the simulation, grid sensitivity
analysis was conducted. As shown in Figure 8, the number of grid elements was varied from 1.2 × 106
to 5.3 × 106 to evaluate the grid independence of the solution. When the number of grid elements
exceeds 2.6 × 106, the deviation in pump efficiency and pump head are reduced to less than 1% by
further increasing the number of grid elements. Therefore, considering the computational efficiency of
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the simulation, the grid elements are set as 2.6 × 106 in all simulations reported in this paper and y +
is less than 60. The number of grid elements for the impeller, volute, outlet, inlet, and self-priming
system are 478,998, 720,480 504,000, 696,000 and 272,232, respectively.
 
Figure 6. Grid distribution in an impeller.
 
Figure 7. Grid distribution in the volute.
 
Figure 8. Sensitivity analysis of the number of grid elements used for the solution.
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3.3. Calculation Method
In this paper, the SST k–ω turbulence model with Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
equations is employed for developing the numerical solution using the commercial CFD solver ANSYS
CFX 17.1. The fluid medium is incompressible water at 25 ◦C. Considering the impeller as a rotating
domain, the surfaces at the inlet and outlet of the impeller are set as the frozen rotor interfaces. Figure 9
shows the sensitivity of the calculations to time steps. The step sizes of 1/120 T (2.27 × 10−4 s), 1/60 T
(4.54 × 10−4 s) and 1/30 T (9.08 × 10−4 s) are selected as time steps in the investigation. By comparing
the pressure at the outlet with different time steps, it was found that small variations exist among
the results when using different time steps. Based on this study on the influence of time steps on
the solution, 1/60 T (4.54 × 10−4 s) is selected as the time step for computational efficiency without
compromising accuracy [17,18]. The numerical setup is described in Table 3.
 
Figure 9. Analysis of the sensitivity of time steps in the numerical simulation.
Table 3. The numerical setup.
CFD Software ANSYS CFX 17.1
Turbulence model SST k–ω
Flow medium Water at 25 ◦C
Inlet boundary condition Total pressure (1 atm)
Outlet boundary condition Mass flow
Wall roughness 50 μm
Steady state Frozen rotor
Transient state Transient rotor-stator
Advection scheme High resolution
RMS residual 0.00001
Transient calculation time 0.2 s
Time step 4.54 × 10−4 s
Turbulence intensity 5%
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Analysis of the Vortex Structure
Due to the complex structure of the novel self-priming pump, several types of vortices are generated
in the internal flow field, namely the secondary flow vortex, reflux vortex, and flow separation vortex.
Therefore, to reduce the influence of the vortices on the hydraulic performance of the pump, the Q
criterion is employed to investigate the morphology and structure of vortices. Figure 10 shows the
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vortices in the impeller and the pressure distributions on the impeller for the four different blade thickness
distributions given in Table 2. The equations of the Q criterion can be written as follows [19]:
λ3 + Pλ2 + Qλ+ R = 0. (1)
Considering water as an incompressible medium, the equivalent equations are:
P = Sii = 0 (2)
Q = (Ωi jΩ ji − SijSji)/2 (3)
R = −
(














In Equation (1), P, Q, and R represent the invariants of velocity gradient tensor. The Q criterion
was proposed based on the second invariant of velocity gradient tensor. Sij andΩi j represent tensors
of strain rate and vorticity, respectively and reflect the deformation and rotational motion. Figure 10
depicts the three-dimensional (3D) vortex structures with blade thickness distribution given in Table 2
under various flow conditions. According to the morphology and structure of vortices, they can be
separated into three categories, namely the leading edge vortex (LEV), trailing edge vortex (TEV),
and gap leakage vortex (GLV).
 
 
Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 
(a) Vortex spatial structure at 0.2 Qd 
 
   
Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4
(b) Vortex spatial structure at 0.6 Qd 
Figure 10. Cont.
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Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4
(c) Vortex spatial structure at 1.0 Qd 
 
   
Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 
(d) Vortex spatial structure at 1.4 Qd 
Figure 10. 3D vortex structure for various flow conditions for four different blade thickness distributions.
As shown in Figure 10, GLV is generated at the gap between the blade and volute, which looks
like a silk ribbon surrounding the entire impeller. This vortex structure is generated due to pressure
difference between the pressure surface of the blade (PSB) and the suction surface of the blade (SSB),
which results in water flowing from PSB to SSB through the gap and interacting with the mainstream
in the impeller passage. The rotation direction of the vortex is the same as the impeller. It can also be
noted that with the increase in the flow condition, the pressure difference between the PSB and SSB
gradually decreases, which results in a corresponding decline in the size and strength of GLV.
Meanwhile, due to the impact of the incoming flow on the impeller, LEV can be observed at the
leading edge of the blade. By comparing the LEV at various flow conditions, it can be concluded that
the size and strength of LEV has a negative correlation with the flow condition; in other words, the
size and strength of LEV reaches the maximum at the partial-load flow condition (0.2Qd) and reaches
the minimum at 1.0Qd. The incoming flow on the impeller at the design flow condition is considered
as the non-impact flow, that is, the internal flow field is smooth without any vortices. However, when
the flow condition decreases from 1.0Qd to the 0.2Qd, the axial velocity remains the same, but the
meridional velocity gradually decreases, which results in the increase of the impeller incidence angle.
Therefore, the impact of incoming flow is felt at the leading edge of the blade. When the flow condition
increases from 1.0Qd to the 1.4Qd, the incidence angle is larger than the design incidence angle which
also leads to generation of LEV at leading edge of the blade. In addition, it can be noted that the
negative pressure is created at the leading edges of the blades which may induce cavitation that can
deteriorate the impeller. The incoming flow at the inlet of the impeller is squeezed, which a causes large
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change in the velocity direction and thus the pressure reduces sharply at the leading edge of the blade.
In addition, since the expelling coefficient of the blade with thicker leading edge is larger than that with
thinner leading edge, the magnitude and area of negative pressure on the thicker leading edge blade
(Schemes 2 and 4) is significantly larger than that on the thinner leading edge blade (Schemes 1 and 3).
Furthermore, as the flow condition increases, the area of the negative pressure gradually decreases.
At the partial-load conditions (0.2Qd–0.6Qd), the TEV can be seen at the trailing edge of the blade,
as shown in Figure 10a,b, where the shape of the TEV is like a bubble attached to the PSB. Generally,
the morphology of the TEV is more disordered than that of the LEV and GLV, and the pressure and
intensity of TEV are significantly higher than for the other two vortices. As the flow condition continues
to increase, the intensity of the TEV gradually declines. Furthermore, it can be observed that the TEV
of the Scheme 2 is the most disorderly one, which has a twisted shape. This not only effects the flow
movement of the impeller passage, but also decreases the hydraulic performance. Therefore, based
on these observations on vortex structures, it can be concluded that the characteristics of the TEV are
more unstable than those of LEV and GLV.
To further investigate the formation principles of the unsteady vortex in detail, the vorticity









V −→ω(∇·→V) + ∇ρm ×∇p
ρ2m
+ v∇2→ω. (7)
In Equation (7), D
→
ω/Dt is the rate of the vorticity variation, (
→
ω·∇)→V is the vortex stretching variable
(VSV) caused by the velocity gradients, and
→
ω(∇·→V) represents the vortex dilation, which reveals the
influence of the medium compressibility on the vorticity. The term ∇ρm × ∇p/ρ2m is the baroclinic
torque, which is induced by the gradient of both the pressure and density. v∇2→ω is the viscidity
diffusion variable (VDV), which determines the effect of viscidity diffusion on vorticity. Considering
the fact that the medium is water which is incompressible, the terms
→
ω(∇·→V) and ∇ρm ×∇p/ρ2m are
neglected in this paper.
Figure 11 shows the distribution of the viscidity diffusion variable (VDV) on the PSB for various
flow conditions. It can be observed that an oval shape VDV is generated near the trailing edge of
the blade, and the magnitude of the VDV gradually decreases with an increase in the flow condition.
The VDV distribution reaches maximum at the trailing edge at a flow condition of 100 m3/h and it
moves towards the leading edge for high flow condition of 700 m3/h. Since the blade passage is full of
uneven flow and axial eddies at the partial-load conditions, the induced relative velocity on the PSB is
smaller than the ideal design relative velocity. The separation of the flow in the boundary layer occurs
due to the effect of the positive incidence angle. The conclusion can be drawn that the thicker the
blade is, the greater the flow separation becomes. Furthermore, when the flow condition reaches the
design value, the VDV distribution reduces to its minimum. And at an over-load condition (700 m3/h),
a larger VDV is generated at the leading edge.
    
 Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4  Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 
(a) The viscidity diffusion variable 
(VDV)distribution at 100 m3/h 
(b) The VDV distribution at 300 m3/h 
Figure 11. Cont.
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Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 
(c) The VDV distribution at 500 m3/h (d) The VDV distribution at 700 m3/h 
Figure 11. The VDV distribution at various flow conditions.
The vortex Stretching Variable (VSV) distribution is similar to the VDV distribution, as shown in
Figure 12. The VSV distribution is based on the angular momentum conservation principle [22]. VSV
first reduces and then gradually increases; the lowest value of VSV is obtained at the design condition.
Based on this discussion, it can be concluded that the VSV plays an essential role in the formation
of the vortex, and more importantly that increasing the thickness of the blade is an effective way to
decrease the VSV.
 
Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 
(a) The Vortex Stretching Variable (VSV)distribution at 
100 m3/h
(b) The VSV distribution at 300 m3/h
Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 
(c) The VSV distribution at 500 m3/h (d) The VSV distribution at 700 m3/h 
Figure 12. The VSV distribution at various flow conditions.
4.2. Energy Characteristic of the Pump
The self-priming pump consumes and converts energy during its operation. Noting that the
entropy always increases in the irreversible thermal processes, the entropy production is calculated to
evaluate the energy loss of the pump. The total entropy production can be obtained as follows [15]:
STotal = SH + SV + ST + SW (8)
In Equation (8), SH represents the entropy production caused by the heat conversion. Since the
self-priming pump operates under the condition of a constant temperature, this term is neglected in
this study. SW denotes the entropy production due to the dissipation of kinetic energy and potential
energy on the wall (WEP). SV is the entropy production from the viscidity diffusion (VEP) and ST is
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the entropy production generated by the turbulence which can determined by the loss in turbulent
kinetic energy (TEP). The rate of the entropy production is obtained as follows: [12]:











































where μ is the dynamic viscosity and T is the temperature.
















































where ρ is the density of water (1000 kg/m3) and ε is the turbulence dissipation.
It should be noted that due to the velocity gradient on the wall, and the dissipation of kinetic and
potential energy occurs during the water flow between the turbulent layer and the laminar layer. Most
of the previous work in this area has neglected the energy loss of the WEP. In this paper, the rate of












where τw represents the shear stress of the wall, while vw is the speed of the first fluid layer near the









Figure 13 shows the entropy production of the impeller for various flow conditions. It can be
observed that the TEP of the blades with a thick leading edge (Schemes 2 and 4) is larger than that
of the blades with a thin leading edge (Schemes 1 and 3). Furthermore, the TEP of the blade with
increasing thickness from the leading edge to the middle section and trailing edge (Scheme 3) is lower
than that of the uniformly thin blade (Scheme 1). As the flow condition gradually increases, the TEP
first decreases drastically but then smoothly increases at the design flow condition. In addition, the
decrement rate of TEP at partial-load condition is larger than the growth rate under the over-load
condition, and the TEP at design flow condition drops down to the minimum value. By comparing
the VEP and WEP for different blade thicknesses, it can be observed that their variation trends are
consistent with TEP; however, both the VEP and WEP of Scheme 2 are higher than those of other
schemes. Furthermore, as the flow condition increases, both the VEP and WEP continue to rise but
the growth rate of VEP is larger than that of WEP. More importantly, comparing the magnitudes of
TEP, VEP, and WEP, it can be concluded that the effects of TEP and VEP on energy loss are stronger
than that of WEP. In other words, the energy loss caused by VEP and TEP are the dominant factors
influencing the energy conversion in the novel self-priming pump.
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(a) The turbulence entropy production (TEP) of the impeller at various flow conditions 
 
(b) The viscous entropy production (VEP) of the impeller at various flow conditions 
 
(c) The entropy production due to the dissipation of kinetic energy and potential energy on the wall 
(WEP) of the impeller at various flow conditions. 
Figure 13. Impeller entropy production at various flow conditions.
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As shown in Figure 14, the distribution of the VEP rate coincides with the VDV distribution rate.
It can be noticed that the energy loss caused by the VEP rate is mainly concentrated near the trailing
edge for a partial-load condition. There is a negative correlation between the VEP and flow conditions
in the range 0.2Qd to 1.0Qd. This means the magnitude of the VEP rate gradually decreases when the
flow condition increases to the design flow condition. On the other hand, as the flow condition further
increases beyond the design flow condition, the VEP rate shows an increasing trend and the location
of energy loss changes from the trailing edge to the leading edge of the blade. These results can be
attributed to the change in VEP due to viscous diffusion; greater viscous diffusion can be found at the
leading edge under partial-load conditions, which leads to separation of the boundary layer. Moreover,
the area and magnitude of viscous diffusion in Scheme 3 are obviously lower than those in Scheme 2;
in other words, utilizing the blade with increasing thickness from the leading edge (Scheme 3) is a
good solution to reduce the boundary layer separation and its effect.
 
Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 
(a) Rate of VEP at 100 m3/h (b) Rate of VEP at 300 m3/h
Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 
(c) Rate of VEP at 500 m3/h (d) Rate of VEP at 700 m3/h
Figure 14. Rate of VEP at various flow conditions [24].
Figure 15 presents the distribution of the TEP rate at various flow conditions. It can be noticed
that the TEP rate distribution has a consistent variation trend with the VEP rate, but its intensity is
relatively smaller. Since the TEV is created under partial-load conditions, it can not only reduce the
flow area of the impeller but also can induce turbulent dissipation at the trailing edge. In addition, by
comparing the TEP rates of each schemes, it can be found that a larger TEP rate occurs at the trailing
edge of the thick blade (Schemes 2 and 4), and that the TEP of Scheme 3 is closer to the ideal flow field.
Thus, based on the above observations, it can be concluded that the flow condition creates negative
effect on the TEP and VEP rate in the range 0.2Qd to 1.0Qd, and the lowest TEP and VEP rates are
obtained for 1.0Qd. Furthermore, as the flow condition increases to the over-load condition, the TEP
and VEP rates gradually increase and the energy loss caused by the VEP and TEP decrease to the
minimum of the design condition. In addition, the entropy production from the thick blade is larger
than that from the thin blade. Therefore, it can be concluded that the blade thickness distribution plays
an essential role in the energy loss of the self-priming pump.
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 Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4  Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 
(a) Rate of TEP at 100 m3/h (b) Rate of TEP at 300 m3/h 
Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4
(c) Rate of TEP at 500 m3/h (d) Rate of TEP at 700 m3/h
Figure 15. Rate of TEP at various flow conditions [24].
5. Hydraulic Performance of the Pump
To compare the hydraulic performance of the pump with different thicknesses of the blade
(Schemes 1–4), the head and efficiency are selected as the two key quantities for evaluating its hydraulic
characteristics. The head indicates the hoisting height of water when it receives energy from the pump,
while the efficiency expresses the energy conversion ability of the self-priming pump. The head and













where PO − PI, V2O −V2I and ZO − ZI denote the pressure difference, velocity difference, and height
difference obtained when the water flow through the pump, M is the torque, and QF is the flow
conditions of the self-priming pump. In the analysis and presentation of results, the head and flow










Figure 16 shows the differences in hydraulic performance of different schemes. It shows the
formation of energy loss in the partial-load condition and over-load condition, which becomes minimal
in the design condition. This trend in Figure 16 can be mainly attributed to the generation of TEV
under a part-load condition and LEV under an over-load condition; however, the energy loss in the
partial-load condition is more severe than in the over-load condition. Furthermore, it can be noted that
the head of the Scheme 2 is lower than that of Scheme 1 overall except under the partial-load condition.
Since a large TEV is generated in Scheme 2, the flow area reduces sharply, which results in large changes
in the internal flow. Due to the effect of incoming flow, the head increases but results in large energy
dissipation as shown in Figure 16b. Thus, the efficiency of Scheme 2 is obviously lower than that of
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Scheme 1 for flow condition of 0.6Qd. Although the energy loss of the thinner blades (Scheme 1) is
lower, its energy conversion ability is weaker than that of the blade with thicker trailing edge. More
importantly, by comparing the efficiency of each scheme, it can be concluded that the energy conversion
ability of Scheme 3 is superior to that of other schemes. Due to the advantages of the thin leading edge
and thick trailing edge, Scheme 3 can not only significantly reduce the impact of the incoming flow in
over-load condition, but also can promote the work capability of the blade on the fluid.
(a) Comparison of the head (b) Comparison of the efficiency 
Figure 16. Head and efficiency under various flow conditions.
6. Experiment Results
To verify the accuracy of the calculations reported in Section 5, the hydraulic performance
experiment for Scheme 3 (since it was found to be the best scheme in Section 5) was conducted at
Jiangsu University in China. The measurement deviation of the pressure transducer (DP) is ± 0.5 %.
Considering that the monitoring points were set on the inlet and outlet tank and the measurement








Furthermore, the deviation of the transducer turbine flowmeter (DQ) is ± 1.0 %, the measurement
deviations of torque (DM) and speed transducer (DN) are ± 0.5 % and ± 0.1 %, respectively. Therefore,















Therefore, the measurement deviation of the experiment is within ±1.22 % which quantifies the
uncertainty in experimental measurements. The experimental results are shown in Figure 17. It can be
seen from this figure that overall the experimental and numerical results for pump head and efficiency
are in reasonable agreement with minor discrepancies. It should be noted that in the calculations, the
internal structure of the pump was simplified. This meant the pump cavity, seal, and bearing were
not considered in the numerical model. As a result, the pump performance results obtained in the
calculations are slightly larger than those in the experiment. However, the maximum discrepancy
between the numerical results and experimental results is within 3 %, which is in the acceptable range.
It can therefore be concluded that the numerical model and computations reported in this paper are
accurate and the results are reliable.
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Figure 17. Comparison of experimental and numerical results for pump head and efficiency for
Scheme 3.
In addition, to validate the capability of a novel self-priming pump, the experiments with waterless
start were conducted at different altitudes at Jiangsu University in China.
Figure 18 shows the results of self-priming pump experiment at 5.3 m, 6 m, 7 m, and 8 m altitudes.
It should be noted that the self-priming time reaches 62 s at 5.3 m altitude, which is remarkably shorter
than the standard Chinese self-priming pump time of 120 s. Furthermore, it can be noted from Figure 18
that the increase rate in self-priming time R with the altitude can be separated into two stages, namely
the altitude from 0 m to 6 m and from 6 m to 8 m. The first stage shows the non-linear variation while
the second stage shows the linear variation in start-up time with the altitude. When the self-priming
altitude is below 6 m, with increase in the altitude more resistance of water needs to be overcome,
therefore negative pressure is generated in the pump which induces the air in the water to separate
and leads to the air in the pump increasing. Thus, the line of the increase rate R in Figure 18 shows a
nonlinear increase. On the other hand, as the altitude continues to increase, the air in the water is no
longer discharged. Therefore, the relationship between air volume in the pump and altitude shows a
linear increase, which is the reason for the linear growth in the second stages.
 
Figure 18. Self-priming time at different altitudes.
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7. Conclusions
In this paper, by using the Q criterion with vorticity transport equation and analyzing the entropy
production in the flow, the vortex structures and energy characteristics of a novel self-priming pump
with different blade thicknesses were systematically investigated by numerical simulations which are
validated for one of the most promising blade thickness distributions in terms of the pump head and
efficiency. The following conclusions can be drawn.
A new self-priming pump has been designed which can achieve the pump start without water.
Under the effect of the self-priming system, negative pressure is generated in the pump which results
in rapid suction of the water in the pump. It is demonstrated that the self-priming capability of the
pump is remarkably superior to the traditional pump.
The spatial structure of vortices in the pump is investigated by employing the Q criterion with
the numerical solution of the vorticity transport equation. Based on the morphology, the vortices be
separated into three categories: Trailing Edge Vortex (TEV), Leading Edge Vortex (LEV), and Gap
Leakage Vortex (GLV). Generally, the morphology of the TEV is more disorderly than that of LEV
and GLV, and the pressure and intensity of TEV are significantly higher than the other two vortex
structures. TEV cannot only block the passage of the impeller but can also increase instability in the
internal flow. Analysis of the formation mechanism of the vortices using the numerical solution of the
vorticity transport equation shows that the Viscous Diffusion Variable (VDV) plays an essential role in
the separation of the boundary layer which results in the generation of Tip Leakage Vortex (TLV). In
addition, the thicker the blade is, the more severe the flow separation becomes.
To determine the magnitude and distribution of energy loss in the pump, entropy production
analysis is applied to study the influence of blade thickness on energy characteristics. Based on the
analysis, greater energy loss is generated in both the partial-load condition and the over-load condition
relative to design condition; however, the energy loss in partial-load condition is larger than that in the
over-load condition due to differences in the size and intensity of TLV. Furthermore, in other words, the
energy loss caused by viscous entropy production (VEP) and turbulence entropy production (TEP) are
the dominant factors influencing the energy loss in the novel self-priming pump. The energy loss of the
thicker blade is larger than that of the thinner blade; however, employing the blade with a thin leading
edge and thick trailing edge can not only significantly reduce the impact of incoming flow under
over-load condition but can also increase the work capability of the blade on the fluid. Thus, increase
in thickness of the blade from the leading edge to the trailing edge is beneficial for pump performance.
Finally, the hydraulic test confirmed the accuracy of the simulations. Therefore, the numerical
results presented in this paper can be considered as accurate and reliable.
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Nomenclature
H head m
Qd design flow condition, m3/h
n rotation speed, r/min
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ns specific speed
D1 impeller inlet diameter, mm
D2 impeller outlet diameter, mm
Z blade number
ϕ blade wrap angles, ◦
b1 volute inlet width, mm
D4 volute outlet diameter, mm
SST shear stress transition
t rotation period, s
LEV leading edge vortex
TEV trailing edge vortex
GLV gap leakage vortex
PSB suction surface of the blade
VDV viscidity diffusion variable
VSV vortex stretching variable
WEP wall entropy production
VEP viscidity entropy production
TEP turbulence entropy production
ρ density of water, kg/m3
ε turbulence dissipation
M torque, Nm
QF flow condition, m3/h
DP deviation of the pressure transducer
DD measurement deviation of dynamic head
DH deviation of transducer turbine flowmeter
DM measurement deviation of torque
DN deviation of speed transducer
DT measurement deviation of shaft power
DS measurement deviation of experiment system
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Abstract: Islanded multi-microgrids formed by interconnections of microgrids will be conducive to
the improvement of system economic efficiency and supply reliability. Due to the lack of support from
a main grid, the requirement of real-time power balance of the islanded multi-microgrid is relatively
high. In order to solve real-time dispatch problems in an island multi-microgrid system, a real-time
cooperative power dispatch framework is proposed by using the multi-agent consensus algorithm.
On this basis, a regulation cost model for the microgrid is developed. Then a consensus algorithm
of power dispatch is designed by selecting the regulation cost of each microgrid as the consensus
variable to make all microgrids share the power unbalance, thus reducing the total regulation cost.
Simulation results show that the proposed consensus algorithm can effectively solve the real-time
power dispatch problem for islanded multi-microgrids.
Keywords: islanded multi-microgrids; real-time power dispatch; multi-agent; consensus algorithm
1. Introduction
The emergence of microgrids (MG) provides a new technical means for the comprehensive
utilization of renewable energy [1–3]. According to whether there is an electrical connection with the
main grid, microgrids feature two typical operation modes, i.e., grid-connected and islanded. In general,
microgrids can operate in grid-connected mode to exchange power with the main grid. On the other
hand, when being used in a remote area or in an emergency situation, they can also be transferred
to islanded mode to guarantee local grid services [4]. Therefore, an islanded microgrid is more
suitable for remote areas without grid coverage, which can improve the utilization efficiency of local
renewable energy and reduce the cost of power supply in remote areas. Recently, the multi-microgrids
(MMGs) system has become an integrated, flexible network that incorporates multiple individual
microgrids (MGs) [5,6], which are often geographically close and connected to a distribution bus.
If the neighboring islanded microgrid in a remote area can realize the cluster operation through
interconnection, the mutual energy between the microgrids not only helps to absorb excess power
energy, but also supports each other as a backup power supply [7,8], which is beneficial to improving
the overall power supply reliability and economy.
The islanded microgrids plays an important role in renewable energy applications and power
sharing among different loads connected to multi-microgrid systems [9,10]. The key issue with islanded
microgrids is how to ensure a power balance between generation and demand in a cost-effective
way. Hence, problems of microgrid real-time dispatching and operations have received considerable
attention in the literature. There are some achievements on the dispatching and operations of individual
microgrids that mainly focus on reducing the regulation cost and the coordination of various devices
in the microgrid. Due to the intermittency and variability of renewables-based distributed generation
(DG), the methods for uncertainty power dispatch of individual microgrid are mainly classified into
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three categories: stochastic power dispatch [11], robust power dispatch [12,13], and rolling power
dispatch [14]. In order to deal with the uncertainty of demand response and renewable energy,
the authors of [11] presented a stochastic programming framework for 24-h optimal scheduling of
combined heat and power (CHP) systems-based MG. Wang R. and Luo Z. of [12] and [13] adopted a
robust optimization approach to accommodate the uncertainties of demand response and renewable
energy; it performs better than deterministic optimization in terms of the expected operational
costs. For a real renewable-based microgrid in the north of Chile, the authors of [14] proposed a
moving horizon optimization strategy to eliminate the forecasting errors caused by renewable energy.
The optimal dispatch of an individual microgrid owes more to the coordination of the controllable
units in a microgrid. However, for multi-microgrids, the power dispatch between each microgrid is a
critical issue, so the optimal dispatch of multi-microgrids is more complex.
Due to the frequent fluctuation of power supply and load on both sides, offline optimal
dispatch methods have not been suitable for the multi-microgrids, especially for working in islanded
mode, which lacks support from the main grid [15]. Therefore, the power dispatch of the islanded
multi-microgrids should focus on real-time optimal dispatch capability in order to maintain a real-time
power balance between power generation and load demand, ensure the stable operation of the
multi-microgrids system, and take into account the economic operation of the system. As long as
the power command calculation process is required for centralized optimization, it will cause a
certain computational complexity. In the case of high real-time requirements, the requirements for
the generation and delivery speed of dispatching command also increase. With the advantages of
distributed control architecture in smart grids, the multi-agent theory [16] and distributed control
method [17,18] are applied to the microgrid dispatching model. The authors of [19] developed a new
hybrid intelligent algorithm called imperialist competitive algorithm-genetic algorithm (ICA-GA)
to determine both the optimal location and operation of an islanded MG. In order to minimize
the islanded microgrids’ operational losses, the authors of [20] adopted the glow-worm swarm
optimization (GSO) algorithm to solve an optimal power flow problem. However, these approaches
are a centralized optimization method that collects the whole network’s information via a central
controller and uses an intelligent optimization algorithm, such as glow-worm swarm optimization,
particle swarm optimization, ant colony optimization, etc. Although the centralized optimization
method has high regulation accuracy, when the number of network nodes is large, the communication
volume is too large, the communication line is required to be high, and the scalability is poor.
In addition, the intelligent optimization algorithm is unstable and cannot guarantee convergence to
the optimal solution, which could cause a decline in the control performance. A new distributed
reinforcement learning approach based on the multi-agent systems algorithm was applied to minimize
the power losses under given operational constraints in [21]. The multi-agent system based consensus
method [22] provides a new way of solving the real-time power dispatch problem of islanded
multi-microgrids. The main issue with a consensus problem is achieving agreement regarding certain
quantities of interest associated with agents in multi-agent systems by utilizing a local information
exchange [23]. The traditional consensus algorithm is a very simple local coordination rule, which results
in agreement at the group level, and no centralized task planner or global information is required
by the algorithm. Due to its distributed implementation, robustness, and scalability, multi-agent
consensus algorithms have been widely applied in many coordination problems, such as power system
economic dispatch [24,25], power allocation [26], optimal control [27,28], etc. Compared with the
traditional centralized optimization algorithm, the consensus method only requires each agent to
obtain the information on the local and neighboring agents in real time. Hence, it can obtain the ideal
convergence value with less transmission information and a shorter optimization time.
Motivated by these works, this paper provides a multi-agent system-based consensus algorithm
to solve the real-time power dispatch problem of islanded multi-microgrids, which have a lower
communication burden and better dynamic performance. In order to ensure the overall real-time
power balance of the islanded multi-microgrids and reduce the power regulation costs, the real-time
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cooperative power dispatch framework of the islanded multi-microgrids is built by using a multi-agent
system consensus algorithm. Simultaneously, the real-time dispatch of power imbalance is optimized to
reduce the overall regulation costs of the islanded multi-microgrids, so as to ensure that each microgrid
is responsible for the corresponding power regulation tasks according to its own situation. At the same
time, the speed of dispatching command generation and release is accelerated because of avoiding
centralized optimization, so the system can better adapt to the dynamic requirements of real-time
power dispatch of the islanded multi-microgrids. Based on the consensus method, the real-time power
dispatch strategy works in a fully distributed manner without a central coordinator; communication
occurs only between the device and its neighbors. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) A real-time cooperative dispatch framework for islanded multi-microgrids based on multi-agent
consensus method is built that can ensure the overall real-time power balance and minimize the
power regulation costs.
(2) The consensus method only needs a small amount of information from the local and neighboring
microgrids, which reduces the communications burden and increases the reliability compared
with the traditional centralized optimization method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we establish a cooperative
power dispatch framework for islanded multi-microgrids based on the consensus algorithm. We then
model the regulation cost of each controllable unit in the microgrid to quantify the regulation costs of
each controllable unit participating in the real-time control process in Section 3. The power dispatch
consensus algorithm is designed for an islanded multi-microgrid in Section 4. Several numerical
simulations are conducted and analyzed in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes this paper.
2. Cooperative Power Dispatch Framework of Islanded Multi-Microgrids
2.1. Cooperative Power Dispatch Framework Based on Consensus Algorithm
The microgrid is equipped with a microgrid controller (MGC) according to the requirements
of the control. The MGC is responsible for ensuring the stable real-time operation of the microgrid.
When many microgrids, through interconnection, constitute a multi-microgrids system, the traditional
centralized dispatch framework requires the upper system to gather real-time information on each
microgrid. This information is distributed and dispatched to each unit after centralized optimization.
Although this method can more fully acquire system information and adapt to various optimization
algorithms, it increases the burden on the communication network and the controller. At the same
time, it cannot adapt to the requirements of plug and play and real-time control.
The number of controllable units and amount of data in multi-microgrids is large. The multi-microgrids’
interconnection makes the operation mode diversified and requires the control mode to be easily
extended, which need to satisfies the requirement of “plug and play.” Therefore, the architecture
and operational characteristics of the islanded multi-microgrids determine that it is suitable to adopt
a decentralized control architecture [29]. This paper establishes a real-time cooperative dispatch
framework for islanded multi-microgrids based on the multi-agent consensus method, which is shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Real-time cooperative dispatch framework for islanded multi-microgrids.
The control objective is to ensure the overall real-time power balance of islanded multi-microgrids
and reduce the power regulation costs, which is equivalent to the problem of converting the economic
dispatch problem into the consensus of the regulation costs in the power allocation process [30].
Therefore, the role of each MGC is as the agent in the network and the regulation cost of each
microgrid is the concerned consensus variable. Under the premise that interconnected multi-microgrids
system belongs to the same community of interests, the regulation of each microgrid is guided by
the economic signal of the whole system, i.e., the regulation cost signal. Thus the economy of
islanded multi-microgrids operation can be improved by reasonably allocating the regulation power.
The islanded multi-microgrids adopt the “leader-follower” model [31,32]. The leader MGC is a
communication center of all microgrids, which calculates the total power command, communicates and
cooperates with other MGs, and balances the power of the entire control area. The follower exchanges
the regulation costs with its adjacent MGs. After the communication iteration of each microgrid,
the total power command is delivered to each microgrid and the MGC delegates the power commands
of each control unit in the microgrid according to the established strategy. Because each MGC does not
need to acquire the global information of the system, the information needed by each microgrid in the
iteration is only local information, and the regulation cost information transmitted by the neighbors,
so the communication burden is small.
2.2. Power Dispatch Strategy of Microgrid
After receiving the allocated power command, each microgrid needs to decentralize the power
commands of the controllable units according to the power allocation strategy. It is assumed that each
microgrid includes the following units: photovoltaic (PV), wind turbine (WT), energy storage device
(ES), and controllable micro-power sources, such as diesel engine (DE) or interruptible load (IL).
Considering the regulation costs and dispatching priority of various regulation methods,
the decision order of power allocation strategy for positive and negative power command is specified
as follows.
(1) Power allocation strategy for positive power command. When the microgrid receives a positive
power command, it requires the microgrid to increase the power generation or reduce the power
consumption. The energy storage discharge is preferred. If the energy storage reaches the
discharge limit but still does not meet the demand, the diesel generator output power is increased.
If the output of the diesel generator reaches the limit but still does not meet the demand, then only
the load shedding method can be adopted to regulation the interruptible load.
(2) Power allocation strategy for negative power command. When the microgrid receives a negative
power command, it requires the microgrid to reduce the power generation. The energy storage
charge is preferred. If the energy storage reaches the charge limit but still does not meet the
demand, the output of the photovoltaic system or wind turbine will be reduced and part of the
power generation will be abandoned.
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3. Microgrid Regulation Cost Modeling
In this section, the regulation cost of each controllable unit in the microgrid is modeled to quantify
the regulation cost of each controllable unit participating in the real-time control process, thus providing
a basis for calculating the consensus power allocation.
Considering that the regulation cost of most controllable units is more suitable to be measured
by electricity, the state duration window TS is introduced here. When calculating the regulation cost
of each controllable unit at time t, the cumulated regulation power of each controllable unit in TS
period starting from time t is calculated by using real-time power commands, so that the real-time
regulation cost of each microgrid at time t can be quantified according to the amount of electricity.
The significance of the regulation cost described in this paper is to calculate the regulation cost of
running each microgrid in the state specified by the current power command within a given time
window, and to quantify the regulation cost by converting the power into electricity.
3.1. Regulation Cost of Energy Storage Battery
The regulation cost of an energy storage battery includes the damage to the battery life caused by
the charge and discharge behavior and the corresponding maintenance cost, which is related to the
charge and discharge power and the state of charge (SOC). According to the working requirements of
an energy storage battery, four reference limits are selected to divide the battery capacity of an energy







Figure 2. Schematic diagram for energy storage system SOC subarea: (a) Description of the SOC
operating area; (b) Description of the regulation cost.
The four reference limits are SOCmax, SOChigh, SOClow, and SOCmin, which are 90%, 70%, 30%,
and 10%, respectively. Between SOCmin and SOCmax is the working area. It is required that the SOC of
an energy storage battery be confined to within this range. The ideal working area (30-70%) is the
optimal range of SOC. When the SOC enters the early-warning working area, it should not further
approach the prohibited working area. In order to enable the dispatching energy storage battery to
conform to the above basic idea, the unit regulation cost of each area is set according to the charge
and discharge process in the working area, and it satisfies rES1 < rES2 < rES3. For example, in the
early-warning area with high SOC, if the charging continues, the unit regulation cost will be higher.
It can be considered that the damage to the battery will be greater, however. Conversely, the discharging
will help the SOC approach the ideal working area. It can be considered that this is beneficial to the life
of the battery and will lead to lower regulation costs. Therefore, the real-time maximum charge and
discharge power of the energy storage system are given as follows:
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PmaxES+ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ η(SOC(t−Δt)−SOCmin)VESΔt , SOC(t) < SOCminηPmaxES , SOC(t) ≥ SOCmin






⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ PmaxES , SOC(t) ≤ SOCmax(SOCmax−SOC(t−Δt))VES
ηΔt , SOC(t) > SOCmax





where Δt is the time interval of power command; SOC(t) and SOC(t− Δt) represent the current SOC
calculated value and the actual SOC value of the previous time point, respectively; and VES, PmaxES ,
and η are the energy storage system capacity, power limits, and efficiency, respectively.






−PmaxES− ≤ ΔPES ≤ PmaxES+
, (3)
where ΔPES is the power command of the energy storage device, CES(ΔPES) is the regulation cost
generated when the energy storage system is adjusted to the power command ΔPES and the regulation
cost in the other adjustment modes below is the same, and ΔP is the total power imbalance of the
multi-microgrids, that is, the real-time power imbalance. ΔSi is the SOC change caused by the SOC area
with a regulation cost of rESi after running the TS period with the current power command. The interval
that the SOC may actually traverse during the calculation of the real-time power command is also
related to the selection of the state duration window TS. PmaxES− and P
max
ES+ are the maximum charge and
discharge power of the energy storage system, respectively.
3.2. Regulation Cost of Diesel Generator
The generation cost of the diesel generator is determined by its fuel consumption coefficient and
fuel unit price. In this paper, the power commands of diesel generators in the power allocation process
refer to the output value within the range of its adjustable output force, i.e.,⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
CDE(ΔPDE) = rDEΔPDETS = λroilΔPDET










PNDE, PDE(t− Δt) + RuΔt
}
PminDE ≤ PDE(t) ≤ PmaxDE
0 ≤ ΔPDE ≤ ΔPmaxDE
, (4)
where ΔPDE is the power command of the diesel generator; rDE, λ, and roil are the unit generation cost,
unit fuel coefficient, and fuel unit cost of the diesel generator, respectively. PNDE, P
max
DE , and P
min
DE are the
rated power and real-time output upper and lower limit of diesel generators, respectively. ΔPmaxDE is the
upper limit of diesel generator power command. Ru and Rd are the rates of increasing and decreasing
output of diesel generators, respectively.
Here ΔPDE is the excess part of the current real-time output PDE(t), relative to the lower limit of
output PminDE at this time. That is, the P
min
DE output part is regarded as the unadjustable part in the power
allocation calculation process, which is recorded as the forced output. The operation cost generated by
PminDE is recorded as the forced cost, which is not included in the regulation cost of the microgrid.
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In this paper, the starting and stopping of the diesel generator are determined by setting the start
and stop thresholds, given the start and stop coefficients kDE_on and kDE_off. When the power shortage
of the i-th microgrid equipped with diesel generator exceeds kDE_onPNDE and the diesel generator
satisfies the other operational constraints, the diesel generator is started. If the power shortage of
the i-th microgrid is lower than kDE_offPNDE, and the diesel generator has satisfied the other operation
constraints, the diesel generator is shut down. When the diesel generator enters the start-stop state, it
runs according to the increase/decrease output rate until the state transition is completed.
3.3. Regulation Cost of Other Units
For interruptible load and DG, the following assumptions are made in this paper: (1) when a
part of the interruptible load needs to be cut off, the current calculation point calculates the current
interruptible load amount and the next calculation point restores part of the load under the necessary
conditions by default. If the next calculation point is still unable to restore the load, that part will be
delayed according to the actual demand; (2) photovoltaic or wind turbines operate in the maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) mode. When the output of distributed generation needs to be reduced,
the current calculation point calculates the reduction command at the current maximum output, and
the next calculation point is still calculated by the maximum output by default, so there is no need to
consider the increase of the distributed generation output.
The regulation costs of load shedding and distributed generation abandoned generation are
as follows: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
CIL(ΔPIL) = rILΔPILTS





−PmaxDG− ≤ ΔPDG− ≤ 0
PmaxDG = PPV(t) + PWT(t)
, (6)
where ΔPIL and ΔPDG− are the power commands of the interruptible load and the distributed generation
output reduction, respectively. rIL and rDG are the unit regulation costs of the interruptible load
and the distributed generation output reduction, respectively. PmaxIL and P
max
DG− are the upper limit of
interruptible load and the distributed generation output reduction, respectively. PmaxIL is the real-time
maximum load PIL(t) of the current interruptible load, i.e., PmaxDG− is the sum of the real-time output of
PV (PPV(t)) and the real-time output of (PWT(t)).
3.4. Regulation Cost Function of Microgrid
Combining with the microgrid power allocation strategy and the regulation cost model of each
controllable unit, the regulation cost function of each microgrid can be constructed as shown in Figure 3.
P P P PΔ P PΔ
C
 
Figure 3. Regulation cost function of microgrids.
From the previous analysis, it can be seen that the regulation cost of each controllable unit can
be approximated as a linear or piecewise linear function (e.g., the SOC variation in the charge and
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discharge process of energy storage system spans two areas of different unit regulation cost). It can be
seen from Figure 3 that, when considering the dispatch priority, this paper can combine the regulation
cost model of each controllable unit with the segmental linear function according to the power allocation
strategy decision order of positive and negative power commands, that is, the microgrid regulation
cost function.
This profile has the following salient features:
(1) Because the power allocation strategy determines the dispatching order according to the regulation
cost, the unit with low regulation cost takes priority in the task of power regulation. Therefore,
the curve along the increasing direction of positive and negative power command is steeper,
that is, the slope value increases.
(2) The positive and negative power command parts of the regulation cost function are single-valued
functions. In other words, for any positive and negative power command, as long as the microgrid
power command ΔPMG is determined, the corresponding power allocation scheme and regulation
cost can be uniquely determined. Conversely, a uniquely determined power command can be
obtained when the regulation cost is given.
(3) For the positive power command, PmaxES+, ΔP
max
DE , and P
max
IL jointly determine the upper limit of the






IL . For the negative power
command, PmaxES− and P
max
DG− jointly determine the lower limit of the microgrid power regulation





(4) Due to the above assumptions in this paper, it is the case that the load-shedding operation and
the distributed generation increasing the output after reducing the output can be regarded as
the default cost-free adjustment strategy with the highest priority, which is not reflected in the
regulation cost function.
4. Consensus Algorithm Design for Power Dispatch
4.1. Cooperative Power Dispatch Model for Islanded Multi-Microgrids
In this paper, a power dispatch consensus algorithm is designed for islanded multi-microgrids,
which take the regulation cost of each microgrid as a consensus variable and use the discrete-time
first-order consensus algorithm [33] to solve the problem iteratively. Hence, the total regulation cost














PLoadi − PPVi − PWTi − PminDEi
)
ΔPMGi = ΔPESi + ΔPDEi + ΔPILi + ΔPDG−i
ΔPΔPMGi > 0
ΔPminMGi ≤ ΔPMGi ≤ ΔPmaxMGi
, (7)
where the total power command ΔP of the islanded multi-microgrids is the difference between the
total load and the total output of the wind power, PV, and the forced output of the energy storage
device. ΔPMGi is the power command of the i-th microgrid, that is, the power regulation amount of
the i-th microgrid. fC(ΔPMGi) is the regulation cost of the i-th microgrid, which is a function of the
microgrid power regulation. PLoadi is the total load of the i-th microgrid. ΔPmaxMGi and ΔP
min
MGi are the
upper and lower limits of the power regulation of the i-th microgrid, respectively, which depend on
the real-time status of each control unit in the microgrid. n is the number of microgrids.
Therefore, when a power imbalance occurs in the islanded multi-microgrids, it will be jointly
undertaken by all the microgrids that can participate in the regulation. Selecting the regulation cost
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of the microgrid as the consensus variable can enable each microgrid to participate in the regulation
according to its own resources. Its essence is to allocate the power regulation amount to each microgrid
according to the slope value of each segment of each microgrid regulation cost function, which aims at
reducing the overall regulation cost of the multi-microgrids.
4.2. Microgrid Regulation Cost Consensus
The regulation cost of each microgrid is selected as the consensus variable, which is abbreviated
as C. Based on the discrete-time first-order consensus algorithm [33], the formula for updating the







where C(k)i is the regulation cost calculated by the k-th iteration of the i-th microgrid. d
(k)
i j is the
i-th row and j-th column element of the row-stochastic matrix D when iterating at the k-th step.
The row-stochastic matrix D is obtained from the Laplacian matrix L of the communication topology











li j = −aij
, (9)







It can be known from Equation (8) that each agent obtains the state information of the previous
iteration of the neighboring agent by means of the row stochastic matrix D, which is related to the
communication topology to update its state. In order to ensure the power balance, the leader guides
the regulation direction and magnitude of the regulation cost. As a leader, the microgrid regulation












j − μΔPerror ΔP < 0
, (11)
where μ is the error adjustment step size; ΔPerror is the deviation between the total power command and
the sum of the microgrid power commands, which ignores the line loss of the islanded multi-microgrids





The error adjustment step size μ can be artificially given an appropriate parameter or adaptively
adjusted by detecting ΔPerror. The meaning of Equation (10) can be explained as follows: taking the
current total power command ΔP > 0 as an example, if ΔPerror > 0, the sum of the power commands
of each microgrid is still insufficient to balance the current power imbalance, and the regulation cost
needs to be increased accordingly; if ΔPerror < 0, the regulation cost can be reduced.
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In principle, the selection of leaders should be determined by the regulation capability. Selecting the
microgrid with the largest regulation capability as the leader can reduce the need to replace leaders.
The so-called regulation capability can be reflected by the parameters that reflect the regulatable
resource of microgrid, such as energy storage capacity, diesel generator capacity, interruptible load
capacity, etc.
In summary, the regulation cost of each microgrid in the iterative process is the weighted average
of the regulation cost of the local and neighbors’ previous iterations, so the communication burden
on the network is small. When some microgrids have reached the limit of the power regulation,
they should quit the communication topology and stop updating. The adjacent microgrids should also
modify the corresponding row random matrix elements according to the new communication topology.
In the convergence process of the consensus algorithm, |ΔPerror| ≤ ε is taken as the convergence
condition, where ε is the convergence error.
When the regulation cost is updated by communication interaction between microgrids, the power
command of each unit needs to be inversely solved by the variable of regulation cost and the
corresponding regulation cost function. Because the regulation cost function is a piecewise linear
function and has a unique solution, the calculation process is not complicated, and each MGC can quickly
solve and calculate the microgrid total power command for the next iteration. The flowchart of the
proposed consensus algorithm for real-time cooperative power dispatch of islanded multi-microgrids
is shown in Figure 4.
P
P
Figure 4. Flowchart of consensus algorithm for real-time cooperative power dispatch of
islanded multi-microgrids.
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5. Numerical Simulations
5.1. Simulation Parameter Setting
In this paper, an islanded multi-microgrids model formed by three interconnected microgrids
is established. The main program is carried out in a Matlab 2015b (USA mathworks company)
environment. The communication topology is shown in Figure 1. In the absence of power overrun
in microgrids, there is communication between any two microgrids. Considering the regulatable
resources of each microgrid, MG1 is the leader, and MG2 and MG3 are followers.
The equipment parameters of the multi-microgrids are given in Table 1. The minimum output of
the diesel generator is 30% of the rated output, the minimum running time is 60 min, the minimum stop
time is 30 min, and the start and stop coefficients kDE_on and kDE_o f f are set at 1.5 and 0.5, respectively.
The regulation cost parameters are given in Table 2.
Table 1. Equipment parameters of multi-microgrids.
Equipment Parameters MG1 MG2 MG3
PV capacity/kW 180 100 120
WT capacity/kW 40 80 80
ES capacity/kWh 200 200 300
ES rated power/kW 50 50 100
ES efficiency η 0.9 0.9 0.9
ES initial SOC 0.34 0.25 0.21
DE rated power/kW 50 50 -
DE increase output rate/(kW/min) 2 2 -
DE decrease output rate/(kW/min) 2 2 -
Maximum load/kW 130 180 140
Table 2. Parameters of regulating cost.
Parameters of Regulating Cost ($/kWh) MG1 MG2 MG3
rES1 0.05 0.05 0.05
rES2 0.1 0.1 0.1
rES3 0.25 0.25 0.25
rDE 1.4 1.4 1.4
rDG 1.6 1.6 1.6
rIL 1.6 1.9 1.8
5.2. Simulation of Multi-Microgrids Power Allocation
The simulation analysis of continuous real-time power allocation is performed at intervals of
1 min. The total duration is 24 h. The shorter interval is also applicable in practical applications.
The time window is taken as TS = 30 min or 0.5 h, the error adjustment step size of consensus algorithm
is μ = 0.01, and the convergence error is ΔPerror = 0.1 kW.
The load curve of the multi-microgrids, the total output curve of wind power and photovoltaics,
and the corresponding power imbalance curve are shown in Figure 5, whose data source is an actual
islanded multi-microgrid [34]. It can be seen that the power imbalance mainly occurs at 09:00–22:00.
On the one hand, due to the large PV output at noon, there is a situation of excess power, and then a
power shortage occurs after the peak load arrives at night.
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Figure 5. Power unbalance of multi-microgrids.
After simulation, the power command of each microgrid basically follows the trend of the total
power command. The regulation power of each unit throughout the day and the corresponding
microgrid regulation cost are given in Table 3. The total regulation cost of MG1 and MG2 includes the
forced cost corresponding to the unadjustable part of the output of the energy storage device. Since
MG1 and MG2 are equipped with energy storage devices, the actual regulation costs of MG1 and MG2
are higher than that of MG3. The power command curves of each microgrid and the output curves of
various distributed generations are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.
Table 3. Regulation power and cost.
MG1 MG2 MG3 Total
Diesel power generation (kWh) 248.07 260.88 0 508.95
Load shedding (kWh) 9.63 8.00 6.18 23.81
Abandoned power generation (kWh) 120.77 116.38 97.09 334.25
Regulation cost ($) 484.06 498.88 140.76 1123.70
 
Figure 6. Power command curve of each microgrid.
 
Figure 7. Power curve of DGs.
The results of charge and discharge power control of each microgrid energy storage unit are
analyzed. The real-time power curve and SOC curve of each microgrid energy storage unit are shown
in Figures 8 and 9. It can be seen that the energy storage units of each microgrid are charged during
the period of excessive photovoltaic output during the daytime, and discharge is completed during the
peak load period, which is in accordance with the scheduling rules. The SOC change trend of each
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energy storage is basically the same, the capacity can be effectively utilized, and the power command
allocation is reasonable.
 
Figure 8. Power curve of each ES.
 
Figure 9. SOC curve of each ES.
The consensus convergence process of the two sections in the continuous simulation process is
selected. The power command is ΔP = −205 kW, ΔP = +210 kW, respectively. The convergence process
curves are shown in Figures 10 and 11.
 
Figure 10. Consensus convergence process (ΔP = −205 kW): (a) Description of the three MG iteration
process; (b) Description of the three ES iteration process.
 
Figure 11. Consensus convergence process (ΔP = +210 kW): (a) Description of the three MG iteration
processes; (b) Description of the three ES and two DE iteration processed.
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As can be seen from Figure 10, the current total power command is negative; the energy storage
device in each microgrid charges to balance the corresponding unbalance amount, of which MG3 bears
the largest regulation power. The reason is that the energy storage device of MG3 has the maximum
capacity and rated power. When the energy storage devices of MG1 and MG2 reach the charge limit
in the iteration process, it is necessary to adopt a regulation approach with a higher regulation cost.
The energy storage device bears the low cost of power regulation. When each microgrid consumes a
consensus regulation cost, MG3 would bear more power regulation.
Similarly, as shown in Figure 11, when the current total power command is positive, each microgrid
should increase its power generation to balance the corresponding unbalance. Each energy storage
device discharges and two diesel generators have been turned on. When the output of ES1 and ES2
reaches the limit, the corresponding DE1 and DE2 gradually increase their output in the iteration
process to promote the consensus regulation cost of each microgrid.
5.3. Comparative Analysis under Different Operation Modes
In order to reflect the advantages of the interconnected operation of microgrid and consensus
power allocation model, the different operation modes of microgrid are compared and analyzed in this
section, including the following three cases.
Mode 1: each microgrid operates independently [35].
Mode 2: the multi-microgrids are interconnected to form a microgrid cluster and each microgrid
gives priority to autonomous operation. When its own power commands are different from the total
power command of the microgrid cluster, it actively exchanges power with the microgrid cluster
system [36].
Mode 3: the multi-microgrids are interconnected to form a microgrid cluster and the power
allocation is based on the real-time cooperative power dispatch model established in this paper.
The three models are simulated continuously throughout the day and the regulation costs of
each microgrid and microgrid cluster are given in Table 4. From the perspective of total regulation
costs, the order is mode 1 >mode 2 >mode 3. Under mode 1, each microgrid operates independently
and can only rely on its own supply for balance. When the generation and load are not balanced,
there will be more abandoned power generation or load shedding, which would lead to the regulation
costs being higher. The interconnection of the microgrids in mode 2 will reduce the regulation
costs, which reflects the advantages of cluster operation of adjacent microgrids to a certain extent.
However, the benefits of clustering operations have not been fully explored due to the priority of
autonomous balance of microgrids. Mode 3 adopts the cooperative power dispatch strategy in which
three microgrids in total are dispatched, and the energy transfer between each microgrid is mutually
beneficial. Each microgrid allocates the regulation power reasonably according to the signal of
regulation costs. Overall, the regulation capability of the microgrid cluster system has been optimized
and the economy has been improved.
Table 4. Regulation costs under the three modes.
Microgrid
Regulation Cost ($)
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3
MG1 597.86 560.29 484.06
MG2 694.19 644.66 498.88
MG3 317.22 338.23 140.76
Total 1609.27 1543.18 1123.70
Figure 12 shows the MG1 power command under the three modes; the PV configuration of MG1
is the largest. It can be seen that the negative power command of MG1 at noon is smaller than that of
the other two modes. Modes 1 and 2 decrease obviously at noon due to the bias towards autonomy.
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Under mode 3, due to the interconnection of each microgrid, the surplus output of MG1 can partly
support the other two microgrids, thus reducing the negative power command in this period.
 
Figure 12. Power command of MG1 under the three modes.
5.4. Comparison with Centralized Optimization
From the perspective of engineering applications, this paper compares the optimization of
performance with the centralized optimization method. Aiming at the time section of power command
P = +210 kW, a multiple population genetic algorithm (MPGA) [37] is selected for centralized
optimization, in which the MPGA runs 10,000 times and the results are compared with those of the
proposed consensus algorithm. The CPU (central processing unit) used in the simulation is 3.2 GHz,
with 2 GB memory. A performance comparison of the two optimization approaches is given in Table 5.
Table 5. Comparison of optimization performance.
MPGA Consensus Algorithmic
Regulation cost ($) optimal 20.35 21.16mean 23.44
Optimization time (s) mean 1.66 0.02
Optimization approach centralized, static distributed, dynamic
From Table 5, it can be seen that the consensus algorithm belongs to distributed optimization
technology, and its convergence time is greatly reduced compared with centralized optimization. As the
scale of the microgrid clusters further increases, its advantages will become more obvious. MPGA is
optimized 10,000 times and the optimal regulation cost is better than that of the consensus algorithm.
It can be seen that the optimization result of the consensus algorithm is not the global optimal solution.
The mean value of 10,000 optimization results obtained by MPGA is slightly lower than that of the
consensus algorithm. According to statistics, the probability that the MPGA optimization result will be
better than the consensus algorithm is about 30.69%. For the comparison of the optimization results
shown in Figure 13, most of the optimization algorithms belong to static optimization, and it is difficult
to solve the real-time dynamic problem.
 
Figure 13. Comparison of optimization results.
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5.5. Impact Analysis of Different TS
The value of time window TS will affect the results, as reflected in the power control of the energy
storage. The reason is that the SOC electricity calculation of the energy storage is related to the length
of the time window. This section compares the impact of different TS.
Taking ES3 as an example, the power curve and SOC curve of ES3 are shown in Figures 14 and 15,
respectively. Figure 14a shows the overall situation throughout the day and Figure 14b,c shows that the
time period has a significant impact under different TS. Between 11:00 and 14:00, because of the high
photovoltaic output at noon, the charge of the energy storage device is close to the SOC upper limit.
When TS is small (such as TS = 10/60 h), the power command of the energy storage device will quickly
drop to 0 and stop charging until the SOC reaches the upper limit. If TS is large (such as TS = 90/60 h),
the energy storage device will start earlier to reduce the charge power. This proves that the control of
the TS energy storage device tends to be conservative when TS is large, i.e., a larger TS can control the
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Figure 14. Power curve of ES3 with different Ts: (a) Description of the Power curve of ES3 with different
Ts from 0:00 to 24: 00; (b) Description of the Power curve of ES3 with different Ts from 10:30 to 14: 20;






Figure 15. SOC curve of ES3 with different Ts.
However, the larger TS will increase the regulation cost of other controllable units, that is,
the power regulation capability of the energy storage device is restricted in some time periods and the
corresponding parts need to be borne by other controllable units. Table 6 gives the regulation cost
under different values. Generally speaking, TS should not be too large or too small. The value of TS
can be determined by reference to the type of energy storage battery and the consideration of the life of
the energy storage battery, as well as the actual application requirements. The recommended value is
0.5–1.5 h.
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Table 6. Regulation cost with different Ts.
TS (h) MG1 Regulation Cost ($) MG2 Regulation Cost ($) MG3 Regulation Cost ($) Total ($)
10/60 472.14 493.30 146.29 1111.73
30/60 484.06 498.88 140.76 1123.70
60/60 493.24 512.18 141.82 1147.24
90/60 515.62 532.72 147.83 1196.17
6. Conclusions
In recent years, the development of microgrids has attracted interest to its related topics. This paper
studies the real-time power allocation problem of islanded multi-microgrids. Considering the
architecture and operational characteristics of islanded multi-microgrids, it is suitable to adopt a
decentralized control architecture. A real-time cooperative power dispatch framework for islanded
multi-microgrids is proposed. The microgrid regulation cost is modeled and a consensus algorithm is
introduced to realize the power allocation. The conclusions are as follows:
(1) The consensus power allocation algorithm proposed in this paper can allocate power reasonably
and ensure the real-time power balance of the islanded multi-microgrids.
(2) Each microgrid is guided by the regulation cost, and rationally optimizes the regulation
power allocated by each microgrid, thereby improving the overall economics of the microgrid
cluster system.
(3) The communication burden of the control architecture is small. Each microgrid only needs a
small amount of information from the local and neighboring microgrids, which can satisfy the
real-time dynamic power allocation requirements of islanded multi-microgrids.
Author Contributions: All the authors have contributed to this paper in different aspects. X.Z. proposed the
original concept and wrote the original draft. N.W. acted as supervisor and gave suggestions on paper improvement.
Funding: This research received no external funding.




CHP combined heat and power
MGC microgrid controller
ICA-GA imperialist competitive algorithm-genetic algorithm
GSO glowworm swarm optimization
PV photovoltaic
WT wind turbine
ES energy storage device
DE diesel engine
IL interruptible load
SOC state of charge
DG distributed generation
MPPT maximum power point tracking
MPGA multiple population genetic algorithm
Δt time interval of power command
SOC(t) current SOC calculated value
SOC(t− Δt) previous actual SOC value
VES energy storage system capacity
PmaxES energy storage system power limits
η energy storage system efficiency
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TS state duration window
ΔPES power command of the energy storage device
CES(ΔPES) regulation cost generated by power command ΔPES
ΔP total power imbalance
ΔSi SOC change caused by the SOC area with the
rESi unit regulation cost of ES
PmaxES− maximum charge power
PmaxES+ maximum discharge power
ΔPDE power command of the diesel generator
rDE unit generation cost of the diesel generator
λ unit fuel coefficient of the diesel generator
roil fuel unit cost of the diesel generator
PNDE rated power of diesel generators
PmaxDE upper limit of diesel generators output
PminDE lower limit of diesel generators output
ΔPmaxDE upper limit of diesel generator power command
Ru rates of decreasing output of diesel generators
Rd rates of increasing output of diesel generators
ΔPDE excess part of the current real-time output
kDE_on start coefficients of the diesel generator
kDE_off stop coefficients of the diesel generator
ΔPIL power commands of interruptible load
ΔPDG−
power command of distributed generation output
reduction
rIL unit regulation cost of interruptible load
rDG
unit regulation cost of distributed generation output
reduction
PmaxIL upper limit of interruptible load
PmaxDG−
upper limit of distributed generation output
reduction
ΔPMG microgrid power command
ΔPMGi power command of the i-th microgrid
fC(ΔPMGi) regulation cost of the i-th microgrid
PLoadi total load of the i-th microgrid
ΔPmaxMGi
upper limit of the power regulation of the i-th
microgrid
ΔPminMGi
lower limit of the power regulation of the i-th
microgrid
n number of microgrid
μ error adjustment step size
ΔPerror power deviation commands
ε convergence error
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Abstract: High electricity demand, as well as emissions generated from this activity impact directly
to global warming. Mexico is paying attention to this world difficulty and it is convinced that
sustainable economic growth is possible. For this reason, it has made actions to face this problem
like as launching constitutional reforms in the power sector. This paper presents an energy model to
optimize the grid of power plants in the Mexican electricity sector (MES). The energy model considers
indicators and parameters from Mexican Energy Reforms. Electricity demand is defined as a function
of two population models and three electricity consumption per capita. Prospectives are presented as
a function of total annual cost of electricity generation, an optimal number of power plants—fossil
and clean—as well as CO2eq emissions. By mean of the energy model, optimized grid scenarios
are identified to meet the governmental goals (energy and environment) to 2050. In addition, this
model could be used as a base to identify optimal scenarios which contribute to sustainable economic
growth, as well as evaluate the social and environmental impacts of employed technologies.
Keywords: electricity model; power plants prospectives; Mexican prospectives
1. Introduction
Power in any region of the world is essential for development and economic growth. The electricity
sector has historically developed under uncertainty and constant changes, especially since the end
of the 1980s when the damage to the ozone layer was evidenced [1]. The magnitude of the event
gave a global social concern, which is reflected in the Montreal Protocol in 1987 [2], the multilateral
treaty on the environment has had the most success in all of history. This treaty subsequently gives
rise to international agreements such as the Kyoto Protocol in 1998 [3] until reaching the Sustainable
Development Goals of the United Nations launched in 2015 [4], also considering the Paris Agreement
of 2015 [5] which established keeping the global temperature rise below 2 ◦C. However, despite the
international effort, electric consumption continues, increasing incessantly, as reported by the World
Bank in 2017 [6], as can be seen in Figure 1.
This high electricity demand brings an environmental impact, which has reached 30% of the total
global emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) as Figure 2 shows.
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(b) 
Figure 2. World and Mexico (a) CO2 emissions per capita and (b) CO2 total emissions. Prepared by the
authors based on data from cited Reference [6].
The world faces a challenge between meeting the world’s electricity demand and reducing
greenhouse gas emissions produced by this sector. Mexico is not only sensitive to this global reality
but it is also convinced that economic progress can and should be parallel to environmental protection.
Under this premise, the Mexican government has taken actions to face this challenge as issuing reforms
related to the energy sector, specifically in the Mexican Electricity System (MES) since this is the second
largest emitter of GHG in the country, only after the transport sector. The GHG emissions produced by
electricity sector has reached approximately 25% of total national emissions in 2015, as reported by
National Institute of Climate Change (INECC) in 2015 [7] (see Figure 3) due to electricity generated in
Mexico which is around 80% from fossil energy sources as Energy State Secretary (SENER) indicated
in 2017 [8].
The amendments or reforms in energy affairs are also a product of the influence of international
organizations and financial institutions as well as of changes in the price of fuels [9]. The main reforms
launched in this field are “General Climate Change Law” (GCCL) in 2012 [10] and the “National Climate
Change Strategy” (NCCS) in 2013 [11], whose main objective is minimizing GHG emissions produced
by electricity generation and also modernize the Mexican Electricity System. The strategy considers
the planning and sustainable growth, low carbon emissions of the MES in long term, reflected in an
increase of the so-called “clean technologies” (According to the Energy Transition Law, 2015 [12]) for
electricity generation. The goal is to achieve at least 35% of electricity generated from clean sources for
the year 2024, in addition in achieving a specific GHG emission reduction of 30% and 50% for the years
2020 and 2050, respectively, with respect to the 2000 year emissions [10,11].
In response to this questioning, the use of renewable technologies is promoted to replace the main
conventional technologies and achieve the proposed goals, however, this option can lead to risks such
as potential incidences in the planning and construction of plants generating power, in addition to
potential situations that would increase the start-up time of the electricity generating plants. This is
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one of the reasons why the use of simulations and numerical models can be a useful tool that allows
strategically planning and visualizing the sector to suggest scenarios where proposed objectives by
reforms are achieved.
 
Figure 3. Mexican CO2 emissions by sector. Prepared by the authors based on data from cited
Reference [7].
The energy sector has been the object of study from various points of view; from the economic,
technical as well as environmental. This section presents a brief review of the research.
Manzini et al. [13] analyzed the environmental impacts of the use of renewable sources in
electricity generation. They basically identified CO2, CH4, NOx and SOx emissions for conditions
where renewable energy reaches a contribution of 31 and 43% of installed capacity.
The World Bank [14] has also studied this sector and in 2009 they conducted an analysis to identify
areas of influence in the reduction of GHG; to identify the most important to the electricity sector.
In this study, the authors also identify the minimum costs available to be implemented using the
cost-benefit methodology.
This cost-benefit methodology has been used by Lund and Mathiesen [15] for the study of
the electrical system in Denmark, analyzing transition scenarios emphasizing areas such as energy
efficiency, reduction of emissions of CO2eq and industrial development, whose objective was is to
reach up to 100% of the demand for electrical energy using renewable sources.
In 2014, Santoyo-Castelazo et al. [16] analyzed the environmental implications of decarbonization
of the MES, by proposing scenarios with diverse configurations of the energy matrix of technologies
used for combined-cycle power plant with life cycle analysis studies. The authors concluded that it is
evident the possibility of reducing the environmental impact with the proposals made.
The MES energy transition has been developing also studied by Vidal-Amaro et al. [17]. The
authors made a proposal to determine an optimal configuration of the energy matrix consisting of
fossil and renewable sources for one moment in time, 2024 with the goal of reaching 35% of electricity
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from renewable sources, besides the authors managed to identify an optimal configuration as well as
quasi-optimal configurations as an alternative.
The review focuses its efforts on analyzing GHG emissions as well as on identifying or
evaluating the contributions of renewable energy sources to the MES in a specific scenario; however,
no methodologies have been identified that propose identifying the number of power plants generating
electricity to meet the demand neither short nor long term. This paper presents a proposal for an
alternative electricity generation model to optimize the number of power plants to satisfy demand
under Mexico’s government policies with at short and at long term environmental impact scenarios.
2. Methods
This paper proposes an energy model to satisfy the short and long term demand for power plants
in periods of lustrum from 2020 to 2050 year at several scenarios and it is compared with International
Energy Agency (IEA) [18] data. The objective function is to minimize the Total Annual Cost (TAC)
of electricity generation as well as determine a matrix made up of a number of electricity generating
power plants required, minimizing power plants number whose primary energy source is from fossil
resources. The proposed model considers population growth as a function to determine the electricity
demand, taken from the World Population Prospects [19] as can be seen in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Schematic representation of Mexican Electricity System (MES) optimization.
The proposed matrix (composed by the number of power plants) is based on a superstructure
which considers technologies based on fossil and clean energy sources for electricity generation,
presented in Figure 4 and the code is in Appendix A. In addition, the software GAMS © identifies
the optimal number of power plants generation to satisfy a period demand and CO2eq emissions.
The CO2eq emissions are compared with NCCS and GCCL, if the value is lower than the constraint
then the superstructure is shown as a result.
Electricity demand is determined using two population models from the United Nations (2017) [19],
which are detailed next.
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2.1. Electricity Demand
The proposed mathematical model assumes that the annual electricity demand is satisfied with






Ed is the annual electricity demand to be met, Ei the total electricity generated for each analyzed
period corresponding to the total amount of the electricity coming from fossil sources, Ef, as well as
from clean sources, Ec, in other words, i = f for fossil sources, while i = c for clean sources.
Electricity demand, Ed, is defined with two population models used in the realization of World
Population Prospects of the Department of Economics and Social Affairs of the United Nations [19].
The population models are the Low Variability of Fertility (LVF) and life expectancy at birth and
Constant Variability of Fertility (CVF) and life expectancy at birth. Three demand conditions per capita
are assumed in each model: 1.9, 2.0 and 4.0 MWh. The demand of 1.9 MWh per capita is taken from the
historical demand of Mexico in the period of 2000 to 2010; the demand of 2.0 MWh per capita considers
an increase of 10% in the population demand and finally, the demand of 4.0 MWh per capita is the
typical demand of the population consumption from developed countries. Table 1 presents a matrix
with the described conditions.
Table 1. Matrix of described conditions.
Population Model
LVF CVF
Electricity Demand [MWh per capita]
Year 1.9 2.0 4.0 1.9 2.0 4.0
2015 LVF-1.9-2010 LVF-2.0-2010 LVF-4.0-2010 CVF-1.9-2010 LVF-2.0-2010 LVF-4.0-2010
2020 LVF-1.9-2010 LVF-2.0-2010 LVF-4.0-2010 CVF-1.9-2010 LVF-2.0-2010 LVF-4.0-2010
2025 LVF-1.9-2025 LVF-2.0-2025 LVF-4.0-2025 CVF-1.9-2025 LVF-2.0-2025 LVF-4.0-2025
2030 LVF-1.9-2030 LVF-2.0-2030 LVF-4.0-2030 CVF-1.9-2030 LVF-2.0-2030 LVF-4.0-2030
2035 LVF-1.9-2035 LVF-2.0-2035 LVF-4.0-2035 CVF-1.9-2035 LVF-2.0-2035 LVF-4.0-2035
2040 LVF-1.9-2040 LVF-2.0-2040 LVF-4.0-2040 CVF-1.9-2040 LVF-2.0-2040 LVF-4.0-2040
2045 LVF-1.9-2045 LVF-2.0-2045 LVF-4.0-2045 CVF-1.9-2045 LVF-2.0-2045 LVF-4.0-2045
2050 LVF-1.9-2050 LVF-2.0-2050 LVF-4.0-2050 CVF-1.9-2050 LVF-2.0-2050 LVF-4.0-2050
2.2. Model Formulation












E f ,cinst + x f ,c·E f ,ccap · f c
)
(2)
The fossil energy sources, i = f, consider electricity generation from coal, co; diesel, d; gas g and
fuel oil o, while electricity generation from clean energy sources, i = c, considers the use of biomass, bm;
carbon capture and storage, ccs; eolic, eo; photovoltaic, phv; geothermal, gtr; hydraulic, hdr; nuclear, nc
and solar concentration, sc.
The proposed model determines superstructure electricity generation in each analyzed period
taking into account electricity contribution generated in a period prior to the analyzed one, E f ,cins ,
the number of power plants generation x f ,c and the capacity of each power plant, E f ,ccap as well as
a coefficient fc to homogenize units.
Total country annual cost of electricity generation from each energy plant as well as the emissions
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where a f ,c represents investment costs, b f ,c is the associated cost from fuel type used and finally c f ,c
represents operation and maintenance cost, considering fixed and variable costs, taken from Generation,
Costs and Reference Parameters for the Formulation of Investment Projects for the Mexican Electricity
Sector (COPAR) [20] and Special Report of the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change (SRIPCC)
of 2012 [21].







E f ,c·CO2eq f ,c
)
(4)
COeq f ,c factor is particular for each type of fuel, taken from the INECC [7] and SRIPCC [21].
In an integrated manner, for each analyzed electricity demand condition, TAC of optimized
electricity generation, matrix formed by the number of power plants required to satisfy the demand,
integrated by power plants that use fossil fuel technologies and clean, as well as the emissions generated
by each type of technology are calculated.
2.3. Solution Strategy
To determine the set of optimal solutions that satisfy governmental criteria in each electrical
demand condition, epsilon constraint method [22] is implemented in the proposed model. The Pareto
chart is constructed using that demand condition and optimized TAC. The epsilon constraint method
satisfies governmental objectives proposed in the GCCL and NCCS, (2012) and (2013), respectively.
These restrictions have implications to be considered in the application of the model, presented in
Equations (5) and (6).
E f < % f ·Ed (5)
Ec < %c·Ed (6)
Ef is the amount of electric energy generated from fossil sources, Ec is the amount of electric
energy generated from clean sources, described in Table 2 and in Figure 5.
Table 2. Objectives and goals to electricity generation by source energy defined in the General Climate
Change Law (GCCL) Prepared by the authors based on public data from cited Reference [10].
Electricity Generation Percentage by Energy Source, %




The model considers linear tendency and it was formulated in the General Algebraic Modelling
System (GAMS) software used for modelling and mathematical optimization. The results obtained for
each condition is shown in Table 1 and under the restrictions presented in Table 2 are detailed in the
next section.
The restrictions are used in MES planning scenarios throughout the analysis period.
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Figure 5. Governmental objectives to satisfy in General Climate Change Law (GCCL). Prepared by the
authors based on data from cited reference [10].
3. Results
The modelling scenarios are presented in each electricity demand condition at three different
conditions: electricity generation costs, optimized power plants number and generated emissions by
this activity.
3.1. Electricity Demand
Electricity demand conditions determined with two population models throughout the analyzed
period is presented in Figure 6. Three analyzed demand conditions using LVF presents a growth rate
of 13% during all period, meanwhile the corresponding three analyzed demand conditions growth
rate using CVF model is 50% are shown.
 
Figure 6. The analyzed electricity demand conditions determined with two population models and
three demand conditions per capita. Prepared by the authors based on data from cited reference [19].
Electricity demand for both population models shows similar behavior, at first sight, both vary
directly with time, however, it is possible to identify differences. Electricity demand determined with
the LVF model presents three different stages throughout the period of analysis. From the beginning of
the analysis until the year 2030 a constant growth is observed, followed by a stage without growth
until the year 2045; finally, in the last stage of the period, the modelling shows a demand deceleration.
The electric demand with the CVF model shows a constant behavior throughout the analysis period,
basically an incessant increase.
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3.2. TAC of Electricity Power Generation and Optimized Centrals Number
Once the energy demand to be supplied has been defined throughout the analyzed period, the
modelling takes the TAC of electric power generation and number of plants for takes two population
models (LVF and CVF) and three demand conditions (1.9, 2.0 and 4.0 MWh per capita). In order to
determine the number of power plants, priority is given to those that use clean technologies and
minimize those of fossil technologies.
Optimized TACs of electricity power generation compute differences between the two population
models. The corresponding one from demand determined with LVF population model shows an almost
constant growth, however, the demand decreases in the last period of the analysis, specifically in the last
two decades. Maximum electricity demand is located in years 2035 and 2045, after this period, electricity
demand has a decreasing tendency. This behavior is observed for the three demand conditions.
Optimized TACs present a different behavior using the CVF model—it grows directly proportional
to electricity demand during the entire analyzed period. Details for the scenarios using both population
models are presented next.
3.2.1. LVF Population Model
Details for the electricity demand determined using LVF population model as a function of TAC
and optimized power plants number are analyzed and classified as fossil fuel and clean fuels of energy
supply in Figure 7. Total electricity demand is presented by (T), electricity demand from fossil fuels
are represented by (F) and electricity demand from clean fuels are represented by (C). Total electricity
demand exhibit positive growth behavior meanwhile electricity demand from fossil technologies show
an opposite trend as a function of time. Clean technologies have a constant growth meaning the main
energy technologies to be employed are from clean energy sources.
Figure 7. Scheme of the optimized power plants generation centrals number minimizing Total Annual
Cost (TAC) of electricity generation for Low Variability of Fertility (LVF) population model [19] and three
electricity demand conditions per capita. Prepared by the authors based on data from cited reference.
Clean energy electricity demand shows a growth rate of 204.37%, meanwhile electricity demand
from fossil energy sources has a decrease of 30.04% at the end of analyzed period respect year 2010.
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If fossil fuel energy (F) does not have new investment, just maintenance, then the value in Figure 7 is
relatively low, compared with that of clean energy, so F looks like 0, until the value is 2.1E + 08.
The case of the electricity demand of 1.9 KWh per capita shows total electricity supply from 2010
to 2050 initializing at 2.46 TWh until it rises to 2.80 TWh at the end of the analyzed period. This energy
requirement impacts directly in the number of electric power plants necessary to satisfy this demand,
presenting a growth rate from 11.27% and 99.51% from fossil and clean energy sources, respectively,
at the end of the analyzed period.
Electricity demand of 2.0 KWh per capita, shows that the electricity supply in the analyzed period
starts at 2.60 TWh until it raises 2.95 TWh. This energy requirement impacts directly in the number of
electric power plants necessary to satisfy this demand, which presents a growth rate from 11.06% and
75.69% from fossil and clean energy sources.
The Electricity demand of 4.0 KWh per capita, shows electricity to supply from from 2010 to 2050
initializing with 5.18 TWh until it raises 5.90 TWh. It is important to highlight that even though this
is a necessity, electricity demand presents a growth rate of 9.38% and 74.98%, from fossil and clean
energy sources, respectively.
Optimized matrix of number of electricity generating power plants from fossil and clean energy
sources to satisfy the demand of 1.9 MWh per capita are presented in Figures 8 and 9.
Figure 8. Optimized power plants number from fossil energy resource for 1.9 MWh per capita demand
with the LVF model.
As can be appreciated from Figure 8, optimized fossil power plants’ number for demand electricity
condition of 1.9 MWh per capita, presents a quasi-constant behavior during the analyzed period; only
a minimum growth is observed from gas power plants number.
The optimized power plants’ number from clean sources presents discrete but constant growth
during the whole analyzed period. Power plants which use technology from bioenergy source present
higher growth, although their contribution is modest. Hydraulics is a technology source with the
greatest contribution within the energy matrix.
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Figure 9. Optimized power plants number from clean energy resource for 1.9 MWh per capita demand
with LVF model.
The number of electricity demand per capita of 2.0 MWh of optimized fossil and clean power
plants is presented in Figures 10 and 11. The model shows that the optimized fossil power plant’s
number remains almost constant during the whole analyzed period, meanwhile the optimized clean
power plant’s number present a discrete growth.
Figure 10. Optimized power plants number from fossil energy resource for 2.0 MWh per capita demand
with the LVF model.
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Figure 11. Optimized power plants number from clean energy resource for 2.0 MWh per capita demand
with the LVF model.
Optimized fossil and clean power plants number of electricity demand per capita of 4.0 MWh are
presented in Figures 12 and 13.
Figure 12. Optimized power plants number from fossil energy resource for 4.0 MWh per capita demand
with the LVF model.
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Figure 13. Optimized power plants number from clean energy resource for 4.0 MWh per capita demand
with the LVF model.
In this electricity demand case, fossil power plants present an almost constant behavior, contrary
to clean energy sources for which growth is constant, discrete but constant. Power plants which use
technology from bioenergy and hydraulic sources present higher growth, although their contribution
is modest.
3.2.2. CVF Population Model
Electricity demand determined using CVF population model is presented disaggregated between
fossil fuel and clean fuels of energy supply the in analyzed period in Figure 14. Total electricity supply
is presented by (T), electricity supply from fossil fuels are represented by (F) and electricity supply
from clean fuels are represented by (C). Total electricity supply presents positive a growth behavior
meanwhile electricity supply from fossil technologies present an opposite trend and at the same time,
clean technologies present a constant growth meaning main energy technologies to be employed are
from clean energy sources.
Electricity supply for demand from clean energy sources presents a growth rate of 310.24%,
meanwhile electricity demand from fossil energy sources presents a decrease of 5.70% at the end of
analyzed period respect year 2010. Same aspect for F values close to 0 were explained on Figure 7.
Electricity demand of 2.0 KWh per capita, shows electricity to supply in analyzed period starts
with 2.60 TWh until it raises 3.98 TWh impacting directly in the number of electric power plants
generation necessary to satisfy this demand, presenting a growth rate from 25.21% and 149.78% from
fossil and clean energy sources, respectively, in the end of analyzed period.
The case of electricity demand of 4.0 KWh per capita, shows electricity to supply from year 2010 to
year 2050 initializing with 5.18 TWh until it raises 7.95 TWh. This energy increment implies a growth rate
of optimized power plants of 21.40% and 148.36%, from fossil and clean energy sources, respectively.
Optimized fossil and clean power plants number of electricity demand per capita of 1.9 MWh are
presented in Figures 15 and 16. For this condition, optimized total power plants are calculated to be
313, from which 99 are planned to be from fossil technology and the rest from clean technology.
The optimized power plants’ number from fossil fuel sources behaves quite similar to results
obtained when the LVF population model is used, that means, power plant number present an almost
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constant behavior during all analyzed period, only gas power plants slightly increase. Clean power
plants number presents a discrete but constant growth being bioenergy power plants the technology
which presents higher growth, although their contribution is modest. Hydraulic is also the technology
which presents the greatest contribution in the energy matrix.
Figure 14. Schematic optimized power plants generation centrals number minimizing total annual
cost (TAC) of electricity generation for the CVF population model [19] and three electricity demand
conditions per capita. Prepared by the authors based on data from own results.
Figure 15. Optimized power plants number from fossil energy resource for 1.9 MWh per capita demand
with the CVF model.
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Figure 16. Optimized power plants number from clean energy resource for 1.9 MWh per capita demand
with the CVF model.
To satisfy electricity demand of 2.0 MWh per capita, required optimized fossil and clean power
plants number are presented in Figures 17 and 18.
Figure 17. Optimized power plants number from fossil energy resource for 2.0 MWh per capita demand
with the CVF model.
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Figure 18. Optimized power plants number from clean energy resource for 2.0 MWh per capita demand
with the CVF model.
Electricity demand of 4.0 MWh per capita, required optimized fossil and clean power plants
number are presented in Figures 19 and 20.
Figure 19. Optimized power plants number from fossil energy resource for 4.0 MWh per capita demand
with the CVF model.
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Figure 20. Optimized power plants number from clean energy resource for 4.0 MWh per capita demand
with the CVF model.
From Figure 19 a behavior similar to the LVF model is observed which means quasi-constant
growth during the analysis period for all technologies except gas. The number of plants that use
gas presents an increase almost 50% at the end of the period compared to the initial number. The
complement of the matrix of optimized power plants from clean plants is presented in Figure 20. As it
is observed, clean power number presents constant growth during analyzed period. Power plants
which use bioenergy technology present highest growth, with a modest contribution. The energy
source with the greatest contribution within the energy matrix corresponds to the hydraulic resource.
It is important to bear in mind that the determined power plant number corresponds to the
required plants in each analyzed period, taking as references the number of plants installed at the
beginning of the analysis.
Each optimized TAC of electricity power generation condition, implies the energy matrix definition
to satisfy the electricity demand as well as CO2eq emissions intrinsic to this process. CO2eq generated
due this process are presented below and complement the proposed scenarios in each analyzed period.
3.2.3. CO2eq Emissions
CO2eq emissions generated by optimized number of fossil and clean power plants are presented
by energy type energy source—fossil and clean.
Produced emissions using fossil sources as primary energy in electrical energy generation for
three population demands are presented in Figure 21.
As shown, CO2eq emissions present a decrease as the analysis period increases, expected behavior
given that contribution from this energy type source decreases, satisfying objectives proposed in the
General Climate Change Law (GCCL) [10].
The corresponding emissions produced by clean sources as primary energy in electricity generation
are presented in Figure 22.
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Figure 21. CO2eq emissions generated by fossil central power plants for three electricity demand per
capita and two population models. Prepared by the authors based on own results.
 
Figure 22. CO2eq emissions generated by clean central power plants for three electricity demand per
capita and two population models. Prepared by the authors based on own results.
CO2eq emissions generated with clean technologies show an inverse behavior of emissions
generated from fossil fuels, that means increasing directly with the period of analysis, however, it is
very important to note the amount of emissions generated with this type of energy is, at least, three
magnitude orders lower than emissions from fossil sources, satisfying the objective proposed in the
General Climate Change Law, GCCL [11].
4. Discussion
Energy planning to explore possible alternative scenarios is a necessary tool for the economic
development of the country in the face of global, regional events and international commitments
acquired in the face of climate change. This tool serves to guide those responsible for energy policy
and regulators in the development of policies to visualize scenarios of energy development that allow
to contribute effectively to the sustainable growth of the region as well as to demonstrate the impact
of policies and plans established in the short and long term. For two grow population model the
Figures 23 and 24 are plotted as follow. The data is obtained from the detailed model in Section 2.2.
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Figure 23. LVF Energy superstructure scenario satisfying governmental objectives from GCCL and
National Climate Change Strategy (NCCS) [11,12] compared with IEA scenarios. Prepared by the
authors based on own results and public data from cited Reference [18].
 
Figure 24. CVF Energy superstructure scenario satisfying governmental objectives from GCCL and
NCCS [11,12] compared with IEA scenarios. Prepared by the authors based on own results and public
data from cited Reference [18].
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In these Figures 23 and 24, for the 2015 year, all scenarios take 10% approximately for carbon
transformation in the bottom of the columns. The oil plants are close 5% for 1.9, 2.0 and 4.0% except
IEA. For IEA in 2015 about 10% was reported. Diesel plants are very low, close to 1% and for IEA it is
not reported. The biggest contribution for this scenarios, including IEA is gas process plant, this model
has a 61.2% value and IEA is 57.3%. For clean source the values are 21.9 calculated for this model and
20.7% for IEA data.
The maximum deviations for the gas process plant are from 6.3 to 6.8% based on this modelling
and IEA reports in 2015. For that year the clean energy variation is from 5.4 to 5.7% variation.
On 2020 calculation, the fossil energy is 73.5%, 73.5% and 73.8% for 1.9, 2.0 and 4.0 scenarios
respectively. For IEA projection, fossil energy is 69.0%. The maximum deviation goes from 6.1 to
6.5%. For clean energy, the values are 26.5, 26.5 and 26.2 for 1.9, 2.0 and 4.0 scenarios respectively. But
IEA the predicted value is 31.0%. This mean the largest deviation value for our modelling: 14.5% to
16.9% variation.
On 2025, the fossil energy is computed as 68.7% for any scenario and for IEA is 66.8%. This is
a variation close to 2.75%. Clean energy values are 31.3% from this work and 33.2% from IEA. This is
a variation from 5.7 to 6.0%.
On 2030 predictions, the values for fossil energy the value is constant at 63.8% and for IEA 61.1%.
This variation is just from 4.2 to 4.4% for all scenarios. Clean energy for that year is 36.2% compared
with IEA 38.9%. Those values have been 6.9% to 7.4% lower.
For 2035 compared values, fossil energy is 59.5% from our model, compared with 59.6% for
IEA prediction. They are almost the same value (0.1% variation). This is similar behavior for clean
energy—our modelling reports 40.5 and IEA 40.4 (0.2% variation).
Predictions for 2040 for fossil energy must be 55.9% compared with 57.6% from IEA. These values
represent 2.95% variation. Clean energy are 44.1% and 42.4% for this work and IEA, respectively.
The variation is close to 3.9%.
The IEA do not report for 2045 and 2050. The values for fossil energy are 52.9% and 49.9% for these
years. Then the clean energy 47.1 and 50.1% for same years, respectively. This is the goal for NCCS.
There are considerations in each model described in Section 3.2 and a consequence of these,
the resulting data are not the same.
Like other optimized models, there are disadvantages, for example dependency of macroeconomic
circumstances such as technology cost trends, as well as demographic dependency population but this
dependency is inherent to the modelling process.
5. Conclusions
This paper has proposed a model that satisfactorily defines energy scenarios integrated by the
optimized matrix of power plants required to satisfy the electricity demand, by optimized costs of
electricity generation as well as CO2eq emissions produced by this process. In each analysis scenario,
governmental objectives with impact on energy security, economy and environmental sustainability
are reached satisfactory.
Electricity demand presents a constant growth with both models and three conditions for almost
all the period of analysis. This growth is reflected in the gradual increase in the number of plants
needed to meet demand. Power plants which use fossil technologies, specifically gas, are those that
increase, the rest kept constant. Power plants that use clean source technologies, show a gradual
growth, highlighting hydraulics and biomass. The results indicate, in each scenario analyzed, CO2eq
emissions satisfy objectives proposed in the General Climate Change Law [11], thus, despite the
increase in electricity demand, CO2eq emissions of a reverse behavior.
With the application of the proposed model to the MES, scenarios obtained from applying
restricted public policies are visualized. In this scenarios each optimal conditions to achieve goals
and plans established in the short and long term are visualized. Given the results obtained with this
proposed model, bases are laid with possibility of using the model to identify alternative scenarios to
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the optimal ones as well as to evaluate costs of environmental impacts of the technologies in different
stages of modelling.
This modelling would be implemented for another country’s conditions with few data to predict
good agreement with IEA long-term predictions. For the Mexico case, the energy superstructures
percentage contribution for 2025 and forward years shows a 7.4% variation or lower compared with
this work and IEA data.
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PARAMETERS
*************************************************COSTS (USD/MWh neto)*********************************************
******************************* INVESTMENT COSTS BY ENERGY FUEL*****************************************
afoscarb CARBON /37.39/










arenvftrm SOLAR CONCENTRATION /180/
***************************** ASSOCIATED COST FROM FUEL TYPE **********************************
bfoscarb CARBON /27.57/









brenvftrm SOLAR CONCENTRATION /0/
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COST, INCLUDING FIXED AND VARIABLE COSTS *
cfoscarb CARBON /8.13/









crenvftrm SOLAR CONCENTRATION /20/
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*********************** CO2eq BY FUEL (Kg CO2/MWh)************************
ECO2eqfoscarb CARBON /1089.81/









ECO2eqrenvftrm SOLAR CONCENTRATION /14/
Fdemand ANNUAL NATIONAL ELECTRICITY DEMAND MWh /246381740/
* ELECTRICITY CONTRIBUTION GENERATED IN A PERIOD PRIOR TO THE ANALYZED (MWh)*
Ffcarbins CARBON /18380000/










Frftrmins SOLAR CONCENTRATION /0/
***************************** CAPACITY OF POWER PLANT (MW)*****************************************
Fcapfoscarb CARBON /2600/










Fcaprenvftrm SOLAR CONCENTRATION /960/
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EQUATIONS
R1 ANNUAL ELECTRICY DEMAND
R2 FOSSIL FUEL CONTRUIBUTION TO ELECTRICITY DEMAND
R3 CLEAN FUEL CONTRUIBUTION TO ELECTRICITY DEMAND
R4 ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM CARBON
R5 ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM FUEL OIL
R6 ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM DIESEL
R7 ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM GAS
R8 ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM BIOMAS
R9 ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM CARBON CAPTURE AND STORAGE
R10 ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM EOLIC
R11 ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM PHOTOVOLTAIC
R12 ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM GEOTHERMAL
R13 ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM HYDRAULIC
R14 ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM NUCLEAR
R15 ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM SOLAR CONCENTRATION
*************************************COSTS********************************************
R16 TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION
R17 TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM FOSSIL FUELS
R18 TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM CLEAN FUELS
R19 TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM CARBON
R20 TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM OIL FUEL
R21 TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM DIESEL
R22 TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM GAS
R23 TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM BIOMAS
R24
TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM CARBON CAPTURE AND
STORAGE
R25 TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM EOLIC
R26 TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM PHOTOVOLTAIC
R27 TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM GEOTHERMAL
R28 TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM HYDRAULIC
R29 TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM NUCLEAR
R30 TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM SOLAR CONCENTRATION
*************************************CO2eq EMISSIONS********************************************
R31 CO2eq EMISSION FROM TOTAL ELECTRICITY GENERATION
R32 CO2eq EMISSION FROM ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM FOSSIL FUELS
R33 CO2eq EMISSION FROM ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM CLEAN FUELS
R34 CO2eq EMISSION FROM ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM CARBON
R35 CO2eq EMISSION FROM ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM FUEL OIL
R36 CO2eq EMISSION FROM ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM DIESEL
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R37 CO2eq EMISSION FROM ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM GAS
R38 CO2eq EMISSION FROM ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM BIOMAS
R39 CO2eq EMISSION FROM ELECTRICITY GENERATION FROM CARBON CAPTURE AND STORAGE
R40 CO2eq EMISSION FROM ELECTRICITY GENERATION EOLIC
R41 CO2eq EMISSION FROM ELECTRICITY GENERATION PHOTOVOLTAIC
R42 CO2eq EMISSION FROM ELECTRICITY GENERATION GEOTHERMIC
R43 CO2eq EMISSION FROM ELECTRICITY GENERATION HYDRAULIC
R44 CO2eq EMISSION FROM ELECTRICITY GENERATION NUCLEAR
R45 CO2eq EMISSION FROM ELECTRICITY GENERATION SOLAR CONCENTRATION
*************************************RESTRICTIONS********************************************
R46 ELECTRICITY CONTRIBUTION FROM CARBON
R47 ELECTRICITY CONTRIBUTION FROM FUEL OIL
R48 ELECTRICITY CONTRIBUTION FROM DIESEL
R49 ELECTRICITY CONTRIBUTION FROM GAS
R50 ELECTRICITY CONTRIBUTION FROM BIOMAS
R51 ELECTRICITY CONTRIBUTION FROM CARBON CAPTURE AND STORAGE
R52 ELECTRICITY CONTRIBUTION FROM EOLIC
R53 ELECTRICITY CONTRIBUTION FROM PHOTOVOLTAIC
R54 ELECTRICITY CONTRIBUTION FROM GEOTHERMIC
R55 ELECTRICITY CONTRIBUTION FROM HYDRAULIC
R56 ELECTRICITY CONTRIBUTION FROM NUCLEAR
R57 ELECTRICITY CONTRIBUTION FROM SOLAR CONCENTRATION
R58 ELECTRICITY CONTRIBUTION FROM FOSSIL FUELS
R59 TOTAL NUMBER OF POWER PLANTS GENERATION
R60 FOSSIL NUMBER OF POWER PLANTS GENERATION
R61 CLEAN NUMBER OF POWER PLANTS GENERATION
********************************************MODEL***********************************************************
***************************************ELECTRICIY CALCULUS ***************************************************
R1.. Fdemand = E = Ffos + Frenv;
R2.. Ffos = E = Ffoscarb + Ffoscomb + Ffosdis + Ffosgas;
R3..
Frenv = E = Frenvbio + Frenvcscrb + Frenveol + Frenvftv + Frenvftrm + Frenvgtm + Frenvhdr +
Frenvnucl;
*************************FÓSILES*****************************************************************************
R4.. Ffoscarb =L= Ffcarbins + ( Fcapfoscarb * xfoscarb * 8760 * fafoscarb);
R5.. Ffoscomb =L= Ffcombins + ( Fcapfoscomb * xfoscomb * 8760 * fafoscomb);
R6.. Ffosdis =L= Ffdisins + ( Fcapfosdis * xfosdis * 8760 * fafosdis);
R7.. Ffosgas =L= Ffgasins + ( Fcapfosgas * xfosgas * 8760 * fafosgas);
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*************************RENOVABLES**************************************************************************
R8.. Frenvbio =L= Frbioins + ( Fcaprenvbio * xrenvbio * 8760 * farenvbio) ;
R9.. Frenvcscrb =L= Frcscrbins + ( Fcaprenvcscrb * xrenvcscrb * 8760 * farenvcscrb) ;
R10.. Frenveol =L= Freolins + ( Fcaprenveol * xrenveol * 8760 * farenveol) ;
R11.. Frenvftv =L= Frftvins + ( Fcaprenvftv * xrenvftv * 8760 * farenvftv) ;
R12.. Frenvftrm =L= Frftrmins + ( Fcaprenvftrm * xrenvftrm * 8760 * farenvftrm) ;
R13.. Frenvgtm =L= Frgtmins + ( Fcaprenvgtm * xrenvgtm * 8760 * farenvgtm) ;
R14.. Frenvhdr =L= Frhdrins + ( Fcaprenvhdr * xrenvhdr * 8760 * farenvhdr) ;
R15.. Frenvnucl =L= Frnuclins + ( Fcaprenvnucl * xrenvnucl * 8760 * farenvnucl) ;
*********************************************************************************
********************************COST CALCULUS************************************************************
R16.. TAC =E= Costfos + Costrenv ;
R17.. Costfos =E= Costfoscarb + Costfoscomb + Costfosdis + Costfosgas ;
R18..
Costrenv =E= Costrenvbio + Costrenvcscrb + Costrenveol + Costrenvftv + Costrenvftrm +
Costrenvgtm + Costrenvhdr + Costrenvnucl;
R19.. Costfoscarb =E= Ffoscarb * (afoscarb + bfoscarb + cfoscarb) * 1000 ;
R20.. Costfoscomb =E= Ffoscomb * (afoscomb + bfoscomb + cfoscomb) * 1000 ;
R21.. Costfosdis =E= Ffosdis * (afosdis + bfosdis + cfosdis) * 1000 ;
R22.. Costfosgas =E= Ffosgas * (afosgas + bfosgas + cfosgas) * 1000 ;
R23.. Costrenvbio =E= Frenvbio * (arenvbio + brenvbio + crenvbio) * 1000 ;
R24.. Costrenvcscrb =E= Frenvcscrb * (arenvcscrb + brenvcscrb + crenvcscrb) * 1000 ;
R25.. Costrenveol =E= Frenveol * (arenveol + brenveol + crenveol) * 1000 ;
R26.. Costrenvftv =E= Frenvftv * (arenvftv + brenvftv + crenvftv) * 1000 ;
R27.. Costrenvgtm =E= Frenvgtm * (arenvgtm + brenvgtm + crenvgtm) * 1000 ;
R28.. Costrenvhdr =E= Frenvhdr * (arenvhdr + brenvhdr + crenvhdr) * 1000 ;
R29.. Costrenvnucl =E= Frenvnucl * (arenvnucl + brenvnucl + crenvnucl) * 1000
R30.. Costrenvftrm =E= Frenvftrm * (arenvftrm + brenvftrm + crenvftrm) * 1000 ;
********************************************************************************
R31.. EFdemand =E= EFfos + EFrenv;
***********************************************************************************************************
**************************** EMISSIONS CALCULUS*******************************************
R32.. EFfos =E= EFfoscarb + EFfoscomb + EFfosdis + EFfosgas ;
R33..
EFrenv =E= EFrenvbio + EFrenvcscrb + EFrenveol + EFrenvftv + EFrenvftrm + EFrenvgtm +
EFrenvhdr;
***************************DE FUENTES FÓSILES*******************************************************
R34.. EFfoscarb =E= ECO2eqfoscarb * Ffoscarb ;
R35.. EFfoscomb =E= ECO2eqfoscomb * Ffoscomb ;
R36.. EFfosdis =E= ECO2eqfosdis * Ffosdis ;
R37.. EFfosgas =E= ECO2eqfosgas * Ffosgas ;
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***************************DE FUENTES RENOVABLES************************************************************
R38.. EFrenvbio =E= ECO2eqrenvbio * Frenvbio ;
R39.. EFrenvcscrb =E= ECO2eqrenvcscrb * Frenvcscrb ;
R40.. EFrenveol =E= ECO2eqrenveol * Frenveol ;
R41.. EFrenvftv =E= ECO2eqrenvftv * Frenvftv ;
R42.. EFrenvftrm =E= ECO2eqrenvftrm * Frenvftrm ;
R43.. EFrenvgtm =E= ECO2eqrenvgtm * Frenvgtm ;
R44.. EFrenvhdr =E= ECO2eqrenvhdr * Frenvhdr ;
R45.. EFrenvnucl =E= ECO2eqrenvnucl * Frenvnucl ;
**************************PERCENTAGE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTIONS**************************
R46.. Ffoscarb =L= Ffos ;
R47.. Ffoscomb =L= Ffos ;
R48.. Ffosdis =L= Ffos ;
R49.. Ffosgas =L= Ffos ;
R50.. Frenvbio =L= Fdemand - Ffos ;
R51.. Frenvcscrb =L= Fdemand - Ffos ;
R52.. Frenveol =L= Fdemand - Ffos ;
R53.. Frenvftv =L= Fdemand - Ffos ;
R54.. Frenvftrm =L= Fdemand - Ffos ;
R55.. Frenvgtm =L= Fdemand - Ffos ;
R56.. Frenvhdr =L= Fdemand - Ffos ;
R57.. Frenvnucl =L= Fdemand - Ffos ;
************FOSSIL PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION ***********
R58.. Ffos =L= Fdemand * 0.8132 ;
*****************************CENTTRAL NUMERO DE CENTRALES********************************
R59.. xtot =E= xf + xr ;
R60.. Xf =E= xfoscarb + xfoscomb + xfosdis + xfosgas ;
R61..
xr =E= xrenvbio + xrenvcscrb + xrenveol + xrenvftv + xrenvftrm + xrenvgtm + xrenvhdr +
xrenvnucl;
***********************NUMBER OF POWER PLANTS GENERATION *****************************************
Ffoscarb.LO = Fdemand * 0.11 ;
Ffoscarb.UP = Fdemand * 0.115 ;
Ffoscomb.LO = Fdemand * 0.075 ;
Ffoscomb.UP = Fdemand * 0.0781 ;
Ffosdis.LO = Fdemand * 0.008 ;
Ffosdis.UP = Fdemand * 0.01 ;
Ffosgas.LO = Fdemand * 0.45 ;
Ffosgas.UP = Fdemand * 0.61 ;
Frenvbio.LO = Fdemand * 0.00 ;
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Frenvbio.UP = Fdemand * 0.003 ;
Frenvcscrb.LO = Fdemand * 0.00 ;
Frenvcscrb.UP = Fdemand * 0.00 ;
Frenveol.LO = Fdemand * 0.190 ;
Frenveol.UP = Fdemand * 0.013 ;
Frenvftrm.LO = Fdemand * 0.00 ;
Frenvftrm.UP = Fdemand * 0.00 ;
Frenvftv.LO = Fdemand * 0.0055 ;
Frenvftv.UP = Fdemand * 0.0115 ;
Frenvgtm.LO = Fdemand * 0.0145 ;
Frenvgtm.UP = Fdemand * 0.015 ;
Frenvhdr.LO = Fdemand * 0.11 ;
Frenvhdr.UP = Fdemand * 0.1194 ;
Frenvnucl.LO = Fdemand * 0.05 ;
Frenvnucl.UP = Fdemand * 0.027 ;
MODEL PCL05 /ALL/;
SOLVE PCL05 USING MIP MINIMIZING TAC;
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Abstract: Tabular Q-learning (QL) can be easily implemented into a controller to realize self-learning
energy management control of a plug-in hybrid electric bus (PHEB). However, the “curse of
dimensionality” problem is difficult to avoid, as the design space is huge. This paper proposes a
QL-PMP algorithm (QL and Pontryagin minimum principle (PMP)) to address the problem. The main
novelty is that the difference between the feedback SOC (state of charge) and the reference SOC is
exclusively designed as state, and then a limited state space with 50 rows and 25 columns is proposed.
The off-line training process shows that the limited state space is reasonable and adequate for the
self-learning; the Hardware-in-Loop (HIL) simulation results show that the QL-PMP strategy can
be implemented into a controller to realize real-time control, and can on average improve the fuel
economy by 20.42%, compared to the charge depleting–charge sustaining (CDCS) strategy.
Keywords: plug-in hybrid electric bus; energy management; Q-learning; limited state space;
Hardware-in-Loop (HIL) simulation
1. Introduction
Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) is a promising approach for energy-saving and lowering
emissions, which would help the problems of energy shortage, global warming, and environment
pollution [1]. Moreover, the advantage of the PHEV can be maximized by a well-designed energy
management strategy (EMS) [2].
Rule-based control strategy is one of the most widely used methods in real-world situation, due to
its easy implementation and real-time control performances [3]. Moreover, many investigations have
demonstrated that the blended charge depletion (BCD) mode is the most efficient strategy, namely,
the SOC can continuously decline to the expected value (such as 0.3) at the destination of route [4,5].
However, known driving conditions are usually indispensable for the BCD strategy, which brings
great challenge to practical application.
Since the EMS can be taken as a nonlinearly constrained optimization control problem, the BCD
mode can be well realized by optimal control methods [6]. It can be further classified into two categories:
The optimization-based and the adaptive strategies [7]. The optimization-based strategies, such as
dynamic programming (DP), Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle (PMP), and Equivalent Consumption
Minimization Strategy (ECMS), can obtain global optimization solutions [8–10]. However, driving
conditions need to be known prior to use, which is the reason that they cannot be directly used in
real-world situations and are usually only taken as the benchmark for other strategies. In contrast, the
adaptive strategy has great potential in practical application [7]. For example, a model predictive control
(MPC)-based EMS was proposed by combining Markov chain, DP, and a reference SOC plan method,
based on the principle of receding horizon control [11]. An Adaptive PMP (A-PMP)-based-EMS was
proposed by combining PI, PMP, and reference SOC plan method, based on the principle of feedback
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control [12]. An Adaptive ECMS (A-ECMS)-based-EMS was proposed by combining ECMS and particle
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms, where the equivalent factors (EFs) were firstly optimized, and
then the actual EF was recognized based on a look-up table constituted by the optimized EFs [13].
A driving pattern recognition-based EMS was proposed based on PSO algorithm, where a series of
typical reference cycles were firstly optimized off-line, then the corresponding optimal results were
taken as the sampling sets for real-time control [14].
Reinforcement learning (RL) is an intelligent method that can be used in EMS, where Q-learning
(QL) is the most popular method. It can be further classified into tabular and deep learning methods.
The former can easily solve the self-learning problem, by employing a simplified Q-table. However,
the state and the action should be discretized and the “curse of dimensionality” problem may be
introduced once the state space is huge. In contrast, the Q-table will be substituted by neural network
(NN) in the deep learning-based-EMS, and the control problem with continuous variable can also be
solved. For the former, Ref. [15] proposed a Tabular QL-based EMS, where the required power, the
velocity, and the SOC were taken as the states, meanwhile, the current of the battery and the shifting
instruction of the automated mechanical transmission (AMT) were taken as the actions. Ref. [16]
proposed a similar method by employing a Markov chain and a Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence
rate, where the power, the SOC and the state of voltage (SOC) were taken as the states, meanwhile, the
current of the battery was taken as the action. Ref. [17] proposed a different Tabular QL-based EMS,
where the SOC and the speed of the engine were taken as the states, and the throttle of the engine
was taken as the action. For the latter, Ref. [18] proposed a deep QL (DQL)-based EMS based on NN,
where the SOC, the engine power, the velocity and the acceleration were taken as the states, and the
increment of the engine power was taken as the action. Ref. [19] proposed a similar DQL method,
where the required torque and the SOC were taken as the states, and the engine torque was taken as
the action. Ref. [20] proposed a different DQL-based EMS with AC (action–critic) framework, where
the speed together with the torque of the wheel, the SOC together with the voltage of the battery, and
the gear position of the AMT were taken as the states, meanwhile, the power of the motor was taken
as the action. Ref. [21] proposed an interesting DQL-based EMS using a neural network, where the
required power at the wheels, the SOC together with the distance to destination were taken as the
states, and the power of the engine was taken as the action. Nevertheless, the existing tabular QL
based-methods usually have huge state space, which is easy to result in the “curse of dimensionality”
problem. On the other hand, the control performance of the DQL method may be greatly deteriorated
once the fitting precision of NN is low. Moreover, the high computation burden of the deep learning
may also restrict its application in currently used controllers.
This paper aims at solving the practical application problem of self-learning energy management
for a single-parallel plug-in hybrid electric bus (PHEB). Since the shift instruction (discrete variable)
and the throttle of the engine (continuous variable) can simultaneously influence the fuel economy
of the vehicle, a mixed control variable with compact format is deployed into the control strategy.
The main innovation of this paper is that a QL-PMP-based EMS is proposed, by combining the QL and
the PMP algorithms, where the mixed control variables can be indirectly solved by the PMP using
a self-learned co-state from the QL. More importantly, since the co-state is mainly dependent on the
difference between the feedback SOC and the reference SOC, a limited state space with 50 rows and 23
columns is designed. Because the state space is greatly reduced, the QL-PMP algorithm can be directly
implemented into controller.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The configuration, parameters and models
of the PHEB are described in Section 2. The QL-PMP algorithm is formulated in Section 3. The training
process is discussed in Section 4. The Hardware-in-Loop (HIL) simulation results are detailed in
Section 5, and the conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
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2. The Configuration, Parameters, and Models of the PHEB
The single-parallel PHEB is shown in Figure 1, which includes an engine, a motor, an AMT,
a clutch, and a battery pack.
Figure 1. The configuration of the plug-in hybrid electric bus (PHEB).
The engine and the motor will work coordinately to provide the required power of the PHEB,
and the battery pack is the energy source for the motor. The clutch can change the driving modes
during the vehicle runs. In specific, the regenerative braking and the pure electric driving modes can
be realized when the clutch is disengaged, otherwise, the hybrid driving with or without charging
mode can be realized. In addition, the detailed parameters of the PHEB are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The parameters of the PHEB. AMT: automated mechanical transmission.
Item Description
Vehicle Curb mass (kg): 8500
Passengers Maximum number: 60; Passenger’s mass (kg): 70
AMT Speed ratios: 4.09:2.45:1.5:0.81
Final drive Speed ratio: 5.571
Engine Max torque (Nm): 639
Max power (kW): 120
Motor
Max torque (Nm): 604
Max power (kW): 94
Battery Capacity (Ah): 35
2.1. Modeling the Engine
The modeling of the engine can be classified into theoretical and empirical methods. The former
is formulated by combustion, fluid mechanics, and dynamic theories. As shown in Figure 2, the
instantaneous fuel consumption of the engine can be interpolated by the brake specific fuel consumption
(BSFC) map, based on Equation (1).
.
me =





me denotes the instantaneous fuel consumption of the engine; Te denotes the torque of the
engine; ωe denotes the rotational speed of the engine; be denotes the fuel consumption rate of the
engine, which can be obtained by the speed and torque of the engine; Δt denotes the sampling time.
Figure 2. The BSFC map of the engine.
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2.2. Modeling the Motor
Since only the working efficiency of the motor is need for the EMS, the empirical modeling method
is adequate for the motor. In addition, because the motor can work in driving or regenerative mode,
the motor model can be described as
Pm =
{
Tm ·ωm/ηm Tm > 0
Tm ·ωm · ηg Tm ≤ 0 (2)
where Pm denotes the power of the motor, Tm denotes the torque of the motor, ωm denotes the rotational
speed of the motor, and ηm and ηg denote the efficiency of the motor in driving mode and braking
mode. When Tm > 0, motor works in driving mode, and when Tm ≤ 0, motor works in braking mode.
As shown in Figure 3, the power of the motor can be interpolated by the efficiency map of the motor,
based on Equation (2).
Figure 3. The efficiency map of the motor.
2.3. Modeling the Battery
For the energy management, the key issue of the battery is the estimation of the SOC, based on
the voltage, the internal resistance and the current of the battery. Accordingly, a simplified battery
model is deployed in Figure 4, and the power of the battery can be described as:
Pb = VocIb − I2bRb (3)
where Pb denotes the power of the battery, Voc denotes the open-circuit voltage of the battery, Ib denotes









Figure 4. The simplified battery model.
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2.4. The Dynamic Model of the Vehicle
Since only the required power is needed for the EMS, the model can be simplified to a lumped
mass model, and only the longitudinal dynamic characteristic can be considered. Here, the driving
and resistance forces can be described as:
Ft − FR = δmdvdt (4)
where Ft denotes the driving force, δ denotes the rotating mass conversion factor, and m denotes the
vehicle mass, which is constituted by the curb mass of the vehicle and the stochastic mass of the
passengers, FR denotes the resistance force, which is constituted by:




where f denotes the coefficient of the rolling resistance, g denotes the gravity acceleration, αs denotes
the road slope, CD and Aa denote the coefficient of the air resistance and frontal area, respectively, ρa





where Pr denotes the required power and ηt denotes the efficiency of the transmission system.
3. The Formulation of the QL-PMP Algorithm
Different from the general traffic environment, the route of the PHEB is fixed and repeatable.
Therefore, a series of historical driving cycles can be downloaded from remote monitoring system
(RMS). In addition, many investigations have demonstrated that the factors of the velocity and the road
slope have great effect on the EMS, which essentially points at the importance of the required power of
the vehicle [2,7]. In this case, the factor of the stochastic vehicle mass is also a significant factor for
EMS based on the Equations (4)–(6). Accordingly, a series of combined driving cycles constituted by
the historical driving cycles, the road slope and the stochastic distributions of the vehicle mass are
firstly designed. As shown in Figure 5, the training of the QL-PMP requires three steps.
Step 1 A series of co-states with respect to the combined driving cycles are firstly optimized, by an
off-line PMP with Hooke–Jeeves algorithm [22]. Then, the average co-state is obtained and the
corresponding optimal SOCs are extracted. Finally, a reference SOC model is established by
taking the normalized distance as input and the optimal SOCs as output.
Step 2 Based on the known average co-state and the reference SOC model, the training of the QL-PMP
is carried out as follows: firstly, the Q-table (denoted by Q0), that is defined as zeros matrix,
will be trained with the combined driving cycle 1; secondly, the trained Q-table (denoted by
Q1) will be taken as the initial Q-table for the second training with the combined driving cycle
2; and then this process will be continued until the Q-table is adequately trained.
Step 3 Verifying the adequately trained QL-PMP algorithm with HIL platform, using different
combined driving cycles.
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Figure 5. The QL-PMP algorithm (Q-learning and Pontryagin minimum principle (PMP)) algorithm.
3.1. The Combined Driving Cycle
In terms of the combined driving cycle, the historical driving cycle can be downloaded from the
RMS, and the road slope can be obtained off-line based on the attitude of the road and the corresponding
travelled distance. To simplify the EMS problem, the road slope is implemented into the controller in
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a prior process by designing a look-up table, through taking the travelled distance as input and the
road slop as output. Similar to Ref. [23], the stochastic distributions of the vehicle mass were designed
as follows:
Firstly, as shown in Figure 6, 25 road segments are defined based on the number of the neighbored
bus stops. Because the distributions of the passenger in different road segments are stochastic, 25 factors
with respect to the road segments were defined to describe the stochastic distribution of the vehicle
mass over the bus route.
 i ii  i ii i
Figure 6. The route of the PHEB.
Secondly, assuming the stochastic distribution of the vehicle mass is reflected by the passenger
mass, 60 levels are defined for each factor, based on the maximum passenger number. Moreover, to
exhaustively probe the design space constituted by the 25 factors, the Optimal Latin hypercube design
(Opt. LHD) is deployed, due to its good spatial filling and equalization performances. Finally, the
combined driving cycles are constructed by stochastic matching of the historical driving cycles, the
road slope and the stochastic distributions of passenger mass (kg) are generated. As shown in Figure 7,
the blue line represents the velocity of the PHEB, the red line represents the total mass of passengers,
and the green line represents the slope of the road. Besides, the stochastic vehicle mass is added by the
curb vehicle mass and the stochastic distribution of passenger mass.
  
  
Figure 7. The combined driving cycles.
3.2. The Off-Line PMP Algorithm
Theoretically, EMS can be taken as an optimal control problem, which can make the vehicle reach
the optimal state within a time domain through a series of discrete controls. Furthermore, since the bus
route is fixed, and the BCD mode can be realized by the optimal control, and the terminal SOC can be
easily controlled within the expected zone. This implies that the terminal SOC may be similar, despite
of any combined driving cycle. Therefore, the electricity consumptions of the battery are similar for
all of the combined driving cycles, and the minimum fuel consumption of the PHEB can be taken as
one of the objectives. Moreover, the shift number should also be restricted to improve the control
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performance. In addition, only the state of the SOC is selected to simplify the control problem, and the
control vector is reduced to a one-dimensional format constituted by the shift instruction of the AMT
















ωe_min ≤ ωe(t) ≤ ωe_max
ωm_min ≤ ωm(t) ≤ ωm_max
pe_min ≤ pe(t) ≤ pe_max
pm_min ≤ pm(t) ≤ pm_max
(7)
where J denotes the performance index function; u(t) (Equation (8)) denotes the control vector, which
is defined as a compacted format and is sampled by Opt. LHD. Here, the shift instruction is denoted
by s(t), and the throttle of the engine is denoted by th(t). Moreover, s(t) is defined as −1, 0 and 1,







where the required power of the vehicle can be defined as Pr, s(t) and th(t) are changed with the state
of Pr. If Pr > 0, it means that the vehicle runs in the driving state, the AMT can carry out the controls of
the downshift, hold on and upshift, and the throttle of the engine can be ranged from 0 to 1; if Pr = 0,
it means that the vehicle runs in the stopping state, the AMT will be downshifted to the lowest gear
and the throttle of the engine is 0; if Pr < 0, the vehicle runs in the braking state, the gear of the AMT
will be maintained and the throttle of the engine is 0.
In addition, S
.
OC(t) denotes the state function, Qnom denotes the battery capacity, ωe(t) and ωm(t)
denote the rotate speeds of the engine and the motor, respectively, meanwhile, ωe_min, ωe_max and
ωm_min, ωm_max denote the corresponding rotate speed boundaries of the ωe(t) and ωm(t), pe(t) and
pm(t) denote the powers of the engine and the motor, meanwhile, pm_min, pe_max and pm_min, pm_max
denote the corresponding power boundaries.




H(x(t), u(t),λ(t), t) =
·
m(u(t)) + β
∣∣∣s(t)∣∣∣+ λ(t) · ·SOC (9)
where u∗(t) denotes the optimal control vector, H(x(t), u(t), t) denotes the Hamiltonian function and
λ(t) denotes the co-state.
As shown in Figure 5, the off-line optimization of the PMP can be formulated by
min FPMP = f (λ) 12
S.t 2000 ≤ λ ≤ 3000
0.27 ≤ SOC f ≤ 0.33
(10)
where FPMP denotes the objective function of the Hooke–Jeeves, and SOC f denotes the terminal SOC,
and is defined as a soft constraint to accelerate the convenience of the optimization. Moreover, the
offline optimization of the PMP can be categorized into three steps.
Step 1 Taking the co-state as independent value of the Hooke–Jeeves and guessing an initial value of
the co-state with a defined initial SOC value (0.8).
Step 2 Solving the dynamic optimal control problem by Equations (7)–(9), based on the given
independent value from the Hooke–Jeeves.
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Step 3 If the terminal SOC value satisfies the optimization objective, the co-state will be taken as the
optimal co-state, otherwise, the iteration will be repeated from Step 1 to Step 3, till the objective
is satisfied.
3.3. The Reference SOC Model
The most important innovation of this paper is the employment of a small state space for the
Q-table, which is dependent on the difference between the feedback SOC and the reference SOC.
Therefore, a reference SOC model should be designed. Since a series of optimal SOCs with respect
to different combined driving cycles can be calculated off-line and the city bus route is fixed, the
reference SOC model can be constructed by taking the normalized distance as input and the optimal






where x(t) denotes the normalized distance, dwhole(t) denotes the total distance and dreal(t) denotes the
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where SOCr(t) denotes the reference SOC; pi(i = 1, 2, 3 · ·19) denotes the fitting coefficient. Based on
the method in Ref. [23], the parameters of the reference SOC model can be obtained, and are shown in
Table 2:
Table 2. The parameters of the reference state of charge (SOC) model.
p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8 p9 p10
0.7910 −8.0413 −6.3492 24.939 13.587 −53.294 15.148 143.58 −72.790 −162.76
p11 p12 p13 p14 p15 p16 p17 p18 p19
77.584 −73.520 −46.524 74.766 −23.603 90.256 73.1139 36.364 −8.6263
As shown in Figure 8, a series of combined driving cycles from No.13 to No.20 are also designed
to further verify the predictive precision of the reference SOC model.
As shown in Figure 9, the optimal SOC trajectories extracted from the off-line optimization
fluctuate around the predicted SOC trajectory. As shown in Figure 10, the relative errors between
the predicted SOC and the optimal SOCs are ranged from −0.089 to 0.0257, which implies that the
reference SOC trajectory cannot be well predicted. Therefore, it is no requirement for the feedback
SOC trajectory to strictly track the reference SOC trajectory. On the contrary, better fuel economy may
be realized if it makes the feedback SOC fluctuate around the reference SOC, compared to the strictly
tracking control.
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Figure 8. The combined driving cycles from No. 13 to No. 20.
Figure 9. The comparison between the reference SOC and the optimal SOC trajectories.
 
Figure 10. The relative errors between the reference and the optimal SOCs.
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3.4. The QL-PMP Algorithm
QL is a value-based algorithm, which is also one of the most important temporal difference (TD)
algorithms. It is defined by 4-tuple (S, A, R,γ), where S denotes the state space; A denotes the action
space; R denotes the reward function; γ denotes the discount factor, which is defined as 0.8. Tabular
QL is one of the most widely used methods, where the state-action function (Q(s, a)) is indispensable.
The Q-table is the concrete manifestation of the Q(s, a), which is designed to realize the mapping from
the state to the action, and can be updated by:
Q(sk, ak)← Q(sk, ak) + αl[rk+1 + γQ(sk+1, ak+1) −Q(sk, ak)] (14)
where Q(sk, ak) denotes the old reward; αl denotes the learning rate, which is defined as 1; Q(sk+1, ak+1)
denote the maximum reward in future.
In the existing RL-based energy managements, the factors such as the current SOC, the required
power, and the velocity are usually designed as the states, and should be discretized intensively to
probe good action. This may lead to the “curse of dimensionality” problem, owing to the employment
of a large state space in the Q-Table. In this paper, the difference between the reference SOC and the
feedback SOC is exclusively designed as the state for the QL-PMP, and there are three reasons for this:
Firstly, since the reference SOC model can provide the corresponding reference SOC at any time
step and the purpose of the QL-PMP is to make the feedback SOC track the reference SOC, the state of
the difference between the reference SOC and the feedback SOC is a reasonable choice.
Secondly, the adaptive energy management control can be realized by making the feedback SOC
fluctuate around the reference SOC, through adjusting the co-state. This implies that the difference
of the SOC between the feedback SOC and the reference SOC can be taken as the sole state for the
QL-PMP algorithm.
Thirdly, the range of the difference of the SOC is small, which means that the algorithm can find
the optimal action with limited state space.
Based on the above discussion, the state of the difference of the SOC is ranged from −0.1 to 0.1,
and are uniformly discretized to 50 points. The action is designed as the co-state, and is non-uniformly
discretized by 23 points, namely, [−1000, −512, −256, −128, −64, −32, −16, −8, −4, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1000]. The reward function is designed as:
rass′ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
−abs(0.8− SOC(k + 1)) if SOC(k + 1) > 0.8
1
abs(SOC(k+1)−SOCr(k+1)) if SOC(k + 1) <= 0.8 & SOC(k + 1) >= 0.3
−abs(0.3− SOC(k + 1)) if SOC(k + 1) < 0.3
(15)
where rass′ denotes the reward function. It means that if the SOC(k + 1) is bigger than 0.8, the punishment
will be applied, and the farther from 0.8, the bigger punishment will be; if the SOC(k + 1) <=
0.8&SOC(k + 1) >= 0.3, the smaller of the difference of the SOC, the bigger reward will be, otherwise, if
the SOC(k + 1) < 0.3, the punishment will be applied, and the farther from 0.3, the bigger punishment
will be.
As shown in Figure 5, at every time step, the RL agent will firstly receive the state (denoted by
	SOC(k)). Then, an action (denoted by a(k)) will be carried out, based on the current state and the
greedy algorithm. In specific, if the random number is larger than the threshold value, the action
will be selected by the random number, otherwise, it will be selected by the Q(sk, ak), by finding the
maximum value of the action-state value. Finally, the next state and the Q(sk, ak) will be undated
based on the selected action. It is worth mentioning that the co-state applied to the PMP algorithm is
formulated by
λk = λave + ak (16)
where λave denotes the average co-state. The Algorithm 1 can be described as
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Algorithm 1. The QL-PMP Algorithm
1: Initialize Q(s, a)← 0 for all s
2: Initialize R(s, a)← 0 for all s
3: Initialize SOC(1)← 0.8
4: Initialize λ← λave + a1
5: Repeat
6: Observe sk =
{	SOC(k)}
7: Generate a random number x ∈ [0, 1]
8: if x > ε
select an action randomly ak = {λk}
else
choose the optimal action by ak = max(Q(sk, ak))
end
9: Calculate 	SOC(k + 1)
10: Update the state-value function
Q(sk, ak)← Q(sk, ak) + α[rk+1 + γQ(sk+1, ak+1) −Q(sk, ak)]
11: k ← k + 1
12: Until simulation stop
4. The Training Process
4.1. The Average Co-State
As shown in Figure 11, the co-states obtained from off-line optimizations are distributed evenly,
and the values range from 1960 to 2280. The average co-state is 2202, which is calculated by the sum of
the co-sates divided by the number of the combined driving cycles.
Figure 11. The co-state with different combined driving cycles.
4.2. The Off-Line Training
To train the Q-table of the QL-PMP, the combined driving cycles from No.13 to No.19 in Figure 8
are deployed. The complete training process is shown in Figures 12–17. The left figures denote the
training results of the training episodes from 1 to 35, with the greedy factor of 0.3, the middle figures
denote the training results of the training episodes from 36 to 45, with the greedy factor of 0.55, and
the right figures denote the training results of the training episodes from 46 to 50, with the greedy
factor of 0.9. The greedy factor 0.3 means that the QL-PMP tends to explore a new action to maximize
the reward. The greedy factor 0.55 means that the QL-PMP tends to balance the chance between the
exploration and the best action. The greedy factor 0.9 means that the QL-PMP tends to use the best
action to realize the optimal control whilst providing a chance to find a better action.
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Figure 14. The training process of combined driving cycle 15.
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Figure 15. The training process of combined driving cycle 16.
As shown in Figure 12, for the training results of the combined driving cycle 13, the difference
between the feedback SOC and the reference SOC is large when the greedy factor is 0.3, and the
training fails all the time till the training reaches to episode 35. Moreover, although the feedback
SOC trajectory is reasonable at the episode 35, the feedback SOC trajectory severely deviates from
the reference trajectory. The QL-PMP becomes better and better with the continuous training, but is
far from reliable When the greedy factor is 0.55, most of the feedback SOC trajectories can meet the
requirements, but they are also far away from the reference SOC trajectory. When the greedy factor
is 0.9, the feedback SOC trajectory of the episode 50 is reasonable and is close to the reference SOC
trajectory. This implies that the trained Q-table is reasonable for the combined driving cycle 13.
As shown in Figure 13, for the training results of the combined driving cycle 14, the trainings
are always fail when the episode is lower than 45 with the Q1 (the trained Q-table with the combined
driving cycle 13), which means that the Q1 is not suitable for the combined driving cycle of 14, and the
Q-table should be continually trained. Fortunately, the Q-table can be trained well enough through 45
trainings. It is worth noting that the failings of the feedback SOC trajectories do not mean that the Q1
is not trained well, the failings are also attributed by the smaller greedy factor.
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Figure 16. The training process of combined driving cycle 17.
As shown in Figure 14, for the training results of the combined driving cycle 15, the feedback
SOC trajectories are always reasonable for any greedy factor and any episode. This implies that the Q2
(the trained Q-table with the combined driving cycle 14) is suitable for this combined driving cycle.
Moreover, the feedback SOC trajectory of the episode 50 with the greedy factor of 0.9 is closer to the
reference SOC trajectory than others, which shows that the Q-table becomes more and more reliability
through the trainings from episode of 1 to 45.
As shown in Figure 15, for the training results of the combined driving cycle 16, the feedback SOC
trajectories always fail when the greedy factor is 0.3. However, the control performance is continuously
improved with the increasing of training number. Similarly, the trainings still fail despite the greedy
factor being 0.55. This implies that the driving conditions are different from the above combined
driving cycles. Therefore, the Q-table should be continuously trained based on Q3 (the trained Q-Table
with the combined driving cycle 15). However, when the episode reaches to 50, the feedback SOC
trajectory is reasonable and close to the reference SOC trajectory, which implies that the Q-table has
been trained well.
As shown in Figure 16, for the training results of the combined driving cycle 17, although the Q4
(the, trained Q-Table with the combined driving cycle 16) has been well trained, the training fails before
episode 44. This implies that the Q4 still not be suitable for all of the driving conditions. However, the
Q5 (the trained Q-Table with the combined driving cycle 17) can be suitable for the combined driving
cycle 17 through a series of training.
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Figure 17. The training process of combined driving cycle 18 and 19.
As shown in Figure 17, the training results of the combined driving cycle 18 and 19 have
demonstrated that Q5 is well trained. The QL-PMP can be directly applied to the on-line control.
5. The Hardware-In-Loop Simulation
5.1. The Introduction of the HIL
To further verify the real-time and robust control performances of the EMS, a hardware-in-loop
simulation (HIL) platform was also developed, based on the D2P rapid prototype control system. The
D2P development platform mainly includes the MotoHawk development software and the MotoTune
debugging software, where the former can bridge the gap between the control code and the MATLAB
code; the latter is the debugging software for downloading and viewing the programs.
As shown in Figure 18, The Target Definition is the model selection and configuration module; the
Main Power Relay is the main relay control module; the Trigger is the trigger module. In this paper,
the controller type is ECM-5554-112-0904-Xd (DEV), the microprocessor is the MPC5554 of Freescale
with 32-bit, and the frequency is 80 MHz. In terms of the EMS, the controlled models such as the
engine, the motor and the battery are modeled as Simulink models, the algorithm of the QL-PMP
will be implemented into the Hybrid Control Unit (HCU). Specifically, the QL-PMP algorithm will be
firstly compiled and generated into the product-level code. Then, the code will be implemented into
the HCU and the real-time communication between the Simulink models and the HCU will be built
through the CAN bus.
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Figure 18. The MotoHawk-project interface.
5.2. The Verification of the HIL
As shown in Figure 19, the computer is the upper computer, which sends the signals of the
Simulink models and monitors the signals transmitted from the HCU, through Kvaser. As shown in
Figure 20, a series of combined driving cycles from No.21 to No.24 were designed to further verify
the reliability of the Q-table and evaluate the fuel economy of the QL-PMP. In addition, a rule-based
energy management (named by CDCS control strategy) which is characterized by CD followed by CS
control strategy was also deployed to evaluate the fuel economy of the QL-PMP.
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Figure 19. The Hardware-in-Loop (HIL) platform.
  
  
Figure 20. The combined driving cycles from No.21 to No.24.
As shown in Figures 21–24, (a) denotes the gears, (b) denotes the powers of the motor and the
engine, (c) denotes the co-state, and (d) denotes the SOC trajectories. From (a), it can be seen that the
gears of the AMT tended to maintain high gear to improve the fuel economy of the PHEB. From (b), it
can be seen that the engine and the motor work coordinately to provide the required power of the
vehicle, meanwhile, the motor works in driving or regenerative braking modes based on the driving
conditions. From (c), it can be seen that the co-states are adjusted all the time to make the feedback
SOC track the reference SOC trajectory. From (d), it can be seen that the feedback SOC can track the
reference SOC trajectory well, despite of any combined driving cycle. Moreover, the SOC trajectory of
the CDCS control strategy is far away from the reference SOC trajectory. At the same time, the CDCS
control strategy firstly works in the CD mode, and then works in the CS mode.
    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 21. The HIL results of No.21. (a) denotes the gears, (b) denotes the powers of the motor and the
engine, (c) denotes the co-state, and (d) denotes the SOC trajectories.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 22. The HIL results of No.22. (a) denotes the gears, (b) denotes the powers of the motor and the
engine, (c) denotes the co-state, and (d) denotes the SOC trajectories.
    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 23. The HIL results of No.23. (a) denotes the gears, (b) denotes the powers of the motor and the
engine, (c) denotes the co-state, and (d) denotes the SOC trajectories.
    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 24. The HIL results of No.24. (a) denotes the gears, (b) denotes the powers of the motor and the
engine, (c) denotes the co-state, and (d) denotes the SOC trajectories.
As shown in Figure 25, the fuel consumption of QL-PMP is significantly lower than the CDCS
control strategy for any combined driving cycle, which further demonstrates the good economic
performance of the QL-PMP algorithm. In specific, compared to the CDCS control strategy, the fuel
economy can be improved by 23.01%, 23.57%, 14.13%, and 20.96% respectively. In a word, it can be
improved by an average of 20.42%.
 
Figure 25. The fuel consumptions of the HIL verification.
6. Conclusions
This paper proposes a QL-PMP based- energy management with a small state space, which can
realize real-time control in dynamically stochastic traffic circumstance. The conclusions are summarized
as follows:
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1. A self-learning energy management constituted by the QL and the PMP algorithms are proposed.
The actual control variables of the throttle of the engine and the shift instruction of the AMT are
exclusively solved by the PMP and the co-state in the PMP is designed as the action in the QL,
which can effectively reduce the dependence of the action on the state and give a chance for the
reduced state space design.
2. A limited state space constituted by the difference between the feedback SOC and the reference
SOC is proposed. Since the co-state is designed as the action of the QL-PMP and has weak
dependence on the state, only a Q-matrix with 50 rows and 25 columns are adequate for the
Q-Table. This also gives a chance for the real-time energy management control in real-world.
3. The complete training process of the QL-PMP algorithm and the HIL verification are presented.
The training process show that the QL-PMP can realize the self-learning energy management
control for any combined driving cycle, where the control performance can be continuously
strengthened. The verification of HIL demonstrates that the completely trained QL-PMP has high
reliability, and can realize the real-time control, despite of any combined driving cycle. Moreover,
the fuel economy can be improved by 20.42%, compared to CDCS control strategy.
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Nomenclature
.
me the instantaneous fuel consumption of the engine
Te the torque of the engine
be the fuel consumption rate of the engine
Δt the sampling time
λave the average co-states
Tm the torque of the motor
γ the discount factor
ηm the efficiency of the motor in driving mode
ηg denote the efficiency of the motor in braking mode
Pb the power of the battery
Voc the open-circuit voltage of the battery
Ib the current of the battery
Rb the internal resistance of the battery
Ft the driving force
δ the rotating mass conversion factor
m the vehicle mass
FR the resistance force
f the coefficient of the rolling resistance
g the gravity acceleration
αs the road slope
CD the coefficient of the air resistance
Aa the frontal area
ρa the air density
v the velocity
Pr the required power
ηt the efficiency of the transmission system
H the Hamiltonian function
S
.
OC the state function
Qnom the battery capacity
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ωe the rotate speed of the engine
ωm the rotate speed of the motor
ωm_min the lower boundary of the ωm
ωm_max the higher boundary of the ωm
ωe_min the lower boundary of the ωe
ωe_max the higher boundary of the ωe
pe the power of the engine
pm the power of the motor
pm_min the lower boundary of the pm
pm_max the higher boundary of the pm
pe_max the higher boundary of the pe
pe_min the lower boundary of the pe
u∗ the optimal control vector
λ the co-state
FPMP the objective function
SOC f the terminal SOC
x the normalized distance
dwhole the total distance
dreal the travelled distance
SOCr the reference SOC
pi the fitting coefficient
Q(sk, ak) the old reward
αl the learning rate
Q(sk+1, ak+1) the maximum reward in future
rass′ the reward function
s the shift instruction
S the state space
A the action space
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Abstract: Power loss due to the aeroelastic effect of the blade is becoming an important problem
of large-scale blade design. Prior work has already employed the pretwisting method to deal with
this problem and obtained some good results at reference wind speed. The aim of this study was to
compensate for the power loss for all of the wind speeds by using the pretwisting method. Therefore,
we developed an aeroelastic coupling optimization model, which takes the pretwist angles along the
blade as free variables, the maximum AEP (annual energy production) as the optimal object, and the
smooth of the twist distribution as one of the constraint conditions. In this optimization model, a PSO
(particle swarm optimization) algorithm is used and combined with the BEM-3DFEM (blade element
momentum—three-dimensional finite element method) model. Then, the optimization model was
compared with an iteration method, which was recently developed by another study and can well
compensate the power loss at reference wind speed. By a design test, we found that the power loss
can be reduced by pretwisting the origin blade, whether using the optimization model or the iteration
method. Moreover, the optimization model has better ability than the iteration method to compensate
the power loss with lower thrust coefficient while keeping the twist distribution smooth.
Keywords: aeroelastic effect; pretwisting method; power loss; optimization model; pretwist angle
1. Introduction
In modern times, in order to reduce environmental contamination and carbon emission,
clean energy such as wind energy are quickly developing. To get more energy from wind energy,
many researchers have done lots of works to improve the power output. These works include
aerodynamic optimization [1,2], adding flow control devices like vortex generators (VGs) and gurney
flaps (GFs) on the blade [3–5], control rules design [6,7] and so on. Besides, some researchers have
even applied intelligent algorithms such as reinforcement learning (RL) [6] and evolutionary strategy
algorithm [7] to increase aerodynamic performance. These studies are very useful for raising the ratio
of wind energy utilization. However, power loss due to the aeroelastic effect is not dedicatedly studied.
Practically, with the increasing unit capacity of wind turbines, blades become longer and softer.
Under the action of the different kinds of loads, especially aerodynamic forces, the flexible blade
generates non-negligible deflections. These deflections, in turn, change the aerodynamic loads on
the blade. Particularly, the induced twist due to the aeroelastic effect has a significant impact on the
load and the power performance of the blade. Many researchers have studied the aeroelastic effect
and found that an induced twist would not only reduce the blade load, but also decrease the power
output [8–12]. This phenomenon is contrary to design objectives, one of which is to capture as much
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wind energy as possible. To deal with this problem, Lobitz et al. [9] suggested compensating the
power loss by pretwisting the blade to adjust for coupling-induced twist. Lee et al. [11] also thought
a pretwisting design of blade geometry could provide power performance superior to that of the
origin blade after they found that the power loss was more than 13% in some wind speeds. Therefore,
understanding how to obtain a suitable pretwist angle distribution along the blade is very important
to output the maximum power. Recently, Stäblein et al. [8] presented an iteration procedure to get
the pretwist angle distribution at specific wind speed. It can efficiently increase the power at the
selected wind speed and make it close to the power without considering the aeroelastic effect. However,
the power performances at many other wind speeds are not taken into account. In fact, the induced
twist distribution changes with the operational state. This pretwist angle distribution calculated at one
wind speed may not suitable for other wind speeds. Hence, it cannot get the maximum annual energy
production (AEP), and it even reduces the AEP. Besides, the smooth of the blade profile, which makes
the blade feasible in practical, has not been considered yet. Generally, the pretwist angle varies from
the blade root to the blade tip. If the pretwist angle distribution is not restrained, after pretwisting the
origin blade using these pretwist angles, the twist distribution of the blade will become out of control,
and the blade may get an irregular aerodynamic profile.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to compensate for the power loss for all the wind
speeds by using the pretwisting method. Firstly, an aeroelastic coupling optimization model,
combining the PSO (particle swarm optimization) algorithm with the BEM-3DFEM (blade element
momentum—three-dimensional finite element method) model, was built and verified. In this model,
we considered the pretwist angle distribution as free variables, taking the maximum AEP (annual
energy production) as the optimal object and the smooth of the twist distribution as one of the constraint
conditions. Secondly, the optimization model was applied to a 100 kW wind turbine and compared
with an iteration method [8], which was recently developed by another study and can well compensate
the power loss at reference wind speed. Thirdly, we carried out some analysis and discussion about
the results.
2. Aeroelastic Model
In this section, a steady-state aeroelastic coupling model, called the BEM-3DFEM (blade element
momentum—three-dimensional finite element method) model, was developed to calculate the power
output during the normal operating state.
2.1. Aerodynamic Model and Verification
There are many methods for calculating the aerodynamic performance of a wind turbine, such as the
BEM (blade element momentum) method [13,14], the vortex model [14,15], and the CFD (computational
fluid dynamics) model [15,16]. Among them, the BEM method is the most widely used, due to its
superior comprehensive performance on the computation cost and simulation precision. In this
paper, the BEM model, considering the tip loss and hub loss, was used to get the steady aerodynamic
performance of the blade. This aerodynamic model was programmed by using the MATLAB language
(Matlab R2012a, The MathWorks, Inc., Novi, MI, USA, 2012). To certificate this procedure, it was used
to calculate the aerodynamic performance of the NREL (natioanal renewable energy laboratory) phase
VI wind turbine (NREL, Golden, CO, USA) [17,18]. The results of this BEM procedure, compared with
the experiment results and the results using GH Bladed software [19], are shown in Figure 1. As can be
seen, the power coefficients and the powers from the above three methods are close. So, this BEM
procedure can be used to evaluate the aerodynamic performance of the wind turbine blade.
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 1. Aerodynamic performance of the NREL phase VI wind turbine from different methods:
(a) Power coefficient changing with tip speed ratio; (b) power changing with wind speed. Note: “BEM”
stands for the results obtained from the BEM procedure; “experiment” stands for the measurement
results in ref [8]; “bladed” stands for the results by the use of GH Bladed software.
2.2. Structure Model and Verification
There are also lots of structure models for simulating the blade structure properties. These models
can be roughly categorized into three groups. They are FEM (finite element method) model,
the multi-body model, and the 1D (one-dimensional) equivalent beam model [11,15,20]. Compared with
the other two models, the 3D (three-dimensional) FEM model has higher computational precision.
This is because it can correctly describe the varieties of the layers in detail. Hence, the 3DFEM model
was applied in this article to ensure the accuracy of structure deform analysis. The blade was built by
shell elements, which are suitable to characterize composite laminates and sandwich structures (see
Figure 2). To help the datum transfer between aerodynamics and the structure model, the structure
model was programmed by APDL (ANSYS Parametric Design Language), which includes blade
parametric model, deformation calculating, and results processing. To get an accurate result, we can
see from Figure 2 that the flap-wise and edge-wise direction loads were distributed on the nodes of
spar caps to avoid stress concentration. Because the root stiffnesses of the blade are strong enough to
endure the blade loads and moments, the deformations at the root are very small. The six degrees of
freedom at the blade root is fixed to simply the analysis.
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Figure 2. The 3DFEM model of a 100 kW blade: (a) Blade laminates in different colors; (b) meshes and
loading of the blade model.
To verify this FEM procedure, it was also applied to the 100 kW wind turbine blade, which is
subjected to a full-scale static test [21]. The numerical simulation results by using this FEM procedure,
together with the test results, are shown in Table 1. We can see the tip deflections are very close.
It indicates that this 3DFEM model has superior computational accuracy and can be applied to build
the aeroelastic model.
Table 1. Tip deflections of a 100 kW blade.
Experiment (m) FEM (m) Relative Error (%)
1.369 1.330 2.8
2.3. Building the BEM-3DFEM Model
The aeroelastic process is very complicated. To analyze it, many coupling models have been
developed [22–24]. The weak coupling method, due to its advantage of keeping the independence
of the aerodynamic model and structure model and its expansibility, has been widely used in
fluid-structure coupling analysis cases. In this paper, based on the above BEM method and 3DFEM
model, an aeroelastic coupling model, named as BEM-3DFEM, was established by using a weak
coupling method. The calculation process of the BEM-3DFEM is shown in Figure 3. During the
calculating process, the loads were firstly calculated by the BEM method and loaded on the 3DFEM
model of the blade to get the deflections of the blade. Then, the induced twist of every section used
in BEM were gotten by interpolating the information of the nodes nearby. After that, the induced
twist of every section were used in BEM computation to change the loads on the structure model. So,
the deformations of the blade also change by the loads. If the difference of the deformation between
two adjacent iterations, expressed as Δ, is less than the tolerance Δa, the analysis process ends. At the
same time, the final pretwist angle distribution is obtained. At this point, a steady aeroelastic analysis
has been done.
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Figure 3. Flow chart of the BEM-3DFEM model.
3. An Aeroelastic Coupling Optimization Model
3.1. Objective Function
The power output is one of the most important properties of the wind turbine, so the maximum




P(v) · f (v)dv}
where vin and vout are cut-in and cut-out wind speed, respectively; Nh is the number of hours in a year;
P(v) is the power of the wind turbine at the wind speed of v, taking the aeroelastic effect into account;
and f (v) is the probability of the wind speed of v in a year.
In this article, the Rayleigh distribution with the average wind speed of 8 m/s in a year was used
to calculate the f (v).
3.2. Free Variables
The twist plays an important role in the aerodynamic design of a blade. Its change can reflect the
aeroelastic effect. Hence, in this optimization model, pretwist angles at different cross-sections of the
blade were selected as free variables, which are named as xi(i = 1, 2, 3 · · · n), where xi is the pretwist
angle at section i and n is the number of the sections used to compute the power.
After getting the xi, the origin twist at the section i is pretwisted by xi.
3.3. Constraints
In this optimization model, to achieve the excellent aerodynamic performance of the blade,
some constraints about the xi are given.
Firstly, on the one hand, xi should not be too big. This is because a big xi makes the attack angle of
the section i exceed the stall attack angle. On the other hand, xi should not be too small. This leads to
the aerodynamic twist becoming bigger than the allowed value, which is limited by the production
and transportation. So, it is expressed as follows:
Lbi − c ≤ xi ≤ Ubi + c
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where Lbi is the minimum induced twist from computing the twist change at the different wind
speed, considering the aeroelastic effect for the origin blade; Ubi is the maximum induced twist from
computing the twist change at the different wind speed, considering the aeroelastic effect for the origin
blade; and c is a constant value, which is used to expand the searching range of xi. In this article, it was
decided by the difference of the Ubi to the stall attack angle at section i.
Secondly, to keep the smoothness of the aerodynamic shape of the blade, the twist distribution
along the blade after pretwisting should meet a curve of nine times polynomial. It is written as:
xi0 − xi = a0 + a1ri + a2ri2 + a3ri3 + a4ri4 + a5ri5 + a6ri6 + a7ri7 + a8ri8 + a9ri9
where xi0 is the twist at the section i of the origin blade; ri corresponds to the location of the section i
span-wise from root to tip; and ai(i = 0, 1, · · · , 9) is the coefficient, which is gotten by fitting the twist
at different sections after pretwisting.
3.4. Optimization Process
The flow chart of the aeroelastic coupling optimization model to get the maximum AEP, as well as
the optimal pretwist angle-distribution, is given in Figure 4.
Figure 4. The flow chart of the aeroelastic coupling optimization model.
During the optimization, we generated the initial pretwist angle distribution using the PSO
algorithm at first. After checking the constraints about the pretwist angle, we obtained a series of
smooth twist distributions for different blades. Then, we used the BEM-3DFEM to evaluate the power
performance at different wind speeds by considering the aeroelastic effect. The maximum AEP was
gotten at the same probability distribution of annual wind speed. With the increase of iteration
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number, more suitable pretwist angle distributions were generated using the PSO algorithm [25–28].
Besides, the AEP was calculated again to find better results. While the iteration number was equal to
the maximum iteration number M, the optimum AEP, as well as the corresponding pretwist angle
distribution, were output.
Therefore, the pretwist angle distribution changed in every iteration by using a linear change
inertia weight PSO algorithm. In this way, the attack angle of the section increased in most wind
speeds. The power loss due to the aeroelastic influence was made up.
4. Results & Discussion
In this paper, a 100 kW wind turbine blade was analyzed using the above aeroelastic coupling
optimization model to compensate the power loss due to the aeroelastic effect. It is a field test wind
turbine operated by National Energy Wind Turbine Blade R&D Center and located in Zhangbei County,
China. It is also a VSVP (variable speed variable pitch) wind turbine, like the large scale wind turbines.
So, the power under the rated wind speed is mainly studied. Besides, the induced twists of the blade
are small due to the relatively large stiffness of the blade. A high precision model, especially the
structure model, is needed to simulate the deflection of the blade. Fortunately, the BEM-3DFEM
model can efficiently reflect the aeroelastic influence of this blade because it simulates the blade layers
in detail.
4.1. Pre-Assigned Variables
During the computing process, some of the parameters were fixed. They are as follows:
1. PSO algorithm, such as inertial weight, accelerating factors;
2. Aerodynamic profile, such as chord distribution, twist distribution, relative thickness distribution;
3. Structure layers, such as the number, size, location, materials; and
4. Some other parameters about the wind turbine, such as the hub height, hub radius, cut-in wind
speed, cut-out wind speed, rated wind speed.
Some typical parameters among them are given in Table 2. In Table 2, the first six parameters
were used in the PSO algorithm. The inertial weights and accelerating factors were selected according
to the Ref. [26–28]. The maximum number of iterations and number of individuals were relatively
small to reduce the calculating time due to the high computing cost of FEM analysis. The 7th to
10th parameters in this table were used to describe the 100 kW wind turbine. So, their values were
fixed. The last parameter was used for evaluating the convergence of the steady aeroelastic analysis.
Its value was small enough for 100 kW wind turbine to get the correct blade deflection. However,
we should be concerned; this value cannot be too small as this would lead to the non-convergence of
the FEM-3DFEM analysis. In addition, this value changes for different wind turbines.
Table 2. Some typical parameters used in this optimization model.
Parameter Names Values
Maximum inertial weight 1
Minimum inertial weight 0
accelerating factors c1 1
accelerating factors c2 1
Maximum number of iterations M 25
Number of individuals 22
Number of the blade sections 16
Radius of the rotor (m) 10.292
Hub height (m) 26.2
Number of blades 3
Δa 1.00 × 10−6
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4.2. Results and Analysis
To analyze the benefits of the aeroelastic coupling optimization model, we applied the optimization
model and the iteration method in Ref. [8] to the origin blade. Two new blades were gotten, and named
as the PSO blade and the iteration blade. The AEP under four different cases was computed. The cases
are as follows:
1. The origin blade without considering the aeroelastic coupling effect, which is represented as ucpl.;
2. The origin blade considering the aeroelastic coupling effect, which is represented as cpl.;
3. The PSO blade considering the aeroelastic effect, which is represented as PSO + cpl.; and
4. The iteration blade considering the aeroelastic effect, which is represented as pret. + cpl.
When the AEP was calculated, wind speeds from 4 to 25 m/s with an interval of 1 m/s, as well as
the rated wind speed of 10.6 m/s, were used. However, only wind speeds from 4 to 10.6 m/s consider
the aeroelastic effect, because the blade was used on a VSVP wind turbine. Besides, for the different
reference wind speeds, different pretwisting angle distributions were gotten using the iteration method.
This led to different AEP. In this article, lots of AEP using the iteration method were calculated by
varying the reference wind speed from 4 to 10.6 m/s. Then, the maximum value of them, with reference
wind speed of 10 m/s, was selected as the result of the iteration blade.
The twist distribution along the blade for the origin blade, the PSO blade, and the iteration blade
are given in Figure 5. The relative difference in AEP for different cases compared to the ucpl. case
is shown in Figure 6. We can see that the AEP of the origin blade decreases due to the aeroelastic
effect. This feature is the same as the result of other researches [8–11]. In addition, the AEP of the PSO
blade and the iteration blade are higher than that of the origin blade considering the aeroelastic effect.
It indicates that the optimization model and the iteration method can both compensate the power
loss and make the AEP close to that of the ucpl. case. Based on the varieties of the twist distribution
in Figure 5, we can conclude that reducing the twists of the blade, especially that of the outboard
part of the blade, leads to the increase of AEP to some extent. By comparing the twist distribution
of the PSO blade with that of the iteration blade, it indicates that the AEP does not continuously
rise while the twist keeps going down. This is because the ratio of the lift to drag, as well as the lift
coefficient, cannot continue to increase while the attack angle gets bigger. So, there exists an optimal
twist distribution to get the maximum AEP under the consideration of the aeroelastic influence.
Figure 5. Twist distribution along the blade.
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Figure 6. The relative difference in annual energy production (AEP) compared to the ucpl. Case.
From Figures 5 and 6, we can see that by using the optimization model, the PSO blade gets the
maximum AEP and its twist distribution is very smooth. It shows that the optimization model is more
efficient to compensate for power loss than the iteration method. Therefore, it gives us a good choice
to improve the power output of the blade, while the aeroelastic effect cannot be negligible.
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the relative difference in power and thrust coefficient compared to the
cpl. Case, respectively. From Figure 7, we can see, in the case of considering the aeroelastic effect,
the powers of the PSO blade and the iteration blade are higher than that of the origin blade at high
wind speed. However, the comparison results about the power are converse at low wind speed. It can
be concluded that the enhancements of the powers at high wind speed play the leading role in raising
the AEP of the PSO blade and the iteration blade. This may be caused by the stronger aeroelastic
coupling at high wind speed.
Figure 7. The relative difference in power compared to the cpl. Case.
Figure 8 shows the increase of the thrust coefficients of the PSO blade and the iteration blade at
every wind speed. This is mainly due to the increase of the attack angle by pretwisting the origin blade.
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In the future design, this should be a constraint condition for getting the maximum AEP. By comparing
the PSO blade with the iteration blade, we can find that the thrust coefficients of the PSO blade are less
than that of the iteration blade, while the powers of the PSO blade are larger than that of the iteration
blade, at most of the wind speeds. This is mainly because the attack angles and the inflow angles of
different sections change at the same time after pretwisting. However, the optimization model can help
us to find out the more suitable values for them. This is a good advantage of the optimization model.
Certainly, the above result are based on the steady aeroelastic analysis. This is because we just
applied the steady BEM model in the BEM-3DFEM. For the evaluation of AEP, this steady model is
suitable. However, the wind turbine always operates in unsteady wind conditions. This needs an
unsteady aerodynamic model to simulate the aerodynamic force. Hence, to calculate the aeroelastic
loads in unsteady conditions, the steady BEM model needs to be corrected by using the dynamic stall
model, or even replaced by the vortex method or unsteady CFD model. The BEM-3DFEM model will
be improved in the future to compute the effect of the PSO blade under turbulence wind.
Figure 8. Relative difference in thrust coefficient compared to the cpl. Case.
5. Conclusions
In this article, to get the maximum AEP and the optimal pretwist angle distribution, an aeroelastic
coupling optimization model, combining the PSO algorithm with the BEM-3DFEM model, was built to
compensate power loss due to the aeroelastic effect.
Then, this aeroelastic coupling optimization model was applied to a 100 kW wind turbine blade
to reduce the power loss. The iteration method developed to solve this problem from Ref. [8] was also
used for the same blade. Two new blades with different aerodynamic profiles were gotten, respectively.
After that, different aerodynamic properties for these two new blades, as well as the origin blade,
were calculated and compared.
It is shown that the AEP of the origin blade reduces due to the aeroelastic effect. This feature is
the same as the result of other researches [8–11]. In addition, the AEP of the origin blade with the
aeroelastic effect can be improved by pretwisting the origin blade, whether using the aeroelastic coupling
optimization model or the iteration method. Compared with the iteration method, the optimization
model is more efficient to compensate for the power loss, with a lower thrust coefficient while keeping
the twist distribution smooth. Therefore, it gives us a good choice to improve the power output of the
origin blade, while the aeroelastic effect cannot be negligible.
According to the results, the enhancements of the powers at high wind speed play the leading role
in raising the AEP for both the PSO blade and the iteration blade. This may be caused by the stronger
aeroelastic process at high wind speed. So, we can conclude that the improvement of the AEP is more
obvious when the wind turbine is used in a better wind resource area. However, the thrust coefficients
increase after pretwisting the origin blade, since the attack angles enlarge. Hence, to avoid the thrust of
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the blade exceeding the allowable value, the thrust coefficient should be taken as a constraint condition
while getting the maximum AEP in the future.
Besides, the results of compensating for the power loss on the 100 kW wind turbine blade are
relatively small. This may be because the aeroelastic effect of the 100 kW wind turbine blade is weak.
To further certify this optimization model, it will be used on some large-scale wind turbines such
as the NREL 5MW reference wind turbine and the DTU (Danmarks Tekniske Universitet) 10MW
reference wind turbine. Certainly, this article focuses on steady aeroelastic analysis. This is because
we just applied the steady BEM model in the BEM-3DFEM. To simulate aeroelastic loads in unsteady
conditions, the steady BEM model needs to be corrected by using the dynamic stall model, or replaced
by the vortex method or even the unsteady CFD model. This BEM-3DFEM model will be improved in
the future to compute the effect of the PSO blade under turbulence wind.
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Abstract: A non-singular terminal sliding mode control based on finite time observer is designed to
achieve speed direct control for the permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) drive system.
Speed and current are regulated in one loop under the non-cascade structure, taking place of the
cascade structure control method in the vector control of PMSM. Based on the second-order speed
function of the PMSM, the disturbance and parameters uncertainties are estimated by the designed
finite time observer (FTO), and compensate to the drive system. The estimated value of the finite time
observer will converge to the actual disturbance value in a finite time. A second-order non-singular
terminal sliding mode controller is proposed to realize the speed and current single-loop, which
can track the reference speed and reference current in a finite time. Rigorous stability analysis
is established. Comparative results verified that the proposed method has faster speed tracking
performance and disturbance rejection property.
Keywords: non-singular terminal sliding mode control (NTSMC); finite-time observer (FTO);
mismatched/matched disturbance/uncertainties; permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM)
1. Introduction
By reason of the high-power density, torque-to-inertia ratio and high efficiency, the permanent
magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) are widely used in industrial areas, such as, aerospace, servo
control, numerical control machine and robot [1–5]. In these applications, the dynamic response
performance and disturbance rejection property of PMSM are very important.
In recent years, with the progress of technology, the control periods between the speed loop and
current loop of PMSM gradually decreased, or even vanished [6]; making it possible to realize the
speed-current single-loop of PMSM drive system under the non-cascade structure. Generally speaking,
in the traditional cascade control method for PMSM, the control period of the speed loop is 5–10
times that of the current loop, reducing the real-time control performance of the speed [7–9]. When
the same control algorithm is adopted, different from the cascade control structure, the number of
adjustable parameters is reduced and the speed can be directly controlled. These are the virtues of the
non-cascade control structure [10,11]. Despite its advantages, there is little research on non-cascade
control structures for the PMSM system in recent years. A non-cascade structure control based on model
predictive control is proposed in [12], in which the dynamic performance of the system is improved
and the computational complexity is reduced, compared with the traditional cascade predictive control
method. In [13], under the non-cascade structure, the speed and current are adjusted in one proportion
integration differentiation (PID) controller. Rigorous theoretical derivation and experimental analysis
verified that the proposed method has better dynamic performance and disturbance rejection ability.
Considering the influence of various disturbances on the PMSM system, a new non-cascade structure
controller is established in [14], which can directly control the speed of PMSM. PMSM speed and current
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are adjusted in one loop based on terminal sliding mode and nonlinear disturbance observer under
non-cascade structure control in [15]. However, when without the nonlinear disturbance observer, the
proposed method has a poor ability to deal with the load sudden change. A direct speed control method
based on radial basis function (RBF) is designed in [16], which avoided the control of current, simplified
the control structure and improved the control performance. A model predictive direct speed control
method based on voltage vector control is proposed in [17]. In this method, the voltage vector does
not need to be measured, the computational burden of the system is reduced, and the output current
is constrained within a certain range. A model predictive direct speed controller is proposed in [18],
which overcomes the shortcoming of cascade linear controller in high-speed control, and the results
show that the proposed method has better stability performance. Based on the state-dependent Riccati
equation (SDRE) and Convex constrained optimization, a direct speed controller was proposed in [19],
which can make the PMSM control system achieve high dynamic and accurate stability performance,
and the input voltage and stator current can be constrained.
Due to the nonlinear and strong coupling characteristics of the PMSM drive system, ideal control
results can hardly be achieved in traditional PI controller [20,21]. Many nonlinear control methods
have been applied in PMSM drive systems, such as sliding mode control, model predictive control,
auto-disturbance rejection control, finite time control, etc., [22–26]. Among these methods, it can
converge in finite time and has a better disturbance rejection performance. The terminal sliding mode
is widely used in control systems. In [27], a new terminal sliding mode controller is designed to adjust
the speed of the PMSM servo system, which can make the system reach the reference speed in a finite
time, ensuring a fast convergence performance and a better tracking accuracy of the system. In [28],
a non-singular terminal sliding mode control based on state observer is investigated to realize the
pressure control. In the proposed method, the pressure tracking error can converge to the equilibrium
point in finite time and the chattering of the sliding mode is weakened. In [29] according to euler
discrete technology, a new discrete time fast terminal sliding mode method is proposed and applied to
the control of permanent magnet synchronous linear motor (PMLSM), and the reference position of
PMLSM can be quickly tracked. In [30], a fractional-order terminal sliding mode controller based on
fractional-order disturbance observer is proposed, under which the speed can converge to the reference
speed in a finite time. In [31], a higher speed tracking accuracy can be achieved by a continuous
fast terminal sliding mode control, and the robustness of the PMSM system can be improved when
the disturbance is feedforward to the system by the extended state observer. In [32], a nonsingular
terminal sliding mode based on improved extended state observer is investigated to realize the direct
voltage control for the stand-alone doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) system, which can achieve a
balanced stator voltage.
Load change, parameters uncertainty and unmodeled dynamics are considered to be important
factors affected the control performance. At present, in order to improve the robustness, the disturbance
will be estimated by state observer and feed forward to the system before it affects the system. In [33],
to improve the robustness in surface permanent magnet synchronous motor, the lumped disturbance
consisted of the external disturbance and mismatched parameters can be estimated by a Luneburg
observer, and compensate to the PMSM system. In [34] the parameters uncertainties and disturbances
in DC-DC converters are considered as lumped disturbance, estimated by a reduced order generalized
proportional integral observer and fed forward to the system, which improves the dynamic performance
of the system. In [35], the lumped disturbance in air-breathing hypersonic vehicles is calculated by a
disturbance observer, and the accuracy of speed and position control is improved when the disturbance
feedforward to the system. In [36], a high-gain generalized proportional integral observer is designed,
to estimate the load change and parameters uncertainties in PMSM. In [37], the disturbance is estimated
and compensated by a nonlinear disturbance observer to improve the disturbance rejection property of
the system. Then, a nonlinear controller is used to control the system, and the semi-global stability
of the designed nonlinear controller and nonlinear disturbance observer is proved. In [38], a robust
nonlinear observer is proposed for the Lipschitz nonlinear system. On the one hand, the new observer
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does not need to be added to small Lipschitz constants; on the other hand, the state estimation error
of the system can quickly approach zero in the face of large additional disturbances. Disturbance
also exists in the PMSM drive system under the non-cascade structure. In order to improve the
anti-disturbance ability, it is necessary to estimate and compensate the disturbance to the system.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. The Mathematical Model of Pmsm














dt = −BωJ +
npψ f
J iq − TLJ
(1)
where, id, iq are the d-axis and q-axis stator currents, respectively; ud, uq are the d-axis and q-axis stator
voltages, respectively; L is the inductor; R is stator resistance; np is the number of pole pairs; ω is
angular velocity; ψ f is rotor flux linkage; TL is load torque; B is viscous frictional coefficient; J is rotor
inertia.
2.2. The Mathematic Model of Speed-Current Single-Loop
Let x1 = ωre f −ω, and its derivative can be expressed as
.
x1 = x2 =
.
ωre f − .ω = .ωre f + a1ω− a2iq + a3TL. (2)
where, a1 = BJ , a2 =
npψ f
J , a3 =
1
J .
When the parameters uncertainties are considered, the following expression can be obtained.
.
x1 = x2 + d1 =
.
ωre f + a1ω− a2iq + a3TL + d1 (3)
where, d1 = Δa1ω − Δa2iq + Δa3TL is considered as mismatched uncertainties. And a1, a2, a3 are
nominal parameter values, at1, at2, at3 are the actual parameter values. Δa1 = at1 − a1, Δa2 = at2 − a2,
Δa3 = at3 − a3.













ωre f + a1
.
ω+ a2b1iq + a2b2ωid + a2b3ω− a2b4uq + a3
.
TL. (5)
where b1 = RL , b2 = np, b3 =
npψ f
L and b4 =
1
L .
Taking the parameters uncertainties and disturbance into consideration, system (5) can be
expressed as follows
.




ωre f + a1
.
ωre f + a2b3ωre f + a2b1iq + a2b2ωid + a3
.
TL − Δa1x2 − Δa2Δb3x1+
Δa1
.




b1, b2, b3, b4 are the nominal parameter values, bt1, bt2, bt3, bt4 are the actual parameter values,
Δb1 = bt1 − b1, Δb2 = bt2 − b2, Δb3 = bt3 − b3, Δb4 = bt4 − b4.
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The second-order speed regulation system can be expressed as follows{ .
x1 = x2 + d1
.
x2 = −a1x2 − a2b3x1 − a2b4uq + d2 (7)
3. Control Design































Figure 1. Permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) control system based on the method designed
in this paper.
3.1. Finite Time Observer
The disturbance is estimated and feedforward to the system based on the finite time observation
method. The stability of the finite time control system is defined as follows.
Lemma 1. [39] the following system is considered
.
x = f (x), x ∈ U ⊆ Rn, f (0) = 0 (8)
where, f : U → Rn is a continuous function of x in domain of definition. For the equilibrium solution of the
system, x = 0 is defined as finite time stability, which requires the system to be both stable and convergent
in finite time. Finite time convergence means there are ∀x0 ∈ U0 ⊂ Rn and a continuous function T(x):
U0\{0} → (0,+∞) , making the solution x(t, x0) of the system (3) satisfied the following conditions: when
t ∈ [0, T(x0)), x(t, x0) ∈ U0\{0} and lim
x→T(x0)
x(t, x0) = 0 are true; When t > T(x0), x(t, x0) = 0 is always true.
If U = U0 = Rn existed, the system is considered globally finite time stable.
Notation 1. For writing convenience, denote sigβ(x) = sgn(x)|x|β, where x, β ∈ R, and sgn(·) is the sign
function.
Lemma 2. [40] Consider the following system
.
x = f (x) + f̂ (x), f (0) = 0, x ∈ Rn (9)
where, f (x) is a continuous homogeneous vector field, and f (x) has negative homogeneous degree k with respect
to expansion vector (r1, r2, . . . , rn). f̂ (x) is the estimated disturbance of the system, which satisfies f̂ (0) = 0.
x ∈ Rn refers that x is belonged to the n-dimensional vector. Suppose that the asymptotically stable equilibrium
point of system
.
x = f (x) is x = 0 and satisfies the following conditions, ∀x  0
lim
ε→0
f̂i(εr1 x1, . . . , εrnxn)
εk+ri
= 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (10)
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Then x = 0 is a locally finite time equilibrium point of system (9).
Lemma 3. [41–43] Consider the nonlinear system⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
.





where, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
T ∈ Rn are the state variables of the system; u ∈ R and y ∈ R are the input and
output of the system, respectively.
For system (11), the estimated state values (x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂n) can converge to the real states (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
of system (11) in a finite time by the following global finite time observer.⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
.
x̂i = x̂i+1 + λisigβi(x1 − x̂1), i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1.
x̂n = u + λnsigβn(x1 − x̂1)
(12)
where, βi > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, it’s a Hurwitz polynomial sn + β1sn−1 + · · ·+ βn−1s + βn.
βi = iβ− (i− 1), i = 1, . . . , n, β ∈ (1− 1n , 1] (13)
Lemma 4. [44,45] A second-order system can be expressed as follows⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ .x1 = x2 − λsig 12 (x1).x2 = −νsign(x1) + F(t) (14)
If there is a positive real number f+,
∣∣∣F(t)∣∣∣ < f+ is true, and ν, λ satisfies the following description.




(ν+ f+)(1 + μ)
(1− μ) (15)
where, μ is a constant, 0 < μ < 1. Then the state (x1, x2) of the system (14) will be converged to the equilibrium
point 0 in a finite time, and the system (14) is globally stable in finite time.
Assumption 1. The disturbance d1,d2 in system (7) are second-order and first-order differentiable, respectively.
Let x1 = x1, x2 = x2 + d1, d =
.
d1 + d2 + a1d1, the following system can be derived from system (7)⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
.
x1 = x2.
x2 = −a1x2 − a2b3x1 − a2b4uq + d
y = x1
(16)
Finite time state observers are designed for the state variables of system (7) and system (14)
according to Lemma 3. ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
.
x̂1 = x2 + d̂1 − λ1sigβ1(x̂1 − x1).




x̂2 = −a1x̂22 − a2b3x̂11 − a2b4uq + d̂2 + a1d̂1 − λ1sigβ2(x̂2 − x2).
d̂2 = −λ2sign(x̂2 − x2)
(18)
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where, λ1, λ2, λ1, λ2 are the observation gain of the finite time observer, β1, β2 are the fractional power
of the finite time observer, x̂1, x̂2, d̂1, d̂2 are the estimated values of x1, x2, d1, d2. The following function
can be acquired d̂ = a1d̂1 + d̂2, where, d̂ is the estimated value of d.
Proof: The estimated errors are defined as x̃1 = x̂1 − x1, d̃1 = d̂1 − d1. The error equation obtained
by system (7) and system (17) can be expressed as⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
.
x̃1 = d̃1 − λ1sigβ1(x̃1).




From Assumption 1, −L ≤ .d1 ≤ L can be obtained. When the gain meets (15), the error system can
be reached stability within a finite time. Namely, d̂1 can converge to the true value d1 in finite time.
After this moment, d̂1 ≡ d1, x̂1 ≡ x1 are always true. Then x2 ≡ x2 + d̂1 is true. The proof of the finite
time stability of the error system for the system (17) is the same as above.
In conclusion, the observation state (x̂1, x̂2, d̂1, d̂2) estimated by the finite time observer will
converge to the actual values (x1, x2, d1, d2) of system (7) and system (18) within a finite time.
3.2. Non-Singular Terminal Sliding Mode Control
Consider the following second-order system{ .
e1 = e2
.
e2 = f (e) + u + d(t)
(20)
where, e1,e2 are the state variables, d(t) is the disturbance,
∣∣∣d(t)∣∣∣ ≤ D.
The non-singular terminal sliding mode surface is selected as follows




where, η > 0, and p > q > 0 are odd.
In order to make the system state converge to the actual value in finite time, the control law can
be designed as
u = −(D + ε)sign(s) − f (e) − ηq
p
e2−p/q2 (22)
where, ε is the robustness coefficient, ε > 0, 1 < p/q < 2.
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2 (−(D + ε)sign(s) + d(t))]
≤ 1η pq ep/q−12 (−ε)|s|
(24)
where p, q are positive odd integers and 1 < p/q < 2, thus ep/q−12 > 0. Then
.
V < 0 is always true.
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According to the above analysis, the control law (22) designed for system (20) can ensure the
system convergence.
Assume that the system state reaches the sliding mode surface at tr, that is to say s(tr) = 0, then⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ e1 + 1η ep/q2 = 0.e1 = ηeq/p1 (25)





As can be seen from the time function (26), the larger η is, the smaller ts is to the stable state;
However, if η is too large, the effect of switching item will be strengthened due to the change of s
symbol, and the control output will be weakened.
For system (16) (17) (18), the non-singular terminal sliding mode surface function is selected as










[−a1x̂2 − a2b3x1 + d̂ + ηqp x̂
2−p/q
2 + (D + ε)sign(s)] (28)























2 (−a1x̂2 − a2b3x1 − a2b4uq + d)]
(30)
Consider the control law (28)
.









2 (−εsign(s) + d− d̂−Dsign(s))]





In (31), p, q are positive odd integers and 1 < p/q < 2, thus x̂
p/q−1




q |s| > 0




2 (−ε)|s| < 0 can be proved.
It can be known from (31) that the second-order PMSM system can reach a stable state in a
finite time based on the composite strategy of finite time observer and non-singular fast terminal
sliding mode.
4. Simulation and Analysis
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, comparative simulations are built on
the traditional cascade PID, cascade sliding mode, and the proposed method this paper. The simulations
are based on Asus notebook FX503VD, Intel(R)Core i7 7700HQ, CPU@2.80GHz, RAM 7.88GB (Hynix
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DDR4 2400MHz), SanDiskSD8SN8U128G1002(128GB/solid state disk), Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050
(4GB/Asus), 64-bit operating system, matlab 2017b (ASUSTek Computer Inc., Taiwan, China). In order
to ensure the fairness of the comparison, the bus voltage is set to 36 V. The reference speed of PMSM is
set at 1000 r/min. The PMSM parameters used for simulation are shown in Table 1. The parameters of
the traditional cascade PID, the traditional cascade sliding mode control and NTSMC-FTO proposed in
this paper are shown in Tables 2–4, respectively. In cascade SMC controller, SMC and PID are used for





0 [c(x2) + Mu× sign(s) + κs]dt as the expression of output.
Table 1. Rated parameters of the permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM).
Rated Power PN 200 W
line resistance R 0.33 Ω
line inductance L 9 × 10−4 H
magnetic poles np 4 pairs
torque constant Kt 0.087 N·m/A
rated power UN 36 VAC
rated current IN 7.5 A
rotor inertia J 1.89 × 10−5 kg·m2
rated speed nN 3000 r/min
Table 2. The cascade PID controller.
Description Parameter Value
speed loop proportional gain K1 0.01
speed loop integral gain I1 0.95
speed loop proportional gain K2 50
speed loop integral gain I2 100,000
current loop Id proportional Kp1 2000
current loop Id integral gain KI1 100,000
Table 3. The cascade sliding mode control (SMC) controller.
Description Parameter Value
error gain of SMC c 10.8
switch gain of SMC Mu 100
sliding mode surface gain of SMC κ 12
speed loop proportional gain K2 50
speed loop integral gain I2 100,000
current loop Id proportional Kp1 2000
current loop Id integral gain KI1 10,000
Table 4. The proposed controller this paper.
Description Parameter Value
the power of NTSMC p 37
the power of NTSMC q 35
proportional gain of NTSMC η 5100
switch gain of NTSMC ε 200,000,000,000
the gain of observer1 λ1 1,000,000
the gain of observer1 λ2 10
the gain of observer2 λ1 50,000,000
the gain of observer2 λ2 500
current loop id proportional Kp1 2000
current loop id integral gain KI1 10,000
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There are two groups of comparative simulations, one is the response curve at the phase of
startup, and the other is the response curve when the load torque suddenly changes at a constant
speed stage. It can be found from the comparison results that the NTSMC-FTO proposed in this paper,
which regulate the speed and current of PMSM in one loop, has a better dynamic performance and
disturbance rejection property than the traditional PID and SMC.
Case I: Phase of start. The reference speed of PMSM is set at 1000 r/min, and the motor starts
without load torque. Figure 2a–c are ω, iq, id response curves of startup, respectively. The solid (blue)
line is NTSMC-FTO controller, the dotted (pink) line is PID controller, and the dotted (black) line is
SMC controller. It can be summarized that when the motor starts without speed overshoot, When
the motor starts without speed overshoot, it takes 0.0028 s for NTSMC-FTO to reach the steady state,
compared with the cascade SMC and PID 0.045 s is needed. The cost to reach steady state is reduced
by 0.0422 s. The d-axis and q-axis currents chattering of NTSMC-FTO are smaller than the cascade
SMC and PID controller. The comparative simulation results of startup can be seen in Table 5.
Table 5. The comparative simulation results of start up.
Method Reference Speed Time to Reach Steady State
NTSMC-FTO 1000 r/min 0.0028 s
the cascade SMC 1000 r/min 0.045 s
the cascade PID 1000 r/min 0.045 s
Case II: Load torque is changed suddenly. The load torque has a sudden change from TL = 0 N ·m
to TL = 0.1 N ·m at t = 0.1 s. Figure 3a–c, are ω, iq, id response curves of load torque sudden
change, respectively. When the load torque changed suddenly, the speed of NTSMC-FTO is decreased
by 2.5 r/min (0.25%), while SMC and PID are 87 r/min (8.7%) and 74 r/min (7.4%), respectively.
The recovery time of NTSMC-FTO, SMC and PID to 1000 r/min are 0.0004s, 0.06s and 0.06 s, respectively.
The comparative simulation results of load changed suddenly can be seen in Table 6.




The Recover Time of
Steady State
NTSMC-FTO 1000 r/min 2.5 r/min 0.0004 s
the cascade SMC 1000 r/min 87 r/min 0.06 s
the cascade PID 1000 r/min 74 r/min 0.06 s
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Figure 2. Performance comparisons under the PID, permanent magnet synchronous motor (SMC) and
NTSMC-FTO at the phase of startup. (a) Speed response curves. (b) d-axis current curves. (c) q-axis
current curves.
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Figure 3. Performance comparisons under the PID, SMC and NTSMC-FTO with sudden load torque
change. (a) Speed response curves. (b) d-axis current curves. (c) q-axis current curves.
Figure 4a,b are disturbance d1 and disturbance d2 curves estimated by the finite time observers,
respectively.
It can be concluded that compared with the traditional SMC and PID, the NTSMC-FTO proposed
in this paper, which put the speed and current in one loop to regulate, has a faster tracking speed and a
better disturbance rejection performance, demonstrating that the proposed method in this paper has
strong robustness.
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Figure 4. The estimated value based on the finite-time observer. (a)The estimated value of d1 based on
the finite-time observer. (b)The estimated value of d2 based on the finite-time observer.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, a novel speed-current single-loop controller for the PMSM drive system has been
proposed. Simulations have verified that compared with the cascade PID and cascade SMC method,
the proposed method has a faster start up response and a better disturbance rejection performance.
The disturbance can be accurately estimated and compensated by the proposed disturbance observer.
Future research can be carried out from the state constraint of the proposed method to reduce the
q-axis transient current and improve the safety of the system.
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Abstract: Combining the feedback of predictive function control and the feedforward of extended
state observer, a composite control strategy is proposed for the permanent magnet linear synchronous
motor (PMLSM). The mathematical model of the PMLSM vector control system is established based
on the basic structure and operation mechanism of PMLSM. Then, a speed regulator based on
predictive function control (PFC) is designed to improve the speed tracking performance of the
PMLSM drive system. The state and disturbance of the PMLSM system estimated by the extended
state observer (ESO) transferred to the PMLSM drive system, and the robustness of the drive system
will be improved. Comparative simulation and experiment results show that the proposed method
has better speed tracking performance and disturbance rejection property.
Keywords: permanent magnet linear synchronous motor (PMLSM); extended state observer (ESO);
predictive function control (PFC); composite control; robustness
1. Introduction
Permanent magnet linear synchronous motors (PMLSMs) have been widely used in industrial
applications due to the high speed, high acceleration, high accuracy, and high-power density [1].
However, the PMLSM is a nonlinear system characterized by time-varying, strong coupling,
and external disturbances [2], thus the control of the PMLSM servo system is still challenging. For the
sake of meeting the requirements of system static and dynamic performances performances, it is
necessary to study novel control strategies and improve the robustness of the vector control system [3].
A considerable number of research literatures have been reported in the motor
control community [3–10]. Generally, there are two aspects that can be considered to achieve a good
dynamic performance for a PMLSM. One type of efficient method is to optimize the structure design
of the PMLSM, for example, an optimal design of the auxiliary-teeth model was carried out to decrease
the circulating current of PMLSM, and the effect of the unbalanced phase based on the auxiliary-teeth
installation was considered [4]. However, for the PMLSM herein, another method is to design
an appropriate control strategy to improve the robustness of PMLSM, which is of great significance.
For the wafer stage of the lithography systems, Song et al. [3] presented an iterative learning control
(ILC)-based feedforward compensation scheme. In the presence of parameter uncertainties and external
disturbances, a reduced-order proportional-integral (PI)-based robust cascade control was presented to
enhance the robust performance of current and speed regulations [5]. The sliding mode control (SMC)
has been extensively investigated for a few decades because of its particular robustness to suppress the
disturbances [6], and an extended state observer (ESO)-based SMC control for the permanent magnet
synchronous motor (PMSM) servo system was presented in the work by the authors of [7]. In the
framework of the active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) technique [8], Sira-Ramirez et al. [9]
designed an active disturbance rejection control scheme for the angular velocity trajectory tracking.
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In the work by the authors of [10], a comprehensive overview on disturbance/uncertainty estimation
and attenuation techniques in PMSMs were given, where the various disturbances and uncertainties
were discussed, and the relevant control methods were summarized.
In recent years, the model predictive control (MPC) technology has been well developed due to
its conceptual simplicity, high dynamic response, and easy implementation etc. [11]. As mentioned
in the work by the authors of [12], the MPC is one of the most popular control strategy in industrial
applications, where satisfactory system performances can be guaranteed. One can regard the MPC
as an optimal control method [13], which predicts the output of the state variable by employing the
dynamic model of the controlled plant [14] and generates the future control input according to the
optimization of the performance index function or cost function during each sampling period [15].
In the work by the authors of [16], three predictive current control schemes were compared by
theoretical analyses, simulation results, and experiments. By replacing the conventional cascade
structure, the speed and current controllers were combined together, and the MPC algorithm was
applied to electrical drives [17]. Zhang et al. [18] presented a composite observer-based robust
fault-tolerant predictive current control algorithm for PMSMs, which can eliminate the influence
of motor parameter perturbation and permanent magnet demagnetization. Based on the field-oriented
control (FOC) and vector control approaches, Liu et al. [19] proposed a composite speed regulation
comprised by ESO feedforward compensation and predictive functional control (PFC) feedback
control. In addition, an ESO can timely estimate the “lumped disturbances”, including both internal
unmodelled dynamics and external disturbances in the system [20], and thus the ESO-based control
approaches (usually called ADRC schemes) can handle large uncertainties as well as achieve the desired
performance [21]. It should be emphasized that most of the existing results are concentrated on PMSM
servo control. However, the PMLSM is widely used in many applications. Thus, the investigation
about designing an ESO-based MPC/PFC law to compensate the adverse effects of uncertainties and
disturbances on a PMLSM is of significant importance, which remains as an open area.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical description
of a PMLSM is analyzed and its simplified model is established. The main results are given in
Section 3. The PFC controller is designed, and an ESO feedforward compensation is incorporated in
the PFC feedback item, thus a composite speed regulate scheme is developed. Simulation results and
comparative experiments are given to confirm the advantages and disturbance rejection performance
of the proposed method in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Mathematical Model of the Pmlsm
The objective of the servo system is tracking the reference signals as closely as possible,
while guaranteeing control system and anti-disturbance performances. In this section, the mathematical
model of the PMLSM is established in Laplace domain.
2.1. Mathematical Description of a Pmlsm
Generally, the basic equations of the PMLSM servo control system include the voltage
equation, flux linkage equation, electromagnetic force equation, and the mechanical motion
equation [22]. With the assumptions that the three-phase primary windings of the PMLSM are
completely symmetrical and the traveling wave magnetic field is sinusoidally distributed [23], one can





dt = ud − Rid + πτ vψq
Lq
diq









M dvdt = Fe − FL − Bfv
(1)
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where id, ud, Ld, ψd, iq, uq, Lq, and ψq are the d-axis and q-axis currents, voltages, inductances, and flux
linkages, respectively; ψf is the permanent magnet flux linkage; R is the winding resistance; τ is the
pole pitch; Fe is the electromagnetic force; FL is the load torque; Bf is the viscous friction coefficient;
v and M are the velocity and the mass of linear motor rotor, respectively.
Considering a surface-mounted PMLSM, and thus Ld = Lq = L. We can assume that there
no hysteresis, no eddy currents, no cogging, no bearing components, no magnetic saturation,
no temperature rise leading to a higher resistance R and lower magnet flux, perfect magnetic alignment
with an ideal symmetric 3-phase motor amplifier are exhibited [24]. In addition, we define the force




dt + Rid − πτ vLiq
uq = L
diq
dt + Riq +
π
τ v (Lid + ψf)
M dvdt = Kfiq − FL − Bfv
(2)
where ψq = Liq and ψd = Lid + ψf, respectively.
2.2. A Simplified Model of the Pmlsm
By the framework of FOC and vector control technique [25], a cascade structure comprising
the speed regulation and current controllers is usually adopted in the PMLSM servo system [26].
Because the excitation flux linkage is established by permanent magnets, the current id is controlled
to be zero in the inner loop, while the electromagnetic force is proportional to the current iq,
whose command current is determined by the outer speed loop. It should be emphasized that the
dynamics of current loop is usually much faster than speed loop response, that is, the current loop has
a higher bandwidth that of speed loop. As a result, the current iq nearly equals to its expected value i∗q,
and thus the transfer function of inner current loop can be regarded as 1, i.e., Gi(s) ≈ 1 [27]. To this end,
the simplified control diagram of the PMLSM servo system is shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, e denotes
the velocity tracking error satisfying e = v∗ − v, and v∗ is the given signal.
Figure 1. The simplified control diagram of the PMLSM servo system.
According to the control scheme of PMLSM given in Figure 1, the first-order system model in the





3. ESO-Based PFC Design
In this section, a PFC law is firstly designed based on the mathematical model obtained in
Section 2. Then, an ESO is constructed to estimate the disturbances in the PMLSM servo system, which
are incorporated in the PFC feedback controller. Finally, the whole block diagram for the PMLSM
control system is derived.
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3.1. PFC Design
Among all the MPC approaches, PFC is characterized by the low online computation,
while maintaining the advantages of the MPC method. In general, the PFC design methodology
mainly comprises the following five components.
• (1) Basic functions




μjubj(i), i = 1, 2, . . . , P (4)
where i∗q is the future control variables, N is the number of base functions, μj is the coefficients
related to the performance optimization index, ubj(i) is the base functions determined by the
reference signals, and P is the optimization horizon.
In this paper, we select the base function as the form of step response, i.e., ubj(i) = 1, and set
N = 1. As a result, the following equation can be derived.
i∗q(k) = μ1 (5)
• (2) Prediction model
The prediction model of the plant output can be given in its discrete time form, the following
formulation is easily obtained by applying the Euler discretization method to Equation (3).
vm(k + 1|k) = αmvm(k) + Km(1 − αm)i∗q(k) (6)
where vm(k + 1|k) is the predicted velocity at time t = (k + 1)Ts and Ts is the sample time; Km and
αm are coefficients of the prediction model (differential equation form).
For the (k + 2)th sampling time, we have
vm(k + 2|k) = αmvm(k + 1) + Km(1 − αm)i∗q(k + 1) (7)
According to the well-known mean-level control strategy [28], the control variables are regarded
as a constant during the prediction, that is,
i∗q(k) = i∗q(k + 1) = · · · = i∗q(k + P − 1) (8)
By replacing vm(k + 1|k) with vm(k + 1) and combining Equations (6)–(8) we get
vm(k + 2|k) = α2mvm(k) + Km(1 − α2m)i∗q(k) (9)
Obeying the same principle, the prediction output generated at the (k + 2)th sampling time is
as follows,
vm(k + i|k) = αimvm(k) + Km(1 − αim)i∗q(k) (10)
Correspondingly, we can described the prediction output as the matrix form based on the
Equations (5), (6), (9), and (10), which is as follows,















(1 − αm) (1 − αP2 ) · · · (1 − αPm)
]T (12)
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• (3) Error correction
Because the presence of the model mismatch, unknown disturbance, parameter variation,
and noise, the prediction error between prediction model output and actual output is existed.
When PFC is applied to control systems with a small sampling period, it is generally believed
that the error in this processing period remains constant [19]. Since the sampling period of the
PMLSM control system in this paper is 10−4 s, it is assumed that all prediction errors are equal
only within this interruption period. The error can be expressed as follows,
e(k) = e(k + 1) = e(k + 2) = · · · = e(k + P − 1) = v(k)− vm(k) (13)
where v(k) is the measured velocity of the practical control system.
• (4) Reference trajectory
A first-order reference trajectory is provided in the following form.
vr(k + i) = v∗(k + i)− αir [v∗(k)− v(k)] i = 1, 2, . . . , P (14)
where vr is the velocity reference trajectory, v∗ is the set point value, αr = e−Ts/Tr is the time
constant, and Tr is the desired response time.
• (5) Evaluation mechanism
Considering the tracking error between the velocity reference trajectory vr and the predicted
output vm, and minimizing the sum of squared error e with a penalization on the control input i∗q,





q2i [vr(k + i)− vm(k + i|k)− e(k + i)]2 + r2i∗2q (k) (15)
where qi are the parameters imposed on each of the tracking errors and e; r is a weighting
parameter of the control input.
Define the following matrices.
Vr(k) =
[









q21 0 . . . 0









, R = r2
(16)
Substituting Equations (12) and (16) into (15) leads to the following cost function.
J = Q‖Vr(k)− Vm(k)− E(k)‖2 + Ri∗2q (k) (17)
where ‖·‖ denotes the Euclidean norm.




i∗q = (VTb QVb + R)
−1VTb Q [Vr(k)− Vo(k)− E(k)] (18)
In a summary, the PFC law is derived as Equation (18).
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3.2. ESO Design
As mentioned in the work by the authors of [30], the observer-based feedforward compensation
method can improve the disturbance rejection performance. In this note, we introduce an ESO to
estimate the disturbances, whose estimates will be taken the above designed PFC into account.
Extracting the mechanical motion equation from Equation (2), and rewriting it as the following
differential equation form.
v̇ = KfM iq − FLM − BfM v = KfM i∗q + d(t) (19)
where the lumped disturbance d(t) (containing tracking error of q-axis current loop, external load












whose derivative is assumed to be bounded, namely, satisfying ḋ(t) ≤ D.
The function d(t) is generally unknown and the ESO can generate the disturbance estimate only
depending on the input and output information of the control plant [20], which is free of the specific





Substituting Equation (21) into (19) yields
{
ẋ1 = x2 + bi∗q
ẋ2 = D
(22)
where b is a coefficient determined by the system parameters, i.e., b = Kf/M.
In this paper, we construct the ESO as follows,
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
ε = z1 − x1
ż1 = z2 − c1ε + boi∗q
ż2 = −c2ε
(23)
where z1 and z2 are the estimates of the state variables x1 and x2; c1 and c2 are the gains of designed
ESO to be determined; bo is the estimate of parameter b.
Based on the stability analysis in the work by the authors of [8], if the gains c1 and c2 are
appropriately selected, the estimate errors between z1, z2 and x1, x2 can be guaranteed to be zero,
that is, {
z1 → x1 → v
z2 → x2 → d(t) (24)
After the total disturbance f (t) is accurately estimated by the above ESO, one can be incorporated
in aforementioned Equation (18) as a feedforward compensation to improve the anti-disturbance
performance [31], and thus the composite speed regulator can be obtained as follows.
i∗q = (VTb QVb + R)
−1VTb Q [Vr(k)− Vo(k)− E(k)]− z2
/
b0 (25)
As a result, the whole block diagram of the proposed composite control for the PMLSM servo
system is given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The ESO-based PFC control for the PMLSM.
4. Simulation and Experimental Results
In this section, some simulation results and comparative experiments will be conducted to
demonstrate the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed ESO-based PFC composite control
strategy. The parameters of the PMLSM are exhibited in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameters of the permanent magnet linear synchronous motor (PMLSM).
Parameter Value Unit
Rated voltage (U) 24 V
Pole pitch (τ) 32 mm
Winding resistance (R) 1.25 Ω
Inductance (L) 5.25 mH
Viscous friction coefficient (Bf) 2.12 N·m/s
Flux linkage (ψf) 0.0385 Wb
Mass (M) 14 kg
4.1. Simulation Study
In order to illustrate the advantages of the proposed composite control scheme over the
conventional PID control method, the simulation comparisons are performed in this subsection.
The simulation results are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
Figure 3. Speed tracking for proportional-integral (PI) and composite controllers (without load torque).
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For the case of no external load torque, Figure 3 shows the velocity evolutions based on PI
controller and that of ESO-based PFC controller. According to the simulation results, the speed
response of PFC controller is significantly faster than that of traditional PI controller, which reflects
the superiority of the predictive control algorithm. In PFC controller, the value of prediction depth
(also called optimization horizon) P can be arbitrarily set. The simulation curves show that when the
optimal prediction depth is set as P = 1, the response speed is the fastest, and with the P increasing,
the response speed will slow down. Figure 4 shows the system performance of the PI and PFC + ESO
when an external disturbances is suddenly loaded. It can be concluded that PFC + ESO control scheme
has superior anti-disturbance performance.
Figure 4. Performance comparison between PI and predictive function control (PFC) + extended state
observer (ESO).
4.2. Experiment Comparisons
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the experimental setup for a PMLSM
test system has been developed, which is shown in Figure 5. The overall speed regulate algorithm
including the space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) implemented on the STM32 control
board, intelligent power module (IPM) integrated driven circuit, external AD7606 conversion circuit,
current and position sampling circuits (Hall-effect devices), oscilloscope, computer, Emulator, PMLSM,
DC 15V and DC 24V power source, etc.
(a) Configuration of the test system (b) Permanent magnet synchronous linear motor
Figure 5. Experiment setup.
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In order to verify the advantages and effectiveness of the composite control scheme, comparative
simulations and experiments are established on optimized PID controller and the proposed method,
respectively; with no speed overshoot as the constraint and the parameters tracking the reference speed
in the shortest time are taken as the optimal parameters of the PID. The parameters of the proposed
method are determined by the same method.
4.2.1. No-Load Experiments
Experiment results based on PI controller and ESO-based PFC controller (the predicted depth is
set as P = 1) are performed without external load torque, which are shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6,
the reference speed is given as vref = 0.5 m/s, it can be seen from the experiment results that the speed
response of PFC controller is faster than that of PI controller, and the system has superior performance.
(a) PI control (b) ESO-based PFC control
Figure 6. Speed response curves (no load).
4.2.2. Load Torque Experiments
During the stable operation of the PMLSM, a load disturbance is suddenly loaded in a step
form, the speed response curves based on PI and PFC + ESO controllers are shown in Figure 7.
By comparing the results, it can be concluded that the proposed control scheme has faster response
speed, and stronger robustness to external disturbance. In addition, the proposed ESO algorithm can
well estimate the system state and disturbance.
(a) PI control (b) ESO-based PFC control
Figure 7. Speed response curves.
5. Conclusions
The speed regulation problem for a PMLSM servo system has been investigated in this paper.
The mathematical model of the PMLSM is established in the Laplace domain. A composite control
scheme based on the PFC feedback and the ESO-based feedforward compensation has been presented.
The simulation and experiment results confirm that the proposed composite control method has
a superior system performance compared with the traditional PID control strategy, such as faster
response speed and stronger robustness. Our future work will extend the proposed method to deal
with the special force ripple and end effect problems in the PMLSM servo system.
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Abstract: By integrating gas, electricity, and cooling and heat networks, multi-energy system
(MES) breaks the bondage of isolated planning and operation of independent energy systems.
Appropriate scheduling of MES is critical to the operational economy, and it is essential to design
scheduling strategies to achieve maximum economic benefits. In addition to the emergence of energy
conversion systems, the other main novelty of MES is the multivariate of load, which offers a great
optimization potential by changing load replaceability (flexibly adjusting the composition of loads).
In this paper, by designing load replaceability index (LRI) of composite load in MES, its interaction
mechanism with scheduling optimum is systematically analyzed. Through case studies, it is proven
that the optimum can be improved by elevating load replaceability.
Keywords: multi-energy system; economic dispatch; load replaceability; multi-energy conversion
1. Introduction
Energy flexibility is crucial to the construction of more environmental-friendly and efficient
power generation (consumption) patterns. Unlike conventional single-form energy-based energy
system, which is usually detached from other types of energy systems from both the planning and
operational perspectives, multi-energy system (MES) comprises various forms of subsystems including
electricity, heat, cooling and gas networks, contributing to the interactions and corresponding energy
flexibility through energy converters. Therefore, MES technologies gradually become irreplaceably
key components in building the modern energy systems.
Compared with single-from energy-based system, the most significant difference of MES is the
energy conversion function achieved by energy conversion equipments, which serve as in-between
interfaces and assist in the formation of coupling relations. Energy converters are foundations of
transformation, fusion and decomposition of energy flows among different subsystems. Because of the
possibility of convertibility of different energy forms, MES outperforms systems of pure energy form
by complementing the advantages of each subsystem.
An important concept in MES is the energy hub (EH), which gives an matrix model of production,
conversion, consumption and storage of different energy carriers. Each of the matrix elements
represent the abstract connection and conversion coefficients of internal components, which can
be embodied by various types of multi-generators, among which combined heat and power (CHP) or
combined heat cooling and power (CHCP) plants are the most widely investigated cogeneration or
trigeneration plants.
Various research studies have recently begun to show intensive concern for the design
and operation of MES, either from the perspective of microscopic (CHP and CHCP plants) or
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macroscopic (EHs). The main idea of optimal operation of CHP (CHCP) plants is similar to
that of power systems, both starts from the optimization model building and ends with model
solving by specific optimization algorithms like mathematical or evolutionary programming methods.
Like economic electrical power dispatch, the first priority of multi-generation is economy.
Some researchers leverage the strong computing capabilities of meta-heuristics to solve economic
dispatch of CHP plants [1,2]. Apart from deterministic optimization, uncertainties stemming from
volatile renewable energy are gradually introduced by stochastic programming. For example, a novel
chance constrained programming model is used to formulate economic dispatch with CHP plants
and wind power simultaneously [3]. Li groundbreakingly investigates how to use the temperature
dynamics of heating networks to enhance the utilization of wind power, and a CHP dispatch
model considering operational economy and wind power integration is built and solved by iterative
methods [4]. As for economic dispatch of CHCP, a nonlinear economic optimal operation model is
developed and solved by lingo solver [5]. Backward dynamic programming technique is used to
obtain the optimal operational set-points of combined heat, cooling and power systems [6].
Besides designing operation schedules solely in pursuit of the economic potential elevation,
optimization of (CHP) CCHP plants considering multiple operational output performance begins
to capture researchers’ interests. Under most circumstances, economy, energy utilization efficiency
and environmental preservation are the three main optimization goals. By employing Weighting
method and fuzzy optimum selection theory, the integrated performances of operation of CCHP plants
considering these objectives are evaluated [7]. Dynamic object method-particle swarm optimization
method is used to achieve the goal of carbon emission reduction, energy efficiency elevation and
system cost minimization [8]. Additionally, some new evaluation indices evaluating the average useful
output and total heat transfer area are studied, correspondingly, a multi-objective optimization-based
schedule is designed [9]. Modified Bacterial Foraging Optimization method is adopted to minimize
the operational cost and pollutant emission [10].
Optimal system-level operation of MES is usually implemented under EH framework by
designing the synergies among generation, consumption and storage components. An optimal
operation strategy of MES containing CHP plants, boiler, battery and water tank is studied [11],
and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is used to obtain optimal scheduling of each device.
An optimal expansion planning of EH containing CHP plants and natural gas furnaces is designed to
minimize investment cost [12]. Under some circumstances MES have some uncertainties involving
demand fluctuation, cost dynamics and converter efficiency change. In this situation deterministic
framework no longer adapts to uncertain environments, hence robust optimization approach is used to
increase the robustness towards uncertain bounded parameters [13]. In [14], uncertainties of demand,
market price and renewable energy are considered by stochastic programming, and optimal operation
set-points are obtained to minimize operation costs. Instead of treating EH as an individual system,
studies of multi-EH systems take into consideration the mutual influence and restriction. By analyzing
competitive and cooperative relation between multi-EHs, game theoretic optimal scheduling is
established through quantum particle swarm optimization method [15]. Moreover, resilience of MES
is researched in last several years, and coordination between different subsystems in post-disaster
repair is investigated to reduce load shedding and repair duration [16].
Most of the existing MES research focuses on optimal planning or operation by considering
multi-energy generation or conversion on the generation side. Recently, some research studies begin
to consider the characteristics of multi-energy loads, which play essential roles in MES planning
& operation as well as other applications like load prediction and demand response programs.
Some researchers investigate the influence of multi-energy loads upon MES planning, and the capacity
of gas turbine under different thermoelectric ratios is studied [17]. In respect to load prediction,
load prediction for integrated cooling and heat system is implemented by considering the intrinsic
coupling among multi-energy loads using multivariate phase space reconstruction technique [18].
By considering the operating attributes of loads, a quick cooling and heating load prediction model
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is constructed [19]. Deep-learning technique is adopted to predict various types of load in regional
energy system integration [20]. Some researchers also study how to adjust the consumption pattern to
better participate in the demand response program [21,22].
Conventionally, the load composition from each energy network is assumed to be fixed without
replaceability, which is characterized by the feasibility of substitution of one form of load with
another one. Load considering replaceability can be regarded as a composite load, it characterizes the
multi-energy consumption on the load side and is essential to flexible and efficient energy consumption.
Composite load can adjust the proportion of heterogeneous energy consumption based on the external
excitation signal such as market price, thus achieving simultaneous operation cost reduction and the
load and generation balance.
In this paper, an optimal scheduling approach for MES consisting of gas, electricity, cooling
and heat networks considering load replaceability is designed to maximize the economic potential
of operation. For the convenience of analysis of the influence of load replaceability on the optimal
scheduling, load replaceability index (LRI), which measures the overall load replaceability of MES, is
analyzed in respect to the optimal scheduling results. The intrinsic relations between load replacement
capability and optimum under various operating conditions are investigated to improve the scheduling
performance by observing specific rules of load replaceability adjustment.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 addresses load replaceability and
the definition of LRI in MES; with the aid of load replaceability, Section 3 presents the economic
scheduling model for an integrated electricity, gas, heat and cooling networks; Section 4 studies the
relation between optimal scheduling results and load replacement capability; concluding remarks are
given in Section 5.
2. Load Replaceability in Multi-Energy System
In this section, load replaceability and its relation with optimal scheduling of MES are
systematically analyzed. The definition and calculation method of LRI are presented.
2.1. Load Replaceability and Composite Load
Load replaceability is used to characterize the selection margin of multi-energy consumption.
If one specific load can choose two or more than two types of energy flow to meet its own load
demand, and then this load is called replaceable load. From the perspective of consumers, the greater
the number of energy flow types is and the greater the capacity of multi-generators is, the more the
selection margin of multi-energy consumption is.
Generally speaking, loads in MES can be categorized as cooling, heat, power and gas load,
corresponding to their respective type of energy network. Usually, due to the natural barrier between
heterogenous energy systems in the isolated operating mode, the load can only be supplied by
homogenous energy flow. Nevertheless, with the coupling and integration of heterogenous systems
assisted by energy conversion systems, it should be emphasized that the load can be satisfied by
heterogenous energy flow as well.
In this section, heat load is taken as an example to illustrate the replaceability phenomenon.
In independent heat network, heat load can only be supported by the heat flow through steam pipelines.
While heat load in MES can be supplied by various forms of energy. For example, on the one hand
heat energy can still be transmitted through pipelines just like in independent heat network; on the
other hand electric furnaces or gas heaters can transform electric or gas into heat energy. In this
case, in addition to the thermal attribute, heat load has electric attribute (electric heater) and gaseous
attribute (gas furnace). Electricity and gas are just intermediate transition states. Seen from the exterior,
the final state is still heat load since heat flow is the only energy form in the consumption phase.
Though the final load state belongs to heat load in either segregated independent system or
integrated dependent system, the introduction of intermediate transition states makes the load property
change from monotype load in independent system into composite load in dependent system. The main
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specialty of composite load is flexibility, especially the market response flexibility. The operator can
adjust the proportion of each component in the composite load, based on the market price of each form
of energy flow at different operating interval, thus reducing operation cost. The emergence of composite
load enhances the optimization space in the consumption phase and further increases economic benefits.
In order to vividly illustrate how load replaceability (composite load) influences the operation economy,
an exemplary integrated gas power and cooling system in Figure 1 is briefly studied.
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of two-area classic system.
Suppose the current market prices of gas electricity and heat are 6 $/kWh, 1 $/kWh and
15 $/kWh, respectively. And the amount of heat load demand (100 kWh) is much more than that of
electricity or gas load demand, which is set by zero for simplicity. The maximal transmission capacity
of each network is 50 kW. The following two scenarios are considered for operation cost calculation.
• Scenario 1: There exists no replaceable heat load in the system; the multi-generation plant is
the CHP plant. The overall energy conversion ratio is 0.8; the energy proportion of electricity
generated by the CHP plant is 0.6; the energy proportion of heat generated by the CHP plant is 0.4.
And the maximal capacity of the CHP plant is supposedly to be much bigger than the maximal
transmission capacity of the network.
• Scenario 2: There exists replaceable heat load in the system, and the load is composite load which
contains electric heater and gas furnace. The maximal capacity of both devices is supposedly to
be much bigger than the maximal transmission capacity of power and gas network. The energy
efficiency ratio for both devices is 0.5.
In Scenario 1, the operation cost is
6 × 50 × 0.8 × 0.4 + 15 × (100 − 50 × 0.8 × 0.4) = 1356. (1)
In Scenario 2, the operation cost is
1 × 50 × 0.5 + 6 × 50 × 0.5 + 15 × (100 − 50) = 925. (2)
As can be seen, due to the load replaceability, consumers can satisfy the demand by consuming
much cheaper transformed energy. In this case it is the transformed heat flow from electric heaters
and gas furnaces, thus reducing the overall operation cost. Nevertheless, the multi-generation
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plant (the CHP plant) can only supplement heat flow to a very limited degree. Heat flow is just a
byproduct during the intermediate generation section and the multi-generation plant is not ultimately
consumption-oriented, which cannot sufficiently use the price difference between different energy
forms to reduce operation cost. As is shown by the results in (1) and (2), operation cost (925$)
considering load replaceability is obviously smaller than that is only with multi-generation plants.
2.2. Load Replaceability Index
In Section 2.1, basic information of load replaceability and composite load is addressed. From the
deduction of a simple 2-scenario integrated energy system, it can be learned that load replaceability
enhances the optimization space from the consumption side. In this section, instead of focusing
on substitutes of one specific type of load, we give some quantitative indices to evaluate the broad
system-level load replaceability. The LRI can reflect to what extent one type of load (the final load
state) can be substituted by the other (the intermediate load state).
LRI can be defined from two perspectives: (1) the potential load replaceability and (2) the actual
load replaceability. The former evaluates the potential of load substitution of the system before it is
ever put into operation. The latter evaluates the actual load substitution ability during the operation.
2.2.1. Load Replaceability Index Reflecting Potential Load Substitution Ability
As for an integrated gas, power, heat and cooling system, there exist four possible types of
load in the system. Denote the maximal convertible load demand of the ith composite load by Lmaxi ,







either be Cloadi or H
load
i based on the final energy form. LRI of the ith load can be calculated by
αi =
(








where xi, pi, and gi represents the energy efficiency ratio of respective intermediate load.
Binary variables ui1, ui2 ∈ {0, 1} represent ith load is (ui1, ui2 = 1) or is not (ui1, ui2 = 0) supplied
by specific intermediate loads (Ploadi or G
load
i ). Suppose there exist m loads in the integrated energy











LRI in (4) actually uses the proportion of remaining alternative load reserve in the maximal load
demand to quantify the substitution potential.
2.2.2. Load Replaceability Index Reflecting Actual Load Substitution Ability
As can be seen from (4), all the parameters are actually the upper bounds of corresponding
replaceable loads. That is to say, (4) reflects the remaining load conversion reserve at critical states
(the maximum values). Nevertheless, replaceable loads in the actual scheduling would not certainly
be equal to the maximum; values of replaceable loads should depend on the scheduling, which will be
presented in detail in the next section. Therefore, a modified online scheduling-based LRI of the ith
load is expressed by
βi =
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where Ploadi and G
load
i represent the actual intermediate load amount in the scheduling; Li represents











Notice that the replaceable load term xiXloadi disappears in (5); it is because that




i = Li in the scheduling. If (3) is still used, LRI is always zero. In this
case only the proportion of energy converted by intermediate loads in the composite load is used to
quantify the degree of flexibility.
3. Optimal Economic Scheduling of Multi-Energy System Considering Load Replaceability
It can be learned from Section 2 that load replaceability offers redundant energy flow path and
the optimization space of multi-energy complementary coordination. In response to the market price
of different energy flow, the consumption side can participate in economic dispatch by adaptively
adjusting the proportion of the intermediate load of various energy form in the composite load.
Unlike conventional demand response program in power systems, because of the load replaceability
capability through conversion systems, this multi-energy demand response in MES does not cause the
change in the ultimate total energy consumption. The consumers only choose the intermediate energy
source from which they buy to obtain the ultimate energy rather than change the consumption pattern
like they do in electric utility demand response programs. That is to say, operation economy along
with customer satisfaction on energy supply is guaranteed.
In this section, by considering load replaceability the economic dispatch model is established for
MES in Figure 2 consisting of gas, power, and cooling and heat networks.
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a multi-energy system (MES) consisting of gas, power, and cooling and
heat networks. CHP = combined heat and power; ESS = energy storage system.
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3.1. Objective Function of Optimal Economic Scheduling of MES
From the perspective of economy, operation cost mainly comes from three aspects including the
cost of purchasing gas from external gas networks, the cost of purchasing electricity from external
electric grids and depreciation expense of the multi-energy storage systems.
The cost of gas purchase OG is written by the accumulative product of gas price and purchase










where t represents the dispatch interval; T represents the total number of dispatch intervals; rgas (t)
represents gas price at time t; Gext (t) represents gas purchase amount at time t; Rgas = 9.77
(
kw · h/m3)
represents the calorific value.
The supplementary electricity is procured from the external main grid as shown in Figure 2.





rele (t) Pext (t) t, (8)
where t and T have the same meaning as in (7); rele (t) represents electricity price at time t; and Pext (t)
represents electricity purchase amount at time t.
The depreciation cost steams from ageing of storage system during the repeated energy
charge/discharge processes. In this paper, it is assumed that gas is either directly supplied to gas load
or converted to other energy flow, and there is no gas storage system. For simplicity, it is expressed as






rPSPSPS (t) + rHSH
S





where rPS, rHS, and rCS represent the depreciation rate per unit quantity of power, and heat and cooling
energy; PSPS (t), H
S
HS (t) and C
S
CS (t) represent the electricity, and heat and cooling energy stored at
time t.
3.2. Constraints of Optimal Economic Scheduling of MES
3.2.1. Energy Supply and Demand Balance
Similar to power balance equation in electric grids, the energy supply and demand balance
should be guaranteed at the first place. Nevertheless, due to the coupling enabled by conversion
systems, the energy generation side might contain transformed energy flow (the output of
conversion systems), the energy consumption side might contain energy flow to be transformed
(the input of conversion systems), which is exactly the intermediate load previously addressed in
Section 2. Therefore, under the circumstances of MES, the load for each network can be categorized
by convertible load and inconvertible load, which are equivalent to intermediate and ultimate load
in Section 2.
The energy supply and demand balance equation for the cooling system can be written by
CAR (t) + CER (t) + CRCS (t)− CSCS (t) = CDload (t) + CPCload (t) + CGCload (t) , (10)
where t represents the dispatch interval; CAR (t) represents cooling energy generated by the
absorption refrigerator; CER (t) represents cooling energy generated by the electric refrigerator; CRCS (t)
represents cooling energy released by cooling energy storage system; CSCS (t) represents cooling energy
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stored by cooling energy storage system; CDload (t) represents inconvertible cooling load; C
PC
load (t)
represents convertible electricity-based cooling load; and CGCload (t) represents convertible gas-based
cooling load.
Similarly, the energy supply and demand balance equation for the heat system can be written by
HHE (t) + HGB (t) + HEH (t) + HRHS (t)− HSHS (t) = HDload (t) + HPHload (t) + HGHload (t) , (11)
where HHE (t) represents heat energy generated by heat exchanger; HGB (t) represents heat energy
generated by gas boiler; HEH (t) represents heat energy generated by electric heater; HRHS (t) represents
heat energy released by heat energy storage system; HSHS (t) represents heat energy stored by heat
energy storage system; HDload (t) represents inconvertible heat load; H
PH
load (t) represents convertible
power-based heat load; and HGHload (t) represents convertible gas-based heat load.
The energy supply and demand balance equation for the gas system can be written by
Gext (t)− GCHP (t)− GGT (t)− GGB (t) = GDload (t) + GGCload (t) + GGHload (t) , (12)
where GCHP (t) represents gas energy consumed by the CHP plant; GGT (t) represents gas energy
consumed by the gas turbine; GGB (t) represents gas energy consumed by the gas boiler; GDload (t)
represents inconvertible gas load; GGCload (t) represents convertible cooling-oriented gas load; and
GGHload (t) represents convertible heat-oriented gas load.
The energy supply and demand balance equation for the power system can be written by
Pext (t) + PCHP (t) + PGT (t) + PRPS (t)− PSPS (t)− PEH (t)− PER (t) = PDload (t) + PPCload (t) + PPHload (t) , (13)
where PCHP (t) represents electricity energy generated by the CHP plant; PGT (t) represents electricity
energy generated by the gas turbine; PRPS (t) represents electricity energy released by the electricity
energy storage system; PSPS (t) represents electricity energy stored by the electricity energy storage
system; PEH (t) represents electricity energy consumed by the electric heater; PER (t) represents
electricity energy consumed by the electric refrigerator; PDload (t) represents inconvertible power
load; PPCload (t) represents convertible cooling-oriented power load; and P
PH
load (t) represents convertible
heat-oriented power load.
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load (t), and P
PH
load (t) are actually the initial state of the convertible load.
The total amount of energy of composite load in the final energy form (cooling or heat) can thus
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where pPCload represents the energy efficiency ratio of convertible cooling-oriented power load; L
PC
load (t)
represents the composite power and cooling load; gGCload represents the energy efficiency ratio of
convertible cooling-oriented gas load; LGCload (t) represents the composite power and gas load; p
PH
load
represents the energy efficiency ratio of convertible heat-oriented power load; LPHload (t) represents the
composite power and heat load; gGHload represents the energy efficiency ratio of convertible heat-oriented
gas load; and LGHload (t) represents the composite gas and heat load.
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3.2.2. Energy Balance of Conversion Systems
As can be seen from Figure 2, the conversion systems comprise the CHP plant, gas turbine, gas
boiler, electric heater and electric furnace. In this section, the input and output energy balance of
respective conversion system is presented.
The CHP plant is the use of natural gas to generate electricity and useful heat simultaneously.
The relation between input gas power and output electricity or heat power of the back pressure CHP
plant is
PCHP (t) = pCHPGCHP (t) (15)
QCHP (t) = qQPPCHP (t) , (16)
where pCHP represents the power generation efficiency of the CHP plant; qQP represents the ratio of
electricity-to-heat; GCHP represents the input gas power of the CHP plant; and QCHP represents the
surplus heat, which is transformed to cooling and heat energy through the absorption refrigerator and
heat exchanger, respectively.
CAR (t) = ηAR (1 − γHC) QCHP (t) , (17)
HHE (t) = ηHEγHCQCHP (t) . (18)
where ηAR and ηHE represent the energy efficiency ratio of the absorption refrigerator and heat
exchanger; γHC represents the proportion ratio.
The gas turbine is used to transform gas energy into electricity energy
PGT (t) = ηGTGGT (t) , (19)
where ηGT represents the energy efficiency ratio of the gas turbine.
The gas boiler is used to transform gas energy into heat energy
HGB (t) = ηGBGGB (t) , (20)
where ηGB represents the energy efficiency ratio of the gas boiler.
The electric refrigerator is used to transform electricity energy into cooling energy
CER (t) = ηERPER (t) , (21)
where ηER represents the energy efficiency ratio of the the electric refrigerator.
The electric heater is used to transform electricity energy into heat energy
HEH (t) = ηEH PEH (t) , (22)
where ηEH represents the energy efficiency ratio of the electric heater.
3.2.3. Energy Storage Systems
Operating constraints of the energy storage system mainly comprise the storage state and some
output constraints no matter it is the electricity, heat or cooling storage system. Take the electricity
energy storage system as an example, the typical operating model can be written as
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
SPS (t) = (1 − ηPS) SPS (t − 1) + ηSPSPSPS (t)− PRPS (t)
/
ηRPS
SminPS ≤ SPS (t) ≤ SmaxPS
SPS (t1) = SPS (tend)
USPS (t) P
min
PS ≤ PSPS (t) ≤ USPS (t) PmaxPS
URPS (t) P
min
PS ≤ PRPS (t) ≤ URPS (t) PmaxPS
URPS (t) + U
S
PS (t) ≤ 1
URPS (t) , U
S
PS (t) ∈ (0, 1)
, (23)
where SPS (t) represents the remaining power in the electricity energy storage system; ηPS represents
the attrition rate during the charge/discharge process; ηSPS represents the charge efficiency; η
R
PS
represents the discharge efficiency; USPS (t) represents the on/off charge state; U
R
PS (t) represents the
on/off discharge state; SminPS and S
max
PS represents the capacity limit; SPS (t1) represents the initial power
in the beginning of one cycle of operation; and SPS (tend) represents the final power in the end of one
cycle of operation. When considering the periodicity of the operation of ESS (energy storage system),
the final power of the previous cycle should be equal to the initial power of the next cycle; hence,
SPS (tend) = SPS (t1) should be satisfied.
3.2.4. Other Constraints
In addition to constraints characterizing energy supply and demand balance, input and output
energy relation of conversion systems, other mentionable operating constraints are those that describe
the output limit of specific components in MES.
Firstly, the convertible load in each energy network has its lower/upper limit:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
PPCload ≤ PPCload (t) ≤ P
PC
load
CPCload ≤ CPCload (t) ≤ C
PC
load
PPHload ≤ PPHload (t) ≤ P
PH
load
HPHload ≤ HPHload (t) ≤ H
PH
load
GGCload ≤ GGCload ≤ G
GC
load
CGCload ≤ CGCload (t) ≤ C
GC
load
GGHload ≤ GGHload ≤ G
PH
load




Secondly, the output of conversion system has its lower/upper limit:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
PCHP ≤ PCHP (t) ≤ PCHP
PGT ≤ PGT (t) ≤ PGT
HGB ≤ HGB (t) ≤ HGB
CER ≤ CER (t) ≤ CER
HEH ≤ HEH (t) ≤ HEH
. (25)
Thirdly, the purchase amount of electricity Pext (t) and gas Gext (t) cannot be unlimited; it is
assumed that they cannot surpass the allowable maximum.
{
0 ≤ Pext (t) ≤ Pmaxext
0 ≤ Gext (t) ≤ Gmaxext
. (26)
Based on (26) it can be learned that the minimal purchase amount from external electricity or
gas network is nonnegative. Particularly with respect to gas purchase, since gas is the only crude
source which is used as the primitive input energy of all conversion systems and multi-generation
plants, it cannot be less than zero. Otherwise, it means MES can autonomously inject gas toward
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external network out of nothing, which is against the law of conservation of energy. On the other hand,
the electricity purchased takes the role of auxiliary, which can act as supplementary energy provider
in due time. Because of the existence of gas load, electricity purchased cannot single-handedly solve
the energy supply problem. Nevertheless, the energy supplier for heat and cooling load could be
electricity purchased.
The model (7)–(26) belongs to mixed integer linear programming (MILP) and is solved by
commercial optimization software package CPLEX under general algebraic modelling system (GAMS).
4. Case Study
In this section, MES in Figure 2 is used for numerical analyses. Specifically, the intrinsic relation
between load replaceability (as is quantified by (4) and (6)) and optimal scheduling results is studied,
and thus giving a priori knowledge of improving economic scheduling performance by reformulating
the composite load.
4.1. Simulation Settings
Parameters of main system components are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameters and corresponding values of MES.
Parameter Value
maximum allowable electricity procurement Pmaxext 12,000 kW
maximum allowable gas procurement Gmaxext 60,000 kW
maximum output of electric heater HEH 2000 kW
maximum output of electric refrigerator CER 2000 kW
maximum output electricity of CHP plant PCHP 8000 kW
maximum output of heat exchanger HHE 4000 kW
maximum output of absorption refrigerator CAR 6000 kW
maximum output of gas boiler HGB 2000 kW
maximum output of gas turbine PGT 8000 kW
power generation efficiency of CHP plant pCHP 0.3
electricity-to-heat ratio of CHP plant qQP 2/3
energy efficiency ratio of heat exchanger ηHE 0.9
energy efficiency ratio of absorption refrigerator ηAR 0.9
energy efficiency ratio of electric heater ηEH 0.95
energy generation proportion ratio γHC 0.6
energy efficiency ratio of electric refrigerator ηER 3.5
energy efficiency ratio of gas boiler ηGB 0.9
maximum charge/discharge energy of electricity ESS PmaxPS 2000 kW
maximum charge/discharge energy of heat ESS HmaxHS 1000 kW
maximum charge/discharge energy of cooling ESS PmaxPS 2000 kW
maximum remaining energy of electricity ESS SmaxPS 8000 kWh
maximum remaining energy of heat ESS SmaxHS 4000 kWh
maximum remaining energy of cooling ESS SmaxCS 8000 kWh
attrition rate of electricity ESS ηPS 0.2%
attrition rate of heat ESS ηHS 0.3%
attrition rate of cooling ESS ηCS 0.2%
operating cost of electricity ESS rPS 0.32 $/kWh
operating cost of heat ESS rHS 0.25 $/kWh
operating cost of cooling ESS rCS 0.2 $/kWh
The load status described by loading rate at every scheduling interval is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Hourly load status of gas, power, and heat and cooling load of MES.
The rated power of cooling, heat, and power and gas load is 11,000 kW, 8000 kW, 15,000 kW, and
10,000 kW, respectively. The day-ahead price information from the electricity and gas market is given
in Table 2.
Table 2. Time-of-Use price of gas and electricity in a day.
Periods rgas Periods rele
00:00–07:00 2.7 00:00–08:00 0.35
07:00–12:00 3.3 08:00–12:00 1.65
12:00–16:00 3.0 12:00–17:00 0.95
16:00–20:00 3.3 17:00–21:00 1.65
20:00–24:00 3.0 21:00–24:00 0.95
4.2. Simulation Results and Discussions
After presenting the basic simulation settings, optimal scheduling and its relation with load
replaceability is studied by calculating the scheduling model in (7)–(9) in Section 3 and LRI in (3)–(6)
in Section 2.2. As previously addressed in Section 2.2, there exist two ways of describing the load
replacement capability of MES; therefore, by special setting of composite load in (14), we change the
values of LRI both in (4) and (6), and analyze the resulting influence upon optimal scheduling results
through a sensitivity analysis tests. Specifically, the following 2 scenarios are considered.
4.2.1. Scenario 1
It is supposed that the composite load is of electricity-cooling and electricity-heat types. As for
composite electricity-cooling load, the rated capacity of alternative electricity load is fixed to 2000 kW,
while the capacity of alternative cooling load is increased from 600 kW to 6000 kW at the step size of
600 kW. Similarly, the rated capacity of alternative electricity load is fixed to 3750 kW in composite
electricity-heat load, while the the capacity of alternative heat load is increased from 300 kW to 3000 kW
at the step size of 300 kW. Consequently, 10 LRIs can be calculated based on (4) and (6), and the results
are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. load replaceability index (LRI) with and without optimal scheduling in Scenario 1.
As can be seen from the blue curve in Figure 4, with the increase of alternative cooling and heat
load, the remaining alternative load reserve is elevated from 900 kW to 9000 kW, thus enhancing
LRI from 0.1 to 1. Meanwhile, the red curve shows that the proportion of energy converted by
intermediate loads in the actual scheduling drops as the rated capacity of alternative heat (cooling)
load increases, which means the operator chooses to obtain heat or cooling energy through redundant
conversion paths. Take the electricity-cooling load as an example, the redundant conversion path is
shown in dashed black line in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Redundant conversion path of electricity-cooling load in Scenario 1.
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Due to the fact that energy efficiency ratio of electric refrigerator is much higher than
that of alternative electricity load in the composite electricity and cooling load. The operator
chooses redundant path such that more cooling energy can be harvested with equal amount of
electricity energy. Similar conclusions can be made in respect to composite electricity and heat load.
Therefore, the proportion of energy converted by intermediate electricity load in the composite load is
decreased with the increase of transmission capacity of redundant paths, which is equivalent to the
drop of LRI (from 0.86 to 0.35). Furthermore, the relation between LRI and optimal scheduling results
in Scenario 1 is shown in Figures 6 and 7.













































































Figure 6. Relation between offline potential-based LRI and optimal scheduling results in Scenario 1.
(a) The relation between LRI and optimal energy cost. (b) The relation between LRI and optimal cost of
electricity purchase. (c) The relation between LRI and optimal cost of gas purchase.













































































Figure 7. Relation between online scheduling-based LRI and optimal scheduling results in Scenario 1.
(a) The relation between LRI and optimal energy cost. (b) The relation between LRI and optimal cost of
electricity purchase. (c) The relation between LRI and optimal cost of gas purchase.
As can be seen from Figure 6, the cost including cost of gas and electricity purchase decreases
with the increase of offline potential-based LRI. Contrarily, there exists a positive correlation between
energy cost and online scheduling-based LRI. It verifies that the optimization space can be enhanced
by elevating the capacity of alternative load, thus enabling the decrease of minimal scheduling costs.
4.2.2. Scenario 2
It is supposed that the composite load is of gas-cooling and gas-heat types. As for composite
gas-cooling load, the rated capacity of alternative gas load is fixed to 5000 kW, while the capacity
of alternative cooling load is increased from 600 kW to 6000 kW at the step size of 600 kW.
Similarly, the rated capacity of alternative gas load is fixed to 6000 kW in composite gas-heat load,
while the the capacity of alternative heat load is increased from 300 kW to 3000 kW at the step size
of 300 kW. Consequently, 10 LRIs can be calculated based on (4) and (6), and the results are shown
in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. LRI with and without optimal scheduling in Scenario 2.
The relation between LRI and optimal scheduling results in Scenario 2 is shown in Figures 9 and 10.
Similar to Scenario 1, it can be learned that the optimal energy cost can be decreased by elevating
the offline potential based LRI, which quantifies the maximum alternative load capacity of the system.
In addition, it can be found that the optimal cost does not decrease when LRI reaches the critical state.
It means that there is no unrestricted expansion of optimization space by single-handedly elevating
alternative load capacity, which could improve the expectancy of optimum under the joint force of
other factors such as system configuration and market price signals.



















































































Figure 9. Relation between offline potential-based LRI and optimal scheduling results in Scenario 2.
(a) The relation between LRI and optimal energy cost. (b) The relation between LRI and optimal cost of
electricity purchase. (c) The relation between LRI and optimal cost of gas purchase.


















































































Figure 10. Relation between online scheduling-based LRI and optimal scheduling results in Scenario 2.
(a) The relation between LRI and optimal energy cost. (b) The relation between LRI and optimal cost of
electricity purchase. (c) The relation between LRI and optimal cost of gas purchase.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, optimal economic scheduling of multi-energy systems considering load
replaceability is presented. Two types of LRI reflecting the offline potential and online scheduling
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performance are designed, and the relation between LRI and optimal scheduling results is analyzed.
Through numerical analysis, it can be found that optimal scheduling performance can be improved
by increasing the alternative load capacity (offline potential-based LRI). And this improvement is not
unrestricted and could only maintain by changing load replaceability in a limited range, after which
the optimum reaches the saturation phase.
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Abstract: Heat stimulation of coalbed methane (CBM) reservoirs has remarkable promotion to gas
desorption that enhances gas recovery. However, coalbed deformation, methane delivery and heat
transport interplay each other during the stimulation process. This paper experimentally validated
the evolutions of gas sorption and coal permeability under variable temperature. Then, a completely
coupled heat-gas-coal model was theoretically developed and applied to a computational simulation of
CBM thermal recovery based on a finite element approach of COMSOL with MATLAB. Modeling and
simulation results show that: Although different heat-gas-coal interactions have different effects
on CBM recovery, thermal stimulation of coalbed can promote methane production effectively.
However, CBM thermal recovery needs a forerunner heating time before the apparent enhancement
of production. The modeling and simulation results may improve the current cognitions of CBM
thermal recovery.
Keywords: coalbed methane thermal recovery; thermal stimulation interaction; heat-gas-coal model;
modeling and simulation
1. Introduction
Coalbed methane (CBM) is a cleaner and cheaper resource among the fossil fuels [1–3]. It is
reported that the accumulated reserve of Chinese CBM is about 10 billion cubic meters, and the
recoverable resource represents about 47% [4]. In earlier years, CBM is treated as a nerve-wracking
hazard in coal mining. However, people’s attitudes are changing that CBM becomes an efficiently and
environmentally friendly fuel now. However, the production of CBM meets a great challenge of lower
reservoir permeability and higher methane sorption capacity in China. A survey research shows that
the permeability of Chinese coal ranges from 1 × 10−4 mD to 1 × 10−3 mD while it ranges from 0.1 mD
to 1 mD of American or Australian coal [5]. As a result, the traditional direct-recovery method of CBM
cannot satisfy the demands of effective production. Therefore, researchers and engineers in this field
tried some unconventional methods by using a series of manual treatments to the methane reservoirs,
such as the fracturing by water and gas, the displacement of adsorption by carbon dioxide and the
stimulation of increasing temperature.
Thermal stimulation to deep CBM reservoirs is an effective method to promote gas recovery.
Researchers have explored many different basic theories and mining technologies [6–10]. Before the
production of methane, water with high temperature of 80 ◦C is assumed to be injected into a
hypothetical CBM reservoir to causes helpful coal-gas interactions [11]. The simulation results indicate
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that the reservoir temperature increases 30 ◦C in twelve years to finally expand the methane production
by 58% compared to the conventional method of direct recovery. Li et al. [12] established a mathematical
model before demonstrating the complicated couplings among coalbed, methane and temperature.
The model was then applied to a CBM thermal recovery of microwave heating. Research results
show that thermal stimulation with microwave expands methane recovery more than 40% due to
the deformation induced by gas sorption. Khoshnevis et al. [13] investigated the synergy type of gas
production by injecting geothermal water. They established a three-dimension model to discuss the
production potential of gas field and the influences of injection rate, reservoir permeability, saturation
condition on the ultimate methane production. Lu [14] proposed a numerical simulation of heat
injection into a three-dimensional temperature field by ANSYS to evidence the increasing production
of CBM with temperature due to the easier desorption with higher temperature. Shahtalebi et al. [15]
point out that the costs in coalbed methane thermal production limit the economic effectiveness.
Only when the price of natural gas is comparatively higher and the demand for clean energy is stronger,
the method of thermal production can become an economically attractive option.
CBM thermal recovery benefits a lot from the enhanced gas adsorption behavior [16–18].
Sakurovs et al. [19] presented three sets of experimental sorption evolutions at variable temperature.
The results show that the methane adsorption capacity has great dependency with coal temperature.
The sorption of coal to methane at different temperature ranges may indicate different behaviors, and a
traditional Langmuir equation cannot describe the different trends. For example, Guan et al. [20,21]
estimated the adsorption isotherms at temperatures from 283 K to 343 K. They find that the adsorption
capacity of CBM decreases linearly with increasing temperature at the range of 283 K to 323 K, and keeps
constant at the range of 323 K to 343 K. Similarly, Crosdale et al. [22] also observed the influence of
temperature on gas desorption. Besides, at temperature lower that 30 ◦C, the adsorption capacity is
averagely elevated by 10%, where it has no significant influences at the temperatures that higher than
60 ◦C. After a series of detailed theoretical and experimental research, Zhang et al. [23] concluded that
the hysteresis degree was to be influenced by the microstructures of coal, especially the surface area.
Further, Liu et al. [24] find that the influence of temperature on methane adsorption is more remarkable
in coals that have smaller pores rather than larger pores. The adsorption capacity of methane decreases
by approximately 19%, 32% and 45% for coals at micro-pore with sizes of 0.7–0.9 nm, 1.0–1.3 nm and
size that larger than 1.4 nm respectively. Although many researchers have pointed out the effects of
temperature on gas sorption, a theoretical presentation based on experiments that can concisely and
usefully describe the effects is still lack.
Change of reservoir temperature causes a succession of interactions to CBM seepage behavior
and the evolution of coal permeability [25–27]. Wang et al. [28] found that the evolution of coalbed
permeability with increasing temperature may be divided into two stages: coal permeability decreases
due to the internal swelling of coal matrix at the first stage and increases at the domination of rising
gas pressure. Li et al. [12] performed a set of thermo-hydro-mechanical experiments to observe coal
permeability by a servo-controlled equipment. The results indicate that evolutions of coal permeability
with rising temperature are closely related with coal deformation. Yin et al. [29] goes further to
observe the changing of coal permeability at different deformation stages. Coal permeability decreases
with the rising temperature remarkably before the peak deformation, and it keeps almost constant
after the peak deformation. That is because the growth of fractures in coal has more influences than
the temperature on coal permeability. Focusing on the fractured bituminous coal, Perera et al. [30]
investigated the permeability evolution under five different temperatures that ranges from 25 ◦C to
70 ◦C. The testing result shows that the CO2 permeability increases linearly with temperature when
coal temperature is higher than 90 ◦C due to the temperature-sensitive sorption behavior of CO2.
Besides, temperature change causes thermal expansion and fracturing [31]. Teng et al. explored the
mechanism of these coal-gas interactions and tried to establish a permeability model for methane flow
under thermo-hydro-mechanical situations. To conclude, one can find that, the above experimental
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results are mainly qualitative, it is necessary to propose a theoretically permeability model that can
better connect the experimental rules with CBM thermal production.
CBM thermal recovery donates a multi-physical issue of coal, gas and heat [32,33]. Abed et al. [34]
described a thermo-hydro-mechanical (THM) framework that suitable for modeling the behavior
of unsaturated soils and rock. Due to the CBM thermal recovery method of microwave heating,
Gao et al. [35] illustrated the interactions among temperature field, coalbed compaction, and methane
transfer. According to their thermo-hydro-mechanical model developed in a finite element environment,
higher stimulation temperature results in larger recovery radius. Fan et al. [36] discussed the
competitive sorption of carbon dioxide with methane and its interactions with water under a
thermo-hydro-mechanical-chemical condition. A two-phase-flow model was developed for CO2
enhanced CBM recovery. Xia et al. [37] established a coupled hydro-thermo-mechanical model for
the spontaneous combustion of underground coal and quantitatively predicted the spontaneous
combustion locations of Dongtan coal mine. These precursor works have enlightening meanings for the
study of multi-physical interactions in CBM thermal recovery. However, a fully coupled heat-gas-coal
model is still necessary.
Following on our previous establishment of coal permeability model, this paper developed a
completely coupled heat-gas-coal model for deep CBM thermal recovery by considering the interactions
among coalbed deformation, methane delivery and heat transport. To evaluate these interactions
among three physical fields and the production efficiency of CBM recovery, a numerical simulation
using the finite element approach was validated. Finally, a series of analysis work based on the
modeling and simulation are carried out.
2. Experimental Observation of Methane Sorption Under Variable Temperature
2.1. Experimental Program
In this section, the sorption characteristics of coal to pure CH4 under variable temperature is
observed in a self-developed gas adsorption apparatus, see Figure 1. Coal samples that acquired from
the exploratory borehole of Jinjia lignite mine China are powdered into size of 150μm. The experimental
temperature varies from 25 ◦C to 85 ◦C, concretely 25 ◦C, 45 ◦C, 65 ◦C and 85 ◦C as representatives.
At each temperature, the adsorption content was tested in a pressure vessel at the pressure that
increases from the atmospheric pressure to a maximum of 10 MPa.
Figure 1. A self-developed isothermal gas adsorption apparatus.
2.2. Effects of Temperature on Methane Adsorption Content
The directly observed methane adsorption content under variable temperature is represented
by the colorful spots in Figure 2. One can obtain that temperature has a significant influence on the
adsorption capacity of Jinjia lignite. For example, when the temperature increases from 25 ◦C to
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45 ◦C, 65 ◦C and 85 ◦C, the adsorption content at pressure of 10 MPa decreases 14.1%, 22.5%, 30.3%,
respectively. It is because that the surface free energy of coal decreases when the temperature increases,
as a result more CH4 is released from the micro-pore.
 
Figure 2. Validation of temperature modified Langmuir equation.






where, Vsg is the methane adsorption content, m3/kg, VL and b donate the Langmuir volume and
pressure constants.
However, Equation (1) must be modified if the temperature changes. Here, an additional











where, PL donates the Langmuir pressure constant, Pa. Tre f is the reference temperature for methane
sorption, K. c1 and c2 are the coefficients for pressure and temperature, Pa−1 and K−1, respectively.
Figure 2 also shows the validation results of Equation (2) by the obtained experimental data. The well
match of the fitting curves with the experimental results indicates that the modified Langmuir
Equation (2) can effectively describe the evolution of methane sorption under variable temperature.
This domino effect of gas sorption with changeable temperature indicates useful implication for CBM
thermal recovery.
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2.3. Volumetric Stain Induced by Methane Desorption
Coal matrix expands when it adsorbs gas. According to [41], the gas sorption-induced volumetric
strain has a linear relationship with the gas adsorption content as:
εs = αsgVsg (3)
where αsg is the expansion coefficient.













where ΔT = T − T0 shows the change of temperature.
3. Mathematical Model
Thermal recovery of CBM is a coupled process of coalbed deformation, methane delivery and
heat transport. Among these three fields, one affects another. For example, the compaction of coalbed
block causes the reduction of coal porosity and permeability for gas flow while the decrease of methane
pressure changes the effective stress to promote coalbed deformation. Moreover, thermal expansion
that caused by temperature change affects both coal deformation and gas flow. Following section is
to establish a completely coupled heat-gas-coal model for CBM thermal recovery by considering the
interactions among coalbed deformation, methane flow and heat transport. Before any derivation,
coalbed is assumed as one kind of homogeneous, isotropic continuum while methane is treated as
ideal gas. Methane transport in porous coalbed is treated as a Darcy’s flow.
3.1. Coalbed Deformation Equation
Based on rock elasticity theory, the deformation of coal reservoir can be governed by a
Navier-type equilibrium equation. In this paper, the equilibrium equation is optimized by the
variable temperature [42] as:
Gui,kk +
G
1− 2νuk,ki − α · p,i −Kεs,i −KαTT,i + Fi = 0 (5)
in which Fi and p represent the body force of coal and the pressure of methane, MPa. G = 0.5E/(1 + ν)
and K = E/(3(1− 2ν)) are the shear and bulk modulus, respectively. E and ν represent the elasticity
modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively. α = 1 − K/Ks, (α < 1) means the Biot’s coefficients,
where Ks donates the modulus of coal grains.
The volumetric stain that induced by temperature change is defined [43,44] as:
εT = αTΔT (6)
where, αT is the thermal expansion coefficient, K−1.
3.2. Methane Flow Equation
The CBM flow in reservoirs obeys a mass conservation equation [37]:
∂m
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρgvg) = Qs (7)
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in which Qsκ represents the methane source. vg is the velocity vector of flow, m/s; m is the content of
methane in coalbed that can be expressed as:










where, the first and second terms represent the free and adsorbed components, respectively. φ is
the porosity of coal, ρc represents coal density while ρga represents the methane density at standard





in which, R donates the universal gas constant and Mg means the molar mass.






where μ represents the viscosity coefficient of methane.











φ0K + 3K f
[(εs + εT − εv) − (εs0 + εT0)]
}3
(11)
in which, K f donates the equivalent modulus of coal fracture. Volume strain εv that induced by




(σ+ αp) + εs + εT (12)
in which, σ is the mean stress of coal.





































A = 1− 3Kεvφ0K+3K f −
αsgVLp0
PL+p0




D = 3KαTφ0K+3K f
(15)
Figure 3 shows the fitting results of the experimental data [30] by the proposed permeability
model. Table 1 lists the fitting parameters of Equation (14). The matching result shows that the
proposed coal permeability model can be well used to describe the evolution of coal permeability
under variable temperature.
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Figure 3. Validation of coal permeability model with experimental data.
Table 1. Fitting parameters for coal permeability evolution.
Coal Samples
Fitting Parameters




10 5.00 × 10−2 0.09 6.14 × 10−4 1.05 × 10−5 0.915
11 4.92 × 10−2 0.11 8.23 × 10−4 1.03 × 10−5 0.854
12 4.83 × 10−2 0.08 7.01 × 10−4 1.16 × 10−5 0.975
13 4.76 × 10−2 0.10 1.50× 10−3 1.50 × 10−5 0.962
Substituting Equations (8)–(13) into Equation (7), we can obtain the methane flow equation:{
φ
T − NεLpT · exp
(
























































in which, N = 3φ0K/
(
φ0K + 3K f
)
.
3.3. Heat Transport Equation







+ p∇ · vg + KαTT∂εv∂t = QT (17)
in which, the specific heat capacity of coalbed reads:
Ceq = φρgCg + (1−φ)ρcCc (18)
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Keq is the effective thermal conductivity. Cg and Cc represent the specific heat coefficients for
methane and coal. QT is the heat source.














= Keq∇2T + ρgCg kμ∇p∇T (19)
The Equations (5), (16) and (19) make up a completely coupled heat-gas-coal model.
The mathematical model is used in simulating CBM thermal production.
4. Modeling on CBM thermal Recovery
Figure 4 chooses a modeling and simulation domain to represent a half area of CBM thermal
recovery from the research of Shahtalebi et al. [15]. Based on a partial-differential-equation solver of
COMSOL with MATLAB that runs on Windows 10 environment with Intel Core i7-6500U and RAM
16.0 GB hardware, the simulator is implemented in 1049 s. In Figure 4, the simulation domain consists
of 4208 elements. The computation time is 109 s that are derived into 100 steps.
The length and width of the simulation domain are one hundred meters and forty meters,
respectively. The depth of methane recovery well into coalbed is seventy meters. A thermal stimulation
well in size of thirty meters locates in the center. For the CBM reservoir, the initial methane pressure
and temperature are 3.5 MPa and 298 K, respectively. For coal deformation, the boundary AB and
BC are confined to normal force of 15 and 8 MPa, while the boundary AD and CD are constrained by
normal displacement. For gas flow, the boundary AB, BC, CD and DE are symmetric boundary with
no flow, while AE is common pressure boundary of 0.1 MPa. For heat transfer, the boundary AB, BC,
CD and DA are thermal insulation, while FG is common temperature boundary of 373 K. To contrast
simulation results, comparison sites, no. 1, 2, 3 and 4, are pre-set. Other simulation parameters are
listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Parameters used in simulation of coalbed methane thermal recovery.
Variable Parameter Value Used Sources
E Young’s modulus of coal, (MPa) 2713 [45]
Es Young’s modulus of coal grains, (MPa) 4070 [45]
ν Poisson’s ratio of coal 0.339 [45]
ρc Density of coal, (kg/m3) 1.25 × 103 [41]
ρga Density of gas at standard condition, (kg/m3) 0.717 -
εL Sorption coefficient for volumetric strain, (kg/m3) 0.0156 [41]
k0 Initial permeability of coal, (mD) 0.001 [31]
φ0 Initial porosity of coal 0.02 Given
μ Dynamic viscosity coefficient of gas, (Pa·s) 1.84 × 10−5 [41]
VL Langmuir volume constant, (m3/kg) 0.048 [46]
PL Langmuir pressure constant, (MPa) 1.57 [46]
c1 Pressure coefficient, (MPa−1) 0.07 [44]
c2 Temperature coefficient, (K−1) 0.02 [44]
Ta Temperature at standard condition, (K) 273 -
T0 Temperature of coal seam, (K) 298 Given
p0 Initial value of gas pressure, (MPa) 3.5 Given
pa Pressure at standard condition, (MPa) 0.103 -
αT Thermal expansion coefficient, (K−1) 2.4 × 10−5 [45]
Cc Specific heat capacity of coal, (kJ/(kg·K)) 1.25 [44]
Cg Specific heat capacity of gas, (kJ/(kg·K)) 1.62 [44]
Keq Effective thermal conductivity of coal, (J/(m·s·K)) 0.2 [44]
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Figure 4. Numerical simulation model.
5. Modeling Results
5.1. Distribution of Coalbed Temperature
Figures 5 and 6 show the contour distribution of temperature in reservoirs during CBM thermal
recovery, especially the temperature at four observation points.
  
(a) temperature distribution after 1 year (b) temperature distribution after 10 years 
  
(c) temperature distribution after 20 years (d) temperature distribution after 30 years 
Figure 5. Distribution of coal temperature (K) after different production years.
 
Figure 6. Evolution of reservoir temperature (K) at different observation sites.
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From the figures, one can obviously find that the larger distances from thermal stimulation
well correspond to lower increment of reservoir temperature. For earlier years, temperature change
is only confined to the vicinity of thermal well. It indicates that CBM thermal recovery needs a
long period of heating time to get beneficial output. For example, after one year (about 3 × 107 s),
the reservoir temperature keeps almost it initial temperature, the temperature at point 4 is 320 K while
the temperatures at point 3, 2 and 1 are lower than 300 K. However, when the heating time is longer
than 10 years, obvious increment of temperature is observed in each observation point. After a heating
time of 30 years, the reservoir temperature is higher than 350 K.
5.2. Evolution of Methane Pressure
The distribution of methane pressure in reservoirs changes a lot during CBM thermal recovery. It can
be seen from the contour distribution of methane pressure after 1, 10, 20 and 30 years in Figure 7 that the
methane pressure decreases in the first 10 years. From the figure, we can easily find that the mean gas






(c) distribution of gas pressure after 20 years 
 
(d)  
Figure 7. Distribution of gas pressure (MPa) after different production times.
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According to the state equation of ideal gas, higher temperature leads to a higher gas pressure in
a confined space. Figure 7 shows that higher coalbed temperature doesn’t have prominent domination
to methane pressure in reservoirs, even in the area near the thermal stimulation source. This is
because the CBM is not confined in coal blocks seriously, but strongly transported out from the narrow
fracture network.
5.3. Evolution of Coalbed Permeability
Figure 8 shows the evolution of coalbed permeability at different comparison sites. From the figure,
one can draw two conclusions. The first is that coal permeability enlargers firstly and then decreases a
little tiny bit. The second is that the permeability ratio increases with the decreasing distance from
thermal stimulation well. Further, the normalized permeability ratio enlargers to the maximal value of
about 1.53 firstly and then decreases. Although the evolution trends of normalized permeability ratio
at 4 different observation points are similar, the corresponding production time node for the maximum
permeability ratio delays with the increasing distance from the heat injection well, circumstantiate
8 × 108, 7 × 108, 5 × 108 and 2 × 108 s, respectively. From Equation (8), and the numerical results of
Figures 6 and 8, one can explain the permeability evolution trend as that the accelerative effect of
thermal desorption due to increased temperature plays a dominant role in enlarging coal permeability
in the increasing stage, however the effective stress induced coal compaction gradually takes over the
dominant role to reduce coal permeability in the decreasing stage where the reservoir temperature
is stabilized.
 
Figure 8. Evolution of coal permeability at different observation sites.
5.4. Methane Production with Different Thermal Stimulation Temperature
Figure 9a,b show the cumulative methane production and recovery efficiency in CBM thermal
recovery cases with different stimulation temperatures. From the cumulative production, one can
conclude that the thermal recovery with higher stimulation temperature has greater promotion to
the final production of methane. However, the equal increment of coalbed temperature generates a
larger promoting efficiency at lower temperature level due to the great enhancement of temperature
to methane desorption. Figure 9b shows the efficiency of the increasing yield of coalbed methane
thermal production. From the figure, one can see that the maximum production efficiencies of
methane with stimulation temperatures of 50 ◦C, 75 ◦C and 100 ◦C are enlarged by 20%, 30% and
33% respectively compared with the conversional production method. However, Figure 9b also
indicates that thermal recovery of coalbed methane needs a forerunner heating time to obtain apparent
enhancement of production.
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(a) Cumulative production. 
 
(b) production efficiency. 
Figure 9. Gas production with different stimulation temperatures.
5.5. Methane Production with Different Initial Permeability
To evaluate the effects of initial reservoirs permeability on CBM thermal recovery, five numerical
cases with different permeability and consistent stimulation temperature of 100 ◦C are carried out.
Evolutions of total methane production are shown in Figure 10a. We can conclude that the methane
production enlargers exponentially with production time. To measure the production efficiency,
we define an index of output proportion as a percentage of cumulative production to total content of
reservoir. Figure 10b shows the evolution of production time with the initial permeability when the
output proportion percentage takes value of 25%, 50%, 75% and 90%, respectively. From Figure 10,
one can obtain that larger value of initial permeability represents higher methane production in earlier
time. For example, it takes 17 and 0.5 years respectively to recover 75% content of the total reserve
when the reservoir permeability is 5×10−19 m2 and 5×10−17 m2, respectively.
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(a) Cumulative production. 
 
(b) production time for different output proportion 
Figure 10. Gas production with different initial reservoir permeability.
6. Conclusions
Methane adsorption and coal permeability decrease with increasing temperature. This paper
experimentally validated the evolutions of gas sorption and coal permeability under variable
temperature. It also established a completely coupled heat-gas-coal model including multi-physics of
coalbed deformation, methane delivery and heat transport. The mathematical model was applied to a
computational simulation of CBM thermal recovery and solved by COMSOL with MATLAB in a finite
element approach environment. To evaluate the thermal recovery process and the production efficiency,
a series of analysis work were carried out. The results show that: (1) Thermal stimulation with higher
temperature contributes to greater promotion to CBM recovery production. However, it needs a
forerunner heating time before an apparent enhancement of production. (2) The normalized coal
permeability ratio increases to the maximal value of about 1.53 firstly, and then decreases slightly.
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The corresponding production time node for the maximum permeability ratio delays with the distance
from thermal stimulation well. This completely coupled heat-gas-coal model can improve the current
understandings of coalbed methane thermal recovery.
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Abstract: With the emergence of the smart grid (SG), real-time interaction is favorable for both
residents and power companies in optimal load scheduling to alleviate electricity cost and peaks in
demand. In this paper, a modular framework is introduced for efficient load scheduling. The proposed
framework is comprised of four modules: power company module, forecaster module, home energy
management controller (HEMC) module, and resident module. The forecaster module receives
a demand response (DR), information (real-time pricing scheme (RTPS) and critical peak pricing
scheme (CPPS)), and load from the power company module to forecast pricing signals and load.
The HEMC module is based on our proposed hybrid gray wolf-modified enhanced differential
evolutionary (HGWmEDE) algorithm using the output of the forecaster module to schedule the
household load. Each appliance of the resident module receives the schedule from the HEMC module.
In a smart home, all the appliances operate according to the schedule to reduce electricity cost and
peaks in demand with the affordable waiting time. The simulation results validated that the proposed
framework handled the uncertainties in load and supply and provided optimal load scheduling,
which facilitates both residents and power companies.
Keywords: smart grid; demand response; load scheduling; home energy management; enhanced
differential evolution; hybrid gray wolf-modified enhanced differential evolutionary algorithm
1. Introduction
With the emergence of information and communication technology (ICT), smart grid (SG) can
make a robust and reliable system for the energy management of residential homes. ICT and sensors
have moved the world towards automation. Thus, excessive use of electricity for every activity has
increased demand-side energy consumption. The high demand for electricity and limited fossils fuels
lead to increased penetration of renewable energy resources (RERs) [1]. Electricity production from
RERs is not a part of this discussion. However, through scheduling and coordination of appliances, this
high energy consumption can be managed. In [2], the authors reported that 38% increase in electricity
consumption of power sector and 16% increase in electricity consumption of both residential and
commercial sectors are expected by the year 2020.
Considering this repaid energy consumption growth, there is a need for a system to manage
the resident demand according to generation in such a manner to alleviate the gap between demand
Processes 2019, 7, 499; doi:10.3390/pr7080499 www.mdpi.com/journal/processes273
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and supply [3]. In this regard, the traditional grid is renovated by SG with the integration of ICT.
Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) is responsible for bi-directional communication between the
power company and the resident [4]. In a SG, the power company organizes the consumer demand
using particular set of programs. These programs are known as demand response (DR) programs [5].
Various DR incentives schemes are introduced by the power companies for the encouragement of the
residents to efficiently use available resources as explained in [6]. Price-based DR schemes such as
real-time pricing scheme (RTPS), time of use pricing scheme (TOUPS), critical peak pricing scheme
(CPPS), flat-rate pricing scheme (FRPS), a day-ahead pricing scheme (DAPS), and inclined block rate
scheme (IBRPS) are widely used for load scheduling. The HEM controller (HEMC) receives the pricing
signal from the electric power company and electric load profile from the resident to schedule the
household load. The HEMC schedule the household load using a pricing signal and the load of the
residents. The home appliances are synchronized with the schedule through infrared, ZigBee, Z-Wave,
and Wi-Fi [7].
The main focus of research and development (R&D) is on load shifting from ON-peak timeslots
to OFF-peak timeslots using demand-side management (DSM) strategies such as peak clipping,
strategic conservation, peak shifting, and valley filling. Load shifting helps in two ways: minimize
electricity cost by shifting the load to low-price timeslots and minimize peaks in demand by building
load in OFF-peak timeslots [8]. However, load shifting reduces electricity cost at the expense of
increase user frustration in terms of waiting time. To reduce electricity cost and peaks in demand with
affordable waiting time, heuristic techniques are mostly adopted because they are fast converging
and simple.
To overcome this rapidly increasing electricity demand of the residential sector, a hybrid gray
wolf-modified differential evolution (HGWmEDE) algorithm is proposed to resolve this problem and
enhance the sustainability of the electric grid. The proposed algorithm under the price-based DR
encourages resident to take part in DSM via load scheduling. In this work, the main focus is on optimal
load scheduling based on HGWmEDE under price-incentive-based DR schemes in smart homes. The
main contribution and distinguish features of this paper are as follows:
• A modular framework is introduced for optimal load scheduling, which has four modules:
power company module, restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM)-based forecaster module,
HGWmEDE-based HEMC module, and resident module. Furthermore, smart home appliances are
classified into three categories based on power rating and behavior: schedulable, non-schedulable,
and controllable. Moreover, each appliance has a different length of operational time (LOT) and
each home has different operation time interval (OTI). Four parameters, i.e., energy consumption,
electricity cost, peaks in demand, and waiting time are taken into account.
• A deep neural network technique, i.e., RBM is adopted to forecast the pricing signals of price-based
DR scheme for optimal load scheduling.
• Finally, the HGWmEDE algorithm is proposed, which is a hybrid of gray wolf optimization and
enhanced differential evolutionary algorithms. The proposed algorithm has global powerful
search capability and generalization. The proposed algorithm optimizes the performance by
fine-tuning the control parameters.
To analyze the proposed scheme in terms of electricity expense, peaks in demand, and discomfort,
simulations are conducted in MATLAB 2016. Moreover, the convergence rate and performance
trade-off are also evaluated.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, recent and relevant work is demonstrated.
The proposed modular framework is presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the proposed scheme.
In Section 5, simulations results and discussion are described. The paper is concluded along with
future research directions in Section 6.
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2. Recent and Relevant Work
In the last few years, a lot of research has been conducted in the area of HEM based on optimization
algorithms in the SG to economically use electrical energy. Some recent and relevant research work is
presented, in this section.
A heuristic algorithm (genetic algorithm (GA) and bacterial foraging algorithm (BFA))-based
HEM model is proposed in [9]. The performance evaluation of these algorithms is conducted using
three price-based DR schemes, i.e., RTPS, TOUS, and CPPS. The focus of the authors is to shift the
load from ON-peak timeslots to OFF-peak timeslots to minimize electricity cost and smooth out the
demand curve.
In [10], three heuristic algorithms, i.e., differential evolution algorithm (DEA), GA, and
binary-particle swarm optimization algorithm (BPSOA) were implemented for load scheduling to
minimize electricity cost and PAR. On the other hand, carbon emission was alleviated using RERs.
DAPS was chosen as a DR scheme. The primary aim was not load scheduling, but also to prioritize
the operation of appliances according to resident demand. The grid sustainability was maintained by
keeping a balance between the demand and supply side. However, the balance is maintained at the
expense of user discomfort.
In [11], authors presented DR program under the corporate sector. The purpose is to perform
HEM and maintain using two different pricing schemes, i.e., DAPS and RTPS. In [12], a GA-based
optimization model was proposed for electric load scheduling for 24 h time horizon. The energy
consumption and load pattern are calculated using power rating and status of appliances for overall
time horizon. However, the user-comfort is compromised, and the convergence rate is reduced.
An intelligent decision support system (IDSS) was used for resolving certain HEM problems [13].
Moreover, IDSS was integrated to AMI for bi-directional communication between the power company
and residents. Wind-driven optimization (WDO) algorithm with knapsack (K-WDO) was implemented
for electricity cost minimization and user-comfort maximization in [14]. The minimum-maximum
constraints of K-WDO were defined. The smart home appliances were classified based on consumer
behavior and name-plat power rating. TOUPS was used to shift load from ON-peak hours to OFF-peak
hours according to user preference and priority; however, peaks in demand emerged at the expense of
increased system complexity.
An ant colony optimization algorithm (ACOA)-based model was proposed by [15] for optimal
power flow (OPF). The OPF objective was to determine the load to satisfy the end user by
providing a continuous energy supply. In the literature, some statistical methods, i.e., newton
method, linear programming (LP), non-LP (NLP), and the interior point method were used to solve
such problems.
In [16], load balancing via load scheduling was the main focus of the authors. Thus, a multi-agent
system was proposed for load balancing, in this system each consumer act as an independent agent
and the consumer electric load was divided into time frames for each agent. Power was supplied at a
particular time frame for each agent. In this paper, three sectors of demand-side were considered, i.e.,
residential, commercial, and industrial. In [17,18], the basic concepts of DEA and enhanced version of
DEA (EDEA) with five trial vectors were discussed. The mutant vector and trial vectors were created
to update population. Moreover, DE-based scheduling model for electricity cost reduction was also
presented.
The multi-objective optimization problem was discussed in [19]. The optimization problem
was tested on pareto sets (PS) using DEA. The proposed model was also named as multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) and was capable in complex PS shapes mapping. A hybrid
evolutionary approach-based forecasting model was proposed to cater varying electricity prices
by [20]. The model forecasts the day-ahead and week-ahead price profiles. The hybrid evolutionary
approach was a combination of PSO and a neuro-fuzzy logic network. This hybrid approach was used
to handle uncertainty in the pricing rates of the electricity market. In [21], price and load correlation
were developed to modify the energy consumption pattern of ON-peak timeslots and OFF-peak
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timeslots. Both generalized mutual information (GMI) and wavelet packet transform (WPT) was
adopted to formulate the multiple inputs and multiple output model. Electricity price was forecasted
to analyze variation in their pattern. The ACOA was applied for optimization purposes.
Teaching and learning-based optimization algorithm (TLBOA) and shuffled-frog leaping
(SFL)-based energy management was presented in [22]. The proposed framework was validated
using different tariff schemes such as TOUPS, RTPS, CPPS, and without pricing scheme. The
household load scheduling was conducted for varying time interval and pricing schemes. Power
storage is incorporated in the system model to ensure continuous operation of the sensitive load [23].
A day-ahead of schedule is generated by virtual power play for load and energy consumption.
The increased energy demand encourage electricity market participator generation from distributed
generation. The intensive demand of residents was catered using a vehicle to grid station (V2GS)
strategy. Load balancing among multiple distribution units was performed using BPSO along with
MILP. A complex mathematical model was formulated for day-ahead electricity price forecasting.
For experimental evaluation 1000, electric vehicle stations and 180 distributed units were used.
Energy consumption is a crucial parameter in electricity bill and peaks in demand reduction.
Taking into account this fact, the resident load was scheduled using a hybrid of GA and artificial neural
network (ANN-GA) scheme [24]. The load was scheduled on a weekly basis for a single home with
four bedrooms. Obtained results show 25%, 40%, and 10% reduction in grid electricity consumption.
However, dynamic and different OTI were not taken into account while all homes have not same OTI.
In [25], the authors focused on residential sector DSM. Multiple homes considered were smart
homes and have bi-directional communication between the power company and residents. The GA,
BPSO, WDO, and BFOA-based HEMC was installed for home load scheduling. The proposed model
was evaluated in terms of electricity bill, user-comfort, and peaks in demand. However, the trade-off
effect of conflicting parameters was ignored.
A distributed algorithm was used in [26] for energy management of 2560 households. The purpose
was to reduce electricity bill with reasonable appliances waiting time. The authors in [27] proposed a
harmony search algorithm (HSA)-based model for load scheduling. However, in [28], authors focused
on electricity bill reduction. Game theory-based framework in [29,30] was proposed to reduce PAR by
load scheduling and DR program.
In the aforementioned recent and relevant literature, the authors and R&D did not completely use
the key features of SG. Some authors minimized peaks in demand, electricity cost, and waiting time.
On the other hand, some authors focused on user-comfort and user discomfort in terms of waiting
time. However, the conflicting parameters were not catered simultaneously in R&D by any of the
authors. Furthermore, dynamic and different OTI were not catered while all homes in a city have not
same OTI and energy consumption. In this work, the electricity cost reduction and peaks in demand
reduction with affordable discomfort are catered simultaneously. The objective is to cope with the
increasing demand of residents with the generation of the power company and reduce the burden on
both parties. The comprehension of recent and relevant work is listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of recent and relevant work.
Methodologies Features Targets Achieved Limitations and Remarks
MILP Optimal domestic load
scheduling [5]
Electricity cost reduction The cost was reduced at the






Both electricity bill and user
frustration are reduced
The PAR was compromised




DSM via load shifting
and DR programs in
SG [16]
Electricity cost reduction via
load scheduling
The user-comfort is compromised
due to the trade-off between
electricity cost and user-comfort
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Table 1. Cont.








Improved forecast accuracy The convergence rate and
complexity increased while
improving forecast accuracy
MIMO Future price and load
forecasting in SG [22]
Improved load and price
profile forecast accuracy
The convergence and complexity
were ignored which have a direct











model was used for
resource and load
scheduling [24]
Scheduling of virtual power
play
Requirements to improve reliable
power grids was ignored
MIMO A hybrid optimization
algorithm was used for
both price and load
forecasting [25]





































Electric load dispatching in
low-price timeslots
The electric load is economically
dispatched
3. Proposed Modular Framework
The main objective of home energy management in this work is to minimize electricity cost and
peaks in demand under price-based DR scheme by scheduling the smart home appliances. The overall
proposed modular framework is demonstrated in Figure 1. The proposed framework has four modules:
power company module, forecaster module, HEMC module, and resident module. Different electricity
pricing signals (RTPS, TOUS, CPPS, DAPS, IBR, and variable time pricing) are defined by the power
company for residents to take part in the price-based DR. Timeslots in which consumer demand reaches
to the maximum value is known as peak timeslots. Electricity tariffs are usually high in these peak
timeslots. However, in this paper, the power company module provides price-based DR information
(RTPS and CPPS) and load pattern to the forecaster module. The forecaster module is based on RBM.
The primary goal of this module is to devise a framework which is enabled through learning to forecast
future load and pricing signals (RTPS and CPPS). The data for training RBM is collected from [37,38].
The predicted pricing signals must be accurate to obtain optimal load scheduling. The forecasted
profile of load and pricing signals (RTPS and CPPS) is illustrated in Figure 2a–c. It is obvious that
RBM-based forecast closely follows the real curve. This observation in terms of the numerical value is
0.4% for load, 0.5% for RTPS, and 0.2% for CPPS, respectively. The reason for this accurate performance
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is the adaption of deep learning technique, i.e., RBM. The forecaster module provides forecasted
load pattern and pricing signals to the HEMC module, which is based on the proposed HGWmEDE
algorithm. The HEMC based on HGWmEDE schedule the household load under the pricing signals
provided by the forecaster module. The schedule developed by HEMC module is forwarded to the
resident module. The resident module comprised of a smart home with 17 appliances [39]. Each
appliance has its own power rating and behavior. These appliances are scheduled to according to
HEMC schedule to achieve the objective function.
Figure 1. Proposed modular framework.
(a) RBM-based load forecast
Figure 2. Cont.
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(b) RBM-based RTPS forecast
CPPS
(c) RBM-based CPPS forecast
Figure 2. Price-based DR schemes.
In the proposed modular framework bi-directional communication exists between the power
company and residents via AMI. Power company sent price-based DR information to the forecaster
module, the forecaster module forecast load and pricing signals of RTPS and CPPS. The HEMC module
based on HGWmEDE algorithm receives forecasted results to schedule the household load on the basis
of pricing signals such that high power-rating appliances cannot be switched on in peak timeslots.
The HEMC module dispatches the load schedule to the power company, and ultimately, the power
company sent demanded power of residents. The HEMC can perform the functionalities of logging,
management, control, monitoring, and alarm. The purpose is to optimally schedule household load
and reduce the frustration of both power company and residents. The profiles of forecasted RTPS and
CPPS are illustrated in Figure 2a,b. These two pricing schemes are generated using the data of [37,38].
3.1. Smart Home Appliances Categorization
Smart home appliances are classified into three categories based on operating behavior and
energy consumption pattern. The smart home total number of appliances is denoted by a set Atn which
includes shiftable appliances, non-shiftable appliances and controllable appliances and is defined by
Equation (1).
Atn = {Ass, Asn, Asc} , (1)
where Ass denotes shiftable appliances, Asn represents non-shiftable appliances, and Asc denotes
controllable appliances. The detailed description of the classification is as follows.
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3.1.1. Shiftable Appliances
In shiftable appliances, shifting to any timeslot is allowed, but interruption during operational
time is prohibited. Such type of appliances are also known as deferrable appliances. Once operation of
such type appliances is started, it cannot be stopped/interrupted until to finish the assigned task [17].
These appliances are the subset of total appliances and are defined by Equation (2).
Ass = {WM, DW, HS, HD, MW, TP, CP, OV, CK, IR, TR, EK, PR} , (2)
where WM denotes washing machine, DM represents dishwasher, HS indicates hair straightener,
HD denotes hair dryer, MW represents microwave, TP denotes telephone, CP represents computer, OV
represents oven, CK denotes cooker, IR represents iron, TR represents toaster, EK, represents electric
kettle, and PR represents printer. Each appliance power rating and status at a particular timeslot t is







The controllable appliances have constant operational time and cannot be changed; for example,
heating system, lightning, and air conditioning. Such type of appliances are also known as interruptible
appliances. The controllable appliances are given by Equation (4).
Asc = {AC, LT, HT} , (4)
where AC represents air conditioner, LT denotes lighting, and HT represents heater.
3.1.3. Non-Shiftable Appliances
Non-shiftable appliances are also known as base appliances. Such type of appliances
are uncontrollable, and their operational behavior and energy consumption cannot be altered.
Televisions and refrigerators are kept in this category due to resembles. The set of non-shiftable
appliances is defined by Equation (5).
Asn = {TV, RG} , (5)
where TV represents television and RG denotes refrigerator. The overall categorization of smart home
appliances is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Smart home appliances classification and parameters.
Categories Type Power Rating (kW) Start Time (hours) End Time (hours) LOT (hours)
Shiftable appliances
Washing machine 1.4 6 10 1–3
Dish washer 1.32 15 20 1–3
Hair straightener 0.055 18 8 1–2
Hair dryer 1.8 18 8 1–2
Microwave 1.2 18 8 3–5
Telephone 0.005 9 17 1–24
Computer 0.15 18 24 6–12
Oven 2.4 6 10 1–3
Cooker 0.225 18 24 2–4
Iron 2.4 18 24 3–5
Toaster 0.8 9 17 1–2
Electric Kettle 2 18 8 1–2
Printer 0.011 18 24 1–2
Non-shiftable appliances TV 0.095 8 16 6–14Refrigerator 1.75 0 23 0–23
Controllable appliances Air conditioner 1.14 16 23 6–8Lightning 0.1 0 23 12–20
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4. Problem Description and Formulation
In DSM, optimal household load scheduling and alignment of residents’ random demand under
the generation of the power company is a challenging task. In the literature, various models have
been developed to address energy management via the resident load scheduling. For example,
the scheduling algorithm is proposed for the energy management of smart homes to reduce the
electricity bill, reverse power flow, and peak load shaving [40]. A GWDO algorithm is proposed
to schedule the household load under RTPS + IBRS to increase the revenue of residents and reduce
the peak to average ratio [41]. Load scheduling is performed using GA under RTPS to alleviate
cost and PAR. However, peaks in demand may emerge in OFF-peak hours and user-comfort may
compromise while reducing electricity bill because these parameters are conflicting parameters. Thus,
a modular framework is proposed, which is based on our proposed algorithm HGWmEDE, for a
load scheduling of smart homes with three types of appliances: shiftable appliances, non-shiftable
appliances, and controllable appliances, in order to alleviate electricity cost and peaks in demand with
affordable appliances waiting time. The purpose is to facilitate both residents and power companies
by reducing burden (electricity bill and generation, respectively) on both parties. The peaks in demand
reduction are favorable for both residents and power companies because it alleviates the need for
peak power plants, which power companies operate when peaks in demand emerged and charged
more cost from the residents. To perform effective load scheduling dynamic OTI, RTPS, and CPPS
are used. The formulation for energy consumption, cost, peaks in demand, and load scheduling are
demonstrated as follows.
4.1. Smart Home Appliances Energy Consumption
The HEMC schedule the smart home appliances under forecasted RTPS and CPPS over a 24-hours
time horizon. These smart home appliances when operating according to the schedule consume
electrical energy, which can be defined as the electrical energy used by an appliance in unit time and
can be measured in the kWh unit. The electrical energy consumed by an appliance can be calculated
by Equation (10);
Eac (t) = p
a
r × Xas , (6)
where Eac (t) is the energy consumption of an appliance a at timeslot t, par and Xas is the power rating
and status of an appliance, respectively. The aggregated electrical energy consumption of the smart












where EaT represents the aggregated energy consumption of the smart home appliances.
4.2. Smart Home Appliances Electricity Cost
The electricity cost is defined as the bill deposited by the residents to the power company for the
used energy per unit time and per unit price. It is measured in the units of cents. For electricity cost
determination, the power company provides various pricing schemes such as RTPS, CPPS, TOUPS,
DAPS, and FPS; however, we adopted RTPS and CPPS for the proposed scheme. The RTPS and CPPS
are the Midwest independent system operator (MISO) daily electricity pricing schemes taken from
federal energy regulatory commission (FERC) [41,42]. The cost for the energy used by the residents
under forecasted RTPS and CPPS is as follows:
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where CaR is the total electricity cost by the resident to power company under RTPS denoted
by prs(t).












where Cap is the total electricity cost paid by the resident to power company under CPPS denoted
by pcs(t).
4.3. Peaks in Demand
Peaks in demand is defined as the highest demand emerged over a specified horizon of time
such as daily, weekly, monthly, annually, and seasonally, or the highest points of resident electricity
consumption. The electric power company cost high from the resident during the peak demand
periods because they supplied continues power to load by bringing peak power plants online. It is
measure in the units of power (Watts). The proposed framework tries to smooth out the demand
curve by reducing the peaks in demand to avoid blackout situation. The peaks in demand can be
determined as:
Dpd (t) = max (E
a
c (t)) , (10)
where Dpd (t) represents the highest possible peaks in the demand over a specified horizon of time.
4.4. Smart Home Load Scheduling Formulation
The smart home load scheduling problem is formulated as a minimization problem because the



















EaT  capacity (12a)
∑
a∈Atn





Ta, unscho = ∑
a∈Atn
Ta, scho (12c)
Xs, unscha 	= Xs, scha (12d)
The constraint (12a) ensures that total energy consumption of residents must be under the capacity of
power company. The constraint (12b) and (12c) ensure that the total energy consumption of residents
before and after scheduling must be equal subjected to fair comparison. The scheduling of smart
appliance is conformed from constraint (12d).
5. Description of Adapted and Proposed Algorithms
In this section, the adapted and proposed heuristic algorithms for smart home load scheduling
are discussed. Electricity is consumed in the three demand-side sectors, i.e., residential, commercial,
and industrial sectors. However, the main focus is to perform DSM via optimal residential load
scheduling. For this purpose, HEMC based on GWO, mEDE, and the proposed HGWmEDE algorithms
schedule the smart home appliances to reduce peaks in demand and electricity cost with affordable user
discomfort. In the literature, various optimization schemes have been proposed for load scheduling.
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Some of these techniques outperform in cost reduction and others well perform either in PAR or
user-discomfort minimization. In this regard, an optimization technique is proposed, i.e., HGWmEDE,
which is a hybrid of mEDE and GWO algorithm. The proposed scheme simultaneously caters the
minimization objectives of electricity cost, peaks in demand, and waiting time. The existing and
proposed techniques are implemented in MATLAB and their detail description is as follows.
5.1. mEDE
The mEDE is a modified enhanced version of DE. The DE at very first time proposed by Storn
in 1995 and enhanced and modified by [43]. It is a meta-heuristic population-based algorithm,
which includes four main steps, i.e., population creation, crossover, mutation, and selection [44].
Initially, random population is generated by Equation (13) as follows:
Pk,n = Bln + (rand × (Bun − Blj)). (13)
To form a mutant vector, a random function is generated to create three vectors, i.e., vr1, vr2,
and vr3. First vector is the target vector and mutant vectors are generated using Equation (14) as
given below:
mk,G+1 = vr1,G + S(vr2,G − vr3,G), (14)
where S is a scaling factor. Mutant vector is generated, then, first three trial vectors are generated
by Equations (15)–(17). Then, the best trail vector is selected by comparing with the target vector to
update the population with the best trial vectors.
Bun,k,G+1 =
{










mn,k,G+1 i f randb(n) ≤ 0.90
vn,k,G Otherwise
(17)
Then, 4th and 5th trial vectors are generated by Equations (18) and (19), respectively, as
given below:
Bun,k,G+1 = randb(n) · vn,k,G (18)
Bun,k,G+1 = randb(n) · mn,k,G + (1 − randb(n)) · vn,k,G (19)
The mEDE pseudocode is depicted in Algorithm 1. The maximum iterations are denoted by
Mx.itr; the total population is represented by POPLAT, it shows the number of possible solutions.
The crossover ratio is denoted by Rc, which is taken as 0.30, 0.60, and 0.90. The mutant, trial, and target
vectors are represented by m, μ, and v, respectively.
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Algorithm 1: mEDE
Parameters initialization Mx.itr, Rc, POPLAT, andhour;
Initially, population is randomly generated by Equation (13) ;
for a = 1:T do
Compute mutant vector by Equation (14);
for itr= 1:Mx.itr do
Compute 1st trial vector with crossover rate of 0.30;





Compute 2nd trial vector with crossover rate of 0.60;





Compute 3rd trial vector with crossover rate 0.90;





Create 4th and 5th trial vector using Equations (18) and (19);
Find out trial vector which is best ;
Xnew ← best of μn ;
Compare trial vector and target vector;






It is a heuristic technique, motivated by the wolves hunting and leadership nature [44].
For leadership 4 levels are defined: α, β, δ, and γ. The α is the most intuitive leader among the
group, which provides guidance on hunting strategies to other wolves. The β and δ come after α in the
chronological order, and γ is the feebler member among the group. Thus, γ has a lack of leadership
qualities and cannot be considered. In HEMC, α is taken as the fittest member to schedule the smart
home load to reduce cost and peaks in demand. Initially, the population is randomly generated by
Equation (20):
P(k, n) = rand(POPLAT, Atn), (20)
where POPLAT represents the population of gray wolves and Atn is the overall appliances in the smart
home, which is used in the proposed framework. The objective function of each search agent can be
evaluated using co-efficient D and E.
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5.2.1. Encircling Prey
Before hunting the gray wolves encircle a prey. The encircling behavior of gray wolves is
mathematically modeled using Equations (21) and (22). These Equations taken from [45].
P(t + 1) = Pp(t)− D × Atn, (21)
Atn = |E × Pp(t) − P(t)|, (22)
where the position of prey is represented by Pp, while P is gray wolf position at tth epoch, which
is calculated using Equation (21). The co-efficient vectors D and E are determined according to








E = 2 ×−→r2 (24)
where −→r1 and −→r2 are vectors with random values between 0 and 1. Value of D after multiple epochs is
reduced from 2 to 0 while the value of E is randomly taken between 0 and 2. This value of E defines
the weight of attractiveness for prey.
5.2.2. Hunting
The α provides guidance for hunting, while the β, and δ are secondary participants. The secondary
participants follow α, due to best knowledge about the prey position. The 3 best solutions are achieved
and the other participants such as γ update its position according to the best solution. The wolves’






where −→v1 ,−→v2 and −→v3 are determined by Equations (26)–(28).
−→v1 = −→vα −−→D1 × (
−→
dα ) (26)
−→v2 = −→vβ −−→D2 × (
−→
dβ ) (27)
−→v3 = −→vδ −−→D3 × (
−→
dδ ) (28)















E2 ×−→vβ −−→v (30)
−→
Pδ = |−→E3 ×−→vδ −−→v , (31)
where E1, E2, and E3 are calculated using Equation (24). The gradation of variable g is conducted in
the last step; exploration and exploitation trade-off is controlled by considering value between 0 to 2 in
each epoch as depicted in Equation (32).
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Mathematical modeling of objective function is shown in Equation (33), which use the power
rating and status of an appliance.
FitnessF = par × XSa (t) (33)
From Algorithm 2, the maximum iterations are represented by Mx.itr, the total population is
denoted by POPLAT, the total number of smart home appliances is Atn and FitnessF is the fitness
function. α is best among the group participants, which provides a primary optimal solution in the
hunting behavior, while β and δ come after α in the group and provide secondary optimal solutions.
Algorithm 2: GWO
Parameters initialization Mx.itr, POPLAT, Atn, α, β, and δ;
Initially, gray wolves population is generated Pk(k = 1, 2, 3, ..., Pn);
P(k, n) = rand(POPLAT, Atn);
while itr < Mx.itr do
for k = 1:POPLAT do
Compute fitness by Equation (33);
if fitness < αscore then
αscore = fitness;
αPos = P(k, :);
end
if fitness > αscore and fitness< βscore then
βscore = fitness;
βPos = P(k, :);
end
if fitness > αscore and fitness> βscore and fitness< δscore then
δscore = fitness;
δPos = P(k, :);
end
end
for k = 1:POPLAT do
for n = 1:Appliances do
Randomly generate r1 and r2 by rand command;
Compute fitness coefficients D and E using Equations (23) and (24);




To evaluate the best hunting leader fitness function, compare the fitness of α, β, and δ.
The positions are updated according to Equations (29)–(31).
5.3. HGWmEDE
In this section, the proposed hybrid algorithm is demonstrated in detail. Initial population
in mEDE is generated by four phases, i.e., initialization phase, mutation phase, crossover phase,
and selection phase and the population are updated by comparatively analyzing trial vector with
the target vector. The procedure of trail vector selection is effective in choosing the best trial vector
from available vectors. The GWO comprised of three steps, i.e., encircling prey, hunting, and wolves
position update within the pack. All search agents’ positions are updated according to the leader α
within the pack. In GWO, unlike the mEDE agents, α with β, and δ are not compared. However, the β
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and δ are closer to the prey as compared to α. To conduct a comparison of all search agents a crossover
phase of mEDE is adopted. Thus, the best search agent is selected according to the crossover phase
of mEDE and search agents’ position is updated according to GWO. The HGWmEDE is proposed by
combining the taking key characteristics of both mEDE and GWO.
In Algorithm 3, the detailed stepwise procedure of HGWmEDE is presented. The main stages of
the proposed HGWmEDE algorithm are initialization stage, encircling prey stage, best search agent
selection stage, and wolves position update stage. Initially, the population of wolves is generated
randomly using Equation (20). The best search agent is selected by following the steps presented
in Algorithm. The mutant vector m is generated using Equation (14). The fitness of m, α, β, and δ is


















Parameters initialization Mx.itr, POPLAT, Atn, α, β, δ;
Initial gray wolves population generation Pk(k = 1, 2, 3, ..., Pn);
P(k, n) = rand(POPLAT, Atn);
while itr < Mx.itr do
for k = 1:POPLAT do
Create a mutant vector by Equation (14) from mEDE;
Compute mutant vector fitness as cost × υn;
Generate randomly α, β, and δ;
Compute α, β, and δ fitness by Equation (33);
if fitness of m(n) < αscore then
αposition = mn;
end
if fitness mn > αscore and mn < βscore then
βposition = m(j);
end




for k = 1:POPLAT do
for n = 1:Appliances do
Randomly generate r1 and r2 by rand command;
Compute coefficients D and E fitness by Equations (23) and (24);
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When the best search agents are selected then search agents’ position is updated according to
GWO. The position is updated using Equation (25).
The detail description of Algorithm 3 for each step is as follows. In 1st step, parameters are
initialized. In 2nd step, randomly population is generated, and the counter is adjusted to maximum
epochs. Crossover phase of mEDE is conducted to compare the fitness of the mutant vector with α, β,
and δ. The search agent status is updated using GWO. The procedure is repeated for several epochs
until the termination criteria are reached.
6. Simulation Results and Discussion
Simulation results and discussions of the proposed modular framework are demonstrated, in this
section. The pricing signals used for load scheduling is forecasted using RBM. The aim is to evaluate the
performance (peaks in demand and electricity cost reduction) of proposed and existing schemes under
RBM-based forecasted RTPS and CPPS for different OTI. The HEMC is responsible for scheduling
the appliances using the forecasted RTPS and CPPS pricing signals. The performance is evaluated
for different OTI such as 15, 30, and 60 timeslots. The home appliances and their parameters such as
OTI, LOT, starting time, ending time, and power rating are adopted from [39]. Simulation results and
discussion of the proposed and existing algorithms are demonstrated in the succeeding sections in
terms of peaks in the demand and electricity cost reduction with affordable appliances waiting time.
The detail description is as follows.
6.1. Electricity Cost Evaluation under Price-Based DR
The power company provides various pricing schemes such as RTPS, CPPS, TOUPS, DAPS,
and FPS for electricity cost calculation; however, we adopted RTPS and CPPS for the proposed
framework. The RTPS and CPPS are the Midwest independent system operator (MISO) daily electricity
pricing signals taken from the federal energy regulatory commission (FERC). The electricity cost using
RTPS and CPPS is individually discussed in the succeeding sections.
6.2. Electricity Cost Evaluation Using RTPS
To evaluate the cost parameters of the proposed scheme simulations are conducted using different
OTI, i.e., 15, 30, and 60 min. The proposed HGWmEDE algorithm reduced electricity cost as compared
to GWO and mEDE by scheduling smart home appliances using forecasted RTPS. The scheduled
appliances sustain coordination among pricing scheme and the consumption pattern in a particular
timeslot of a day to alleviate the electricity cost. The proposed algorithm shifts smart home appliances
from ON-peak timeslots to OFF-peak timeslots in an optimal manner to alleviate electricity cost and
peaks in demand.
The energy consumption pattern in terms of electricity cost of the proposed and existing
algorithms with 15 min OTI is illustrated in Figure 3a. In this Figure 3a, both scheduled and
unscheduled scenarios are observed. The peaks in demand are high in case of unscheduled load,
which reveals that prices are high in these particular hours. Thus, the use of appliances in these hours
results in high electricity cost. However, scheduling smart home appliances using the proposed and
existing algorithms eliminate these peaks in demand and reduce the electricity cost. Thus, the proposed
HGWmEDE-based framework outperforms both GWO and mEDE in terms of peaks in demand and
electricity cost reduction. The electricity cost pattern of the proposed and existing algorithms with
30 min OTI under RTPS is illustrated in Figure 3b. Both proposed and existing algorithms-based
HEMC can schedule smart home appliances. However, the electricity cost of GWO is high at the
starting timeslots, while HGWmEDE has minimum electricity cost throughout the 24 h. Likewise, in
Figure 3c, the electricity cost pattern of the proposed and existing algorithms for 60 min OTI under
RTPS is depicted. The proposed HGWmEDE algorithm has reduced the electricity cost by optimally
scheduling smart home appliances of resident’s, which is one of our main objectives.
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(a) With 15 min time interval
(b) With 30 min time interval
(c) With 60 min time interval
Figure 3. Electricity cost per timeslot evaluation for different OTI under RTPS.
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The Figure 4 illustrate that the proposed framework optimally scheduled the smart home
appliances as compared to mEDE and GWO under forecasted RTPS and CPPS and reduced the
overall aggregated electricity cost of the residents.
(a) With forecasted RTPS
(b) With forecasted CPPS
Figure 4. Aggregated electricity cost evaluation under forecasted RTPS and CPPS.
Figure 4a presents the overall electricity bill of 15, 30, and 60 OTI under forecasted
RTPS. The electricity cost of unscheduled load for 15 min OTI is measured as 500.4827 cents.
However, with scheduling smart home appliances using mEDE and GWO reduced the overall
electricity cost to 420.5381 cents and 426.0508 cents, respectively. The proposed HGWmEDE scheme
reduced electricity cost up to 416.7468 cents, which is the maximum reduction as compared to mEDE
and GWO. In a similar fashion, electricity cost reduction behavior of the proposed and existing schemes
can be observed for both 30 and 60 min OTI.
Electricity Cost Evaluation under CPPS for Different OTI
The load scheduling is favorable for both residents and power company because it reduces
electricity cost, which is favorable for residents; and peaks in the demand, which is favorable for the
power company. Cost reduction facilitates residents to deposit less electricity bill and peaks reduction
in the demand facilitate power company in the optimal management of supply with demand. In this
subsection, electricity cost evaluation is conducted under the forecasted CPPS profile. The electricity bill
reduction evaluation of the proposed and existing algorithms are performed using 15, 30, and 60 min
OTI under CPPS and is illustrated in Figure 5. The electricity cost profile of 15 min OTI is depicted in
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Figure 5a. Generally, the forecasted CPPS remains constant except during critical peak hours where
the electricity price reaches to its maximum value [46]. The timeslots from 40 to 65 are critical periods,
where the electricity price is high. In unscheduled load scenario, the maximum peak is at 181.55
cents. The scheduled load scenario, where smart home appliances are scheduled, and the peak is
reduced to 83.07 cents. The electricity cost for 30 min OTI is illustrated in Figure 5b. The electricity
cost is varying for 48 timeslots and the remaining electricity cost profile is as the same as observed in
Figure 5a. In our proposed HGWmEDE algorithm-based scenario, no peaks in demand are emerged
except at the starting time of day, which is 56 cents. The electricity cost for 60 min OTI is depicted
in Figure 5c. The unscheduled appliance electricity cost reaches to 766.8 cents, which is reduced
to 203.46 cents when these smart home appliances are scheduled using our proposed HGWmEDE
algorithm. This means that the proposed HGWmEDE algorithm optimally scheduled the smart home
appliances. The overall cost for the proposed and existing optimization schemes is illustrated in
Figure 4b. The overall unscheduled cost is 1300.891 cents, which is reduced to 1085.91 cents when
smart home appliances are scheduled using the proposed HGWmEDE algorithm. The proposed
HGWmEDE algorithm outperforms both mEDE and GWO algorithms in terms of electricity cost
reduction. The overall electricity cost reduction for 30 and 60 min OTI is depicted in Figure 4b. A brief
comparison of electricity cost under forecasted RTPS and CPPS is listed in Table 3 for 15, 30, and
60 min OTI.
(a) With 15 min time interval
(b) With 30 min time interval
Figure 5. Cont.
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(c) With 60 min time interval
Figure 5. Electricity cost per timeslot evaluation under forecasted CPPS for different OTI.
Table 3. Overall electricity cost comparative evaluation for 24 h time horizon under forecasted RTPS
and CPPS.
Scenarios
Electricity Cost (Cents) under RTPS Electricity Cost (Cents) under CPPS
15 min 30 min 60 min 15 min 30 min 60 min
Without scheduling 500.4821 743.4871 822.1561 1200.1561 1300.8910 1085.6481
mEDE 420.5381 743.1951 831.2132 1178.0461 1164.4901 1190.6901
GWO 426.0507 727.1431 717.9402 1190.5122 1200.9612 1080.4091
HGWmEDE 416.7468 658.6502 712.7292 1164.4901 1085.9022 1056.7891
6.3. Smart Home Energy Consumption
The smart home appliances energy consumption for both RTPS and CPPS are discussed in detail
in the following subsection:
6.3.1. Smart Home Energy Consumption Using RTPS
Energy consumed by smart home appliances under RTPS in each timeslot for 15, 30, and 60 min
OTIs is illustrated in Figure 6. In Figure 6a, the smart home energy consumption profile for 15 min
OTI is depicted. From the figure it is obvious that at the start and end timeslots of the day have low
per unit electricity price; Thus, HEMC based on our proposed HGWmEWDE shifted the load to these
low pricing timeslots. In this manner, the proposed scheme optimally curtailed peak load on the
power company.
The smart home energy consumption profile for 30 min time interval is illustrated in Figure 6b.
The HMEC based on our proposed HGWDE algorithm results in optimal energy consumption profile as
compared to GWO and mEDE-based HEMC. The HGWmEDE eliminated load peaks, which curtailed
burden on both power company in terms of peak power generation and on residents in terms reduce
electricity bill deposit. The mEDE and GWO also reduced peaks in demand and reduced the burden
on both power company and residents as compared to without scheduling scenario. The burden
reduction of the proposed scheme is more as compared to the existing schemes (GWO and mEDE);
thus, the proposed scheme outperforms the existing schemes.
In Figure 6c, energy consumption pattern for 60 min OTI is depicted. The electricity prices are
low during starting timeslots and ending timeslots in forecasted RTPS profile. Thus, the proposed and
existing schemes shifted most of the load to these low-price timeslots. The prices are maximum from 3
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to 7 p.m., so, our proposed scheme not scheduled appliance in these timeslots because the operation of
appliances during these timeslots results in high electricity cost. Load shifting from ON-peak timeslots
to OFF-peak timeslots results in user discomfort as the residents must stay to switch on a particular
smart home appliance because of the trade-off between electricity cost and user-comfort.
The smart home overall energy consumption for 15 min OTI is 56.3108 kWh, which remains the
same before and after scheduling subjected to a fair comparison. The scheduled and unscheduled
energy consumption for 30 min OTI is same and recorded as 57.7656 kWh. Likewise, for 60 min OTI,
smart home overall energy consumption for both scheduled and unscheduled scenarios is the same
and recorded as 64.5661 kWh.
(a) With 15 min time interval
(b) With 30 min time interval
(c) With 60 min time interval
Figure 6. Electricity energy consumption evaluation per timeslot under forecasted RTPS.
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6.3.2. Energy Consumption Using CPPS
In this subsection, the proposed HGWmEDE scheme is comparatively evaluated under forecasted
CPPS for 15, 30, and 60 min OTI. The comparison is illustrated in Figure 7. The smart home energy
consumption profile for 96 timeslots is depicted in Figure 7a. The proposed scheme shifted load to
the timeslots where electricity price is low to reduce cost and peaks in demand. In CPPS, at starting
and ending timeslots electricity price is constant, while during 40 to 65 timeslots price is maximum as
illustrated in Figure 2b. The profile GWO and HGWmEDE is almost similar, except some peaks of
GWO are much higher than HGWmEDE at starting timeslots. The proposed HGWmEDE eliminates
the peaks in demand for 30 min OTI case; however, the existing schemes have high peaks as compared
to the proposed HGWmEDE scheme.
(a) With 15 min time interval
(b) With 30 min time interval
Figure 7. Cont.
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(c) With 60 min time interval
Figure 7. Smart home energy consumption per timeslot evaluation using CPPS.
The energy consumption for 60 min OTI is illustrated in Figure 7c. The energy consumption for
all cases remain same but the status of appliances vary according to the schedule of HEMC based on
our proposed HGWmEDE algorithm and existing algorithm.
The overall energy consumption with and without scheduling must remain same subjected to
a fair comparison. The overall energy consumption for 15 min OTI is 56.3107 kWh for the proposed
(HGWmEDE) and existing (GWO and mEDE) schemes. Similarly, the energy consumption for 30,
and 60 min OTI are 57.7656 kWh and 64.5661 kWh, respectively. Thus, both electricity cost and
peaks in demand are reduced by scheduling the smart home appliance while keeping the energy
consumption constant.
6.4. Peaks in Demand
Peaks in demand are defined as the value of peak load emerged during a time horizon of 24 h or
the maximum load switched on by user during 24 h time horizon. Our objective is to reduce the peaks
in demand and to ensure smooth demand curve for 24 h time horizon. Various DSM programs can
be applied to alleviate peaks in demand such as peak clipping, load shifting, and price-based DR to
eliminate peaks in demand and smooth the demand curve. Peaks elimination in the demand reduces
the electricity cost and burden on the power company. The peaks reduction in demand is evaluated
for both RTPS and CPPS in the succeeding section.
6.4.1. Peaks Reduction in Demand Evaluation under RTPS
The peaks reduction in demand evaluation under RTPS for different OTI is depicted in Figure 8a.
In case, when the load is not scheduled the peak emerged in demand is 10.9697. In case, when the
load is scheduled based on mEDE and GWO, the peaks emerged in demand are 8.1722 and 5.6750,
respectively. The peak emerged for proposed HGWmEDE scheme is 5.1530, which is low as compared
to the both unscheduled and scheduled (GWO and mEDE) cases. The percentage reduction in peaks
of the proposed HGWmEDE scheme is 53.02%, while the percentage reduction in peaks of the GWO
and mEDE is 25.50%, 48.26%, respectively. Thus, the proposed HGWmEDE scheme outperforms the
other schemes in terms of peaks reduction in demand.
In case of unscheduled load for 30 min OTI, the peak emerged in demand is recorded as 6.0257;
however, the peak has reduced to 5.8424 and 5.9335 when the load is scheduled using mEDE and
GWO algorithms. The proposed HGWmEDE scheme outperforms both mEDE and GWO schemes by
reducing peak in demand to 3.6209. Similarly, for 60 min OTI, mEDE, GWO, and HGWmEDE reduced
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the peaks in demand by a value of 3.6559, 4.3510 and 2.5370 as compared to without scheduling case,
which is 5.0245. Thus, it is obvious from the aforementioned statistical analysis that the proposed
HGWmEDE scheme outperforms both mEDE and GWO schemes.
(a) Peaks in demand with RTPS
(b) Peaks in demand with CPPS
Figure 8. Peaks in demand evaluation under forecasted RTPS and CPPS for different OTI.
6.4.2. Peaks in Demand Evaluation under CPPS for Different OTI
Evaluation of peaks in demand under CPPS is illustrated in Figure 8b. In case of unscheduled load
for 15 min OTI, peak in demand is recorded as 10.9697. However, after performing load scheduling,
peak in demand is alleviated to 5.5416 with HGWmEDE, 5.627 with GWO and 8.1723 with mEDE.
Peaks reduction in terms of percentage for the proposed HGWmEDE, mEDE, GWO, are 49.4836%,
48.7120%, and 25.5012%, respectively.
In case of unscheduled load for 30 min OTI, the peak emerged is 5.86. After load scheduling
with mEDE, GWO, and HGWmEDE, peaks in demand are recorded as 5.2536, 4.8165, and 4.0215,
respectively. Thus, the proposed HGWmEDE scheme outperforms the existing (mEDE and GWO)
schemes in terms of peaks reduction in demand. The comparative evaluation of the proposed
HGWmEDE and existing (mEDE and GWO) schemes in terms of peaks reduction in demand under
RTPS and CPPS for different OTI is listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. Peaks in demand evaluation of the proposed and existing schemes for 24 h.
Scenarios
Peaks in Demand under Peaks in Demand under
RTPS with Different OTI CPPS with Different OTI
15 min 30 min 60 min 15 min 30 min 60 min
Without scheduling 10.9698 6.0258 5.0258 10.9698 5.8035 5.0258
mEDE 8.1723 5.8425 3.6558 8.1723 5.2537 3.8425
GWO 5.676 5.9336 4.3509 5.6265 4.8166 3.9336
HGWmEDE 5.1531 3.6210 2.5369 5.5416 4.0264 3.6210
6.5. User-Comfort Evaluation in Terms of Waiting Time
In this subsection, the user-comfort in terms of waiting time is evaluated. In nature, always there
is a trade-off between different conflicting parameters. In this paper, a trade-off between electricity cost
and waiting time (user-comfort) exist. To reduce electricity cost, the residents must wait for timeslots
where the electricity price is low, i.e., OFF-peak hours to switch on their load. Thus, user-comfort and
electricity cost are directly related to [47]. In without scheduling scenario, waiting time is almost zero
because the smart home appliances are operated according to the resident choice and priority. However,
the case when the load is scheduled based on mEDE, GWO, and the proposed HGWmEDE, the user
switched on their appliances according to the schedule provided by HEMC to reduce electricity cost.
Thus, user-comfort is compromised while reducing the electricity cost due to the trade-off. Evaluation
of appliances waiting time under RTPS and CPPS are as follows:
6.5.1. Smart Home Appliances Waiting Time Evaluation under RTPS
The appliance waiting time for 15, 30, and 60 min OTI is illustrated in Figure 9a. Waiting time of
the proposed HGWmEDE, mEDE, and GWO for 15 min OTI are calculated as 10.4 h, 4.3 h, and 9.7 h,
respectively. Waiting time for 30 min OTI of the proposed HGWmEDE, mEDE, and GWO are calculated
as 12.7007 h, 4.5394 h, and 10.0262 h. Similarly, for 60 min OTI of the proposed HGWmEDE, mEDE,
and GWO, waiting time is 3.8 h, 2.6560 h, and 2.2397 h, respectively.
(a) User-comfort (waiting time) using RTPS
Figure 9. Cont.
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(b) User-comfort (waiting time) using CPPS
Figure 9. User-comfort (waiting time) of the scheduled load based on the proposed HGWmEDE,
mEDE, and GWO using RTPS and CPPS.
It is concluded from the above results and discussion that user frustration in terms of waiting
time always reduces by keeping the OTI smaller. For example, for 15 min OTI, if the operational time
of a toaster is 12 min, then HEMC will allocate 15 min timeslot to toaster; in this way, only 3 min of a
timeslot is wasted because this slot is not allocated to other appliances. In contrast, in case of 60 min
OTI, the HEMC will allocate 60 min timeslot to an electric kettle, which has the operational time of only
5 min, then rest of 55 min timeslots will be wasted. Thus, in larger OTI, the user frustration increase in
terms of waiting time.
6.5.2. Smart Home Appliances Waiting Time Evaluation under CPPS
Waiting time of the proposed HGWmEDE and existing (mEDE and GWO) under CPPS is
illustrated in Figure 9b. The recorded value of waiting time for mEDE, GWO, and the proposed
HGWmEDE is as 3.39 h, 4.23 h, and 6.49 h, respectively. It is obvious that the load schedule return by
HMEC based on HGWmEDE algorithm has more waiting time, which indicates that user-comfort is
compromised for the purpose to reduce electricity cost. The statistical analysis of the proposed and
existing algorithms in terms of waiting time for different OTI under RTPS and CPPS is listed in Table 5.
Table 5. Comparative evaluation of the proposed HGWmEDE and existing (mEDE and GWO)
algorithm in terms of waiting time under RTPS and CPPS for different OTI.
Scenarios
Evaluation of Waiting under Evaluation of Waiting Time under
RTPS for Different OTI CPPS for Different OTI
15 min 30 min 60 min 15 min 30 min 60 min
mEDE 4.3781 h 4.5394 h 2.6560 h 3.3826 h 4.8012 h 2.8158 h
GWO 9.7494 h 10.0262 h 2.2397 h 4.2293 h 5.7853 h 3.3346 h
HGWmEDE 10.4249 h 12.7007 h 3.8793 h 6.4814 h 6.1335 h 4.3408 h
6.6. Convergence Evaluation of the Proposed HGWmEDE Algorithm-Based Fitness Function
The convergence evaluation of the fitness function of the proposed HGWDE algorithm is depicted
in Figure 10. X-label of the plot is the number of iterations and Y-label is the value of the fitness
function. Figure 10 illustrates that the solution converges after 100 iterations, which indicates that
the global maximum is achieved. The proposed HGWmEDE algorithm converging behavior for each
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iteration is plotted. The value of cost is constantly decreasing from 0 to 10 iterations and after these
iterations, the graph slight varies. The behavior of convergence of the proposed HGWDE algorithm
iterations is observed for 100 iterations. Finally, a straight line is achieved, which means that the
solution is converged, and this is the most optimal point.
Figure 10. Convergence evaluation of the fitness function.
6.7. Performance Trade-Off
The performance trade-off exists in various conflicting parameters of the system. In the proposed
modular framework, a trade-off between electricity cost and user-comfort exist. When the residents
wants to reduce their electricity cost, he must face frustration in the form of user discomfort. Residents
frustration increasing when the difference between the resident preferred time and the HEMC
scheduled time is more. It is observed in Figure 4a,b that the electricity cost is reduced by applying
HGWmEDE for scheduling at the expense of maximum average waiting time.
7. Conclusions and Future Research Directions
In this paper, first a modular framework is introduced, and then an algorithm HGWmEDE is
proposed, which with the help of forecasted price-incentive DR scheme schedule the household load
to maximize the aggregate utility of both resident and power company. The proposed approach
is beneficial for residents because it reduces the electricity bill with an affordable waiting time of
smart home appliances. In addition, it is beneficial for the power company because it reduces peaks
in demand, which smooth out the demand curve and increase the stability of the power system.
The integration of the forecaster module to the home energy management framework provides optimal
load schedule, which not only facilitates residents but also power companies. Simulation analysis
validated the proposed approach by comparing with two other approaches, a system without HEMC
and a system with HEMC based on GWO and mEDE algorithms. Surely, the proposed framework
can be applied for DSM and reliable operation of the SG. The idea of this paper in the future can be
extended to various directions:
1. A system with renewable and non-renewable energy provider can be considered.
2. A system with a deep neural network can be used to optimize home energy management.
3. A system with multiple power companies and multiple homes and effect malicious residents can
be considered.
4. To implement fog and cloud concept for household load scheduling instead of using a HEMC.
5. The same framework can be extended for other heuristics, deterministic, and stochastic techniques
under RES.
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Nomenclature
Acronym Meaning
RTPS Real-Time Pricing Scheme
TOUPS Time of Use Pricing Scheme
CPPS Critical Peak Pricing Scheme
FRPS Flat-Rate Pricing Scheme
DAPS Day-Ahead Pricing Scheme
HEMC HEM controller
DSM Demand-Side Management
HGWmEDE Hybrid Gray Wolf-Modified Differential Evolution
RBM Restricted Boltzmann Machine
LOT Length of Operational Time
OTI Operation Time Interval
GA Genetic Algorithm
BPSOA Binary-Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
DEA Differential Evolution Algorithm
IDSS Intelligent Decision Support System
WDO Wind-Driven Optimization
K-WDO Algorithm with Knapsack
ACOA Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm
MOEA Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm
PS Pareto Sets
GMI Generalized Mutual Information
TLBOA Teaching and Learning-Based Optimization Algorithm
SFL Shuffled-Frog Leaping
ANN-GA Artificial Neural Network
LP Linear Programming
NLP Non-LP
BFA Bacterial Foraging Algorithm
DR Demand Response
AMI Advanced Metering Infrastructure
ICT Information and Communication Technology
RERs Renewable Energy Resources
SG Smart Grid
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Abstract: Understanding the dynamic nexus between CO2 emissions and economic growth in the
sustainable environment helps the economies in developing resources and formulating apposite
energy policies. In the recent past, various studies have explored the nexus between CO2 emissions
and economic growth. This study, however, investigates the nexus between renewable energy
production, CO2 emissions, and economic growth over the period from 1995 to 2016 for seven
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) countries. Fully Modified Ordinary Least Square
(FMOLS) and Dynamic Ordinary Least Square (DOLS) methodologies were used to estimate the
long- and short-run relationships. The panel results revealed that renewable energy production has a
significant long term effect on CO2 emissions for Vietnam (t = −2.990), Thailand (t = −2.505), and
Indonesia (t = −2.515), and economic growth impact for Malaysia (t = 2.050), Thailand (t = −2.001),
and the Philippines (t = −2.710). It is, therefore, vital that the ASEAN countries implement policies
and strategies that ensure energy saving and continuous economic growth without forsaking the
environment. This study, as such, recommends that ASEAN countries should take measures to
decrease the reliance on fossil fuels for achieving these objectives. Future research should consider the
principles of circular economy and clean energy development mechanisms integrated with renewable
energy technologies.
Keywords: carbon emissions; economic growth; energy; renewable energy; Fully Modified Ordinary
Least Square (FMOLS); dynamic panel cointegration model
JEL Classification: C22; C33; Q20; Q43
1. Introduction
The promotion of sustainable development and combating climate change is altogether an integral
and challenging aspect of energy planning and policy development. Over the past decades, global
warming has been rising, which has emerged as one of the key challenges that humanity is facing.
The increased emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs), such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4),
ozone, and nitrous oxide, are causing severe damage to the global environment. Among other
greenhouse gases, CO2 emissions are considered as the principal cause of global warming, thereby
Processes 2019, 7, 496; doi:10.3390/pr7080496 www.mdpi.com/journal/processes303
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toppling the climate [1–3]. The CO2 emissions due to excessive burning of fossil fuels, such as coal, oil,
and gas, along with increased deforestation, have considerably contributed to climate change. There is
a great abundance of CO2 in the atmosphere compared to other greenhouse gases and it is estimated
rise in the next 100 years [4]. This situation has prompted the consideration and research on the
measures to reduce CO2 emissions. One of the key measures to reduce CO2 emissions is to reduce fossil
fuel consumption and maintain economic growth by meeting part of the energy needs by harnessing
renewable energy sources [3]. In order to substantiate this measure, the literature has sufficiently
maintained the establishment of relationships among renewable energy production, CO2 emissions,
and economic growth [5–7]. However, the higher production cost of renewable energy compared to
fossil fuel energy hinders its full-scale commercialization and, hence, has not achieved the much-needed
success so far. The researchers are, nevertheless, attempting to establish the much required positive
relationship between environmental quality and economic growth [8]. As such, it is essentially required
that energy policymakers should come up with robust, sustainable policy endeavors to address the
environmental and economic challenges with the effective utilization of renewable energy resources [8].
According to the Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) hypothesis [9], income and emissions are
directly proportional to the threshold level. In this context, various empirical studies have so far
only focused on CO2 emissions as a pollutant in the industrialized world. A review of previous
studies in a similar context reveals that there is lack of studies performed on developing countries
especially for the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) countries, including the emerging
economies of the region, such as Myanmar and Vietnam, see for example [1,4,10,11]. These studies,
however, have not produced clarity in their work for neglecting Myanmar and Vietnam as they have
only considered five leading ASEAN countries (Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines, and
Singapore) for their past economic growth [10]. As such, the impact of the emerging economies
of Myanmar and Vietnam for their renewable energy production has consistently gone unnoticed.
As such, in this study, a summary of percentages of renewable energy production, CO2 emissions
per capita, and Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita for seven selected ASEAN countries for
the study period of 1995–2016 is thoroughly analyzed. The panel data plots of the CO2 emissions
per capita for ASEAN countries is shown in Figure 1a while the real GDP for the ASEAN countries
as shown in Figure 1b indicate that Singapore and Malaysia have been growing consistently from
1995 until 2016. These details signify the importance of the relationships between renewable energy
production, CO2 emissions, and the economies for the selected ASEAN countries, which require
essential investigations. The dynamic relationship between energy consumption and economic growth
has been thoroughly investigated in the past few decades [12]. However, the impact of harnessing
renewable energy on the reduction of CO2 emissions and thereby bringing about sustainable economic
growth has been overlooked by previous studies. It is pertinent to mention that renewable energy
resources are now emerging as the mainstream sources of energy in various developed economies and
co-operative ownership of these resources has also increased and expanded rapidly in the past few
years. The contribution of low growing economies like Myanmar and Vietnam towards renewable
energy production, as shown in Figure 1c, has been consistently unnoticed [12].
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Figure 1. (a) Panel data plots of the CO2 emissions per capita for Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) countries; (b) Panel data plots of the real GDP (Gross Domestic Product) per capita
for ASEAN countries; (c) Panel data plots of renewable energy production in % for ASEAN countries.
Given the above facts, the main objective of this study is to investigate the impact of renewable
energy production on CO2 emissions and economic growth for seven ASEAN countries from 1995
to 2016. This objective is achieved by employing a panel co-integration technique that followed the
growth model framework. Furthermore, an attempt has been made to validate the EKC hypothesis for
the selected seven ASEAN countries using panel data analysis with an approach of co-integration and
Granger causality tests. The consistency of the results was assured by the inclusion of each country,
thereby analyzing the environmental complexities in the respective countries. The country-specific
investigation helped to merge the complexities of renewable energy production, the CO2 emission
relationship, and economic growth nexus, which has been ignored in previous studies. As such,
contrary to previous studies, this study explored the causality relationships among renewable energy
production, CO2 emissions, and economic growth.
ASEAN Countries as the Context
Historically, the consumption and reliance on fossil fuels in ASEAN countries have been generally
on the rise [13]. ASEAN countries are experiencing the world’s most significant jump and are
considered as regions vulnerable to causing climate change [14]. Every decade, since 1960, the average
temperature in the Southeast Asian region has risen, which has adversely added to climate change.
The economic progress of five of the ASEAN countries: Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Singapore,
and Thailand, is commendable compared to the other two [4]. Nevertheless, Vietnam and Myanmar
have shown the highest renewable energy production among the other regional counties. As such,
these two developing economies of ASEAN, for renewable energy initiatives, were also included in
this study. It is pertinent to mention that 57% of the total electricity production in Myanmar has
been based on its indigenous hydropower resources, thereby tackling, effectively, the emission of
greenhouse gases [15]. Moreover, Myanmar, together with Vietnam, has also focused on implementing
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the climate-resilient de-carbonization pathways, thus assuring its significance in the renewable energy
market. It is estimated that Myanmar can further install electricity plants of 104,000 MW capacity
based on the wind and hydropower plants and that it can produce another 40 TWh/year (TWh/year
stands for terawatt-hour per year) from solar power plants [16]. As per a World Bank Database report
(2016), Singapore (98%), the Philippines (46%), Thailand (42%), and Cambodia (33%) were the four
major energy-importing ASEAN countries [17]. Meanwhile, other countries like Brunei, Indonesia,
Myanmar, and Vietnam are well-known energy resource exporters. In most of the ASEAN countries,
renewable energy resources are abundant and are sufficiently consumed, such as in Indonesia, Malaysia,
Thailand, and Vietnam [18]. As such, these countries with the further harnessing of renewable energy
resources can significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions. On the other hand, Singapore being a
highly urbanized and energy-intensive nation (Figure 1a), aims at reducing its emissions by 7%–11%
by 2020 using urban renewable energy applications [19]. The environmental quality in many large
ASEAN cities has also considerably declined, which is alarming, and thus requires the development of
appropriate energy strategies.
The leading contributors of greenhouse gas emissions in the ASEAN counties are the cement
industry, palm oil, and chemical plants, petroleum refineries, power generating plants, and wood-based
industries [20]. In general, almost 90% of the energy requirements of ASEAN economies are fulfilled
by fossil fuels [21]. The electricity generation using these fossil fuels is one of the key processes which
results in GHG emissions. Apart from urbanization, rapid industrialization over the past decades has
also caused enormous demands and consumption of electricity which, being produced from fossil
fuels, has caused an environmental imbalance. Energy consumption in the selected ASEAN countries
of this study grew by 261 Million Tons of Oil Equivalent (MTO) throughout 1990–2013, and the majority
of this consumption was attributed to Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam [22]. The leading
contributors for CO2 emissions among ASEAN countries include Malaysia and Singapore for their
rapid economic growth. It has been documented that the air quality in the capital cities of ASEAN
countries, such as Bangkok, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, and Manila has severally deteriorated and is
very poor, which is unhealthy for human beings [23]. This poor air quality in the environment can be
attributed to the booming industrialization in the ASEAN countries, causing irreversible environmental
damage. It is quite evident that the major industrial processes utilize non-renewable fossil fuels as their
primary energy source, releasing a high amount of greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous
oxide, etc.) in the surrounding environment. Moreover, some industries, such as palm oil production
plants, release highly hazardous and toxic effluents in the nearby water bodies, considerably affecting
the water quality and its inhabitant’s survival. It is, therefore, essential to investigate and develop
innovative techniques which suggest harnessing renewable and environmentally friendly energy fuels
on a large scale. This study employed panel cointegration and causal relationships among renewable
energy production, CO2 emissions, and economic growth for seven key ASEAN countries for the
period of 1995–2016. The recently developed Fully Modified Ordinary Least Square (FMOLS) testing
approach and Granger causality tests were used to achieve the objective of this study.
The following section of the paper further provides an insight into renewable energy production,
CO2 emissions, and economic relationship analysis under this study for the selected ASEAN countries
of this study.
2. Review of the Literature
The fourth industrial revolution has transformed various aspects of the industry, such as
super-computing, cellular phones, robot intelligence, self-driving cars, genetic editing, and much
more happening around us at an exponential speed. It is apparent that all fields of knowledge will be
further revolutionized by future technologies in the next 50 years. The energy sector, therefore, has also
somewhat adjusted to these changes and requires essential efforts to transform and diversify energy
sources to increase energy security and reliability while reducing GHG emissions. Conservation of
energy is also one of the essential aspects that the economies need to undertake to cope with climate
307
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change. In particular, with respect to mitigation efforts to contain climate change, there has been
increased attention on improving energy efficiency worldwide, which can effectively reduce the energy
demand [24,25]. As such, with the conservation measures realized, the consumption of energy in
the future is likely to lower at 1.3% compared to 2.2% per annum during 1995–2015 [26]. However,
China and India are the leading, fast-growing, and emerging economies have now almost accounted
for over half of the increased global energy demand [27]. More energy will also be required for the
economic growth of developing countries. It is anticipated that electricity generation capacity will
grow to 90% by 2040, and around 80% of this will be from developing countries [28]. Over the next
20 years, it is also expected that energy supply growth will be sufficiently contributed by the renewable
source together with nuclear and hydroelectric power. This anticipated situation is likely to help in
offsetting GHG emissions. In 2016, the top CO2 emitters were China, India, Japan, Russia, and the
United States, whereas the European nations were the top contributors to renewable power generation.
However, the pace of the transition to a lower-carbon economy is insignificant and uncertain without
key initiatives by leading GHG emitting countries in the future. It is anticipated that the speeding up
of the said transition will also significantly impact future economic growth. It is, therefore, expected
that by 2035, non-fossil fuels and renewables will form a greater share of the overall rising energy
mix. It is also anticipated that natural gas will grow twice the rate of oil and coal in the future, but the
demand could be slower if coal consumption is not prioritized appropriately [29].
Various studies [30,31] have been alarmed that GHGs and, in particular, CO2 adversely impact
human activities and thus, hamper the natural ecosystem globally. Climate change and energy problems
have deeply threatened mankind and their sustainable existence. Globally, the intensity of primary
energy declined continuously by 30% between 1990 and 2014. Nevertheless, the global economic
growth was better, resulting in a steady net growth in energy demand of 56% between 1990 and 2014
with an annual growth of 1.9% [32]. In some recent studies, the relationship between renewable energy
consumption and economic growth has been investigated. In studies which examined the energy
consumption of EU countries throughout 1992–2010, [33,34], using the residual cointegration test,
it was established that, on average, a 1% increase in energy consumption per capita increased per capita
emissions by 0.56%. A group of studies in the literature has also prioritized the economic growth and
environmental pollution nexus under the EKC framework. The use of the EKC hypothesis explains
the relationships between natural resources, economic growth, and pollutant emissions. Kuznets [35]
hypothesized that income inequality increases to a certain level and then falls with an increased income
per capita. Various studies have focused on validating the EKC hypothesis (see for example [36–38]).
The main focuses of these studies have been to validate the EKC hypothesis. However, there are
other groups of studies in the literature which contradict the EKC hypothesis (see for example [39,40]).
There are some other studies which validate the EKC hypothesis, too [33,41,42]. Based on the
contradiction of the confirmation of the EKC hypothesis, this study contributes to validating the EKC
hypothesis by examining broader literature in detail. For a review of the extensive literature on the
causal relationship between energy consumption and economic growth see [20,43,44]. A summary of
studies which employed the empirical linkage of CO2 emissions, economic growth, and the energy
consumption is provided in (Table 1) with the econometric method utilized by each of these studies.
A review of these studies reveals that there has been a variance in the usage of the specific econometric
method. Regarding the findings, some studies suggested that CO2 emissions had a negative impact on
the GDP, whereas energy consumption increased the CO2 emissions [45].
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It was apparent from the review of the literature, wherein the complex relationships among
CO2 emissions, economic growth, energy consumption, and other factors had been studied, that the
evidence is still inconclusive. Furthermore, the evidence of the pollution heaven hypothesis was also
limited. However, limited research efforts were the only evidence about the promotion of renewable
energy sources as alternatives to fossil fuels to reduce CO2 emissions and achieve economic growth.
Finally, most of these studies utilized the panel data analysis and lack usage of extensive evidence on
long-run relationships among the investigated variables.
3. Methodology
In the context of exploring the relationships among renewable energy production, CO2 emissions,
and the associated economic growth, this study employed the FMOLS model, [55], DOLS regression
analysis [56], and Granger causality analysis, among others, using renewable energy production, CO2
emissions, and economic growth as variables in the empirical model.
3.1. Empirical Model
The empirical model developed in this study examined the relationships among renewable energy
production (RWt), CO2 emissions (CO2t), and economic growth (Gt) for seven ASEAN countries:
Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. The methodology
employed for the model development was similar to earlier studies [10,11,33]. However, the parameters
of this study differed from those studies.
It is an essential and well-realized fact that an effective economic policy formulation requires a
better understanding of various interconnections in the economy, including the nexus among renewable
energy production (dependent variable), CO2 emissions, and economic growth. The empirical model
representing the long-run relationships among these interconnections as variables is given in Equation
(1) as follows:
RWit = π0t + π1CO2it + π2GDPit + εit. (1)
Here, RWt was the renewable energy production at time t, and for the specific country it was
represented by i; CO2it was the carbon dioxide emission in kilotons at time t, and for the specific
country it was represented by i; GDPit was the real GDP per capita at time t and for the specific country
it was represented as i; and εit was the residual at time t and for the specific country it was represented
as i. It was assumed that these variables were normally distributed. The long-term beta coefficient for
CO2 emissions and economic growth were π1 and π2 respectively. Since the study was based on panel
data, as such, the long-run panel cointegration specifications applied in previous studies [57,58] were
employed. The error term εt was assumed to be identically distributed. Finally, the signs for π1 and π2
were expected to be negative.
3.2. Econometric Methodology
The determination of the long-run relationships among renewable energy production,
CO2 emissions, and economic growth was undertaken in this study with the essential steps described
as follows. Firstly, the stationarity properties of the panel data set variables were examined using panel
unit root tests. When the data was non-stationary, the panel cointegration technique was generally used
to test the co-integrating relationships in the variable series. Once the cointegration of the variables
was confirmed, the long-run elasticities were estimated using the Fully Modified OLS (also known as
FMOLS) test. In the third and final steps, the short- and long-run dynamics of the series were examined
using panel error correction models.
3.2.1. Panel Unit Root Tests
The panel unit root tests were performed to analyze the stationarity variable with the null
hypothesis of a series having a unit root. It was imperative to detect the issue of spurious correlations.
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The series was assumed using the intercept, constant, and trend. The equations for the series are
provided in the following relationships in Equations (2)–(9) as follows:
Without constant and trend
ΔYit = δYit−1 + μit. (2)
With Constant
ΔYit = α+ δYit−1 + μit. (3)
With constant and trend
ΔYit = α+ βT + δYit−1 + μit. (4)
H0: = δ = 0 (Unit Root)
H1: = δ  0
After the first differencing (Δ) of the series, the stationarity had to be achieved [59]. The most
commonly used unit root tests, which are currently in practice, are Levin and Lin (LL), Im–Pesaran–Shin
(IPS) and Maddala Wu (MW) [60]. Of the three popular unit root tests, LL has not been used widely in
practice due to the unrealistic nature of the hypothesis. The model developed by Im, Pesaran [61] was
used in this study as below:
yi,t = βi + γiyi,t−1 + εi,t. (5)
For all i = 1, . . . , N and t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , T
The study performed four different unit root tests; namely, the Phillips–Perron (PP), Augmented
Dicker Fuller (ADF), Levin Liu Chu (LLC) and Im–Pesaran–Shin (IPS). The IPS and LLC were used
to complement the widely used ADF and PP tests to arrive at the robust results. Further, in order to
choose the optimal lag, the study used the Barlett Kernel Method following [62] for the estimation.
3.2.2. FMOLS Estimator
The Fully Modified Least Square (FMOLS) was developed by Phillips and Hansen [63] in order to
administer an optimal co-integrating regression estimation. However, the study used the Pedroni [64]
heterogeneous FMOLS estimator for the panel cointegration regression as it has the advantage of
correcting endogeneity bias and serial correlation [44]. According to Hamit-Haggar [65], FMOLS is the
most suitable technique for the panel, which includes heterogeneous cointegration.
Considering that a panel FMOLS estimator for the coefficient β of model 1 was:


























and L̂i was the lower triangulation of Ω̂i.
The Dynamic OLS estimator had the same asymptotic distribution as that of the panel FMOLS
estimation derived by Pedroni [66]. Both the DOLS and FMOLS estimations were performed as shown
to confirm the consistency of the outcome.
3.2.3. Granger Causality Test
According to the cointegration theory, if the variables are co-integrated, then the short- and
long-run equilibrium can be described using an error correction model (ECM). The panel residual
cointegration test confirmed that renewable energy production, CO2 emissions, and economic growth
had co-integrating relationships. However, the co-integrating relationships were unable to provide
information on the direction. Therefore, a panel-based error correction model with error correction
representation was used to investigate the short- and long-run causal relationships. The Granger
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causality test was performed within the Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) framework [67].
The Granger causality test, together with the error correction term (ECT), is stated as follows:









∅3iΔRWt−1 + ρ1εt−1 + μ1t (7)





i=1 ∅3iΔRWt−1 + ρ2εt−1 + μ2t,
(8)





i=1 ∅3iΔRWt−1 + ρ3εt−1 + μ3t,
(9)
where, Δ and ρ denote the first difference operator and lag structure. The residuals (μ1,μ2,μ3,μ4 and μ5)
were assumed to be serially independent with a zero mean and εt−1 was the one period lagged error
correction term.
4. Statistical Results
The study used the dataset over the period from 1995 to 2016 extracted from the World Development
Indicators (WDI). A total of seven ASEAN countries were selected for the study.
Table 2 provides a summary of the statistics (mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum)
associated with the CO2 emissions per capita for an individual country with the panel set throughout
1995–2016. The mean value for the CO2 emissions per capita was in the range of between 0.2362 in
Myanmar and 9.8729 in Singapore. As regarding the GDP per capita, Myanmar showed the least GDP
mean value of 710.8, whereas Singapore achieved the highest GDP per capita of 40,232.7. However,
concerning renewable energy production, Myanmar exhibited surplus production with a mean value
of 79.87%, whereas Singapore was the least renewable energy producer with only 0.51%.
Table 2. Descriptive statistics for CO2 emissions, real GDP, and renewable energy production.
Countries Mean S.D. Minimum Maximum
Panel A: CO2 emissions per capita
Malaysia 6.713767 1.08802 4.763997 8.530658
Myanmar 0.236277 0.063911 0.16097 0.4166
Thailand 3.610162 0.590426 2.668098 4.62186
Vietnam 1.208286 0.539194 0.404057 2.205355
Indonesia 1.624109 0.401152 1.041246 2.55975
Philippines 0.922408 0.103728 0.770906 1.235657
Singapore 9.872934 2.743237 4.342606 15.39236
Panel A: Real GDP per capita
Malaysia 2.989936 3.881041 −9.65575 7.445581
Myanmar 8.605125 2.989286 4.274814 12.68542
Thailand 2.748366 3.755799 −8.734046 7.047772
Vietnam 5.348793 1.105453 3.213679 7.758815
Indonesia 5.348793 1.105453 3.213679 7.758815
Philippines 2.904749 2.096575 −2.74496 5.903121
Singapore 3.004872 4.330412 −5.491059 13.21649
Panel A: Renewable energy production
Malaysia 5.638253 1.340974 3.819042 9.029613
Myanmar 79.87185 6.997041 60.4532 86.11957
Thailand 21.88286 1.305616 20.02467 24.0143
Vietnam 47.06246 10.44879 34.7959 65.12578
Indonesia 42.38311 3.78953 38.06614 50.09815
Philippines 31.93819 2.784079 28.0034 38.942
Singapore 0.517375 0.088952 0.325119 0.715843
Note: S.D., CO2, GDP stand for standard deviation, per capita carbon dioxide emissions, and per capita real GDP.
Data period was 1995–2016 for the ASEAN countries.
It was further determined that the mean value of renewable energy production was high in
low-income countries, such as Myanmar, followed by middle- and high-income countries. For both
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the energy variables (CO2 emissions and renewable energy production), it can be conferred that the
low-income countries were more volatile with the highest coefficients of variations.
This study investigated the dynamic relationships among renewable energy production, CO2
emissions, and economic growth over the period of 1995–2016 from a panel of seven ASEAN countries.
In this context, the EKC hypothesis was employed using panel cointegration estimation methods.
In the first step, to tackle homogeneity issues, the study used the unit root test as suggested by [61] for
a cointegration modeling process. Once it was confirmed that there was no homogeneity issue and the
variables were in the order of interest, a test of the cointegration was examined to know whether the
variables were co-integrated or not [58].
The panel unit root tests undertaken in this study are provided in Table 3. The validity of the
EKC hypothesis for the ASEAN countries was examined using a bivariate framework. In [68] it was
argued that testing for cointegration is crucial to determine the appropriateness of the model, together
with verifying the causal relationships. The study employed the Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) unit
root test to check the integration of each series. Table 3 reports the results of the ADF test at the level
and first difference. At the 1% significance level, the study found that there was no stationarity issue
for any of the variables. Thus, the study proceeded to examine the presence of cointegration among
renewable energy production, CO2 emissions, and economic growth. The results also indicated that
the series for each country was not spurious and had a unit root. Thus, it can be concluded that the
panel data variables were characterized as I (1) process.
Table 3. Panel unit root test results for ASEAN countries.
Unit Root Methods








Renewable −3.004 −3.885 *** −1.404 −3.815 ***
CO2 emissions 0.151 −5.004 *** 0.159 −3.644 ***
GDP −8.489 *** −12.199 *** −5.327 *** −6.260 ***
Myanmar
Renewable 0.846 −2.801 ** 1.500 −2.778 ***
CO2 emissions −1.599 −8.669 *** −1.802 −6.060 ***
GDP −1.476 −3.675 *** −1.433 −3.719 ***
Thailand
Renewable −0.731 −5.439 *** −0.733 −5.405 ***
CO2 emissions −1.509 −4.928 *** −1.509 −4.925 ***
GDP −3.727 *** −9.767 *** −3.721 *** −5.707 ***
Vietnam
Renewable −1.829 −3.219 ** −1.932 −3.219 **
CO2 emissions 1.308 −4.078 *** 0.575 −6.373 ***
GDP −3.039 ** −3.863 *** −2.961 * −3.857 ***
Indonesia
Renewable −3.245 ** −6.827 *** −2.704 ** −6.827 ***
CO2 emissions −1.222 −7.289 *** −1.427 −4.845 ***
GDP −3.039 ** −3.863 *** −2.961 * −3.857 ***
Philippines
Renewable −2.577 −6.491 *** −2.500 −5.772 ***
CO2 emissions 1.461 −3.720 *** 1.143 −3.857 ***
GDP −3.399 ** −14.868 *** −3.399 ** −5.788 ***
Singapore
Renewable −1.206 −5.487 *** −1.308 −5.487 ***
CO2 emissions −1.717 −5.414 *** −1.792 −4.871 ***
GDP −7.688 *** −13.506 *** −4.692 *** −6.483 ***
Note: *** denotes the significance level at 1%. Δ stands for first difference, ADF—Augmented Dicker Fuller.
The residual cointegration results are provided in Table 4 as suggested by [64,69]. The statistical
results found that the majority of the tests were significant and, therefore, the null hypothesis of having
no cointegration was not established. Thus, the variables were co-integrated at significant levels.
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Table 4. Residual cointegration test.
Statistics Within Dimensions Statistics Between Dimensions
Value p-Value Value p-Value
Panel v-Statistic 1.264 * 0.006
Panel rho-Statistic −1.421 0.922 Group rho-Statistic 2.534 0.994
Panel PP-Statistic −4.961 * 0.000 Group PP-Statistic −1.985 ** 0.023
Panel ADF-Statistic −5.060 * 0.000 Group ADF-Statistic −2.323 ** 0.010
Note: the selection of Lag was based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The null hypothesis was that the
variables were not co-integrated. * and ** denote the significance levels at 1% and 5%, respectively.
Finally, the Pedroni [64] FMOLS estimator was selected to determine the long-run relationships
among the constructs. The long-run results of the FMOLS estimation for the model are provided in
(Table 5) is considered in this study.
The long-run elasticities were interpreted for all the variables which were expressed in natural
logarithms. The study used the FMOLS as a robustness test. The first and second differences of the
variables were all stationary as provided in Table 3. The quadratic term of per capita renewable energy
production was used to record a possible country-specific non-linear relationship between per capita
CO2 emissions and per-capita GDP. The main result confirmed the significant inverse relationship
between CO2 emissions and real GDP for countries like Malaysia and Singapore; whereas, there was a
positive relationship between CO2 emissions and real GDP for Myanmar. This result indicated that
in the long run, the EKC hypothesis was justified. An increase of 1% in CO2 emissions would lead
to a decrease in real GDP per capita by 0.08% for Malaysia and 0.11% for Singapore. The results of
this study were duly in line with the other literature findings (see for example [1,70]). The results
further indicated that the coefficients of renewable energy production were statistically significant and
negative, indicating a nonlinear relationship with per capita CO2 emissions and per capita GDP in the
sampled ASEAN countries considered in this study.
Table 5. Long-run elasticity results (dependent variable: renewable energy production).
FMOLS Estimation DOLS Estimation
Country GDP CO2 Emissions Country GDP CO2 Emissions
Malaysia 1.653
b −0.593 b Malaysia 2.006 b −1.359 b
(2.050) (−0.912) (2.684) (−2.232)
Myanmar 0.092
b −0.126 a Myanmar 0.064 b −0.027 a















(−1.254) (−2.515) (−2.290) (−0.394)
Philippines −0.392 −0.042 Philippines 0.592 −0.288
(−2.710) (−0.703) (−2.031) (−3.332)
Singapore 0.18 −0.163 b Singapore −2.856 −0.619 b
(0.233) (−0.904) (−2.164) (−2.638)
Notes: a, b, and c indicate the significance levels at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. Intercepts and linear trends
are included in the regressions. Barlett Kernel with a fixed bandwidth of 6 was used following [71]. Figures in
the parentheses are the t-statistics. FMOLS—fully modified ordinary least square; DOLS—dynamic ordinary least
square; GDP—gross domestic product.
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The inverse U-shaped relationships between per capita renewable energy production and per
capita GDP were detected from the sign of the parameters. However, the long-run estimations provided
in Table 5 did not provide the direction of causality among the variables. The results also indicated
that there were negative relationships between per capita renewable energy production and per capita
CO2 emissions for Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar, and Vietnam. These results were also supported by
the previous literature [46,72]. In the globalization era, with the rapid increase in demand for energy
and cleanup of the environment, there is a need for renewable energy sources as an alternative [47].
Next, by employing the FMOLS estimator, proposed by Pedroni [64], and the single equation
DOLS estimator, proposed by Phillips and Loretan [73], the U-shaped relationship among renewable
energy production, CO2 emissions, and economic growth was supported and realized by the EKC
hypothesis. The FMOLS and DOLS results provided in Table 5 show the parameter estimation of the
model for interpreting long-run elasticities. Hence, it can be stated that renewable energy production
decreased with economic growth, stabilized, and then, gradually increased. The country-specific
income-energy elasticities using FMOLS and DOLS confirmed the statistical significance at 5% for
the long-run relationships among the variables. Furthermore, the country-specific long-run analysis
demonstrated U-shaped curves for three countries, namely, Malaysia, Thailand, and the Philippines.
On the other hand, there was no significant relationship found between renewable energy production
and economic growth for the four remaining ASEAN countries of this study.
This research also analyzed the results using the Granger causality panel error correction model
to identify the direction of the long-run and short-run causalities in the renewable energy production,
CO2 emissions, and economic growth nexus and the interactions among them. The error correction
model estimation result indicated the presence of unidirectional causality between renewable energy
production and CO2 emissions. However, in the applied research, it is obviously of interest to know
the response of one variable to an impulse in another variable [74]. From the Granger causality,
it was noticed that there were high but negative correlations among renewable energy production,
CO2 emissions, and economic growth. This indicated that innovation in renewable energy production
would possess high effects on CO2 emissions and economic growth. As such, increasing renewable
energy production would gradually decrease the CO2 emissions together with slowly contributing
to economic growth in the long run. In the initial stages of renewable energy production, the minor
pressure on the GDP may be explained by the additional production cost imposed by the renewable
energy sources and their plant setups.
The study explored the causal relationship between the constructs using error correction Granger
Causality test for short run Granger causality. The results for Granger causality model (see Table 6) can
be summarized as:
(i) Real GDP per capita does not cause carbon emissions per capita for Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Indonesia, the Philippines, and Singapore except for Malaysia.
(ii) It was found that renewable energy production Granger causes real GDP per capita for Myanmar,
Indonesia, and the Philippines only; whereas it was also found that renewable energy production
Granger causes carbon emissions per capita for Myanmar and Vietnam only.
(iii) There is no causal evidence between carbon emissions per capita and real GDP per capita for all
the ASEAN countries; whereas only in Thailand, there was a causal relationship between carbon
emissions and renewable energy production.
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Table 6. Results of panel Granger causality test identifying long-run relationships between CO2




Variable ΔGDP ΔRNW ΔCO2
Indonesia
Variable ΔGDP ΔRNW ΔCO2
ΔGDP 1 0.455 4.229 ** ΔGDP 1 10.30 ** 1.177
ΔRNW 0.252 1 0.937 ΔRNW 4.367 * 1 0.902
ΔCO2 0.358 1.083 1 ΔCO2 0.731 0.849 1
Myanmar
Variable ΔGDP ΔRNW ΔCO2
Philippines
Variable ΔGDP ΔRNW ΔCO2
ΔGDP 1 0.635 0.417 ΔGDP 1 1.220 2.115
ΔRNW 22.83 ** 1 3.055 * ΔRNW 4.590 * 1 2.627
ΔCO2 0.788 2.092 1 ΔCO2 1.213 1.064 1
Thailand
Variable ΔGDP ΔRNW ΔCO2
Singapore
Variable ΔGDP ΔRNW ΔCO2
ΔGDP 1 2.537 0.583 ΔGDP 1 1.663 1.745
ΔRNW 1.102 1 0.691 ΔRNW 0.124 1 0.285
ΔCO2 1.921 21.59 ** 1 ΔCO2 2.988 0.453 1
Vietnam
Variable ΔGDP ΔRNW ΔCO2
ΔGDP 1 20.61 ** 1.068
ΔRNW 1.359 1 3.319 *
ΔCO2 1.190 0.121 1
Note: The t-statistics are provided in the parentheses, respectively. *, **, and *** denote the significance levels at
1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. Δ denotes change; GDP stands for the gross domestic product; RNW stands for
renewable; CO2 stands for carbon emissions.
Therefore, from the overall results, it can be concluded that (1) energy conservation policies have
no adverse effect on climate change and GDP growth of the ASEAN countries and (2) controlling
carbon emissions has no adverse effect on real GDP per capita of the ASEAN countries. Figure 2
summarizes the interactions among renewable energy production, CO2 emissions, and economic






Figure 2. The long-run relationship between renewable energy production, CO2, and economic growth
for ASEAN countries.
The results corroborated the three-way link among renewable energy production, CO2 emissions,
and economic growth. Our results suggest that an increase in renewable energy usage and production
will diminish CO2 emissions, leading to clean economic growth as per the Granger causality test.
Our result rejects the neoclassical assumption that energy is neutral to economic growth. Thus,
this study considers renewable energy to be the most critical determinant in the long run to economic
growth and vice versa. It is very crucial to take into account the adverse effect of CO2 energy
consumption on economic growth in establishing energy conservation policies.
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5. Conclusions and Policy Implications
This study examined the cointegration and causal relationships among renewable energy
production, CO2 emissions, and economic growth for the ASEAN countries, namely, Malaysia,
Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Singapore for the period 1995–2016.
The FMOLS and DOLS analyses were undertaken to examine whether, in the long run, renewable
energy production, CO2 emissions, and economic growth were co-integrated or not. The FMOLS
results suggest that renewable energy production was positive and significant in relation to real GDP
at the 0.001 level for Malaysia (t value of 2.050) and for Myanmar (t value of 2.845), whereas there
was a negative and significant relationship between renewable energy production and real GDP for
Thailand (t value of −2.505) and the Philippines (t value of −2.710). There was no relationship between
renewable energy production and real GDP for Singapore, Indonesia, and Vietnam due to limited
renewable energy options. The results of the panel FMOLS and DOLS also provided significant shreds
of evidence to support U-Shaped relationships among the long-run renewable energy production,
CO2 emissions, and economic growth contrary to the EKC hypothesis. The empirical results from the
granger causality test (Table 6) also revealed the substantial negative nexus between renewable energy
production and CO2 emissions.
Estimation of a panel error correction model (ECM) was performed in order to define the long-run
and short-run causalities. The results from the ECM indicated the presence of short-run unidirectional
causality running from renewable energy production to economic growth. Whereas, in the long-run
causalities, renewable energy production and CO2 emissions were inversely related, thus confirming
that an increase in the usage of renewable energy sources as an alternative to fossil fuels will offset
CO2 emissions. Besides, carbon footprints can be reduced, leading to clean energy development and
economic growth. The results, therefore, implied that the efficient use of renewable energy would
reduce the rate of GHG emissions in the long run.
The precedent literature, as presented in the earlier sections of the study, have generally found
a positive relationship between energy consumption and CO2 emissions; however, there is a lack of
studies which performed the relationship analysis of renewable energy production and CO2 emissions.
As a novelty, this research gap was addressed and found the overall relationship between renewable
energy production and CO2 emissions, which came to be negative. The relationship between renewable
energy production and CO2 emissions for Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, and Singapore were
found to be inverse in the short run. This showed that an increase in renewable energy production
would lead to a reduction in CO2 emissions. Even though, renewable energy is expensive as compared
to fossil fuels or other non-renewable sources, the initiatives to produce and consume more renewable
energy should be focused on in developed and developing countries, like in Singapore and Malaysia,
to contain climate change by reducing environmental pollution.
The rapid growth in the renewable energy production can be driven by many factors, including
cost reduction due of renewable energy technologies, dedicated policy initiatives, better access to energy
resources, environmental concerns, and growing energy demand of emerging economies. Effective
energy policies, therefore, can play a significant role in providing energy consumption direction and
in increasing public awareness. The pedagogical innovation, therefore, suggests accelerating the
renewable energy usage campaigns in the high carbon emission countries like Malaysia and Singapore
for a more environmentally-friendly and sustainable future. The renewable energy sources like
hydropower, solar power, wind energy, biomass, and geothermal energy would significantly condense
the pollution and reduce the reliance on fossil fuels, which are the leading causes of the CO2 emissions.
As a practical implication, energy saving and conservation policies can be adopted by the ASEAN
countries quickly in order to limit environmental pollution. It is crucial that the ASEAN countries,
especially Malaysia and Singapore, implement policies and strategies that ensure continuous economic
growth without forsaking the environment. This study recommends that in order to decrease the
reliance on fossil fuels, that have impacted the environment adversely, future research should consider
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and focus on the principles of the circular economy and clean energy development mechanisms
integrated with renewable energy technologies.
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Abstract: Accurately predicting the reheater steam temperature over both short and medium time
periods is crucial for the efficiency and safety of operations. With regard to the diverse temporal
effects of influential factors, the accurate identification of delay orders allows effective temperature
predictions for the reheater system. In this paper, a deep neural network (DNN) and a genetic
algorithm (GA)-based optimal multi-step temporal feature selection model for reheater temperature
is proposed. In the proposed model, DNN is used to establish a steam temperature predictor for
future time steps, and GA is used to find the optimal delay orders, while fully considering the
balance between modeling accuracy and computational complexity. The experimental results for
two ultra-super-critical 1000 MW power plants show that the optimal delay orders calculated using
this method achieve high forecasting accuracy and low computational overhead. Moreover, it is
argued that the similarities of the two reheater experiments reflect the common physical properties
of different reheaters, so the proposed algorithms could be generalized to guide temporal feature
selection for other reheaters.
Keywords: reheat steam temperature; temporal feature selection; delay order prediction; deep neural
network; genetic algorithm
1. Introduction
Steam reheating plays an important role in power plants. It can increase thermal efficiency by
2% and it can also reduce steam humidity and improve the safety of the final stage’s blade [1,2].
However, due to the complexity of the many influential factors, it is difficult to maintain the reheat
steam temperature within a certain range [3]. For instance, the reheater steam temperature of two
ultra-super-critical 1000 MW units investigated in this paper may fluctuate between 565 ◦C and 610 ◦C,
while the normal reheater outlet steam temperature is 603 ◦C with tolerable fluctuation within the
range of 503 to 608 ◦C [4] (the specific threshold may vary with the type of reheater). A temperature
that is too high will cause damage to the metal material, while a temperature that is too low will
reduce the thermal cycle efficiency [5]. Therefore, finding features that affect the modeling target and
analyzing the extent of these features are crucial for the system’s safety and efficiency.
A reheater system is a typical nonlinear hysteresis thermal system, which is highly coupled,
complex, and impacted by many factors [6,7]. The selection of the most related features from a
large variety of sensors is important for the realization of effective control [8]. Traditional feature
selections are normally developed on the basis of mass balance, energy balance, and dynamic principles,
which rely greatly on human expertise and normally require a long modeling time [9–11]. Recently,
researchers have increasingly adopted the data-driven methodology that extracts features directly
from huge amounts of accumulated process data [12–14]. Li et al. [15] analyzed operation parameters
in power plants by correlation analysis to improve boiler efficiency. Wei et al. [16] used principle
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component analysis to transform higher-dimensional original data to lower-dimensional principle
components, which were employed as the inputs to the NOx emission model to reduce memory storage
requirements and computational costs for data analytics. Buczyński et al. [17] judged whether features
could exert substantial effects on a CFD (phase fluidised bed)-based model using sensitivity analysis to
predict the performance of a domestic central-heating boiler fired with solid fuels. Pisica et al. [18]
chose mutual information to assess the relevance of feature subsets in order to determine the operating
states of power systems. Wang et al. [19] utilized the outputs of an improved random forest algorithm
as inputs of a back propagation neural network to weight the importance of features and to improve
the prediction accuracy of NOx.
The above research works mainly focused on finding the most related features with respect to the
modeling target, which only explores one dimension from all possible relationships. In practice, for the
complex process, each feature may have a temporal effect on the modeling target [20]. For instance,
some features might have a rapid impact on the target, while some other features might only display
certain time-delay effects, i.e., effects after a certain period of time. In order to cover the temporal
effects, multi-step features are often accumulated for data-driven modeling in the feature engineering
process. Normally, the larger the delay order (number of steps selected) of a feature is, the more
information it contains [21]. However, overly large delay orders of features may lead to overfitting,
which may cause poor performance on unseen instances [22] and significantly increase memory storage
and computational complexity for data analysis [23]. Therefore, it is necessary to find an optimal
delay order set for each feature while maintaining a good balance between modeling accuracy and
computational economy.
A few researchers have investigated the temporal feature selection problem. Lv et al. [21] used
particle swarm optimization to determine delay orders and used a least square support vector machine
(SVM) to predict the bed temperature of circulating fluidized bed boilers. However, this method
suffered from computational complexity when modeling large-scale data sets. Shakil et al. [24] applied
genetic algorithms to estimate the time delay of soft sensors for NOx and O2. Although these studies
achieved good results on the delay order selection, their modeling targets were only for one particular
future time instance, which has the potential not to include the features that impose too rapid or too
slow impacts on the target. These approaches also provided little discussion on whether the generated
delay order could be used to guide future modeling processes for similar equipment.
To address the optimal feature selection of delay orders for multi-step prediction, a method that
combines a deep neural network (DNN) and a genetic algorithm (GA) is proposed. A prediction
target with multiple future time steps is introduced to explore features that have rapid or slow effects.
A DNN model is used to establish a steam temperature predictor [25] for the next 20 steps. A GA is
proposed to find the optimal delay orders with the objective function of balancing modeling accuracy
and computational complexity. The proposed method is tested in two 1000 MW coal-fired power
plants, namely unit 3 and unit 4, which use more than two million records. The results of the two units
display similar sets of delay orders for each feature, reflecting that the physical properties of reheater
steam systems are similar to some extent.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the reheater system and
proposes the problem statement. Section 3 establishes an objective function for model evaluation.
The detailed introduction of the delay order selection mechanism is provided in Section 4. Section 5
presents experiments and discussions. Discussions and possible directions for future work are provided
in the final section.
2. System Description and Problem Statement
2.1. Description of Reheater System
A reheater is a set of tubes located in a boiler, the main purpose of which is to avoid excess moisture
in steam at the end of expansion to protect the turbine. The exhaust steam from the high-pressure
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turbines passes through these heated tubes to collect more energy before driving the intermediate- and
then low-pressure turbines. The conceptual structure of the reheater unit is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Reheater structure.
After the high-pressured turbine, the exhaust pressure and temperature at the inlet of the reheater
are about 35–37 kg/cm2 and 345–355 ◦C, respectively. A reheater is designed in the shape of a
serpentine tube in order to increase the heated area. The hot smoke generated by the combustion
of coal transfers heat to the reheater, meaning that the temperature of steam in the reheater rises.
The steam temperature at the outlet of the reheater is kept around 603 ◦C. Reheater steam with
high-temperature and high-pressure characteristics is collected into the high-temperature reheat steam
container. A similar process is performed again in the low-pressure cylinder.
Table 1 denotes the influential features of our modeling target, which is the outlet steam temperature
of the reheater. Many features affect the reheat steam temperature, such as the inlet steam temperature,
inlet gas temperature, smoke baffle opening, etc. Also, these variables have different inertias toward
the reheater outlet steam temperature. Therefore, these variables and their hysteresis times should be
considered in the prediction model. Here, the previous values of the steam outlet temperature are also
used in the modeling process and the multi-step steam temperatures are used as the outputs of the
model. In order to simplify our discussion, the major factors are referred to by the notations shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. Influential parameters for the temperature of the outlet steam.
Feature Unit Inertia Not.
Inlet steam temperature ◦C small Steamt
Inlet steam pressure Mpa small Steamp
Inlet smoke temperature ◦C large Smoket
Inlet smoke pressure Kpa small Smokep
Smoke baffle opening % small Baffleo
Desuperheated water flow t/h large Dwater
Reheater steam temperature ◦C - Steamo
2.2. Problem Statement
One of the major control concerns of a reheater is the stability of steamo. In respect to the reheater,
some features are reheater-uncontrollable, e.g., smoke temperature and pressure. These features might
influence the reheater wall temperature and then change the outlet steam temperature. Steamo has
the characteristics of being non-linear and having a large inertia. Due to the change in operation
conditions, it may deviate from the expected range. The normal operation changes the smoke flow
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toward the reheater by adjusting the smoke baffle opening degree. This operation exhibits a long delay
before it imposes impacts on temperature. Another method is to spray the desuperheated water to
the reheater steam. This method promptly lowers steam temperature, but also reduces the boiler’s
efficiency. Considering the economic benefits, the first method is always used. The second method
is employed only in an emergency, such as when the steam temperature is too high or the working
condition is changing.
Similar to the control variables mentioned above, other features also have impacts characterized
by different inertias toward the steam temperature. One major concern is the complexity of accurately
determining the impact inertia of different features, which highly depends on the physical nature laws of
the reheater as well as the operational conditions of the reheater, e.g., combustion stability. One natural
choice is to use long delay orders to compose the model inputs. However, the indiscriminate delay
order settings make the feature dimension very high and introduce considerable overheads for both
storage and computation. Thus, it is important to select the most cost-effective delay order for features
while keeping the system model accurate enough.
3. Objective Function for Model Evaluation
3.1. Multi-Step Prediction
In order to predict the temperature trend of steamo, the nonlinear autoregressive exogenous
model is presented. Differing from other approaches, the proposed model predicts values not for any
given time, but for a set of future moments.
Since the reheater system displays different hysteresis characteristics toward different features,
modeling the steamo with both short and long hysteresis parameters is important. A multi-step steamo






⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = f (x1(t− 1), · · · , x1(t− τ1), · · · , xk(t− 1), · · · , xk(t− τk), y(t− 1), · · · , y(t− τy)) , (1)
where t is the current time, t + n is the n-th future moment, xk is the k-th independent variable, y is a
dependent variable, τk represents the time delay order corresponding to xk, and τy is the time delay
order of dependent variable y.
3.2. Optimization Function
The prediction target increases the forecast performance for the next n + 1 time steps by selecting
the most appropriate delay order. However, the total number of delay orders is proportional to the
computational complexity and opposite to the model accuracy. Thus, the optimization goal defined
is to strike a balance between the computational complexity and modeling accuracy. Accordingly,
the objective function is used to minimize the total number of delay orders to minimize the computational
complexity. Furthermore, the total number of delay orders is kept as high as possible but within a
certain range in order to keep the prediction error low enough. Let ε be the maximum acceptable
prediction error for the modeling target; thus, another optimization goal is transferred as one constraint,
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i.e., the prediction error is smaller than or equivalent to ε. Thus, a constrained optimization problem is
formulated as Equation (2).




s.t. e = 1m·(n+1) ||Ŷ −Y||1
e ≤ ε




where K is the total delay orders of inputs, m is the total of test data, n is the n-th future moment,
τk is the delay order of xk, and τy is the delay order of the dependent variable. J is the total of delay
orders. e is the error in total m samples and n + 1 prediction numbers in the form of mean absolute
error (MAE). el is the error generated by the l-th iteration. C is the max delay order. ε is the upper limit
of MAE. Ŷ is the prediction value vector and Ŷ = [ŷ(t), ŷ(t + 1), . . . , ŷ(t + n)]T, Y is the actual value
vector, and Y = [y(t), y(t + 1), . . . , y(t + n)]T; Ŷ and Y have m samples.
4. Delay Order Selection
In order to accurately select the temporal features, two parts—i.e., the DNN-based prediction
model and the GA-based optimal feature selection algorithm—are designed. First of all, the GA
generates the individuals of different delay order combinations, which are used as the inputs to
the DNN. Then, the DNN outputs the multi-step predictions, which are evaluated by the test sets.
The evaluated values are employed as fitness values, which are used in the GA.
4.1. Delay Order Optimization
Delay order optimization is performed by the GA algorithm. The schema of GA is shown in
Figure 2. The algorithm starts from an initial population with 20 individuals and each individual has
28 genes. These randomly generated genes are divided into seven sections. Each section represents
an input parameter and has 4 binary numbers which can delay the order range from 0 to 15. Then,
the individuals are evaluated by the fitness function, which returns two fitness values (MAE and the
total of orders). The different fitness values are assigned different fitness scores. The smaller the MAE
value, the higher the fitness scores. In a case in which the MAE values are very close (the difference is
below a certain threshold), the smaller the total number of delay orders, the higher the fitness scores.
The fitness score determines the probability of being selected as a parent. The probability of being







where N is the number of individuals in the population, fi is the fitness of individual i in the population,
and pi is the probability of individual i being selected in the population.
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Figure 2. The schematic schema of the genetic algorithm (GA)-based optimized feature selection
algorithm. MAE(mean absolute error).
Once the parents are selected, they have a certain probability (pc) of being mated randomly and
generating new individuals. If the parents are not mated, they become new individuals in the new
population. Then, the new population has a certain probability (pm) of deciding whether the individual
is mutated. Mutating changes (0 changes to 1, or 1 to 0) randomly. The new individuals are evaluated,
selected, mated, and mutated until the number of cycles is reached. At the end of the cycle, the GA
obtains the best individuals [26,27].
4.2. Prediction Model
DNN is used to fit the correlation between the future steamo and the historical reheater inlet
variables with the accumulated data sets. Figure 3 is the structure of the steamo trend prediction model.
Let m = τ1 + τ2 + . . .+ τk be the total of input dimensions to DNN. The outputs of DNN are n + 1
values of steamo. DNN has one input layer, two hidden layers, one output layer, and a large number
of neurons. The hypothesis function is shown in Equation (4).
h(X) = g(Θ3 · g(Θ2 · g(Θ1 ·X))), (4)
where X is a vector with m dimensions and Θ1, Θ2, and Θ3 are the weight matrixes between four
layers, respectively. g(•) is the activation function.











+ λ · L2, (5)
where m is the total number of samples, n is the total number of output variables, lk is the number of
neurons in the k-th layer, and h(Xij) is the prediction value in the i-th sample and the j-th predict value.
Yij is the prediction value in the i-th sample and the j-th actual value, λ is the regularization parameter,
and L2 is the regularization term to limit over-fitting. The goal of the DNN is to minimize Equation (5)
with the given sets of features and training samples.
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Figure 3. Multi-step prediction model for steamo. DNN—deep neural network.
5. Experiments and Discussion
The data for modeling are collected every 3 s from unit 3 and unit 4 by the distributed control
system (DCS). Unit 3 and unit 4 are two ultra-super-critical 1000 MW power plants with the same
structure. In our experiment, in total, 7,084,800 records are used for evaluation, in which unit 3 and
unit 4, respectively, have 3,542,400 records from 1 May 2016 to 31 August 2016.
5.1. Data Preprocessing
In the data preprocessing process, two steps are taken: Outlier removal and standardization.
Outlier removal: The outliers that violate the physical or technical limitations might affect the
model’s performance and should be removed before modeling. (1) The points out of the normal range
of physical or technical are replaced with the average of adjacent points. For instance, for a certain
period, the temperature of steamo should be around 600 ◦C; thus, the points below 594 ◦C that violate
the steady change characteristics of temperature should be replaced. (2) The errors of Dwater control
time should be modified. Under normal circumstances, the Dwater control time (more than 0) takes
a few minutes. For instance, if the collected data shows that the control time lasts for several hours,
the abnormal control time will be modified to a maximum of 3 min.
Standardization: The different features might have different range of values. If these variables are
used directly, the feature data with small values may be ignored, while the ones with large dimensions
will be selected. Therefore, the Z-score standardization technique [28] is used to scale the data to the
ones with a mean value of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, which will speed up the iteration rate of the
optimization and convergence.
5.2. Experiment Settings
The parameters of DNN and GA are shown in Table 2. The DNN is a 2-hidden-layer neural
network, and the learning rate is set to 0.001. MAE, which is the average absolute differences between
predictions and actual observations, is used to evaluate the modeling error. Tanh is chosen as the
activation function since it achieves the smallest average MAE compared to other activation functions
(e.g., identity, logistic, relu) for the chosen data set.
The 4-month data for unit 3 and unit 4 are divided into 20 different sets. Each set consists of
training data from 7 days (about 201,600 records) and test data from 1 day (about 28,800 records).
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Table 2. The parameters of DNN and GA.
Neutral Network Value GA Value
Number of hidden layers 2 Number of initial individuals 20
Number of first/second layer neurons 42/23 Mate rate 0.5
Number of outputs 20 Mutate rate 0.2
Activation function tanh Number of genes 0–15
Solver sgd Iterations 100
Learning_rate 0.001 E 0.14
Λ 0.0001 - -
5.3. Results and Discussion
This proposed method is evaluated from three different perspectives: Firstly, a one-round
simulation is performed with a set of data to demonstrate its capability for finding the optimal delay
order for different features; secondly, the experiment is implemented on unit 3 and unit 4 at different
times to demonstrate the adaptability of the presented method; finally, the delay order identified
with data from the unit 3 is directly used in the modeling process for unit 4 to check its capability
for generalization.
(1) Results of the one-round simulation
As for getting the preliminary delay order in unit 3, the data from ~23 July 2016–30 July 2016 is
selected as the experiment data. The changes of MAE and the total number of selected orders during
the iteration process are shown in Figure 4a. The accuracy level of MAE is set as 0.001. In the early
iterations, MAE begins to decrease while the total delay order increases. Then, until MAE stabilizes at
0.13—i.e., the lower limit of MAE—the total delay order decreases. In the later iterations, these criteria
remain constant, which indicates that the algorithm is converged. Figure 4b shows each feature’s delay
order. It can be seen that some features have a larger delay order, e.g., smokep, which indicates large
hysteresis, while in contrast, the order of Dwater shows timely but transient impacts.
 
 
(a) Fitness curve during the experiment (b) Optimal delay order 
Figure 4. Results for the one-round simulation for unit 3 (~23 July 2016–30 July 2016).
In Figure 5, the forecasting errors in one-minute periods with 20 points in 30 July 2016 are plotted
in a box plot which displays the distribution of five different metrics, i.e., minimum, first quartile,
median, third quartile, and maximum. Figure 5 shows that MAE increases with the increase in the
predicting time step. This is normal, as timely response factors, such as steamp, smoket, and baffleo,
cannot be captured by predictor. However, the median MAE in one minute is less than 0.3 ◦C, and the
average is near 0.1 ◦C. According to Figure 4b, the maximum delay order of the reheater steam
temperature steamo is 13. This means that the historical data of steamo have major impacts on the
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accuracy of the model. It also shows that, in the current system, steamo is not well controlled, as it
should kept steady around 600 ◦C.
Figure 5. The box error curve.
(2) Comparisons of unit 3 and unit 4 from different perspectives
The feature selection method is tested for both unit 3 and unit 4 based on the operational data
from 1 May 2016 to 31 August 2016. Since the records from some days contain too many abnormal
data, the data from those days are not used for the model training. As shown in Table 3, the data
periods are closed from the intra-comparisons within unit 3 or unit 4 or the inter-comparison between
those two units.
Table 3 shows that the general range of the seven studied features has the corresponding length
of delay orders with respect to their inertia toward steamo. For all 20 tests, there is no significant
deviation regarding MAE. This means that the designed DNN with the selected features as the inputs
achieves good convergence. It also shows that the delay orders of smoket and smokep are larger than
those of steamt and steamp, as the smoke has indirect impacts toward the steamo. Thus, their delay
orders are much larger than those of the feature of the inlet steam. Dwater has a very small delay
order due to the fast temporal response toward steamo. For certain periods, the delay orders of Dwater
are zero, e.g., in tests 9, 10, 16, and 18. The zero value is due to the lack of training data for Dwater.
In those periods, the action of spraying de-superheated water is seldom performed. This is due to
the insufficient training samples. At these stages, the numbers of sprays are, respectively, 31, 22, 26,
and 18, while other tests have about 60 actions, owing to the comparable steamo which is more stable.
A similar phenomenon can also be observed for the optimal delay order for baffleo. These results
show the importance of the data coverage for the accuracy of feature selection.
Table 3. Results for both unit 3 and 4 (value before “/” is for unit 3 and after is for unit 4). MAE—Mean
absolute error.
Test Sample Date Steamt Steamp Smoket Smokep Baffleo Dwater Steamo MAE
1/11 8 May–15 May/1 May–8 May 1/1 6/6 9/8 10/10 4/4 1/1 15/13 0.095/0.116
2/12 16 May–23 May/17 May–24 May 1/2 6/2 9/8 10/11 4/0 1/1 15/15 0.088/0.094
3/13 20 May–27 May/24 May–31 May 1/1 6/6 8/8 10/10 4/4 1/1 13/13 0.129/0.123
4/14 9 June–16 June/5 June –12 June 3/1 6/6 12/8 10/13 0/4 1/1 13/13 0.118/0.111
5/15 17 June–24 June/8 June–15 June 1/1 6/4 9/14 13/10 4/4 1/1 15/15 0.086/0.101
6/16 1 July–8 July/16 June–23 June 3/1 6/6 9/8 15/10 4/0 1/0 15/13 0.100/0.101
7/17 22 July–29 July/17 July–24 July 1/1 6/2 12/11 10/10 0/0 1/2 13/15 0.128/0.117
8/18 6 August–13 August/24 July–31 July 1/1 6/2 9/12 10/13 4/0 1/0 15/13 0.103/0.095
9/19 10 August–17 August/5 August –12 August 1/2 6/6 8/10 13/10 4/2 0/1 13/15 0.132/0.115
10/20 13 August–20 August/17 August–24 August 1/2 6/6 8/9 10/10 4/2 0/1 15/14 0.115/0.115
(3) Determination of delay order
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For the purpose of controlling steamo changes within the ideal range, properly finding a delay
order is crucial to accurately describing the hysteresis of features for a prediction model. The variations
of delay orders for each feature are shown in Figure 6; the shadow ranges from the maximum to
minimum delay order. There is a large overlap between two units, which indicates the existence
of common delay orders. The medians of overlap (2, 6, 10, 10, 2, 1, and 14) represent the general
level of intervals and may serve as the references for delay orders regarding the steamo system of
ultra-super-critical 1000 MW power plants.
Figure 6. Delay order distribution of the seven features.
The features with delay orders of 2, 6, 10, 10, 2, 1, and 14 generated from the data from unit 3
are used as selected features for the reheater steam temperature prediction. We also adopt the same
methods to find the optimal feature distributed for the unit 4. Then, those results are compared with
the dataset of test 1 to test 20, which are from unit 4. The orange bars indicate the MAE with the
identified delay order. The directly calculated optimal solution is shown by the blue bars. Figure 7
shows the comparisons, which obviously indicate that the MAEs of two cases are approximately equal.
The maximum error is only 0.9% (on the 16th day), which means that it is almost the same as the
results from the optimal solutions. This shows that the selected delay orders (2, 6, 10, 10, 2, 1, and 14)
have good generalization capability, and can, it is argued, represent the physical characteristics of
two reheaters.
Figure 7. Comparisons between optimal and proposed methods. Blue bars are the MAE of the optimal
solution and the orange bars indicate the MAE of the proposed method.
6. Conclusions
For many industrial processes, it is important to find the best feature delay orders as well as
features that are most correlated with the prediction targets. In this paper, a delay order identification
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method based on GA and DNN is proposed. This method adopts the GA to generate candidate feature
sets which try to find minimal numbers of features while keeping the MAE of the prediction model
low enough. The DNN model is used for modeling processes that generate the multi-step predictions
typically demanded in many industrial processes. This method is evaluated with experiments from
different perspectives; data from two similar units are used to check whether the found time delays
indeed demonstrate the physical characteristics of the underlying systems. The experimental results
indicate that two units have similar delay orders and the delay order can be directly used for modeling
similar devices with little loss of accuracy.
Of course, many interesting issues still need to be investigated. For instance, our solution limits
the temporal feature selection. It is important for the delay order selection method to support both
spatial and temporal feature selection. We are investigating the use of an attention mechanism to find
the optimal solution for both dimensions. In addition, the GA demands considerable resources and
computational costs. We are working to design more computationally efficient methods, e.g., filter-based
feature selection for industrial feature processing.
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Abstract: The unique situation of utility power curtailment unveils opportunities in the fields of
energy management and digital resource management. During utility load shedding events, campuses
are typically driven as Photo Voltaic (PV)–diesel generator hybrid systems, of which the main fossil
resource driver is diesel. With the appropriate Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
systems, discrete departmental energy policies along with control, forecasting and Internet of Things
(IoT) infrastructure, the campus hybrid system could be optimized on a short timescale during the
shedding event. In this paper the optimization methodology, required technology infrastructure,
possible forecasting algorithms and potential implementation will be discussed.
Keywords: hybrid PV–diesel generator systems; digital resource management; energy management
1. Introduction
The scenario of power loss from the grid, whether for short or long periods, places a unique
operational constraint on the electric network of a campus [1]. Typically, this mode of operation is
governed by a hybrid PV–diesel generator system, that allows ample room for optimization of its main
resource metric, namely fossil fuel [2]. Campus curtailment and demand side management programs
could benefit from this scheme, especially when energy managers engage in campus disconnect from
utility. The choice of hybrid Photo Voltaic (PV)–diesel generator system for optimization in this paper
is based on local utilization trends and that diesel generators are considered an underutilized asset.
The optimization framework of modern hybrid systems is fed by several elements that culminate in the
field of digital resource management, such as energy Internet (EI) [3], energy Internet of Things (EIoT),
energy forecasting techniques (EFT) [4], intelligent electrical control systems [5], the ability to digitally
manage the consumer’s energy purchasing strategy [5] and coherent energy data formats generated
by both loads and generators. However, few high-resolution digital energy management strategies
exist that make use of energy forecasting (with forecasting uncertainties) to optimize fuel usage, while
simultaneously increasing PV penetration of the electrified campus grid on a small time-step basis.
Hybrid generation systems on campuses mimic the setup of micro-grids, in islanded operational
mode (loss of utility power), where loads and generators interact in an intelligent mode to generate
savings and possibly other avenues of revenue for campuses [6], without feeding back into the
powerless grid (for situations where feedback is not allowed). As part of such a campus micro grid of
the future, it is assumed that the hypothetical campus presented in this paper, is interwoven with IoT
sensors (multi-faceted) and equally capable communication networks [7]. The EIoT infrastructure on
campus injects unique data streams into the energy management (EM) local/cloud server that could be
leveraged for the purposes of enhancement of decision-making structures regarding energy usage,
dispatch and forecasting on campus. For example, the EIoT network could feed departmental energy
managers with information about campus dynamics that would, in turn, influence their scheduling of
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lecture halls (or partial use) and the utilization of research lab equipment. The same argument holds
for Heating, Ventilation and Air-conditioning (HVAC) scheduling of lecture halls based on the local
weather. The campus EIoT network therefore would be able to supply rich layers of information that
could feed decision support systems used by departmental energy managers (DEMs) and lead campus
energy managers (LCEMs). An EIoT network on campus also feeds the concept of the energy Internet,
whereby all consumers and generators are connected by some efficient communication network (such
as Zigbee) and allows for full control, high resolution data acquisition, energy data analysis, energy
management and departmental energy policy monitoring (all while communicating in an energy
efficient manner) [7].
Real-time and optimized energy management of smart campuses relies on the full control of the
campus energy system, real-time energy data acquisition and demand/generation horizon forecasting.
This type of energy generation/demand forecasting is driven by several state-of-the-art machine learning
techniques that leverage the EI [8]. The forecasting techniques rely on historical data with different
training set lengths (depending on the forecasting method) in order to forecast energy usage/generation
with uncertainty based on a plethora of different training metrics and unique data streams. A typical
example of such a forecasting strategy is that of solar irradiance based on the underlying metrics
of humidity, temperature and cloud cover as can be found in Reference [9]. Complex connections
exist between different metrics that can only be recovered using machine learning techniques that
learn from experience, given a typical large energy dataset. As a state-of-the-art example, consider
the scenario where LCEMs strategize a particular renewable dispatch strategy based on historic data
and half-hourly newly acquired data. The LCEMs train models on historic data and uses the newly
acquired data to firm up on the energy dispatch system. It remains inefficient to retrain the entire model
on the historic data and newly added data, thus the LCEMs use online forecasting methods (such
as online Gaussian Process (GP) forecasting methods that are based on multi in–multi out systems)
to retrain only on the new acquired data. In this manner, LCEMs can firm up their energy dispatch
system, whilst remaining computationally efficient with quick response strategies [10].
The nervous system of a smart campus will typically by governed by an electrical control system
(Building Automated/Management System), to ensure that a high resolution of control is achieved
when imposing energy management strategies and critical control. This nervous system interconnects
the largest consumers such as HVAC, hot water supply (part of HVAC) and research labs [11].
High-resolution low-level departmental control becomes more expensive due to either non-existing
control circuits or mandatory control retrofits, thus in many cases a control retrofit is needed [12].
However, building automated systems (BASs) will be able to perform macro control of the largest
energy consumers.
A critical concept in digital resource management of smart campuses is that of coherent energy
data structures and exchange formats. As an example, the campus building control systems typically
generate data that aids decision support systems in shifting or eliminating certain electrical loads
during critical periods. Separate from the building control systems, the PV generation data is shared
on a separate platform and so is the distributed diesel generators (both control and electrical output).
However, when dealing with such large energy ecosystems such as campuses, the energy management
strategies become largely data driven and depend on coherent multi-faceted data streams culminated
on a single platform. The energy data analysis backend is hosted on the same platform, allowing for
easy debugging and amendment [13].
Smart trading of resources feature in several markets and will be equally beneficial as part of the
smart campus scenario (one smart campus selling to a neighboring smart campus). A smart campus
with the necessary digital infrastructure (EIoT, EI, EM etc.) will easily overcome the requirements to
manage its own resources and interact with other receiving clients [5]. In order to trade resources
in real-time, a campus needs to be able to control and forecast resource usage and generation with
certainty. Added to this requirement, the LCEMs need to utilize the EIoT data influx in a real-time
manner that adapts to market responses and predictions [14].
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This paper proposes an umbrella scheme/concept that utilizes smart campus elements in order to
optimize fossil fuel usage associated with PV–diesel generator hybrid systems, from the perspective of
energy forecasting techniques, energy campus IoT and the necessary control systems. Special focus
was given towards the critical role-players and data flow within the proposed scheme. The emphasis
of this paper is therefore on the formulation and discussion of the umbrella optimization scheme (not
to determine the equation of energy utilization) and attempt to include all the possible elements that
are considered role-players within the final optimization. Future work will include the process of
finding the function of energy utilization based on real campus data that will be conditioned to feed the
hypothetical scheme. The mathematical framework (or data driven methodology) will follow future
testing of the scheme on real campus data.
2. Holistic Optimization Framework
The opportunity generated by emergency utility curtailment for a scheduled period realizes in
the interplay of the two main non-utility contributing sources of energy on campus, namely that of
PV generation and fossil fuel generators, or PV–diesel hybrid systems. Battery storage is omitted
from this proposed framework, due to non-favorable economic feasibility when considering large PV
plants. Assuming that the diesel generators are of high enough quality to allow synchronicity with
that of the renewable generator, and that the fossil fuel generators are distributed in such a manner to
allow connection to any load collection on campus; typically, a characteristic of future smart campuses
from the perspective of resources. Campus electrical networks can be classified as centralized PV with
decentralized diesel generators islands or centralized PV with centralized diesel generators, however,
the technical influence of the configuration on the proposed optimization framework is not part of the
scope of the paper. The following scenario is proposed for the optimization of fuel usage, the reader is
referred to Figures 1–3 for a visual summary of each step of the global optimization scheme.
The entire network (generation and load) is optimized in discrete time-steps (that could become
real-time in future) based on an influx of data from the PV plant, diesel generators, load banks and
the campus EIoT in which the elements are embedded. The main aims of the optimization scheme
will be to determine the fixed critical load bank and fixed serving diesel generator bank, after which
the remaining variable banks (both load and generator) could be optimized based on a list of critical
metrics harvested from the PV plant and campus IoT network. The main energy savings metric in this
proposed scenario is driven by the savings of fuel (diesel) and possibly the energy saved by comparing
to “normal operations” if the utility curtailment event did not occur. The optimization scheme of the
load/generation banks is driven from the viewpoint of the diesel generators with the added benefit of
critical heat/electric generation from hydrogen plants on campus.
The optimization of the load banks is done on an energy manager server that utilizes building
automated systems (BAS), building control systems (BCS), EIoT data influx (departmental and campus
wide), renewable power generation and departmental energy policies, all of which are embedded
on a local or cloud framework that holds enough resources and memory capacity to perform the
optimization process (typically a server located on campus or cloud driven services). The local EM
server (if this is the case) will also be restricted to a campus EM policy to perform computations during
the appropriate tariff times (as not to be power intrusive itself). It is assumed that the PV plant is
connected to the direct current (DC) bus and both the loads and diesel generators are connected to
the alternating current (AC) bus. Converters reside between the AC and DC bus. Furthermore, it is
assumed that generator-load pairs are not islanded and that every component in the network is linked.
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Figure 1. Optimization scheme for the determination of the available PV power output for a 0.5 h
horizon. The PV scheme feeds both load and diesel generator schemes.
Figure 2. Optimization scheme to determine the variable/locked load banks to be fed to the diesel
generator optimization scheme. This scheme depends on low-level departmental control and energy
management policies.
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Figure 3. Optimization scheme for diesel generator—load interactions based two classes, namely
variable and locked banks.
The PV optimization scheme (see Figure 1) uses actual environmental data together with generation
forecasting to produce an estimated available PV energy over a 0.5 h horizon. The estimated available
energy is complimented with a known uncertainty and will classify the possible PV output as either
a risky cycle or a safe cycle (depending on the chosen critical uncertainty). The PV optimization
scheme uses several streams of unique data, including historic weather and generation data, IoT sensor
network data associated with the PV plant, facilities management software (maintenance programs)
and weather forecasts spanning the prediction horizon. The PV optimization scheme must be the first
step to be completed as part of the holistic optimization scheme, since the chosen dispatch strategy
primarily manages the remaining demand.
Prior to the utility curtailment event, all curtailment schedules and priorities are checked and the
necessary data is gathered in order to initialize the forecasting module. The forecasting module is based
on either a hybrid scheme that initializes neural nets (if no kernel can be constructed) or a Gaussian
process when data conditions are favorable for kernel construction. The forecasting module is trained
to achieve a 0.5 h horizon with forecasting uncertainty. Depending on the length of the training data set
and regression resolution, forecasting algorithms can become computationally expensive and should
be included as part of a dedicated EM server with enough computational capacity for quick response
times on forecasting requirements. The output of the forecasted module will be the total renewable
energy that can be dispatched to the campus electrical network with associated uncertainty (based on
the classification of safe or risky cycle). The PV module (see Figure 1) acts as the first step to initialize
the energy dispatch strategy within the horizon of 0.5 h. The optimization scheme will critically act
on maintenance conditions that are flagged and if the utility curtailment process seized. Transient
weather events will increase the uncertainty of the cycle and could lead to the determination of the
optimization cycle.
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The load bank optimizer (see Figure 2) initiates at departmental level by checking the current state
of each department’s digital EM strategy. Departmental EM strategies are typically schedule driven
(lecture halls, research labs and offices), thus each departmental EM strategy could deliver a load bank
comprising of variable and locked banks as preconditioned by the departmental EM champion or
framework. A typical response from the departmental EM framework can be seen in Tables 1 and 2
(color coding corresponds to safe or risky cycle in optimization schemes).
Table 1. Simplistic response of a departmental energy policy framework over a 0.5 h time-step (without
campus IoT intervention).
Load Type Locked/Variable Energy Estimation of Load (kWh)
Lecture Hall A Locked 1.8 kWh
Offices 1–5 Locked 1.25 kWh
Offices 5–10 Variable (HVAC) 1.25 kWh
Research Lab A Locked 10 kWh
Research Lab B Variable (fume hoods) 10 kWh
Table 2. Simplistic response of a departmental energy policy framework over a 0.5 h time-step (with
campus IoT intervention).
Locked/Variable Energy Estimation of Load (kWh)
Lecture Hall A Locked 1.8 kWh
Offices 1–5 Variable (Lecturers not yet enteredmain gate of campus) 1.25 kWh
Offices 5–10 Variable (HVAC) 1.25 kWh
Research Lab A Variable (Flagged due to powerquality issue) 10 kWh
Research Lab B Variable (fume hoods) 10 kWh
The lead EM framework accounts for all departmental locked/variable load banks, as well as the
relative sizes of the loads. It is assumed that the departmental EM framework can account for the
size, type of load, power factor and associated schedules of each load in the department (elements
that future smart campuses will have). The final load bank that will partake in the 0.5 h cycle of
energy optimization is finalized into a compatible data structure that awaits input from the fossil fuel
generator optimization scheme (see Figure 3).
The fossil fuel optimization scheme is based on the assumption that all fossil fuel generators are
equipped with two-way communication and control. Furthermore, any load could be connected to any
generator on campus (dismissing any practical considerations). The fossil fuel IoT network of sensors
captures data associated with the generators such as fuel levels, operating conditions and location.
The lead EM server supplies additional information such as maintenance and refueling schedules to
the global optimizer based on fuel price forecasting and diesel levels.
At this point global energy accounting can be performed (matching supply with load) and
critical energy generation via hydrogen plants could be initiated to supply critical loads. A bank of
variable/locked fossil fuel generators can now be generated and passed on to the final optimization
phase. The optimizer then proceeds to match the locked/variable loads with the fossil fuel generators
based on power factor and load size. Once the locked loads are matched with the locked fossil fuel
generators, the algorithm proceeds to match the variable banks over the horizon of 0.5 h. This process
repeats every 0.5 h with the aim of reducing fuel consumption for the span of the utility power loss.
3. Extremities of Optimization Framework
The following two scenarios are presented: (1) the remaining load (after PV quenching) is
distributed among generators irrespectively of fuel levels, load type or fuel forecasts, (2) optimizer
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algorithm (see Figures 2 and 3) suggests two types of generators linked with two types of load
collections (from either the locked or variable banks), calculated every 0.5 h over a 3 h horizon.
Two extreme poles/classes of option (2) are a generator with a low fuel level that is scheduled
for refueling and a generator with high fuel levels. If the optimizer algorithm predicts favorable fuel,
it will suggest that the low fuel level generator to be utilized at 50% and the high fuel level generator
at the difference between maximum capacity and the spinning reserve. The aim here is to maximize
fuel savings at the end of the three-hour utility curtailment cycle. Due to the efficiency curves of
both typical generators described as extremities, fixed parameter loads are required to be served by
both generators (having different fuel levels). The 50% utilized generator can serve loads from the
variable bank (non-stringent constraints on power factor and load size requirements) and the fully
utilized generator can serve loads from the locked bank (due to stringent power factor and load type
requirements). The locked load bank can be assigned with certainty and all load sizes, types and Power
Factor (PFs) are known.
Total savings generated by the optimization scheme is decomposed into the savings generated
by refueling at a better tariff rate and actual fuel savings due to more efficient generator utilizations.
Over the three-hour utility power loss event, the optimizer performs six optimization steps (0.5 h
apart). The PV plant energy output could change over this horizon, thus changing the dynamics of the
optimization. The spinning reserve of each generator is dependent on the uncertainty of the PV power
output (risky or safe cycles, see Figure 1) divided among all the available generators. As an example,
if the available PV power output contains large uncertainty, the spinning reserve for each generator
will increase and vice versa. The spinning reserve of each generator is re-calculated after every cycle
and determines the maximum utilization of the generators.
It is further assumed that the collection of generators are of variable type (constant frequency, but
variable kW input). The typical variable generator is specified by a rating (e.g., 250 kVA, 0.8 PF, 200 kW
and 150 kVAR) and will be connected to a collection of loads specified by type, size and PF. Specified
by the generator’s efficiency/PF curve, as the utilization of the generator increases, both the efficiency
and PF requirements increases. Generators with a high forced utilization factor (determined by the
optimization algorithm, see Figures 1–3), must be connected to cleaner collection of loads (from the
perspective of PF) to safeguard possible breaching of the generator’s kVAR rating. Thus, low fuel level
generators could be utilized at e.g., 50% and will serve load collections with low power factors safely
(vice versa for high fuel generators).
4. Conclusions
The holistic optimization framework exhibits potential of typical campus hybrid PV–fossil fuel
generator systems generating fuel savings under powerless utility scenarios when optimized in discrete
time steps using campus IoT, EM and generation/consumption forecasting techniques, e.g., forecasting
of renewable power output (PV, wind and hydrogen) and campus load characteristics. This is an
improved savings scheme as opposed to running the generators at fixed speed without any type of
data/optimization feedback. The novelty of the scheme lies in the PV power output estimation with
uncertainty. The known uncertainty associated with the available PV energy could classify the output
as risky or safe. This will allow improved load distribution to generators that are sensitive to fuel price
forecasts and refueling maintenance, as well as improved predictive maintenance schedules associated
with the generators. The main aim of the optimization scheme is to maximize fuel savings during the
utility power loss. Technical recommendations for a full-scale scenario, consisting of an EM server
platform hosting all the forecasting algorithms, campus IoT and policy data will be discussed and
commissioned in future.
The full-scale scenario will initially be commissioned using a campus department that utilizes
decentralized renewable resources, together with fossil fuel generation and energy policies. The EM
server that hosts all the tiers of the optimization scheme will be located in the department itself.
Following the initial commissioning test, the platform will be rolled out to the entire campus network.
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This full-scale scenario will require full integration of controls, metering installation/retrofit, IoT campus
integration, SCADA system implementation, energy policy reviews, energy policy integration and
decentralization/centralization of required generators. All of the last-mentioned elements will have to
be interwoven on an EM server that contains the optimization scheme in algorithmic form, as well as
the necessary maintenance and energy policy framework. Since all the discrete optimization steps will
have associated uncertainty, the final savings will be able to be verified with ease. The optimization
scheme presented in this paper is an example of generating savings in the absence of grid power.
Future work will be based on data produced by actual smart campus elements, sensors, generators
and loads. From there a study and framework will be formulated regarding the system time
dependencies. However, emphasis must be placed on the practicality in the hypothetical scheme,
especially since the sampling time, signal changes and signal delays found in the forecasting techniques,
campus IoT network and internal data transport play a critical role in the success of this proposed
global scheme. The process of illustrating the improvement of the campus power supply will be based
on a PV penetration metric, that needs to be evaluated in conjunction with the scheme.
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Abstract: This paper presents a statistical analysis of wind speed data that can be extremely useful
for installing a wind generation as a stand-alone system. The main objective is to define the wind
power capacity’s contribution to the adequacy of generation systems for the purpose of selecting
wind farm locations at specific sites in Malaysia. The combined Sequential Monte Carlo simulation
(SMCS) technique and the Weibull distribution models are employed to demonstrate the impact
of wind power in power system reliability. To study this, the Roy Billinton Test System (RBTS) is
considered and tested using wind data from two sites in Peninsular Malaysia, Mersing and Kuala
Terengganu, and one site, Kudat, in Sabah. The results showed that Mersing and Kudat were best
suitable for wind sites. In addition, the reliability indices are compared prior to the addition of the
two wind farms to the considered RBTS system. The results reveal that the reliability indices are
slightly improved for the RBTS system with wind power generation from both the potential sites.
Keywords: reliability indices; wind farms; Sequential Monte Carlo Simulation; Malaysia
1. Introduction
Recent environmental impacts and the depletion of fossil fuel reserves are the main concerns that
have stimulated the integration of renewable energy power plants using solar power, wind power,
biomass, biogas, etc. as alternative sources of electrical generation. This has inspired global concerns
in energy balance, sustainability, security, and environmental preservation [1].
Wind energy is non-depletable, free, environmentally friendly, and almost available globally [2].
It is intermittent, though very reliable from a long-term energy policy viewpoint [3]. In the measure of
adequacy, wind energy is regarded as a better choice compared with other energies.
Electric power systems continue to witness the penetration of high-level wind power into the
system as a global phenomenon [4], due to the problems associated with power system planning
and operation. This makes the assessment of wind power generation system capacities, and their
impacts on reliability in the system by appropriate planning, in line with their power utilization and
environmental benefits. Thus, high penetration of intermittent wind energy resources into the electric
power system requires the need to investigate the system reliability while adding a large amount of
varying wind power generation to the system [5].
Owing to the industrial development and growth in the economy, an increase in the demand
for electricity is one of the major challenges faced by both developed and developing countries like
Malaysia. This has precipitated the Malaysian electrical utility to integrate wind generation based
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renewable energy into the grid. Many studies have been carried out by researchers to identify the
potential location of wind energy systems in Malaysia. This process has been encouraged by both public
and private institutions, with the aim of producing green energy [6,7]. In addition, the extraction of
power from wind energy is optimized, even in location with average wind speed, by the proper design
of wind turbine models that can effectively trap power due to the advancement in technologies [8].
In general, Malaysia experiences low wind speeds, but some particular regions experience strong
winds in specific periods of the year [9]. Locations like Mersing experience higher wind speed
variations throughout the year, with average wind speeds ranging from 2 m/s to 5 m/s [10]. According
to the literature, the wind in Malaysia could be able to generate a great quantity of electric energy
despite its lower average wind speeds, especially at the eastern coastal areas or its remote islands [11].
Researchers in [12] applied the Weibull function to investigate the characteristics of wind speed
and subsequently evaluated the wind energy generation potential at Chuping and Kangar in Perlis,
Malaysia. Furthermore, small capacity wind turbine plants (5–100 kW) have been installed by the
Ministry of Rural and Regional development in Sabah and Sarawak [11]. Researchers in [13] stated
that ten units of wind turbines with three different rated powers (6, 10, and 15 kW) were used in energy
calculation for the area in the north part of Kudat. As the wind turbine units are principally dependent
on wind velocity and location, wind speed forecast is essential for siting a new wind generating turbine
in a prospective location [14], as the study in Kudat location reveals. Moreover, another study was
performed by a research group of the University of Malaysia (UM) using the Weibull distribution
function for the analyses of wind energy potential at the sites in Kudat and Labuan in the Sabah region
in Malaysia [6]. The outcome of this research demonstrated that Kudat and Labuan are suitable for
sitting small-scale wind generating units [15].
The question to ask here is whether it is probable to harness small-scale wind generating units at
selected locations in Malaysia for the purpose of electricity generation. So far, studies on wind power
characteristics in Malaysia are limited and wind speed depends on geographical and meteorological
factors. This study discusses the effect of potential wind power from various locations in Malaysia for
adequately reliable power systems. Analysis of the wind speed data characteristics and wind power
potential assessment at three given locations in Malaysia was done. The main objective of the paper is
to examine the capacity contribution of wind power in generating system adequacy and its impact on
generation system reliability. The Sequential Monte Carlo simulation (SMCS) technique and Weibull
models are employed to demonstrate the impact of wind power in power system reliability. Also,
the results presented in the paper could serve as preliminary data for the establishment of a wind
energy map for Malaysia.
This paper is structured in six sections. The introduction includes a brief introduction of the
concept for the wind energy potential in Malaysia. The next section describes related work adapted
to enable estimation of the wind power potential of the region. Section 3 shows the fundamental
reliability indices evaluated in this work, which are used by assessment policy makers to exploit the
wind power potential of the region. Section 4 describes the wind speed data analysis at specific sites
in Malaysia. Section 5 shows the obtained results of the simulation in the case study, which are also
discussed. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main conclusions of the study.
2. Related Work
2.1. Weibull Distribution for the Estimation of Wind Power and Energy Density
The Weibull distribution is the most well recognized mathematical description of wind speed
frequency distribution. The value of the scale parameter c of the Weibull distribution is close to
the mean wind speed in actual wind speed data, and because of that, the Weibull distribution is a
reasonable fit for the data. Consequently, using the two parameters (shape parameter k and scale
parameter c), the Weibull distribution can be used with acceptable accuracy to present the wind
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speed frequency distribution and to predict wind power output from wind energy conversion system
(WECS) [16].
Many numerical methods are employed to estimate the values of the shape parameter k and scale
c. The Empirical Method (EM) is used in this paper for calculating the Weibull parameters. The EM
can be calculated by employing mean wind speed and the standard deviation, where the Weibull













where σ is standard deviation,  is the mean wind speed,  is the gamma function, and k can be
determined easily from the values of σ and  , which are computed from the wind speed data set

















where  is the mean wind speed (m/s), n is the number of measured data, vi is wind speed of the
observed data in the form of time series of wind speed (m/s), and σ is standard deviation. Once k is
obtained from the solution of the above numerical expression (1), the scale factor c can be calculated by
the above Equation (2).
Wind power density is a beneficial way of evaluating wind source availability at a potential height.
It indicates the quantity of energy that can be used for conversion by a wind turbine [19]. The power
that is available in the wind flowing at mean speed,  , through a wind rotor blade with sweep area,









The monthly or annual mean wind power density per unit area of any site on the basis of a Weibull














where p(v) is the wind power (Watts), PD(w) is the mean wind power density (Watts/m2), ρ is the
air density at the site (1.225 kg/m3), A is the sweep area of the rotor blades (m2), and  (x) is the
gamma function.











where the time period (T) is expressed a daily, monthly or annual.
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2.2. Estimation of Wind Turbine Output Power and Capacity Factor
The performance of how a wind machine located in a site performs can be assessed as mean power
output Pe,ave over a specific time frame and capacity factor, Cf, of the wind machine. Pe,ave determines
the total energy production and total income, whereas Cf is a ratio of the mean power output to
the rated electrical power Prated of the chosen wind turbine model [21]. Depending on the Weibull
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where Vc is cut-in wind speed and Vr is the rated wind speed of the wind turbine generator (WTG).
For an economical and viable investment in wind power, it is advisable that the capacity factor should
exceed 25% and be maintained in the range of 25–45% [22].
2.3. Extrapolation of Wind Speed at Different Heights
Indirect wind speed estimation methods consist of measuring wind speed at a lower height and
applying an extrapolation model to estimate the wind speed characterization at different elevations.
The most commonly used model is the power law [23].
Wind speed increases significantly with the height above ground level, depending on the roughness
of the terrain. Therefore, correct wind speed measurements must consider the hub height (H) for the
WTG and the roughness of the terrain of the wind site. If measurements are difficult at high elevations,
the standard wind speed height extrapolation formula, as in the power law Equation (9) [24], can be
used to estimate wind speed at high elevations by using wind speed measured at a lower reference







where v is the wind speed estimated at desired height, H; vo is the wind speed reference hub height Ho,
and (n) is the ground surface friction coefficient. The exponent (n) is dependent on factors such as
surface roughness and atmospheric stability. Numerically, it ranges from (0.05–0.5) [26]. The normal
value of ground surface for every station is approximated 1/7 or 0.143, as suggested by [27] for neutral
stability conditions.
3. Reliability Assessment for Generation Systems
3.1. Fundamental Reliability Indices
The Load and generation models are conjoined to produce the risk model of the system. Indices
that evaluate system reliability and adequacy can be used to forecast the reliability of the power
generating system.
The fundamental reliability indices evaluated in this work are adapted to enable the estimation
of the reliability level of the power generating systems, comprised of Loss of Load Frequency
(LOLF), Loss of Energy Expectation (LOEE), Loss of Load Duration (LOLD), and Loss of Load
Expectation (LOLE).
At present, LOLE represents the reliability index of the electrical power systems used in many
countries [3]. The standard level of LOLE is one-day-in ten years or less. This does not mean a full
day of shortages once every ten years; rather, it refers to the total accumulated time of shortages,
which should not exceed one day in ten years. Therefore, the level of LOLE in this study is used as a
reliability index of the generation systems.
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The combined Sequential Monte Carlo simulation (SMCS) method (or the Monte Carlo simulation
method cooperate with Frequency and Duration method) in [28] enables accurate evaluation of
reliability indices. To accurately evaluate the reliability assessment for the overall reliability of
generating systems adequacy containing wind energy, an SMCS method was used alongside the
Weibull distribution model to generate and repeat the wind speed. The Roy Billinton Test System
(RBTS) is an essential reliability test system produced by the University of Saskatchewan (Canada) for
educational and research purposes. The RBTS has 11 conventional generating units, each having a
power capacity ranging of around 5–40 MW, with an installed capacity of 240 MW and a peak load of
185 MW. Figure 1 shows the single line diagram for the RBTS, and the detailed reliability data for the
generating units in the test system are shown in Appendix A. The load model is generally represented
as chronological Load Duration Curve (LDC), which is used along with different search techniques.
The LDC will generate values for each hour, so there will be 8736 individual values recorded for each
year. The chronological LDC hourly load model shown in Figure 2 was utilized, and the system peak
load is 185 MW. Besides the traditional generators, the wind farm was comprised of 53 identical WTG
units with a rated power of 35 kW, each of which was considered in the current study. A peak load of
1% penetrated wind energy in the RBTS system, which has a peak load of 185 MW.
Figure 1. Single line diagrams of the Roy Billinton Test System (RBTS).
Figure 2. Chronological hourly load (Load Duration Curve (LDC)) model for the RBTS.
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3.2. Proposed Methodology
The basic simulation procedures for applying the SMCS with the Weibull model in calculating
reliability indices for the electrical power generating systems with wind energy penetration are based
on the following steps.
Step 1: The generation of the yearly synthetic wind power time series employs a Weibull model,
as follows:
• Set the Weibull distribution parameters k and c.
• Generate a uniformly distributed random number U between (0,1).






• Set the WTG’s Vci, Vr, and Vco wind speeds.




























• Calculate the WTG output power using Equation (11),
PWTG =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 ws < Vci
(A + Bx + Cx2) × Pr Vci ≤ ws < Vr
Pr Vr ≤ ws < Vco
0 ws > Vco
(11)
where ws = wind speed (m/s), Vci =WTG cut-in speed (m/s), Vco =WTG cut-out speed (m/s),
Vr =WTG rated speed (m/s), and Pr = WTG rated power output (MW). The constants A, Bx,
and Cx have previously been calculated by [3].
Step 2: Create the total available capacity generation by a combination of the synthetic generated
wind power time series with a conventional chronological generating system model by employing
SMCS, as follows:
• Define the maximum number of years (N) to be simulated and set the simulation time (h),
(usually one year) to run with SMCS.
• Generate uniform random numbers for the operation cycle (up-down-up) for each of the
conventional units in the system by using the unit’s annual MTTR (mean time to repair) and λ
(failure rate) values.
• The component’s sequential state transition processes within the time of all components are then
added to create the sequential system state.
• Define the system capacity by aggregating the available capacities of all system components
by combining the operating cycles of generating units and the operating cycles with the WTG
available hourly wind at a given load level.
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• Superimpose the available system capacity curve on the sequential hourly load curve to obtain
the available system margin. A positive margin denotes sufficient system generation to meet the
system load whereas a negative margin suggests system load shedding.
• The reliability indices for a number of sample years (N) can be obtained using Equations (12)–(18).
ΦLOLE(s) =
{
0 i f s j ∈ ssuccess









where i = 1, 2 . . . N, N = number of years simulated, φ(sji) = index function analogous to jth
occurrence within the year i, j = 1, 2 . . . , nj(s), nj(s) is the number of system state occurrences of (sj)
in the year i, sj = ssuccess  sfailure is the set of all possible states (sj) (i.e., the state-space), and the
content of two subspaces ssucess of the success state and sfailure of the failure states.
ΦLOEE(s) =
{
0 i f s j ∈ ssuccess









where ΔPj×T is the amount of curtailing energy in the failed state (sji).
ΦLOLF(s) =
{
0 i f s j ∈ ssuccess















• If (N) is equal to the maximum number of years, stop the simulation; otherwise, set (N = N + 1),
(h = 0), then return to move 2 and repeat the attempt.
Step 3: Evaluate and update the outcome of the test function for the reliability indices evaluation.
The above procedure is detailed in the form of flowchart, as represented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Flow chart showing reliability assessment for a generation system including wind
generating sources.
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4. Wind Speed Data Analysis at Specific Sites in Malaysia
To estimate the possible potential wind energy site in Malaysia, the analysis, correlation,
and prediction of wind data from the location need to be done. It has been often recommended in
the literature that making use of the wind data available from meteorological stations increases the
vicinity of the proposed candidate site by preliminary estimates of the wind resource potential of
the site. Meteorological data that are recorded for long periods need to be extrapolated to obtain
an estimation of the wind profile of the site. In this study, wind speed data from Mersing, Kudat,
and Kuala Terengganu have been statistically analyzed to propose the wind energy characteristics
for these sites. The data for this study were gathered from the Malaysia Meteorological Department
(MMD). The data recorded comprise three years of hourly mean surface wind speeds from 2013 to
2015 at three locations in Malaysia. The mean of the wind speed form the simulated process for each
hour is calculated based on Weibull parameters. The hourly mean wind speed is then used in the
sequential simulation process. Figure 4 shows the locations of MMD stations in Peninsular Malaysia.
This map was drawn by using the Arc Graphical Information System (AGIS) software and depicts
the strength of the wind speed distribution in Mersing, Kudat, and Kuala Terengganu. The area that
showed the highest wind speed value is in red and orange, while other areas show moderate wind
speeds. Table 1 presents a description of the selected regions in Malaysia, which consist of the latitude,
longitude, and elevation of the anemometer.
Figure 4. Wind speed distribution maps for station sites used in this study in Malaysia.
Table 1. Description of the wind speed stations at selected regions in Malaysia.
Station Latitude Longitude Altitude (m)
Mersing 2◦27′ N 103◦50′ E 43.6
Kuala Terengganu 5◦23′ N 103◦06′ E 5.2
Kudat 6◦55′ N 116◦50′ E 3.5
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4.1. Estimation of Average Wind Speed with Different Height
In this study, the scale parameter (c) of Weibull distribution was applied to test the generated wind
speed data from the Weibull model at the Mersing, Kudat, and Kuala Terengganu sites. The monthly
average wind speed data for the three sites within the three year period, with a scale parameter,
are presented in Figure 5. It is clear from the figures that for the entire three years of the wind speed
data and scale parameter c of the Weibull distribution they showed similar variations during one year.
Wind speed is typically measured at standard heights, such as 10 m, but there is the need to
obtain wind speed values at a high level in cases where the electricity is generated by the mean power
of a wind turbine [29]. The wind power law has been acknowledged to be a beneficial tool and is
frequently employed in assessing the wind power where wind speed data at different elevations must
be adjusted to a standard height before use. In this study, the exponent n of the power law is set to
0.143 for the Kudat and Kuala Terengganu sites, as suggested by [13]. Meanwhile, for the Mersing site,
the exponent n of the power law is set to 0.5, according to the nature of the ground. Wind data taken
from the MMD station were measured at a level height of 43.6 m for Mersing. However, wind data of
the Kudat and Kuala Terengganu sites require the data to be converted at a height of 10 m above hub
height, because the wind turbine always runs at elevations above 10 m height.
Figure 6 shows both monthly and annual mean wind speeds at the sites (Mersing, Kudat,
and Kuala Terengganu) for the average years of 2013–2015; these results were extrapolated to a different
height. In this study, the wind speed was extrapolated for various heights (mean wind observation
station, 60 m, and 100 m) in the wind observation stations at Kudat, Kuala Terengganu, and Mersing
(extrapolated). The obtained results are presented in Table 2.
All the tabulated values reveal that the wind speed increases with an increase in elevation.
For Mersing, the annual average wind speed was 2.82 m/s, 3.31 m/s, and 4.27 m/s at wind observation
station elevations of 60 m, and 100 m, respectively. Furthermore, the annual average wind speeds in
Kudat and Kuala Terengganu were 2.45 m/s, 3.68 m/s, and 3.95 m/s; and 2.03 m/s, 2.89 m/s, and 3.10 m/s
at wind observation station elevations of 60 m, and 100 m, respectively.
Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Comparison between monthly mean wind speed data and the scale parameter (c) over 3 years
period at sites (a) Mersing, (b) Kudat, and (c) Kuala Terengganu.
Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Monthly and annual mean wind speeds at sites (a) Mersing, (b) Kudat, and (c)
Kuala Terengganu.
4.2. Estimation of Wind Power Density and Energy Density at Different Heights
The observed wind speed data at the station were converted to 100 m height wind speed data
using Equation (9), and then the converted data were used to determine the wind potential. The scale c
and shape k Weibull parameters were estimated using the EM. The wind power and energy density
were measured, respectively, by Equations (5) and (6) at heights of (43.6 m) and (100 m) in Mersing,
as shown in Table 3. The rest of the calculations for wind power and energy density at heights of 3.5 and
100 m and 5.2 and 100 m in Kudat and Kuala Terengganu, respectively, can be found in Appendix B.
From Table 3, it is observed that the maximum power density from the actual wind speed of
Mersing, Kudat, and Kuala Terengganu was found to be 52 W/m2, 19 W/m2, and 20 W/m2, respectively.
However, the maximum power density of Mersing, Kudat, and Kuala Terengganu, when the actual
wind speed data was converted to 100 m height, was calculated to be 180 W/m2, 80 W/m2, and 72 W/m2,
respectively. Here, it is evident that the Mersing site has a higher mean monthly power density
compared to Kudat and Kala Terengganu under various heights.
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The annual mean power density of Mersing, Kudat, and Kuala Terengganu varies between
84.59 W/m2, 79.28 W/m2, and 33.36 W/m2 at a height of 100 m. The annual power density is also less
than 100 W/m2 for all the locations, and, therefore, these locations can be categorized as a class 1 wind
energy resource. This wind energy resource class, in general, is inappropriate for large-scale wind
turbine applications. Nevertheless, the generation of small-scale wind energy at a turbine height of
100 m [6] is viable. However, for small-scale applications, and in the long-term with the development
of wind turbine technology, the use of wind energy continues to hold great promise.
4.3. Estimation of the Suitable Wind Turbine Units at Malaysia Sites
The selection of the wind turbine should be made with a rated wind speed that corresponds to
the maximum energy wind speed in order to maximize energy output. For the annual energy output,
the selected wind turbine will have the maximum capacity factor, defined by the ratio of the actual
power generated to the rated power output [30]. The average power output values, Pe,ave, and Cf,
are crucial performance factors of the wind energy conversion system (WECS).
The technical data of six differently sized wind turbines are summarized in Table 4.
The summarized information in Table 4 is obtained from [13,19]. The cut-in wind speed, or the
speed at which the turbine commences power production, is 2.7 m/s for four of the six turbines, while
for the other two turbines, the cut-in wind speed values are 2 and 3.5 m/s, respectively. The cut-out
wind speed of 25 m/s applies to all the turbines. Table 4 represents the information pertaining to the
rated speed, rated output power, hub height, and rotor diameter of the wind turbines analyzed.
Table 4. The technical data of wind turbines.
Characteristics P10-20 591672E P12-25 G-3120 P15-50 P25-100
Rated power (kw) 20 22 25 35 50 100
Hub height (m) - 30 - 42.7 - -
Rotor diameter (m) 10 15 12 19.2 15.2 25
Cut-in wind speed (m/s) 2.7 2 2.7 3.5 2.7 2.7
Rated wind speed (m/s) 10 10 10 8 12 10
Cut-offwind speed (m/s) 25 25 25 25 25 25
Depending on the turbine’s characteristics in Table 4, and the Weibull parameters derived from
applying EM using the Matlab toolbox, the electrical output of the wind turbines can be made available
by using the formulation earlier defined in Equation (7).
Knowing the output power of the wind turbines, it is then possible to obtain a computation of the
average output power value of each wind turbine. As the capacity factor of a wind turbine is the ratio
of its average output power to its rated power, the energy output data are employed in calculating the
capacity factor of the wind turbines, which are of sizes 20, 22, 25, 35, 50, and 100 kW. A comparison of
the capacity factors computed for various wind turbines at different heights is presented in Figure 7.
From Figure 7, it can be seen that the capacity factor goes up as the hub height increases. Moreover,
the capacity factor increases for wind turbines of a size of 35 kW. In Mersing, the maximum capacity
factor is achieved as about 23.66% for the Endurance America model of the G-3120 kW wind turbine,
whereas in Kuala Terengganu, the lowest capacity factor is achieved as approximately 7.82% for the
Endurance America model of the G-3120 kW wind turbine. Kudat, with about 19.21%, ranks second in
terms of capacity factors compared to the regions.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the capacity factors obtained for different wind turbines at various heights for
sites (a) Mersing, (b) Kudat, and (c) Kuala Terengganu.
The G-3120 (35 kW) wind turbine has the highest capacity factors of 23.66%, 19.21%, and 7.82%,
at suggested heights of 100 m for Mersing, Kudat, and Kuala Terengganu, respectively, among the
models considered. Therefore, the reliability analysis was carried out only for Mersing and Kudat,
which have high capacity factors, whereas Kuala Terengganu was not considered as it has low
capacity factors.
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5. Results and Discussion
In this section, the reliability indices evaluation of generating systems for wind power generation
using a sequential Monte Carlo simulation (SMCS) is presented. In addition, the strategies for wind
farm operation at Malaysian sites (Mersing and Kudat) are presented and compared by assessing the
reliability of wind energy generation when adding to the RBTS test system [31].
5.1. Case Studies
As reported in the literature, two wind generating stations suggested at the specific sites in
Malaysia, Mersing and Kudatas, have low wind speed and thus require small-scale rated power wind
turbines of around 35 kW for installation in two selected locations for reliability analysis.
Reliability analysis using the simulation technique suggested in this paper is applied to the
RBTS, which contains the WECS. The hourly wind data obtained from the two locations—Mersing
and Kudat—atre used for studying the hourly wind speed of the Weibull model considered for
the simulation. Then, the Weibull parameters c and the k are obtained by the empirical method.
The obtained values were used to generate hourly wind speed data for deducing the available wind
power from the wind turbine generators (WTG) chosen for both of the sites for reliability assessment.
The values of c are around 4.88 and 4.46 m/s, and the values of k for wind speed distribution are
2.25 and 1.84 for Mersing and Kudat at the proposed height of 100 m, respectively; these values were
obtained by simulation. The WTG unit that is selected for installation in the farm has the following
specifications: Vci = 3.5 m/s, Vr = 8 m/s, and Vco = 25 m/s, and the rated power output of every WTG
unit is Pr = 35 kW [19]. Figures 8 and 9 show the simulated output power with 35 kW for each WTG in
the sampling year, and the simulation of the farm with output power is 1.85 MW for 53 WTG units
in Mersing.
Figure 8. Simulation of the output power from WTG for the sampling year.
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Figure 9. Simulation of the output power from wind farm for the sampling year.
The RBTS was simulated for 600 trials using the SMCS method. The simulation proceeded in
chronological order from one hour to the next, repeatedly, using yearly samples until the specified
convergence criteria were met. Figure 10 shows the available capacity for the power system containing
wind power generation from the wind farm in Mersing during the simulated process for yearly
samples and the superimposition of the available capacity with the chronological load model. It can be
seen from this state of the system that the available capacity of the power generating system is not
sufficient to meet the load demands. Thus, there are some intersections that are seen in the diagram.
Figure 11 represents the reliability indices for simulation with (600) sampling years. The values of
LOLE, the amount of the LOEE, and the frequency of losing a load during the simulation process are
depicted in Figure 11 for wind power in the Mersing site.
Figure 10. The available capacity of the generation system which is superimposed with the
chronologically available load model.
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Figure 11. Simulation of reliability indices with (600) sampling years.
5.2. Calculated Reliability Indices for RBTS Including Wind Power Generation
To evaluate the contribution of wind energy to the overall reliability of the generating systems,
Table 5 compares the reliability indices before and after adding the 53 WTGs and 106 WTGs to the
conventional units of RBTS. The results obtained were compared with the results obtained from the
SMCS method reported in [32]. The simulation process was terminated after a set number of samples
(600 times) had been achieved. The results show that the reliability indices demonstrate a distinguished
and slightly improved reliability of RBTS, including wind power from both locations (Mersing and
Kudat) by the addition of 1.85 MW and 3.71 MW from the proposed wind farms. The LOLE and
LOEE indices are typically employed to gauge the extent of benefits in assessing the wind energy of
generating systems. Therefore, after adding the wind generating 1.85 MW to the system, the LOLE
index was reduced to 1.115 and 1.131 h/year for Mersing and Kudat, respectively, when compared with
the results from the base case, which shows the reliability assessment of the power generation system.
Additionally, after adding the wind generating 3.71 MW to the system, the LOLE index wass reduced
to 0.987 and 1.128 h/year for Mersing and Kudat, respectively, when compared with the results from
the base case, which shows the reliability assessment of the power generation system.











Basic RBTS system without wind generation
(published) 1.152 11.78 0.229 4.856
Basic RBTS system without wind generation
(computed) 1.161 10.191 0.230 5.05
Basic RBTS system and (53 × 0.035 = 1.85 MW)
wind generators at Mersing site 1.115 9.744 0.225 4.944
Basic RBTS system and (106 × 0.035 = 3.71 MW)
wind generators at Mersing site 0.987 7.357 0.220 4.486
Basic RBTS system and (53 × 0.035 MW) wind
generators at Kudat site 1.131 10.948 0.225 5.012
Basic RBTS system and (106 × 0.035 = 3.71 MW)
wind generators at Kudat site 1.128 10.018 0.236 4.779
Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE)/ LOLE (hour/year); Loss of Energy Expectation (LOEE)/ LOEE (MWh/year); Loss of
Load Frequency (LOLF)/ LOLF (occurrence/year); Loss of Load Duration (LOLD)/ LOLD (hour/occurrence).
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Further, it can be observed that this study was done with a small percentage of peak load reduction
at around 1% and a small number of wind turbines, to demonstrate the primary effect of wind energy
penetration from selected locations in Malaysia in the reliability of the generation system for the RBTS.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, analyses of the wind speed data characteristics and wind power potential assessment
at three given locations in Malaysia were done. In addition, this study tests the effects of the potential
wind power from different locations. An SMCS technique is used to show the effects of wind energy for
the RBTS test system by a set of reliability indices. The results reveal that the wind power connected
to the RBTS test system is only from two locations in Malaysia. Further, the reliability indices are
compared prior to and after the addition of the two farms to the considered system. The results
show that the reliability indices are slightly improved for RBTS, including wind power from both
locations, as suggested. Moreover, the wind resources at specific sites in Malaysia are more suitable for
small-scale standalone energy conversion systems and could also be hybrid energy systems.
Recommendations for future studies include extending the statistical analysis model used for
different sites in Malaysia to include more relevant factors for wind farms and evaluating their impact
on wind power potential for these sites, such as wind speeds at the installation site, types of wind
turbine offshore and onshore, and numbers of wind turbines installed, according to the size of the farm.
Author Contributions: This work was part of the Ph.D. research carried out by A.A.K. The research is supervised
by N.I.A.W. and A.N.A. The project administration and funding acquisition by University Putra Malaysia.
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Appendix A
Table A1. The RBTS generating unit ratings and reliability data.
Units No. Unit Size (MW) FOR MTTF (Hours) MTTR (Hours)
1 5 0.01 4380 45
2 5 0.01 4380 45
3 10 0.02 2190 45
4 20 0.02 3650 55
5 20 0.02 3650 55
6 20 0.02 3650 55
7 20 0.02 3650 55
8 20 0.03 1752 45
9 40 0.02 2920 60
10 40 0.03 1460 45
11 40 0.03 1460 45
Forced outage rate (FOR); Mean time to failure (MTTF); Mean time to repair (MTTR).
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Abstract: In addition to its potential for wave power, wind power, hydropower, and solar power, it
can be said that Vietnam is a country with great potential for biomass energy derived from agricultural
waste, garbage, and urban wastewater, which are resources widely available across the country. This
huge amount of biomass, however, if left untreated, could become a major source of pollution and
cause serious impacts on ecosystems (soil, water, and air), as well as on human health. In this research,
the authors present a fuzzy multicriteria decision-making model (FMCDM) for optimizing the site
selection process for biomass power plants. All of the criteria affecting location selection are identified
by experts and literature reviews; in addition, the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) method
was utilized so as to identify the weight of all of the criteria in the second stage. Furthermore, the
Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) is applied for ranking
potential locations in the final stage of this research. As a result, Long An (DMU/005) was found to be
the best location for building biomass energy in Vietnam. The main contributions of this work include
modeling the site selection decision process under fuzzy environment conditions. The proposed
approaches also can address the complex problems in site selection; it is also a flexible design model
for considering the evaluation criteria, and is applicable to location selection for other industries.
Keywords: biomass energy; site selection; optimization; MCDM; FMCDM; FAHP; TOPSIS
1. Introduction
In the context of increasingly depleting domestic fossil fuels, rising world oil prices, and increasing
reliance on world energy prices, the ability to meet energy requirements for domestic demand is
increasingly becoming difficult, as well as a major challenge. Thus, considering that the exploitation of
clean renewable energy (RE) has important meaning in terms of economy, society, food security, and
sustainable development, the energy demand in Vietnam has increased at twice the rate of the gross
domestic product (GDP) growth, while this rate is only approximately 1% in developed countries.
Vietnam’s energy consumption has increased four times since 2005. From 1998 to 2008, the total
electricity consumption demand in Vietnam increased by about 400% compared with the prior period.
If this trend continues, Vietnam will become an energy importer in the future [1]. Vietnam’s power
transmission system includes voltage levels of 500, 220, and 110 kV. A power transmission system of
500 KV with a total length of 4670 km from north to south facilitates the transmission of electricity
exchange among the north, central, and south of Vietnam. Circuit 1 of the 500-kV line was put
into operation in September 1994, while Circuit 2 was put into operation in late 2005. Although the
power distribution system is in relatively good condition, it still has high power loss. Overloaded
lines, transformers operating with low efficiency, and poor-quality cables are the main causes of high
losses [2].
In addition to the potential for wave power, wind power, hydropower, and solar power, it can be
said that Vietnam is a country with great potential for creating biomass energy from agricultural waste,
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garbage, and urban wastewater, which are widely distributed across the country. This huge amount of
biomass, however, if left untreated, will become a major source of pollution and continue to cause
serious impacts on ecosystems (soil, water, and air), as well as on human health [1].
In recent years, interest in developing renewable energy technologies to replace fossil energy
sources has increased globally, as fossil energy sources are in danger of depletion and fuel costs
are increasing. Vietnam is a long-term agricultural country; furthermore, raw materials needed
for producing biomass energy are about 118 million tons/year [3]. Vietnam has favorable natural
conditions, such as a hot and humid climate, heavy rain, and fertile land; as a result, biomass grows
quickly. Byproducts from agriculture and forestry are abundant and constantly increasing. However,
these byproducts are typically considered natural waste, thus becoming more dangerous and causing
environmental pollution. Therefore, Vietnam has many favorable conditions for developing biomass
energy. Taking advantage of biomass energy will simultaneously provide energy for economic
development and ensure environmental protection [3].
Vietnam’s impressive economic reform over the past two decades has been accompanied by a
sharp increase in energy demand. The Vietnamese government’s strategy is to ensure sustainable
economic growth in the future. Therefore, the Vietnamese government has set renewable energy
development targets, including those for solar energy, wind energy, and biomass energy. Biomass
energy is targeted to achieve 2.1% of the total electricity output by 2030 [4].
As an agricultural country, Vietnam has great potential to develop biomass energy. Accordingly,
the ability to sustainably exploit biomass for energy production in Vietnam is about 150 million
tons/year [5]. The main types of energy biomass include wood, waste byproducts from crops, livestock
waste, municipal waste, and other organic waste. Sources of renewable energy can be burned directly
or be used to create biomass fuel pellets [5]. Currently, on the global scale, biomass is the fourth-largest
energy resource, accounting for 14%–15% of the world’s total energy consumption. In developing
countries, biomass is often the largest energy resource, averaging about 35% of the total energy
supply [6].
One of the most important activities of the biomass energy project is site selection for building
plants. A good location of a biomass plant is of vital importance for the project’s economic survival,
and it includes solving complex location and transportation problems. In this research, we propose
an MCDM model for biomass power plant location selection in Vietnam. All of the criteria affecting
the location selection are identified by experts and literature reviews; furthermore, the fuzzy analytic
hierarchy process (FAHP) method was utilized in order to identify the weight of all of the criteria in the
second stage. TOPSIS was applied for ranking the potential locations in the final stage of this research.
The general flow of the MCDM model is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. General flow of multicriteria decision-making model (MCDM) model [7,8].
The primary goal of this research is to propose a useful fuzzy MCDM model for biomass power
plant location selection. The proposed approaches can also address different complex problems in site
selection; in addition, it is also a flexible design model for considering the evaluation criteria, and it is
applicable to location selection for other industries.
The remainder of the research is to provide background to assist the authors in building the fuzzy
MCDM model. Then, an integrated model using the FAHP–TOPSIS approach is introduced so as to
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select the best site for biomass power plant from eight potential locations in Vietnam. The results and
contributions will be presented at the end of this paper.
2. Literature Review
Nowadays, there are many studies that have applied the MCDM model to select locations in
the energy sector and some other industries, such as Roghayeh Ghasempour et al. [9], who have
reviewed an application of the MCDM model for solar plant location selection and technology. In this
paper, a wide variety MCDM methods, investigated by various researchers, are presented so as to
obtain effective criteria for selecting solar plant sites and solar plant technologies. C. Chen et al. [10]
proposed an optimization model for biomass location selection. In this research, the number of biomass
power plants, optimum site, and transportation schemes were obtained with minimum cost, minimum
energy consumption, and the lowest effect on the environment. Jakkawan Patomtummakan et al. [11]
presented a mixed-integer linear programming for biomass power plant location selection. The
objective of the optimization model is to minimize the total cost at selected bio-power plants by
considering four cost components, namely, the fixed opening of the proposed bio-power plants, the
material cost from purchasing biomass, the transportation cost between suppliers and bio-power
plants, and the inventory holding cost.
Massimiliano Cattafi et al. [12] proposed an integer linear programming approach for defining the
energy and cost-efficient biomass plant location, along with the corresponding provisioning basin. This
optimization tool is just a small part of a wider perspective that is aimed at defining the decision support
tools for the improvement of regional planning and its precise strategic environmental assessment.
Heesung Woo et al. [13] integrated a multi-criteria analysis (MCA) and geographical information
systems (GIS) for optimizing the site of the biomass energy plants. The research results show that land
use, resource availability, and supply chain cost data can be integrated and mapped using GIS, in order
to facilitate the determination of different sustainable factors weightings, and to ultimately generate
optimal candidate sites for biomass energy plants.
Hao Lv et al. [14] proposed a multi-objective mixed-integer programming approach to solve the
location selection issue for a straw-based power generation plant with CO2 emissions. It is anticipated
that this paper will make a contribution to the current scientific knowledge by presenting innovative
approaches for the sustainable utilization of forest harvest residues as a resource for the generation
of bioenergy in Tasmania. Wang et al. [15] applied an MCDM model for solid waste to energy plant
location selection. Jin Su Jeong et al. [16] proposed a multicriteria GIS assessment with a weighted linear
combination (WLC) to various disciplines, using suitable criteria to optimize a biomass facility location.
This assessment could be used in studies to verify suitable biomass plant sites with corresponding
geographical and spatial circumstances and available spatial data necessary in various governmental
and industrial sectors. Ali Asghar Isalou et al. [17] proposed an integrated fuzzy logic and analytic
network process (FANP) to locate a suitable location for the landfilling municipal solid waste generated
in Iran. Their findings revealed that the integration of fuzzy logic and ANP can give a better idea
compared with other models like AHP, fuzzy logic, and ANP (individually). Therefore, this model can
be applied in site selection for landfill of other similar places.
Wang et al. [18] proposed an MCDM model for solar panel site selection in Vietnam. In this work,
the authors applied a data envelopment analysis (DEA) model for the selection of potential locations,
FAHP was used for determining the weight of sub-factors, and TOPSIS was applied for ranking
potential options. Wang et al. [19] proposed an MCDM model for wind power plant location selection.
This study resided in the evolution of a new model that is flexible and practical for a decision-maker
for site selection in the energy sector. Abdolvahhab Fetanat et al. [20] proposed a hybrid MCDM model
for offshore wind power plants location selection in Iran. The evaluation factors and this model could
be used in other coastal cities for promoting the progress of integrated coastal management (ICM),
towards the goal of sustainability. Mostafa Rezaei-Shouroki [21] proposed an MCDM model by using
a hybrid data envelopment analysis (DEA), AHP, and fuzzy TOPSIS model for wind farm location
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selection. The purpose of this study is to prioritize and rank 13 cities of the Fars province in Iran in
terms of their suitability for the construction of a wind farm.
Fahime Heidarzade et al. [22] applied a MCDM model for wind farm site selection in Iran. In this
research, a step-wise weight assessment ratio analysis (SWARA) is employed to rank factor affects to
wind power plant site, and the weighted aggregates sum product assessment (WASPAS) is utilized
to evaluate the decision-making unit (DMU). Halil Ibrahim Cobuloglu et al. [23] proposed a MCDM
model for biomass location selection. In this work, the authors used an FANP for identifying the weight
of all of the criteria. Yasir Ahmed Solangi et al. [24] integrated Delphi and AHP and fuzzy TOPSIS
for the ranking and selection of renewable energy resources. The study provides important insights
related to the prioritizing of RE resources for electricity generation, and can be used to undertake policy
decisions toward sustainable energy planning in Pakistan. Mohammad Alhuyi Nazari et al. [25] used
a TOPSIS model for analyzing solar farm location selection. The primary aim of this paper is to select
suitable sites for photovoltaic installation in Iran. S. Saelee et al. [26] applied a TOPSIS multi-criteria
approach for biomass type selection for boilers. Babak Daneshvar Rouyendegh et al. [27] applied
intuitionistic fuzzy TOPSIS in the location selection of wind power plants in Turkey. The main purpose
of the TOPSIS method is to rank the alternatives in the worst way. The intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS)
is used to reflect the approval, rejection, and hesitation of decision makers by dealing with real life
uncertainty, imprecision, vagueness, and linguistic human decisions. Choudhary et al. [28] used a
hybrid MCDM model including a social, technical, economic, environmental, and political (STEEP),
fuzzy AHP and TOPSIS model for thermal power plant location selection in India. The paper presents
a more accurate, effective, and systematic decision support tool for decision makers to conduct the
evaluation process and to select optimal locations for TPPs.
Based on the literature review and experts’ opinion, there are some factors that must be considered
in the biomass power plant location selection process, such as economic, environmental, technical,
and social-political factors, and there are many researchers who have applied the MCDM model to
various fields of science and engineering—a trend that has been increasing for many years—but very
few works have focused on this problem in a fuzzy environment.
3. Methodology
3.1. Research Development
Many researchers have applied the MCDM model to various fields of science and engineering,
more so over the last few years. One field in the MCDM approach has identified location selection
problems; thus, especially in the renewable energy sector, decision-makers have to evaluate both
qualitative and quantitative criteria. Although some studies have reviewed applications of MCDM
approaches in biomass power plant location selection, to the best of our knowledge, few works have
focused on this problem in a fuzzy environment. This is why the authors proposed an MCDM model
for optimizing location selection for biomass energy power plants in this study. There are three main
steps in this research.
Step 1: All of the criteria and subcriteria affecting the site evaluation and selection processes are
determined based on experts and literature reviews.
The processes of the selection criteria are shown in Figure 2.
Step 2: The FAHP model was utilized to identify the weight of all of the subcriteria in the second stage.
The FAHP method has many advantages compared with other multi-objective decision-making
methods. First, many multicriteria decision-making methods face difficulties in determining the
importance of each criterion, while FAHP is a well-known method of determining these weights.
Therefore, FAHP can be combined with other easy methods to take advantage of each method in
problem-solving. In addition, FAHP can check consistency in decision-makers’ judgment. Moreover,
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the hierarchical analysis process is easy to understand, considering many small criteria and analyzing
all of the qualitative and quantitative factors.
Figure 2. Processes of selection criteria.
Step 3: The TOPSIS model is used for ranking potential locations in the final stage.
The advantages of the TOPSIS methods are simplicity, rationality, comprehensibility, good
computational efficiency, and the ability to measure the relative performance for each alternative in a
simple mathematical form. TOPSIS is based on the concept that the chosen alternative should have the
shortest geometric distance from the positive ideal solution (PIS) and the longest geometric distance
from the negative ideal solution (NIS). Diagram of research as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Diagram of research. FAHP—fuzzy analytic hierarchy process.
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3.2. Fuzzy Sets, AHP, and TOPSIS Model
3.2.1. Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Number
In 1965, Lotfi A. Zadeh published the article with the title “Fuzzy Set”, which describes the
mathematics of “fuzzy set” and “fuzzy logic” theory. The triangular fuzzy number (TFN) can be
defined as (g, p, s). TFNs are shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Traingular fuzzy number.














g ≤ x ≤ p,




The representatives of each level of membership give a fuzzy number, as follows:
M̃ = (Mo(y), Mi(y)) = [g + (p− k)y, s + (p− s)y], y ∈ [0, 1] (2)
o(y), i(y) indicates both the left side and the right side of a fuzzy number, respectively, as follows:
(g1, p1, s1) + (g2, p2, s2) = (g1 + g2, p1 + p2, s1 + s2)
(g1, p1, s1) − (g2, p2, s2) = (g1 − g2, p1 − p2, s1 − s2)
(g1, p1, s1) × (g2, p2, s2) = (g1 × g2, p1 × p2, s1 × s2)
(g1, p1, s1)
(g2, p2, s2)
= (k1/k2, p1/p2, s1/s2)
(3)
3.2.2. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) Model
AHP is presented by Saaty. AHP is an MCDM that simplifies complex problems by sorting
criteria and options in a hierarchical structure. Let F = {Fa|a = 1, 2, . . . , m} is a factor set. The pairwise
comparison metrics on m criteria will be presented in an m × m evaluation matric (D). Every element,
hab, is the quotient of the weights of the factors, as follows:
D = (hab), a, b = 1, . . . , m (4)
The relative priorities are given by the Eigenvector (l) corresponding to the largest eigenvector
(λmax), as follows:
Dl = λmaxl (5)
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CR value must less than (or equal) 0.1. If the CR >0.1, the evaluation needs to be repeated again
for improving consistency.
3.2.3. Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS)
TOPSIS assumes that we have m alternatives (options) and n attributes/criteria, and we have the
score of each option with respect to each criterion.







with i = 1, 2, . . . , m; and j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
• Construct the weighted normalized decision matrix
Sij =Wieij. (9)
with i = 1, 2, . . . , m and j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
• Determine the ideal and negative ideal solutions
A+ = s+1 , s
+
2 , . . . , s
+
n ;
A− = s−1 , s
−



















; i = 1, 2, . . . , m. (12)






i = 1, 2, . . . , m. (13)
4. Case Study
The total potential of Vietnam’s biomass energy source is more than 99 million tons/year,
corresponding to the electric energy source of more than 340,000 GWh, of which the largest is the
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Mekong River Delta (Mekong Delta), accounting for 33.4%, followed by the North Central Coast and
South Central Coast with 21.8% [29].
According to the Vietnam Institute of Energy, agricultural byproducts from the Mekong Delta
amount for about 23 million tons/year, which includes about 3.8 million tons of rice husk, nearly
17 million tons of rice straw, over 372,000 tons of corn, and nearly 1.4 million tons of bagasse [30]. Thus,
the authors proposed an MCDM model for optimizing location selection for biomass energy power
plants in the Mekong Delta. In a renewable energy project, selecting a location to build a power plant
includes complex decision-making, which includes economic, natural, and social factors. The material
source of this project is rice husk. After preliminary studies, eight potential locations in the Mekong
Delta (DMUs) were selected (see Table 1 and Figure 5).
Table 1. A potential locations list. DMU—decision making unit.
No. Location’s Name Symbol
1 Kien Giang DMU/001
2 An Giang DMU/002
3 Dong Thap DMU/003
4 Soc Trang DMU/004
5 Long An DMU/005
6 Tra Vinh DMU/006
7 Tien Giang DMU/007
8 Can Tho DMU/008
 
Figure 5. Mekong Delta map.
In the first stage of this work, the main factors and subcriteria affects on location selection are
identified by experts and literature reviews. The general hierarchy structure of the proposed model is
shown in Figure 6.
The fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) method was utilized to identify the weight of all of
the criteria in the second stage. The results are shown in Table 2.
The TOPSIS is applied for ranking potential locations in the final stage of this research. The
normalized matrix and normalized weight matrix are shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
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Figure 6. General hierarchy structure of proposed model.
















Table 3. Normalized matrix.
DMU/001 DMU/002 DMU/003 DMU/004 DMU/005 DMU/006 DMU/007 DMU/008
ECO1 0.2851 0.3326 0.3801 0.3801 0.4276 0.3326 0.2851 0.3801
ECO2 0.3567 0.3567 0.3121 0.4013 0.3567 0.2675 0.3567 0.4013
ECO3 0.3472 0.3038 0.3472 0.3906 0.3472 0.3472 0.3906 0.3472
EVN1 0.3845 0.3417 0.3417 0.2990 0.3845 0.3417 0.3845 0.3417
EVN2 0.3636 0.3636 0.3182 0.4091 0.3636 0.3182 0.3182 0.3636
EVN3 0.3219 0.3219 0.3678 0.4138 0.3219 0.2759 0.3678 0.4138
TEC1 0.3845 0.3417 0.3417 0.3417 0.2990 0.3417 0.3845 0.3845
TEC1 0.3786 0.3366 0.3786 0.2945 0.3786 0.3366 0.3786 0.3366
TEC3 0.3522 0.3522 0.3082 0.3962 0.3962 0.3522 0.3522 0.3082
SOP1 0.3581 0.3134 0.4029 0.3581 0.3581 0.3134 0.3581 0.3581
SOP2 0.3038 0.3472 0.3472 0.3906 0.3472 0.3906 0.3472 0.3472
SOP3 0.3581 0.3581 0.4029 0.3581 0.3581 0.3581 0.3134 0.3134
SOP4 0.3465 0.3898 0.3465 0.3898 0.3032 0.3465 0.3898 0.3032
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Table 4. Normalized weight matrix.
DMU/001 DMU/002 DMU/003 DMU/004 DMU/005 DMU/006 DMU/007 DMU/008
ECO1 0.0470 0.0549 0.0627 0.0627 0.0706 0.0549 0.0470 0.0627
ECO2 0.0372 0.0372 0.0325 0.0418 0.0372 0.0279 0.0372 0.0418
ECO3 0.0683 0.0598 0.0683 0.0769 0.0683 0.0683 0.0769 0.0683
EVN1 0.0226 0.0201 0.0201 0.0176 0.0226 0.0201 0.0226 0.0201
EVN2 0.0208 0.0208 0.0182 0.0234 0.0208 0.0182 0.0182 0.0208
EVN3 0.0130 0.0130 0.0149 0.0167 0.0130 0.0111 0.0149 0.0167
TEC1 0.0210 0.0187 0.0187 0.0187 0.0164 0.0187 0.0210 0.0210
TEC1 0.0486 0.0432 0.0486 0.0378 0.0486 0.0432 0.0486 0.0432
TEC3 0.0410 0.0410 0.0358 0.0461 0.0461 0.0410 0.0410 0.0358
SOP1 0.0085 0.0074 0.0095 0.0085 0.0085 0.0074 0.0085 0.0085
SOP2 0.0064 0.0073 0.0073 0.0082 0.0073 0.0082 0.0073 0.0073
SOP3 0.0052 0.0052 0.0058 0.0052 0.0052 0.0052 0.0045 0.0045
SOP4 0.0067 0.0075 0.0067 0.0075 0.0059 0.0067 0.0075 0.0059
Vietnam is a developing agricultural country and has great potential to create biomass sources for
energy production. If effectively exploited, biomass energy will help reduce dependence on traditional
power sources, reduce carbon emissions, reduce pollution, and bring direct profits to establishments;
furthermore, farmers can participate in the biomass fuels supply chain via selling waste and agricultural
byproducts. According to the calculation theory, the total potential of Vietnam’s biomass energy source
is more than 99 million tons/year, corresponding to the electric energy source of more than 340,000
GWh, of which the Mekong River Delta (Mekong Delta) accounts for 33.4%, followed by the North
Central Coast and Central Coast with 21.8% [31]. The primary goal of this research is to propose a
useful fuzzy MCDM model for biomass power plant location selection. In the first stage of this work,
all of the criteria affecting the location selection are identified by experts and literature reviews; in
addition, the FAHP method was utilized to identify the weight of all of the criteria in the second stage.
The TOPSIS is applied for ranking the potential locations in the final stage of this research; furthermore,
TOPSIS is based on the concept that the chosen alternative should have the shortest geometric distance
from the PIS and the longest geometric distance from the NIS. As per the results shown in Figure 7 and
Table 5, Long An (DMU/005) is found to be the best location for building biomass energy in Vietnam.
 
Figure 7. Final ranking list.
Table 5. Negative ideal solution (NIS) and positive ideal solution (PIS) values in the Technique for
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5. Conclusions
As an agricultural country, Vietnam is an ideal place for producing biomass energy. Agricultural
waste is the most abundant in the Mekong Delta region, which makes up about 50% of the country.
Major biomass resources include straw, rice husks from rice mills, bagasse from sugar mills, coffee
husks from coffee-processing plants, and wood chips from wood-processing industries. Vietnam has
set a target of a combined capacity of 500 MW of biomass energy by 2020, rising to 2000 MW by
2030 [32].
Therefore, Vietnam has many favorable conditions for developing biomass energy. Taking
advantage of biomass energy will simultaneously provide energy for economic development, and
ensure environmental protection. Although there are many studies in regard to developing methods
and using different criteria for evaluating renewable energy location, research on biomass location
evaluation and selection remains limited, especially in regard to the use of integrating economic and
environmental criteria. In this research, the authors presented a fuzzy multicriteria decision-making
model (FMCDM) for optimizing the site selection process for biomass power plants under fuzzy
environment conditions. All of the criteria affecting location selection are identified by experts and
literature reviews; in addition, the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) method was utilized to
identify the weight of all of the criteria in the second stage. As a result, Long An (DMU/005) was found
to be the best location for building biomass energy plants in Vietnam.
The main contribution of this work includes modeling the site selection decision process under
fuzzy environment conditions. This paper also considers the evolution of a new model that is flexible
and practicable to the decision-maker. This research also provides a useful guideline for biomass
power plant location selection in many countries, as well as providing a guideline for location selection
in related industries. Furthermore, for future research, the application of other MCDM approaches can
be utilized so as to compare the results in the search of any changes.
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Abstract: Coast-down characteristics are the crucial safety evaluation factors of nuclear reactor
coolant pumps. The energy stored at the highest moment of inertia of the reactor coolant pump unit is
utilized to maintain a normal coolant supply to the core of the cooling loop system for a short period
of time during the coast-down transition. As a result of the high inertia moment of the rotor system,
the unit requires a high reliability of the nuclear reactor coolant pump and consumes considerable
energy in the start-up and normal operation. This paper considers the operational characteristics
of the coast-down transition process based on the existing hydraulic model of the nuclear reactor
coolant pump. With the implementation of an orthogonal test, the hydraulic performance of the
nuclear reactor coolant pump was optimized, and the optimal combination of impeller geometrical
parameters was selected using multivariate linear regression to prolong the coast-down time of the
reactor coolant pump and to avoid serious nuclear accidents.
Keywords: reactor coolant pump; coast-down characteristics; geometrical parameters; multiple linear
regression; transition process
1. Introduction
The nuclear reactor coolant pump is the only rotating piece of equipment in the primary loop
cooling system, and thus can be called the ‘heart’ of the nuclear power plant. In the unfortunate event
of a power failure at the nuclear power plant, the reactor coolant pump loses its power source and it
will enter a coast-down state. For a short period of time, the inertia of the inert wheel provides power
for the reactor coolant pump and the coolant continues to cool the reactor core. The coast-down process
of the nuclear reactor coolant pump can be seen as a typical transient process. The nuclear reactor
has a short coast-down transient process and cooling circuit working time. As the heat of the reactor
cannot be discharged in a short time the temperature tends to rise sharply, leading to the potential
decomposition of the coolant and generating a large amount of hydrogen, which is not at all conducive
to the safety of the system [1]. Hence, the study of the effect of dynamic characteristics on the nuclear
reactor coolant pump during the coast-down transient process becomes imperative.
Very limited literature is available related to the transient process of domestic and foreign nuclear
reactor coolant pumps. Nevertheless, the transient processes of the centrifugal pumps and the mixed
flow pumps have been widely studied. The transient characteristics of the centrifugal pump in its
acceleration and deceleration process were determined by Tsukamoto et al. [2] using a theoretical
analysis. Wu and Li et al. [3,4] examined the starting and stopping transients of the centrifugal pumps
and mixed flow pumps by combining experimental and numerical calculations. A systematic study
on the start-up process of centrifugal pumps with different valve opening degrees, different impeller
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outside diameters, different blade widths, and different starting descending speeds was conducted
by Elaoud et al. [5,6]. By establishing a mathematical start-up model for the primary circuit cooling
system, Farhadi et al. [7–9] studied the effects of the ratio between the inertial energy of the unit and the
fluid mass inertia energy of the pipe coolant during the start-up process of the nuclear reactor coolant
pump. Whether the pumping capability meets the coast-down half time requirement as prescribed by
safety analyses during the coast-down period was studied by Alatrash et al. [10] using experiments.
Yonggang [11–13] studied the third and fourth generation nuclear main pumps, including gas–liquid
two-phase flow and structural optimization. There have been numerous valuable studies on the
coast-down characteristics of nuclear reactor coolant pumps, but comparatively little research details
are available on the factors that affect the coast-down characteristics.
Geometric parameters of the impeller are one of the main factors affecting pump performance.
Based on a numerical analysis of a 3D viscous flow, Hyuk et al. [14] designed a high-efficiency
mixed-flow pump and the results suggested that the hydraulic efficiency of a mixed-flow pump at the
design level can be improved by modifying its geometry. The impact of the geometry parameters of
the impeller on the hydraulic performance of mixed flow pumps was studied by Varchola et al. [15],
and several different designs were also compared. Long et al. [16] studied how the blade numbers of
the impeller and the diffuser influence the reactor coolant pump performances using the numerical
simulation method. The effect of the blade stacking lean angle on the hydraulic performance of a
1400 MW nuclear reactor coolant pump was studied by Zhou et al. [17], and it was determined that the
geometric parameters such as the blade stacking lean angle highly influences the hydraulic efficiency
of different flow intervals. Evidently, although the influence of the geometrical parameters on the
pump has been studied, the research on the coupling effect of the nuclear reactor coolant pump has
been very limited.
With regards to the factors influencing the coast-down characteristics of reactor coolant pumps,
the indirect coupling effects between the different geometric parameters and combinations have been
examined in depth by this paper. Changing the pump performance by changing the size of a certain
geometric parameter virtually changes the direct impact of this parameter on performance, with an
indirect impact on the performance of the other parameters simultaneously. This paper employs the
multiple linear regression to analyze the optimal geometrical parameters of the impeller, based on the
relationship between geometric parameters of the impeller and its efficiency, and the head.
2. Research Method
In the event of an unfortunate loss of power source to the nuclear reactor coolant pump, the unit
utilizes its own moment of inertia to store energy to ultimately maintain the operation of the reactor
coolant pump for a longer stretch of period, this phenomenon is known as the coast-down characteristic
of the nuclear reactor coolant pumps [18]. In the coast-down transition process, the energy stored by
the flywheel ensures that the time of the nuclear reactor coolant pump flow decreases by half within
the specified safe time margin. The flywheel of an AP1000 nuclear reactor coolant pump is usually
split into the upper flywheel and the lower flywheel while being fixed on the main shaft. To maximize
improvement in the moments of inertia at a limited volume to maintain the coast-down characteristics
of the reactor coolant pump, the flywheels were usually encompassed with high-density heavy metal
tungsten alloy blocks and high-quality stainless-steel wheels. With respect to the issue of energy
consumption, the main function of the flywheel was to provide energy to keep the nuclear reactor
coolant pump running during the coast-down transition, and the flywheel should consume enough
amounts of energy to maintain the start-up process and normal operation. It was suggested in the
combination of Equations (1) and (2) that the time of coast-down was not only affected by the moment
of inertia, but the efficiency of the rated operating point and the energy loss of the coast-down transition
were also significant factors. As the rotational inertia of the impeller was obviously smaller than that
of the flywheel, the moment of inertia of the rotor basically remains unchanged when the geometric
parameters of the impeller were changed [18–20]. Accordingly, this study endeavors to increase the
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efficiency of the hydraulic model rated point by optimizing the impeller geometric parameters to
reduce any extra energy loss in the coast-down transition, to extend the time of coast-down transition,



















ρω20Adz denotes the total energy stored by the moment
of inertia of the unit and the inertia of the conveying liquid, Ef refers to the energy of various losses
in the coast-down transition, ρ represents the density of the conveying liquid with units in kg/m3,
A denotes the average sectional area of the loop pipe with the unit of m2, z refers to the effective
pipeline length for the whole circuit with the unit of m, t represents the time since the outage began
with the unit of s, and I refers to the total moment of inertia of the unit. With the unit of kg m2, P0, η0,
and n0 are the effective power, efficiency, and rated speed of the nuclear reactor coolant pump under
rated conditions, respectively, n(t) refers to the rotational speed at different points in the coast-down
transition with the unit of r/min.
Figure 1 shows the three-dimensional fluid calculation domain of the reactor coolant pump. In
Figure 2, γ denotes the outlet inclination of the impeller, β2 denotes the outlet angle of the impeller,
ϕ denotes the wrap angle of the impeller, Z denotes the blade numbers of the impeller, D2 denotes
the outlet diameter of the impeller in mm, b2 denotes the outlet width of the impeller in mm, and Dj
denotes the inlet diameter in mm. Area ratio Y represents the ratio of the impeller outlet area to the
volute throat area.
 
Figure 1. Three-dimensional fluid calculation domain of reactor coolant pump.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the main structural parameters of the impeller.
Table 1 presents that the efficiencies and heads obtained by the different combinations of eight
different impeller geometric parameters, which suggest the influence of the different geometric
parameters, parameter combination on efficiency, and the difference in the head [21]. Multiple linear
regression was selected by this paper to analyze the relationship among each parameter, efficiency, and
the head.
Table 1. Test scheme and performance calculation results.
γ/◦ β2/◦ ϕ/◦ Z D2/mm b2/mm Dj/mm Area Ratio Y
Index
η1 H
1 20 20 115 4 760 190 555 0.927 79.45 94.89
2 20 25 120 5 765 190 560 0.916 81.09 109.48
3 20 30 125 6 770 195 550 0.916 82.76 134.33
4 23 30 125 5 765 195 550 0.932 84.38 111.69
5 23 25 120 6 760 200 560 1.002 84.70 138.02
6 23 20 115 4 760 200 555 0.952 84.04 100.39
7 26 20 115 4 770 190 555 0.914 82.24 101.80
8 26 25 120 5 765 190 560 0.925 82.16 112.89
9 26 30 120 6 765 195 550 0.935 82.32 136.20
10 20 20 125 6 770 195 550 0.916 80.67 101.59
11 23 30 125 4 770 200 560 0.931 83.10 95.47
12 26 25 115 5 760 200 555 0.956 82.90 119.49
13 20 30 115 6 770 190 555 0.905 84.22 137.83
14 23 30 120 5 765 190 560 0.921 83.69 124.90
15 26 25 120 6 760 195 550 0.946 82.27 120.81
16 20 20 115 4 770 195 550 0.916 83.98 101.89
17 23 20 125 5 765 200 560 0.941 83.11 100.60
18 26 25 125 4 760 200 555 0.956 81.31 103.49
2.1. Data Normalization
Data normalization was an important step in multiple linear regression. Given that each variable
was different in the physical properties, they usually have different orders of magnitude and dimensions.
When the regression equation was established directly, the regression coefficient was very often not
directly comparable [21]. When variables vary largely in level, the role of the value of the higher
numerical variable in the comprehensive analysis shall be highlighted, and the role of the comparatively
lower numerical variable will be weakened if the raw data is directly used for analysis. Accordingly, to
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ensure the reliability of the results, it was imperative for standardizing the table and simulation data to
eliminate the dimensional influence between variables so that the data could be comparable. Data
normalization involved the centralization and compression processing of the data simultaneously, the





i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n
j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , p
(3)
where, xij represents the value of the i-th row and the j-th column, xij * represents the normalized data
of xij, i refers to the i-th row, and j refers to the j-th column, sj represents the normalized parameter of
column j.
2.2. Path Analysis
Path analysis was conducted to analyze the direct relationship between the impeller geometrical
parameters and the pump performance, as well as the indirect coupling relationship between the
parameters. Assuming that the p independent variable can be established, x1, x2, . . . , xp, the simple
correlation coefficients between each of the two variables and the dependent variable y were capable
of forming the normalized normal equation to solve the path coefficient:
r11ρ1 + r12ρ2 + . . .+ r1pρp = r1y
r21ρ1 + r22ρ2 + . . .+ r2pρp = r2y
. . . . . . . . . . . .
rp1ρ1 + rp2ρ2 + . . .+ rppρp = rpy
(4)
where, ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρp was the direct path coefficient. The direct path coefficient represented the
direct effect size of the independent variable, while the indirect path coefficient suggested that the
independent variable influences the dependent variable by impacting other independent variables.
Besides, such coefficients could be calculated using the correlation coefficient rij and the direct path
coefficient ρi. The direct path coefficient can be obtained by calculating the inverse matrix of the noted
correlation matrix. With the assumption that Bij was the inverse matrix of the correlation matrix rij,







B11 B12 B13 . . . B1p
B21 B22 B23 . . . B2p
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .








The path coefficient ρye of the remaining term is as expressed in Equation (6). In case the
path coefficient ρye of the remaining term was smaller, the impeller geometrical parameters and the
performance would be well satisfied with the linear relation. Conversely, when the path coefficient ρye








By path analyzing the impeller geometrical parameters and the pump head and the efficiency
performance, the results were as listed in Table 2.
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γ→ H β2 → H ϕ→ H Z→ H D2 → H b2 → H D0 → H Y→ H
γ 0.0076 0.0424 0.0000 −0.0502 −0.0748 −0.0365 −0.0031 0.1825
β2 0.5091 0.0006 −0.1244 0.2510 0.0299 0.0122 0.0000 −0.0349
ϕ −0.3731 0.0000 0.1697 0.1506 0.0299 −0.0487 0.0000 0.0295
Z 0.6025 −0.0006 0.2121 −0.1041 0.015 0.0122 0.0092 0.0322
D2 0.1795 −0.0032 0.0849 −0.0622 0.0502 0.0487 0.0061 −0.3235
b2 −0.1461 0.0019 −0.0424 −0.1244 −0.0502 −0.0598 0.0000 0.3087
D0 −0.0368 0.0006 0.0000 0.0000 −0.1506 −0.0299 0.0000 0.1007





γ→ η1 β2 → η1 ϕ→ η1 Z→ η1 D2 → η1 b2 → η1 D0 → η1 Y→ η1
γ −0.0528 0.0400 0.0000 0.0001 −0.2726 0.1070 0.0040 0.2509
β2 0.4803 −0.0044 −0.1636 −0.0005 0.1090 −0.0269 0.0000 −0.048
ϕ −0.4908 0.0000 0.1601 −0.0003 0.1090 0.1076 0.0000 0.0406
Z −0.0011 0.0044 0.2001 −0.1227 0.0545 −0.0269 −0.0120 0.0443
D2 0.6542 0.022 0.0800 −0.0818 −0.0001 −0.1076 −0.0080 −0.4445
b2 0.3228 −0.0132 −0.0400 −0.1636 0.0001 −0.2181 0.0000 0.4242
D0 0.0480 −0.0044 0.000 0.0000 0.0003 −0.1090 0.0000 0.1383
Y 0.6047 −0.0219 −0.0381 −0.0329 −0.0001 −0.4809 0.2265 0.0110
3. Results
3.1. The Direct Impact Analysis of the Main Geometric Parameters of Nuclear Reactor Coolant Pump on
Its Performance
As is evident from Table 2 the blade number, blade outlet angle, blade wrap angle, area ratio,
impeller outlet diameter, and the blade outlet width in the eight impeller geometrical parameters had a
large direct impact on the design point head of the nuclear reactor coolant pump, and the other two
parameters had very little impact on the head. Among the six parameters with larger direct impact, the
blade numbers were the largest; the blade outlet angle, blade wrap angle, area ratio, and impeller outlet
diameter were ranked second; and the blade outlet width was the smallest. The direct path coefficient
of the impeller blade number was 0.6025, suggesting that the blade number was the most critical in the
geometrical parameters of the reactor coolant pump. When blade numbers were changed, the work
efficiency of the impeller changed greatly, and its head also changed significantly. In a particular range,
the head of the pump would definitely rise with the increase in the blade numbers. The direct path
coefficients of the impeller blade outlet angle and area ratio were 0.5091 and 0.4401, respectively, which
confirmed that the blade outlet angle and the area ratio on the head of the nuclear reactor coolant pump
also had a major role. When the blade outlet angle was changed, the circumferential component of the
absolute velocity at the impeller outlet was also changed. Thereafter, the circumferential component
of the absolute velocity at the impeller outlet increased, while the head of the pump increased with
the increase of blade outlet angle. As for area ratio the reaction of impeller and guide vane matching
relationship, one of the important physical quantities, the performance of the pump was not unilaterally
decided by the impeller but by the impeller, guide blade, and volute both (in this study, the volute
remains the same, so it need not be considered). In the design process, the inlet area of the guide vane
had hardly changed; hence the increase of area ratio in a certain scope was equivalent to the reduction
in the impact loss and made the head increase. For the change of the blade wrap angle, the binding
force of the fluid in the impeller channel was changed, and the relative velocity liquid angle of the
impeller outlet was also changed. In a specific range, the restraint of the fluid in the impeller channel
increased, while the blade wrap angle increased, however, the relative flow angle of the impeller outlet
decreased, with the head. The direct path coefficient of the impeller outlet diameter was 0.1795, which
indicated that in a certain range, the energy of the fluid increases, and the head also rises. The direct
path coefficient of impeller outlet width minimum was −0.1461, which suggested that within a certain
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range, an increase of blade outlet width can make the impeller outlet edge overtilted, and a larger
secondary flow would appear, resulting in the head decrease.
From Table 1, it can be observed that amongst the eight impeller geometric parameters, the blade
outlet angle, blade wrap angle, blade outlet width, impeller outlet diameter, and area ratio had a
greater direct impact on the efficiency performance of nuclear reactor coolant pump design point,
while the other three parameters had a relatively smaller impact on its efficiency. Among the five
parameters with larger direct impact, the impeller outlet diameter was the largest; the blade outlet
angle, blade wrap angle, and area ratio ranked second; and blade outlet width was the smallest. The
direct path coefficient of impeller outlet diameter reached 0.6542, which confirmed that impeller outlet
diameter was the most critical of all the geometrical parameters of the nuclear reactor coolant pump.
The efficiency of nuclear reactor coolant pump varies with the impeller outlet diameter and the
flow condition of the impeller outlet. This indicated that, within a certain range, with the increase of
the impeller outlet diameter the impeller outlet speed is reduced, the impact loss between the blade
wheel and guide vane decreases, and the hydraulic efficiency of the pump increases. The direct path
coefficient of the area ratio between the impeller and the guide vane was 0.6047, which substantiated
that increasing the impeller outlet area in a certain range makes the impeller and guide vane match
better, reducing the impact loss and increasing the efficiency. The direct path coefficient of the impeller
blade outlet angle and the blade wrap angle were 0.4803 and −0.4908, respectively, which confirmed
that the blade angle and the blade wrap angle exert the main impact on the design point efficiency of
the nuclear reactor coolant pump. Additionally, within a certain range, with the increase in the blade
outlet angle, the circumferential component of the absolute speed at the impeller outlet increases, and
the efficiency also increases. With the increase of the blade wrap angle, the fluid in the flow channel [22]
gets restrained by the stronger blades, while the excessive flow channel increases the friction loss and
decreases the efficiency of the pump. The direct path coefficient of the blade outlet width reached
0.3228, which suggested that in a particular range, with the increase of the blade outlet width, the
pump can increase the efficiency.
3.2. Indirect Effect Analysis of the Geometric Parameters of the Nuclear Reactor Coolant Pump on
Its Performance
Besides the direct impact on pump performance, the impeller geometry parameters have different
degrees of mutual influence. The principle of path analysis is Correlation coefficient = direct path
coefficient + indirect path coefficient, i.e., when a parameter changes, it not only has a direct impact
on the performance, but also exerts an indirect impact on the performance by changing the other
geometric parameters.
From the indirect path coefficient listed in Table 2, it is evident that for the head index, the indirect
path coefficient of the outlet lean angle and the impeller inlet diameter were 0.0603 and −0.0792,
respectively. This indicates that the outlet lean angle and the impeller inlet diameter exerted little
indirect impact on the head by changing the other geometrical parameters, primarily by changing the
area ratio (γ→ Y → H = 0.1825, D0 → Y → H = 0.1007). The indirect path coefficient of the blade
outlet angle was 0.1344, indicating that blade outlet angle indirectly strengthens the head by changing
the other geometrical parameters, and the outlet lean angle had the effect of reducing the head by
changing the blade wrap angle (β2 → ϕ→ H = −0.1244). However, the outlet lean angle reinforced
the head by blade numbers (β2 → Z → H = 0.251). The indirect path coefficient of the blade wrap
angle was 0.311, indicating that the blade wrap angle had an indirect strengthening effect on the head
by changing the other geometrical parameters, and the blade wrap angle strengthens the head by
changing the blade outlet angle and the blade numbers (ϕ→ β2 → H = 0.1697, ϕ→ Z → H = 0.1506).
The indirect path coefficient of the impeller blade numbers was 0.1868, suggesting that the impeller
blade numbers exerted little indirect impact on the head by changing the other geometrical parameters,
and the impeller blade numbers strengthened the head by changing the blade outlet angle (Z→ β2 →H
= 0.2121), and yet the impeller blade numbers reduced the head by the blade wrap angle (Z → ϕ→ H
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= −0.1041). The indirect path coefficient of the blade outlet width was 0.0338, indicating that the blade
outlet width had slightly enhanced the indirect impact on the head by changing the other geometrical
parameters, and the blade outlet width reduced the head by changing blade wrap angle (b2 → ϕ→ H
= −0.1244), and yet the blade outlet width had the effect of reinforcing the head by area ratio (b2 → Y
→ H = 0.3087). The indirect path coefficient of the impeller outlet diameter was −0.199, which implied
that the impeller outlet diameter had an abridged indirect effect on the head by changing the other
geometrical parameters, and the impeller outlet diameter reduced the head by changing area ratio
(D2 → Y → H = −0.3235). The indirect path coefficient of the area ratio was −0.261, which suggests that
the area ratio had an abridged effect on the head, and the area ratio reduced the head by changing the
impeller outlet diameter and the blade outlet width (Y → D2 → H = −0.132, Y → b2 → H = −0.3235).
For the efficiency index, the indirect path coefficient of impeller outlet diameter was 0.0252, which
proved that the impeller inlet diameter had a small indirect impact on the efficiency by changing the
other geometrical parameters. The impeller inlet diameter impacted the efficiency by the impeller
outlet diameter and the area ratio, while the impeller inlet diameter reduced the efficiency by changing
the impeller outlet diameter (D0 → D2 → η1 = −0.109), the impeller inlet diameter increased the
efficiency by the area ratio (D0 → Y → η1 = 0.1383). The indirect path coefficient of the outlet lean angle
was 0.1031, which indicated that the outlet lean angle had little indirect impact on the increase of the
efficiency by changing the other geometrical parameters, the outlet lean angle increased the efficiency
by the blade outlet width and the area ratio (γ → b2 → η1 = 0.107, γ → Y → η1 = 0.2509), while it
decreased the efficiency by area ratio (γ→ D2 → η1 = −0.2726). The indirect path coefficient of the
blade outlet angle was −0.1344, showing that blade outlet angle had an indirect impact on the decrease
of the efficiency by changing the other geometrical parameters, and the blade outlet angle decreased
the efficiency by the blade wrap angle (β2 → ϕ→ η1 = −0.1636); the blade outlet angle decreased the
efficiency by the impeller outlet diameter (β2 → D2 → η1 = 0.109). The indirect path coefficient of the
blade wrap angle was −0.417, hinting that the blade wrap angle had an indirect impact on the increase
of the efficiency by changing the other geometrical parameters, and the blade wrap angle increased the
efficiency by blade outlet angle, impeller outlet diameter, and the blade outlet width (ϕ→ β2 → η1 =
0.1601, ϕ→ b2 → η1 = 0.109, ϕ→ b2 → η1 = 0.1076). The indirect path coefficient of the impeller blade
numbers was 0.1417, which demonstrated that the impeller blade numbers had an indirect impact on
the increase of the efficiency by changing the other geometrical parameters and the impeller blade
numbers increased the efficiency by the blade outlet angle (Z → β2 → η1 = 0.2001), while the impeller
blade numbers decreased the efficiency by the blade wrap angle (Z → ϕ→ η1 = −0.1227). The indirect
path coefficient of the impeller outlet diameter was −0.54, denoting that the impeller outlet diameter
had an indirect impact on the decrease of the efficiency by changing the other geometrical parameters,
and then it decreased the efficiency by the blade outlet width and the area ratio (D2 → b2 → η1 =
−0.1076, D2 → Y → η1 = −0.4445). The indirect path coefficient of the blade outlet width was −0.0106,
which implied that the blade outlet width had an indirect impact on the decrease of the efficiency by
changing the other geometrical parameters, and the blade outlet width decreased the efficiency by the
area ratio (b2 → Y → η1 = 0.4242), while it decreased the efficiency by the blade wrap angle and the
impeller outlet diameter (b2 → ϕ→ η1 = −0.1636, b2 → D2 → η1 = −0.2181).
It was acquired by analyzing the indirect path coefficient between the different geometric
parameters that the influence weight of each parameter was different when the different performances
served as the index (β2 → Z → H = 0.251, β2 → Z → η1 = −0.0005). Under the index of the same
performance, the influence weight of each parameter was directional (β2 → ϕ→ H = −0.1244, ϕ→
β2 → H = 0.1697). Under the small indirect path coefficient, it did not mean that there was little
interaction between the factor and other factors (the indirect path coefficient of the impeller outlet
diameter reaches −0.0252, D0 → D2 → η1 = −0.109, D0 → Y → η1 = 0.1383), which neutralized the
indirect effect on each parameter.
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3.3. Analysis of Residual Path Coefficient
The residual path coefficient is a critical value that determines the satisfaction of the linear relation
between parameters and performances. In this paper, the determined path coefficients and the residual
path coefficients between the eight geometrical parameters of the impeller and the performance of the
nuclear reactor coolant pump are listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Residual path coefficient between impeller geometric parameters and performance.
Performance Determine Path Coefficient Residual Path Coefficient
H 0.8421 0.2909
η1 0.6678 0.5541
It can be seen from the table that the determined path coefficient between the head and the
performance reached 0.8421, which indicated that the eight parameters selected could calculate it
accurately through the linear relationship, while the path coefficient of efficiency was determined
as 0.6678. This proved that selecting the eight parameters and efficiency cannot satisfy the linear
relationship, there may be larger errors, or the main parameter was not selected. However, according
to the actual situation, as the flow of the components of nuclear reactor coolant pump, the impeller
was employed to convert mechanical energy into potential energy, so that the head primarily becomes
dependent on the impeller geometric parameters. For efficiency, the impeller was only a part of the
nuclear main pump flow components, and the influence of the impeller geometry on the efficiency was
greater than the selected seven. Thus, the determined path coefficient was normally not large, and
hence the calculation process was accurate. The eight parameters selected could have been used as
a representation of efficiency by linear. To visually represent the relationship between the efficiency
index, the lift index, and the parameters, please refer the path diagram (shown in Figure 3).
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(b) The path diagram between the impeller geometrical parameters and the head 
Figure 3. The path diagram between the impeller geometrical parameters and the performance.
3.4. Optimal Parameter Selection
By selecting the eight major parameters of the impeller, efficiency, and the head, respectively, as
the performance evaluation indices, the geometrical parameters of the different indices have proved to
have different effect sizes. When efficiency was the performance index, five geometrical parameters
exerted the greatest influence on efficiency in line with the size of influence weight: blade outlet angle
> impeller outlet diameter > blade wrap angle > area ratio > blade outlet width. When the head was
the performance index, the six geometric parameters had the greatest impact on efficiency; according
to influence weight: impeller blade numbers > blade outlet angle > blade wrap angle > area ratio >
impeller outlet diameter > blade outlet width. This paper considers efficiency as the main performance
index, the optimal parameters were selected in line with the results of partial correlation analysis and
path analysis, and the results were as listed under Table 4.
Table 4. Optimal combination of impeller geometrical parameters.
Factor γ β2 ϕ Z D2 b2 D0 Y
Optimal results 23◦ 30◦ 115◦ 5 770 mm 200 mm 555 mm 1.002
4. Experiment Verification
To verify the effectiveness of this optimization method, the model pump, developed as per the
specified parameters, was tested and verified. The model pump had the following specifications;
design flow QM = 104 m3/h, head HM = 3.6 m, rotating speed n = 1480 r/min, and specific speed
ns = 351. The model pump and the reactor coolant pump size had a ratio of 5.56. The transient
performance testbed for reactor coolant pump was presented in Figure 4. To complete the collection,
the flow measurement used the LWGY-type turbine flow sensor instrument supplied by the Nanjing
Ditai Electromechanical Equipment Co. Ltd (Nanjing, China), turbine flow meter diameter of DN125,
output current signal of 4–20 mA, and acquisition accuracy of 0.5 grade. The instantaneous flow signal
was acquired from Beijing Altai Technology Development Co., Ltd. We used a production USB3200
type data acquisition card with rotating speed function and a moment sensor: ZJ-type rotating speed
and the moment sensor supporting WJCG dynamometer acquisition pump shaft speed, moment, and
other data; its working principle was magnetoelectric conversion and electric phase difference, the
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measurement range of the moment was 0–50 NM, the number of teeth was 180, the precision was 0.2%,
and the speed range was 0–5000 r/min. In the test process, the model pump was first, and then the
outlet valve was adjusted after its operations were stabilized so that the pump could be shut down
under the rated working condition. The start-up curves of the three groups with starting time of
approximately 2 s, 4.5 s, and 8.5 s, respectively, were obtained through the coupling to connect the
flywheels with different moments of inertia to reduce the starting acceleration of the unit. Through
the similar conversion of the model pump, the starting characteristic curves of the three groups of
different starting accelerations of the nuclear reactor coolant pump were determined as in Figure 5.
 
Figure 4. Test device for the coast-down transition process of the nuclear reactor coolant pump.
 
Figure 5. Change of rotational speed before and after the optimization of the nuclear reactor coolant
pump during the coast-down transition process.
A dimensionless conversion was carried out with the optimized coast-down time of the pump
as a cycle. From Figure 5, it is evident that the optimization had a great influence on the change of
the rotation speed [23] in the coast-down transition of the reactor coolant pump. Because of the small
moment of inertia of the impeller itself, the small changes in the impeller geometrical parameters and
the amount of change in the moment of inertia can be neglected. Figure 3 illustrates that the curves of
speed variations in the coast-down transition were different before and after the optimization. The
preoptimization speed decreased to zero at nearly 0.8 T1, and the optimized speed dropped to zero
at nearly 1 T1. Throughout the coast-down transition, the size of the speed before optimization was
greater than the size of the speed of coast-down after optimization. This proved that almost the entire
coast-down characteristics had been improved through the structural optimization of the nuclear
reactor coolant pump.
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5. Conclusions
The inertia moment energy stored in the rotor system was utilized to keep the nuclear reactor
coolant pump running during coast-down transition. Considering the additional losses of the impeller
were primarily caused by the nuclear reactor coolant pump under the off-design condition, the energy
loss was reduced and the time of coast-down was delayed by optimizing the main structural parameters
of the impeller.
(1) According to the energy conservation law, the calculation equation of coast-down time and
the energy utilization of the inertia moment storage were listed, and the basis of coast-down
optimization was given based on the reducing energy loss in the coast-down transition. Hydraulic
optimization design of the reactor coolant pump impeller was carried out by combining orthogonal
optimization test and CFD simulation software, while the hydraulic characteristics of the
calculation model were also completed.
(2) The correlation between the impeller geometric parameters and efficiency, head, and different
geometric parameters was computed, and the main parameters affecting efficiency and the
pressure head were determined. By the path analysis on the results of hydraulic characteristics,
the direct influence of geometric parameters on efficiency and head and the indirect influence of the
geometric parameters on other parameters that changed the efficiency and head were ascertained.
(3) The efficiency of the pump was the target, the head was the constraint condition, and, combined
with the calculation results of the partial correlation analysis and path analysis, the optimal
parameters were selected as γ = 23º, β2 = 30º, ϕ = 115º, Z = 5, b2 = 200 mm, D2 = 770 mm,
D0 = 555 mm, and Y = 1.002, respectively.
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Abstract: The mathematical models of productivity calculation for complex structural wells mainly
focus on the single well or the regular well pattern. Previous research on the seepage theory of complex
structural wells and vertical wells in mixed well pattern is greatly insufficient. Accordingly, this article
presents a methodology of evaluating the productivity of infill complex structural wells in mixed
well patterns. On the basis of the mirror-image method and source–sink theory, two semi-analytical
models are established. These models are applied to the productivity prediction of an infill horizontal
well inhorizontal-vertical well pattern and an infill multilateral well inmultilateral-vertical well
pattern, respectively, in which the interference of other wells, the randomicity of well patterns, and the
pressure drawdown along the horizontal laterals are taken into account. The semi-analytical models’
results are consistent with those calculated by the Eclipse reservoir simulator with the relative error
of less than 15%. Results indicate that the bottom hole flowing pressure decreases logarithmically
while the wellbore flow rate increases monotonically from the toe to the heel of the horizontal well.
Due to the pseudo-hemispherical flow at each endpoint and the pseudo-linear flow at the center
of the horizontal well, the drainage area at each endpoint is relatively larger than that at the center.
The radial inflow at each endpoint of the horizontal segment is considerably greater than that at the
center, which presents the U-shape distribution. The proposed methodology enhances and promotes
the theory of productivity evaluation for complex structural wells in mixed well patterns.
Keywords: complex structural well; mixed well pattern; productivity evaluation; semi-analytical
model; well location optimization
1. Introduction
Complex structural wells including horizontal wells and multilateral wells have become a popular
alternative for the development of oil and gas fields around the world because of their high flow
efficiency due to larger contact area made with the reservoir and lower pressure drawdown at the
same liquid volume [1]. As the process of oilfield development enters into the intermediary and
later phase, the mixed well patterns of complex structural wells and conventional vertical wells have
been widely applied to the implementation of adjustment plans [2]. The infilling horizontal wells
or multilateral wells in mixed well patterns are of great significance to optimization of development
strategies. Due to the complexity of seepage mechanism near the horizontal wellbore, the coupling
between reservoir flow and wellbore conduit flow, and the interference of other wells in mixed well
patterns [3], the original mathematical models based on time invariant flow are no longer applicable as
a result of the change of flow regimes. Therefore, it is necessary to establish new productivity models
of infill complex structural wells in mixed well patterns.
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The productivity evaluation of complex structural wells under different reservoir conditions is
an important topic in the field of complex structural wells. At present, studies have been conducted
on the methods of production calculation for horizontal wells [4–18] and multilateral wells [19–23],
which are mainly divided into analytical methods and semi-analytical methods. The analytical model
aims to directly build a calculation formula based on ideal assumptions. In the semi-analytical model,
each branch of the complex structural well is divided into several infinitesimal sections, thus the
productivity can be obtained by solving the system of linear equations combined with fluid flow rate
and pressure drawdown for each infinitesimal in the wellbore. However, these methods mainly focus
on building models of single well or regular well patterns, and little research has been conducted on the
seepage theory of mixed well patterns of vertical wells and complex structural wells [24–30]. In view
of the field problems involving the productivity prediction of infill wells in irregular well patterns,
there are limitations in current mathematical models [31–35]. On the one hand, they are only suitable
for the productivity calculation of the entire well pattern not for single infill wells; on the other hand,
they are merely applied to the regular five-spot pattern, seven-spot pattern, and nine-spot pattern not
for the irregularly mixed well pattern. More importantly, the pressure drop caused by wall friction
and fluid acceleration along the horizontal lateral is not comprehensively taken into account during
the coupling of reservoir seepage and wellbore conduit flow. In order to overcome the deficiencies
of the existing models, Ye et al. [36] presented a productivity evaluation model for infill horizontal
wells considering the interference of other wells and the wellbore friction, which is suitable for mixed
horizontal injection and production patterns. Although this method did not take into consideration
more complicated conditions, such as the mixed well pattern including multilateral-vertical wells,
it provides us with an effective approach to solve these problems.
The objective of this article here is to present two semi-analytical models for the productivity
evaluation of infill complex structural wells in mixed well patterns on the basis of the mirror-image
method and source–sink theory. The first model is suitable for the infill horizontal well in
horizontal-vertical well pattern, and the other for the infill multilateral well in multilateral-vertical
well pattern. Then, the two models are applied to the study the seepage mechanism in terms of the
bottom hole flowing pressure and the distribution of wellbore flow and radial flow along the horizontal
segment. The main feature of this methodology is that the models take into account the interference of
other wells, the randomicity of well patterns, and the pressure drawdown along the horizontal laterals.
The application in the optimization of infill well location also indicates the significant practical value of
the proposed models.
2. Productivity Model
2.1. Productivity Model of Mixed Horizontal-Vertical Well Pattern
2.1.1. Reservoir Flow Model
As is shown in Figure 1, in the deployment of mixed horizontal-vertical well pattern, we assume
that the number of vertical producers including Pz1, P
z
2, · · · , Pzm is mz, the number of horizontal producer
including Ps1, P
s
2, · · · , Psm is ms, the number of vertical injectors including Iz1, Iz2, · · · , Izn is nz, the number
of horizontal injectors including Is1, I
s
2, · · · , Isn is ns, and Pnew is the infill horizontal producer. The top
and bottom boundaries of the reservoir are both closed, and the surrounding area is infinite. In order
to analyze the well performance, the vertical interval and horizontal interval are both divided into N
segments (Figure 2) [2,36].
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Figure 1. The deployment of mixed horizontal-vertical well pattern.
Figure 2. Schematic of the segmented horizontal well.
The coordinates of an arbitrary point M in the vertical segment k (1 ≤ k ≤ N) of the uth vertical
producer can be expressed as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
xpz(u, k, t) = x
p
z ,




zpz(u, k, t) = z
p
z + (k + t− 1)L/N, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
. (1)
The coordinates of an arbitrary point M in the horizontal segment k (1≤ k ≤N) of the uth horizontal
producer can be expressed as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
xps (u, k, t) = x
p
s + (k + t− 1)L/N,




zps (u, k, t) = z
p
s , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
. (2)
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The coordinates of an arbitrary point M in the vertical segment k (1 ≤ k ≤ N) of the vth vertical
injector can be expressed as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
xiz(v, k, t) = xiz,
yiz(v, k, t) = yiz,
...
ziz(v, k, t) = ziz + (k + t− 1)L/N, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
. (3)
The coordinates of an arbitrary point M in the horizontal segment k (1 ≤ k ≤N) of the vth horizontal
injector can be expressed as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
xis(v, k, t) = xis + (k + t− 1)L/N,
yis(v, k, t) = yis,
...
zis(v, k, t) = zis, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
. (4)
The coordinates of an arbitrary point M in the horizontal segment k (1 ≤ k ≤ N) of the infill
horizontal producer can be expressed as follows [37]:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
x(new, k, t) = xpnew + (k + t− 1)L/N,
y(new, k, t) = ypnew,
...
z(new, k, t) = zpnew, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
, (5)
where xpz(u, k, t), y
p
z(u, k, t), z
p
z(u, k, t) are the coordinates of an arbitrary point in the segment k of the uth




z are the coordinates of the left end (well heel) of the uth vertical producer;
xps (u, k, t), y
p
s (u, k, t), z
p
s (u, k, t) are the coordinates of an arbitrary point in the segment k of the uth




s are the coordinates of the left end (well heel) of the uth horizontal
producer; xiz(v, k, t), yiz(v, k, t), ziz(v, k, t) are the coordinates of an arbitrary point in the segment k of
the vth vertical injector; xiz, yiz, ziz are the coordinates of the left end (well heel) of the vth vertical
injector; xis(v, k, t), yis(v, k, t), zis(v, k, t) are the coordinates of an arbitrary point in the segment k of the
vth horizontal injector; xis, yis, zis are the coordinates of the left end (well heel) of the vth horizontal
injector; x(new, k, t), y(new, k, t), z(new, k, t) are the coordinates of an arbitrary point in the segment k of




new are the coordinates of the left end (well heel) of the infill
horizontal producer. L is the length of the entire horizontal section, m; N is the total number of the
segments, dimensionless.
The mirror-image method and source–sink theory have been widely applied to the boundary
effect reduction. As is shown in Figure 3a, assuming the constant pressure boundary is a mirror, we
can project the producer (we call sink in the method) into an image injector (we call source in the
method) at the symmetric coordinate to counteract the constant pressure boundary effect. As is shown
in Figure 3b, in the same way, we can project the producer into an image producer at the symmetric
coordinate to counteract the closed boundary effect [2].
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3. The mirror-image method and source–sink theory applied in different boundaries: (a) constant
pressure boundary; (b) closed boundary.
On the basis of the method of images and the principle of superposition, we take the closed
boundaries of the top and the bottom of the reservoir as mirrors. Thus, it is transformed into the
problem of infinite well rows for horizontal producers, which is easy to solve. The potential of the
producing segments of the infill horizontal well at any point M (x, y, z) in the infinite formation is:
Φ(x, y, z) =
N∑
k=1





[qr(k)ϕk(x, y, z)] + C. (6)
With:




ξk[x(new, k, t), y(new, k, t), 2nh + z(new, k, t)]+







z(u, k, t), y
p









z(u, k, t), y
p







s (u, k, t), y
p
s (u, k, t), 2nh + z
p







s (u, k, t), y
p




















ξk[xis(v, k, t), yis(v, k, t), 2nh− zis(v, k, t)]
}
, n = 0,±1,±2, · · ·
(7)




















u,z is the production of the uth vertical
producer, m3/d; Qiv,z is the injection rate of the vth vertical injector; Q
p
u,s is the production of the uth
horizontal producer, m3/d; Qiv,s is the injection rate of the vth horizontal injector, m3/d.
For:
ξk[x(new, k, t), y(new, k, t), z(new, k, t)] = ln
r1(new, k) + r2(new, k) + LN
r1(new, k) + r2(new, k) − LN
,
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r1(new, k) =
√
[x(new, k, t = 0) − x]2 + [y(new, k, t = 0) − y]2 + [z(new, k, t = 0) − z]2,
r2(new, k) =
√
[x(new, k, t = 1) − x]2 + [y(new, k, t = 1) − y]2 + [z(new, k, t = 1) − z]2.
In the same way, we can obtain the expressions of ξk[x(u, k, t), y(u, k, t), z(u, k, t)] and
ξk[x(v, k, t), y(v, k, t), z(v, k, t)].




u,s(k), qiv,s(k) are known, all terms
of flow pressure pw f (k) of the infill horizontal producer can be calculated. Hence Equation (6) is
simplified to a linear equation system, and can be arranged in the form as follows:⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ϕ11 ϕ12 ϕ13 · · · ϕ1N
ϕ21 ϕ22 ϕ23 · · · ϕ2N



















pe − pw f (1)
pe − pw f (2)
pe − pw f (3)
...
pe − pw f (N)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (8)
where ϕij is the value of ϕj at the midpoint of the segment i of the infill horizontal producer,
dimensionless; qr(i) is the radial flow rate of the segment i of the infill horizontal producer, m3/d;
pe is the reservoir pressure, MPa; pwf(i) is the flowing pressure of the segment i of the infill horizontal
producer, MPa; K is the reservoir permeability, 10−3 μm2; μo is the oil viscosity, mPa·s; h is the net pay
thickness, m.





where ql(k) is the wellbore flow rate of the segment k of the infill horizontal producer, m3/d.
2.1.2. Wellbore Flow Model
The wellbore pressures of each segment along the horizontal segment are not independent of each
other, instead, they are related to each other via wellbore hydraulics. More specifically, the pressure
difference between two adjacent segment midpoints is dependent on the radial flow into the two
segments, the local pressure, and the fluid property [2,36].
The pressure drop along the horizontal well is caused by the wall friction and the fluid
acceleration [3,11,12,38], and can be calculated by the correlation of pressure drop in the horizontal
interval under the condition of open-hole completion proposed by Liu et al. [12]:











2ql(i) − qr(i) LN
]}
,
pw f (i) = pw f (i− 1) + 0.5
(
Δpw f (i− 1) + Δpw f (i)
)
, (1 ≤ i ≤ N + 1)
(10)
where pwf is the flowing pressure of the well heel, pwf(0) = pwf, Δpwf(0) = Δpwf(N + 1) = 0, MPa; ρ is the
fluid density, g/cm3; f is the wall friction factor, and can be calculated as follows:
f = 64NRe , NRe ≤ 2100
1√
f
= 1.14− 2lg( τD + 21.25N0.9Re ), NRe ≥ 2100
By combing Equations (9) and (10), the following system of equations can be obtained:
f [qr(i), pw f (i)] = 0. (11)
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As expected, the total number of Equations (8) and (11) is equal to 2N, which is the same as that of
unknowns. Thus, the model has a unique solution.
2.1.3. Solution Procedure
The iterative algorithm is an efficient way to solve this problem, and the solution procedure is
shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. The flow chart of solution procedure.
2.2. Productivity Model of Mixed Multilateral-Vertical Well Pattern
2.2.1. Reservoir Flow Model
As is shown in Figure 5, in the deployment of mixed multilateral-vertical well pattern, we assume
that the number of vertical producers including Pz1, P
z
2, · · · , Pzm is mz, the number of vertical injectors
including Iz1, I
z
2, · · · , Izn is nz, and Pnew is the infill multilateral well. The top and bottom boundaries
of the reservoir are both closed, and the surrounding area is infinite. In order to analyze the well
performance, the vertical interval is divided into N segments.
Figure 5. The mixed well pattern of multilateral-vertical wells.
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The coordinates of an arbitrary point M in the vertical segment k (1 ≤ k ≤ N) of the uth vertical
producer can be expressed as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
xpz(u, k, t) = x
p
z ,




zpz(u, k, t) = z
p
z + (k + t− 1)L/N, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
. (12)
The coordinates of an arbitrary point M in the vertical segment k (1 ≤ k ≤ N) of the vth vertical
injector can be expressed as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
xiz(v, k, t) = xiz,
yiz(v, k, t) = yiz,
...
ziz(v, k, t) = ziz + (k + t− 1)L/N, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
(13)
where xpz(u, k, t), y
p
z(u, k, t), z
p
z(u, k, t) are the coordinates of an arbitrary point in the segment k of the uth




z are the coordinates of the left end (well heel) of the uth vertical producer;
xiz(v, k, t), yiz(v, k, t), ziz(v, k, t) are the coordinates of an arbitrary point in the segment k of the vth vertical
injector; xiz, yiz, ziz are the coordinates of the left end (well heel) of the vth vertical injector.
Figure 6 is the three-dimensional (3D) schematic of the infill multilateral well, we assume that
each branch is symmetrically distributed on the same horizontal plane, the length of which is identical.
The xoy coordinate system is established by taking the subpoint of the main hole in the xoy plane as
the origin of coordinates, and the direction of the main hole as the z axis. Each branch is distributed
counterclockwise around the z axis with the x axis as the starting direction.
Figure 6. 3D schematic of infill multilateral well.
M0(x, y, z0) is the bottom-hole coordinate of the main wellbore, and Mi(xi,0, yi.0, zi,0) is the starting
coordinate of the ith branch with the length of Li (1 ≤ i ≤ M). M is the number of branches. The ith
branch of the infill multilateral well is divided into Ni (1 ≤ i ≤ M) segments, thus the infinitesimal
length of the ith branch is ΔLi = Li/Ni.
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Accordingly, the coordinates of an arbitrary point M in the horizontal segment i (1 ≤ i ≤ M) of the
infill multilateral well can be expressed as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
x(i, j) = xi,0 + ΔLi[
j−1∑
k=1
(sinθi,k · cosαi,k) + t sinθi, j · cosαi,k],
y(i, j) = yi,0 + ΔLi[
j−1∑
k=1
(sinθi,k · sinαi,k) + t sinθi, j · sinαi,k],
z(i, j) = zi,0 + ΔLi[
j−1∑
k=1
cosθi,k + t cosθi, j], (1 ≤ i ≤ M, 0 ≤ j ≤ Ni, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1)
(14)
where x(i, j), y(i, j), z(i, j) are the coordinates of an arbitrary point in the ith branch of the infill multilateral
producer; xi,0, yi,0, zi,0 are the coordinates of the left end (well heel) in the ith branch of the infill
multilateral producer; θ is the deviation angle of the ith segment of the infill multilateral producer; α is
the azimuth angle of the ith segment of the infill multilateral producer.
As mentioned above, we can also transform this problem into the one of infinite well rows by
using the method of images and the principle of superposition. Thus the potential of the producing
segments of the infill multilateral well at any point M(x, y, z) in the infinite formation is:
f (x, y, z) =
M∑
i=1












ϕi, j(x, y, z) =
+∞∑
n=−∞
[ 1ΔLi ξi, j
(
xi, j, yi, j, 2nh + zi, j
)
+ 1ΔLi ξi, j
(











z(u, k, t), y
p











z(u, k, t), y
p














ξk[xiz(v, k, t), yiz(v, k, t), 2nh− ziz(v, k, t)]
(16)










u,z is the production of the uth vertical producer, m3/d; Qiv,z is the
injection rate of the vth vertical injector, m3/d.
Once the distributions of the flow rates of qr(i, j), q
p
u,z(k), qiv,z(k) are known, all terms of flow
pressure pw f (i, j) of the infill multilateral producer can be calculated. Hence Equation (15) is simplified
















Pe − Pw f (1, 1)
Pe − Pw f (1, 2)
...
Pe − Pw f (1, N1)
...















φ(1,N1)(1,1) −φe(1,1) · · · φ(1,N1)(1,N1) −φe(1,N) φ(1,N1)(2,1) −φe(2,1) · · · φ(1,N1)(M,NM) −φe(M,NM)







φ(M,NM)(1,1) −φe(1,1) · · · φ(M,NM)(1,N1) −φe(1,N) φ(M,NM)(2,1) −φe(2,1) · · · φ(M,NM)(M,NM) −φe(M,NM)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
where qr(i, j) is the radial flow rate of the ith branch of the infill multilateral producer, 1 ≤ i ≤ M,
1 ≤ j ≤ Ni, m3/d; Pe is the reservoir pressure, MPa; Pwf(i, j) is the flow pressure of the ith branch of
the infill multilateral producer, 1 ≤ i ≤ M, 1 ≤ j ≤ Ni, MPa; kh is the reservoir horizontal permeability,
10−3 μm2; kv is the reservoir vertical permeability, 10−3 μm2; μo is the oil viscosity, mPa·s.
2.2.2. Wellbore Flow Model
1. Pressure drop model of the horizontal lateral
The pressure drop along the horizontal interval is caused by the wall friction and the fluid
acceleration. According to Equation (11), the pressure drop of the ith branch of the multilateral well
along the horizontal interval can be calculated by:
F′i, j
[
qr(i, j), pw f (i, j)
]
= 0. (18)
2. Pressure drop model of the deviated segment
The branch holes enter the reservoir through the deviated segment. Although each deviated
segment does not contribute to the production, the pressure drop in the deviated segments cannot be









where ΔPs the pressure drop along the deviated segment, MPa; Rc is curvature radius of the deviated
segment, m; ρ is the fluid density, kg/m3; dw is the wellbore diameter of the deviated segment, m; Cw is
the similarity factor of the wellbore and deviated segment, dimensionless; λc is the friction factor of
the deviated segment, dimensionless.
3. Pressure drop model of the vertical segment
According to the law of conservation of energy, the equation of pressure gradient in the pipe with
inclination can be expressed as follows:
dP
dz







where dP/dz is the pressure loss per unit length, MPa/m; ρgsinθ is the pressure drop caused by the fluid
gravity, MPa/m; ρv × dv/dz is the pressure drop caused by the fluid acceleration, MPa/m; f × ρv2/2d is
the pressure drop caused by the friction, MPa/m; ρ is the fluid density, kg/m3; d is the pipe diameter, m.
The friction factor f can be calculated by:
f = 64NRe , NRe ≤ 2100
1√
f
= 1.14− 2lg( τd + 21.25N0.9Re ), NRe ≥ 2100
where NRe is the Reynolds number, dimensionless.
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4. Internal pressure drop model of the branch hole
The flowing pressure at the heel of the ith branch can be calculated by simultaneous Equations (19)
and (20):
Pw f (i) = Pmb − ΔPvi − ΔPwi(1 ≤ i ≤ M), (21)
where Pmb is the flowing pressure of the main wellbore, MPa; ΔPvi is the pressure drop of the vertical
segment of the ith branch, MPa; ΔPwi is the pressure drop of the deviated segment of the ith branch, MPa.
By combining Equations (20) and (24), the following system of equations can be obtained:
Fi, j
[
qr(i, j), pw f (i, j)
]
= 0, (1 ≤ i ≤ M, 1 ≤ j ≤ Ni
)
. (22)
As expected, the total number of equations of Equations (17) and (22) is equal to 2(M×Ni), which
is the same as that of unknowns. Therefore, the solution of the coupling model is unique.
2.2.3. Solution Procedure
The coupling model can also be solved by using the iterative algorithm, and the solution procedure
is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. The flow chart of solution procedure.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Model Validation
The semi-analytical models can be applied to the productivity prediction of the infill horizontal
well and the multilateral well in mixed well patterns. In order to verify the reliability of the models,
two cases are considered, and the results calculated by the semi-analytical models are compared with
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those calculated by the Eclipse software (Schlumberger). In the first case, we selected a typical mixed
well pattern of horizontal-vertical wells from a thin carbonate reservoir in the Middle East. There are
three vertical producers (P11, P12, and P13), one horizontal producer (P14), one vertical injector (I11),
one horizontal injector (I12), and P1new is the infill horizontal producer. In the other case, the reservoir is
a thick, multi-layer reservoir in the Middle East, multilateral wells are adopted to improve the degree of
the reservoir development. The mixed well pattern of multilateral-vertical well includes two vertical
producers (P21 and P22), one vertical injector (I21), and P2new is the infill multilateral producer with two
branch holes.
The productivity models can be solved by VB modular programming of the object-oriented
technology. The reservoir properties and wellbore geometry are listed in Tables 1 and 2. By inputting
the same model parameters, the productivity evaluation of the two wells were conducted respectively
with the semi-analytical models and the Eclipse simulator. The calculation results are shown in Table 3.
Table 1. Productivity calculation parameters of P1new.
Parameters (Unit) Value
Net thickness (m) 6.0
Porosity (%) 15.3
Permeability (10−3 μm2) 88.5
Reservoir pressure (MPa) 38.6
Oil viscosity (mPa·s) 8.1
Horizontal length of P1new (m) 335
Wellbore radius of P1new (m) 0.1
Bottom hole flowing pressure (MPa) 36.6
Production rate of P11 (m3/d) 18.5
Production rate of P12 (m3/d) 21.6
Production rate of P13 (m3/d) 24.3
Production rate of P14 (m3/d) 56.8
Injection rate of I11 (m3/d) 68.5
Injection rate of I12 (m3/d) 79.2
Table 2. Productivity calculation parameters of P2new.
Parameters (Unit) Value
Net thickness-the 1st branch of P2new (m) 5.1
Net thickness-the 2nd branch of P2new (m) 9.4
Porosity (%) 22.1
Ratio of vertical to horizontal permeability (-) 0.1
Reservoir pressure (MPa) 20.3
Oil viscosity (mPa·s) 6.2
Length of the 1st branch of P2new (m) 200
Length of the 2nd branch of P2new (m) 140
Bottom hole flowing pressure (MPa) 10.0
Production rate of P21 (m3/d) 52.9
Production rate of P22 (m3/d) 67.8
Injection rate of I21 (m3/d) 125.5
Table 3 indicates that the semi-analytical models have a high accuracy with the relative error of
less than 15%. The results calculated by the models are consistent with those by the Eclipse numerical
simulator, which verify the reliability of the productivity models. By taking into account the actual
conditions, namely the interference of other wells in the well pattern, the coupling between the
reservoir flow and wellbore flow, and the pressure drop along the horizontal lateral, the accuracy of
the productivity prediction by the semi-analytical models is greatly improved.
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P1new 25.0 27.3 9.1 27.2 8.8
P2new
1st branch 197.7 220.7 11.7 221.3 11.9
2nd branch 147.1 166.5 13.2 168.0 14.2
Total 344.7 387.2 12.3 389.3 12.9
3.2. Model Application
3.2.1. Study on Seepage Mechanism of Horizontal Well
In the first case of model validation, we can further analyze the bottom hole flowing pressure,
the distribution of wellbore flow rate and radial flow rate along the horizontal segment. Figures 8
and 9 show that the bottom hole flowing pressure decreases logarithmically while the wellbore flow
rate increases monotonically from the toe to the heel of the horizontal well. The reservoir flow coupled
with variable mass wellbore flow results in this near wellbore dynamics. On one hand, the mass flow
rate of fluid from the toe to the heel increases gradually. In this case, the fluid velocity along the
main flow direction also increases with an accelerating pressure drop. The radial inflow of reservoir
fluid along the horizontal wellbore disturbs the boundary layer of the main stream tube and affects
its velocity profile, thus altering the wall friction resistance determined by the velocity distribution.
These factors lead to the bottom hole flowing pressure decreasing in the form of logarithmic function.
On the other hand, the radial inflow performance affects the distribution of pressure and pressure drop,
and vice versa. Due to the pseudo-hemispherical flow at each endpoint (well heel and well toe) and
the pseudo-linear flow at the center of the horizontal segment, the drainage area at each endpoint is
relatively larger than that at the center. The radial flow rate at each endpoint of the horizontal segment
is considerably greater than that at the center, and decreases quickly toward the intermediate section,


















Distance from the heel (m)
Figure 8. Distribution of bottom hole flowing pressure along the horizontal lateral.
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Radial flow
Figure 9. Distribution of wellbore flow and radial flow along the horizontal lateral.
3.2.2. Optimization of Infilling Well Location
In the intermediary and later phase of oilfield development, infill wells are usually needed to
improve the well pattern and the effect of tapping potential of remaining oil. Therefore, the key is
the optimization of infill well location. The productivity models provide a shortcut for this target.
Based on the understanding of geological conditions and development status, the productivity of infill
well can be accurately predicted, and in combination with the findings of remaining oil distribution,
the infill well location could be optimized.
Taking the mixed five-spot well pattern of vertical injectors and horizontal producer as an example,
we conducted a study on the productivity variation of horizontal well at different locations in the
well pattern (Figure 10). The basic reservoir parameters refer to the first case of model validation.
Figure 11 shows that the lateral shifting of horizontal well has some effects on the productivity, and the
productivity at the center of the well pattern is relatively higher than that at other locations. However,
this does not mean that the central location is the optimum selection for the horizontal well. In the
adjustment of well pattern, geological condition and development factors, such as the distribution of
flow field and remaining oil, should also be considered.
Figure 10. Mixed five-spot well pattern of vertical-injectors and horizontal producer ( 1– 7 show the
code of different horizontal locations).
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Code of horizontal well location
Figure 11. Productivity variation of horizontal well in mixed well pattern.
We made further study on the flow field distribution in the mixed well pattern so as to provide
references for the optimization of infilling well location. Figures 12 and 13 indicate that the equipotential
lines and stream lines are symmetrically distributed along the x-axis as the horizontal well moves
laterally. When the horizontal well is located at the center of the well pattern, both the equipotential
lines and stream lines present a uniform distribution; when the horizontal well moves toward the
right side, both of the two types of the lines on the right side become dense, while those on the left
side are sparsely distributed, and vice versa. The more the horizontal well location changes, the more
obvious this phenomenon is. The flow pattern almost presents a linear flow as the horizontal well
locates at the line of the two vertical wells on the same side, which indicates a relatively higher
swept efficiency. Therefore, in combination with the findings of productivity variation and flow fluid








Figure 12. Equipotential line pattern for lateral shifting of the horizontal well. ((a–c) show the
equipotential line pattern of different lateral location.)
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Figure 13. Stream line pattern for lateral shifting of the horizontal well. ((a–c) show the stream line
pattern of different lateral location.)
3.3. Discussion
In this study, the semi-analytical models for productivity evaluation of infill complex structural
wells are built with the method of images and source–sink theory. Compared with the existing models,
the advantages of the semi-analytical model lie in the following three aspects. Firstly, the models
are suitable for mixed well patterns of vertical wells and complex structure wells; Secondly, both the
interference of other wells in the well pattern and the pressure drawdown along the horizontal segment
are taken into account, which makes the models more reliable. In addition, the models provide some
insight into the seepage mechanism of complex structural wells such as the distribution of wellbore
flow and radial flow along the horizontal segment. However, the semi-analytical models also have
some limitations, the basic assumptions of the models are steady-state flow and closed top and bottom
boundaries, and the productivity evaluation of different reservoir boundaries under the condition of
unsteady-state flow still needs to be further studied.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, on the basis of the mirror-image method and the source–sink theory, two
semi-analytical models are established to predict the productivity of infill horizontal wells and
multilateral wells in mixed well patterns respectively, in which the interference of other wells,
the randomicity of well pattern, and the pressure drawdown along the horizontal lateral are taken
into account.
The application of the productivity models verifies the reliability and practicability. The results
calculated by the models are consistent with those by the Eclipse numerical simulator, and the
semi-analytical models have a high accuracy with the relative error of less than 15%.
The results indicate that the bottom hole flowing pressure decreases logarithmically while the
wellbore flow rate increases monotonically from the toe to the heel of the horizontal segment. Due to the
pseudo-hemispherical flow at each endpoint and the pseudo-linear flow at the center of the horizontal
segment, the drainage area at each endpoint is relatively larger than that at the center. The radial flow
rate at each endpoint of the horizontal segment is considerably greater than that at the center, which
generally presents a U-shape distribution.
This study also proposes a practical and efficient approach for the study on the horizontal seepage
mechanism, and the optimization of infilling well locations.
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